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In this dissertation, 1 link Rousseau's moral philosophy with Nietzsche' s 

aestheticism through the concept of self creation. Rather than espousing a categoncal 

moral system, these philosophers impute to human beings a responsibility not only for 

creating their own identity but for shaping the world of which they are a part. The activity 

of self creation is fuelled by the tension between the need to distance oneself fiom one's 

environment and the need to integrate oneself into it. According to Rousseau, these 

tendencies should dways be reconciled to each other. Nietzsche, on the other hand, insists 

on vividly expenencing the contradictions between the two and fears that the kind of 

reconciliation advocated by Rousseau would diminish the intensity of both. 

1 argue that for Rousseau morality is a process by which human beings try to 

"replicate" the harmony of the pre-human state of nature, while at the sarne tirne 

recognizing that it can never be recaptured. 1 examine his account of the failure of 

bourgeois society as well as the solutions he proposes for catapulting human beings beyond 

it in order to realize his moral vision. Nietzsche, on the other hand, stresses the more 

chaotic aspects of nature, maintainhg that individuals m u t  alternate between establishing 

the bomdaries that define the self, whiie also succumbing to forces which collapse them. 

This "artistic" approach would aiIow them to participate more N l y  in the flux and rhythm 

of life. He is extremely critical of the influence of ludeo-Christian religion because it 



attempts to obstruct this process of becoming. Nietzsche insists that human beings must 

learn to accept their own b i t s  and recognize that destruction and creation are 

interdependent. 

Finally, 1 wiIl argue that both Nietzsche and Rousseau spum attempts to gray the 

essence of reality , insisting that human beings are both created and creative beings. They 

extol reciprocal relationships both between individuals and between human beings and 

nature. Each person has a responsibility towards the realms beyond her "self" because she 

is both separated frorn and part of her "extemai" world. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Rousseau and Nietzsche are two thinken who not only lived in different centuries, 

but who have been relegated to opposite poles of the political spectnun. Rousseau is often 

considered to be the father of the ncolIectivistn ideal which inspired some of the worst 

excesses of the French Revolution and brutally sacflced the individual at the altar of an 

abstract general will. l Nietzsche' s apparent anti-moral posture combined with the high 

premium he places on self overcoming is said to have provided the intellechial backbone 

for Nazism. He is a c d  of a radical individualism, which equates self overcoming with 

mastery and therefore easily slides into a brutal t~talitarianism.~ However, such analyses 

constitue a gross distortion of the thought of these writers, and ignore completely the 

paradoxes and the ironies which ripple through theu works. Rousseau is neither an 

unrelenting collectivist, nor Nietzsche an unrepentant individuaiist. If their work has k e n  

subjected to these kinds of interpretations, it is due to the ofien trenchant language they 

use in order to jolt readers out of their complacency. 

A study of Rousseau and Nietzsche proves to be h i t h 1  because they stand among 

the most poignant voices of modemity, expressing both its most profound fears and its 

lsee Peter Gay, 'Introduction, ' Basic Polifical Wntings of Jedacques Rousseau, 
(Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Co.. 1987), p. vii. 

2An analysis which charts a direct path fkom Nietzsche to Nazism is that of J.P. Stem in A 
Study of Niemche, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1979). 



highest hopes. Their cnticisms of the pervasive conformity which characterizes their own 

era are still relevant today , when economic globalkation has resulted in an increasing 

homogenization of culture. The schisms between the rich and the poor inveighed against 

by Rousseau and the cultural uniformity which angered Nietzsche have become even more 

pronounced at a time where na one escapes the clutches of the global market. At the same 

time, both Rousseau and Nietzsche point to the vimially unlimited potential that 

modemity offers because of its refusal to prescnbe fixed individual and social roles. 

inviting individuais to remake the world as their own. 

What d e s  both of these thinken decisively modern is their propensity to place 

the "se!f' at the centre of their philosophical inquiry. Yet, in doing so they also throw into 

question rnany of the assurnptions that accompany the term. Rather than painting a portrait 

of a self that is prior to the social order of which it is a part, they describe an individual 

that is constituted within naturai, social and historical structures. In fact, as 1 will 

demonsrrate, both thinkers point out that even our ability to experience ourselves as 

individuals is sornething that develops out of a social process. 1 cannot think of myself as 

an individual without being part of a social order that affords me the opportuniry to 

compare myself to others like me. Furthemore, the tension between the customs any 

social order imposes and my "naturai" desires creates a rift between the community and 

myself. Thus, my separation from the society is in pan a response to the society's 

separation from nature. 



The individual both separates herself from her environment, and integrates herself 

into it. These are processes which are interdependent rather than opposed. 1 cannot 

separate myself corn something that 1 am not a part of, nor can 1 integrate myself into 

something which completely absorbs me. The tension between these two pulls on the self 

impels me to engage in a continuous process of self creation in which both my own 

boundaries and those of the world around me are reshaped on an ongoing basis. 1 am 

always at once both creative and created. 1 act because 1 am acted upon and 1 am acted 

upon because 1 act. Of course, ihis does not imply that I aiways see the world that 1 

inhabit as a cornplete entity. The process of individuation and integration occurs at a 

nurnber of different levels. 1 may interact with a particular society or an institution within 

it. 1 also interact with separate individuals. 1 engage with the "forcesn of "nature". 

struggling against them or allowing myself to express them. Both the individuals and the 

" wholes" that 1 confront are created out of these interactions and in turn create me. While 

this may sound bewildering, ir demonstrates that a myriad of processes form a self that is 

by no means identical over t h e .  It is in the act of reshaping itself that it becomes what 

it is. 

I will argue that this process of self creation forrns the cornentone of both 

Nietzsche' and Rousseau's philosophy. What is distinctively modem is not self creation 

itself, but the conscious participation in it. The identification of self with process rather 

than with social, cultural, familial, or nanual roles is unique to modernity . Nevertheless, 



Rousseau and Nietzsche choose different means by which the creative potential of human 

beings is to be expressed. According to Rousseau, self creation is a predominantly moral 

exercise while for Nietzsche, it is aesthetic. However. it is too simple to Say that 

Nietzsche sacrifices morality for the sake of art, or that Rousseau sacrifices creativity to 

suit his moral purposes. If morality depends upon the individual's sense of responsibility 

for the world "beyond" henelf, then both their approaches can be considered moral. If art 

demands a continuous reshaping and reinterpretation of the circumstances that underlie 

our existence, then both thinkers celebrate an. By conûibuting to the creation of the world 

of which we are a part, and allowing this same world to shape us. we recognize Our 

responsibility to that which lies "beyondn our individual self. Those who inhabit the 

world with me are not only distinct from me, but make me who 1 am. 1, in Nrn, 

participate in the creation of their identity . 

The similarity between the approaches of Rousseau and Nietzsche should not blind 

us to their differences. The fact that Rousseau focuses on morality while Nietzsche focuses 

on art is not merely a disagreement over the terminology which is used to descnbe 

processes of self creation. Rather, it reflects a difference both with regard to the kinds of 

Iimits they are willing to impose on such activity, and the conditions which they think are 

most likely to foster an interactive relationship with "outside" ~ o r l d s . ~  

According to Rousseau, ideally, the process of individuating myself should at the 

'1 use the term "outsiden hesitantly because the interactive relationship 1 have been describing 
throws into question the notion of a world which is completely extemal to the self. 



same t h e  enable me to integrate myself. For example, I should distinguish myself from 

other members within a society so that 1 can contribute to the society rather than 

underminhg it. My attempt to separate myself from nature through culture should provide 

me with a new means of integrating myself into it, rather than creating a rift between the 

two realms that is dificult to bridge. Conversely, a society should not squash the 

individual for the sake of interna1 unity, but create the conditions in which he can flounsh. 

Individuation and integration should dways be in balance. 

Nietzsche, on the other hand, would object vociferously to efforts to achieve such 

a balance between individuation and integration. In his view, this would prevent us from 

expenencing each of these moments in di its intensity . According to Nietzsche, integration 

is a kind of disindividuation where we surrender the boundaries that separate us from the 

"primordial" forces of life. At this moment, we must be willing to forget our own 

subjectivity and sirnply allow ourselves CO be carried dong by these forces, wherever they 

may take us. Conversely, individuation is a process by which we establish serene illusions 

that d o w  us to seek refuge fiom the chaos of life. By constructing them, we try to avoid 

being sucked into the vortex of the disindividuating whirlwind. In order to enjoy each of 

these moments, we rnust deliberately block out the other, even though they are mutually 

constitutive. We must experience thern as opposites in order to understand the relationship 

between them. Thus, Nietzsche advocates a movement between individuation and 

integration, rather than a constant compromise between them. 



For Rousseau, self creation requires equality between men, for only those who are 

on equal terms can engage in the kind of reciprocal relations which would dlow each to 

contribute to the development of others. In Rousseau's view it was inequality that 

prevented individuals from reaiizing their creative potential because conditions of 

domination and servitude cut each off fiom the possibility of fostering the otherfs 

development. A master cannot grow because he is concerned with suppressing his 

"inferior" and thus does not allow the slave to shape him. The slave's creativity is 

undermined because he is forced to conform to the dictates of the master. Nietzsche, on 

the other band, asserts that the effort to prevent some individuals from exerting too rnuch 

influence over othen easiiy slides into a dangerous levelling which tums them al1 into 

clones of one another. Even so, Nietzsche's own position on equality is not as clear-cut 

as his anti-democratic tirades suggest. In ZRus Spoke Zorathustra. like Rousseau, he 

emphasizes the importance of relationships of reciprocity. However. for hirn, such 

reciprocity is ody possible among extraordinary individuais who are willing to continually 

reshape themselves. Most people, he Iaments, require the c o d o n  of rigidly prescribed 

roles. 

Rousseau and Nietzsche and their hterpreters 

The similarity between Rousseau and Nietzsche has not received much treament 



in the secondary literature. 1 would argue that this is in part due to the reluctance to 

recognize the extent to which self creation, morality and art are intertwined in the works 

of both writers. In the case of Rousseau, the fact that the "self" is not prior to the 

"extemal" world, but rather emerges out of a process of interaction with it, is often 

overlooked. Interpreters of Rousseau such as Berman, assume that he focuses on the 

individual as the owner of a unique identity which mu t  be aliowed to corne to the surface. 

Unequal social stnictures have forced individuals to don masks in order to survive, 

preventing each individual's " uue self' fkorn stepping forward. Thus, even though modem 

human beings are emancipated from traditional social roles, they are nevenheless "always 

driven from withown4 Because the distribution of power is always in flux, they are 

constantly assuming new roles? According to Bennan, a democratic education would 

allow these suppressed selves to resurface. 

Starobinski, like Berman, assumes that each individual has an inner essence that 

must be made transparent to others if an authentic society is to be fonned. In Rousseau's 

ideal world. our relationship with others would not have to be mediated, and we could 

dispense with the veils and rnasks that we Wear in order to be able to interact with others. 

Yet, he notes that this transparency is not wcessarily compatible with equality . Starobinski 

bases much of his analysis on Rousseau's work Julie: la Nouvelle Héloïse, where the 

'Marshall Berman. The Politics of Aurhenricity , (New York: Athenaeum, IWO), p. 1 17. 

%id., p. 118. 



images of veils and masks abound. He argues that Clareos represents the attempt to create 

a society based on transparent relations, but that this ultimately fails because these 

transparent beings do not do their own msnual labour and use transparency to manipulate 

and control their servants .6 

Conservative interpreters of Rousseau have been more sensitive to the role that 

both history and culnire play in the constitution of the self. However, they assume that 

this presents Rousseau with a moral conundrum. for a constantly changing k ing  cannot 

easily subscribe to the philosophy of the Good, which is necessarily absolute and eternal. 

Strauss assumes that Rousseau's histoncism prevents him from posithg a notion of the 

moral good and therefore he m u t  settle for principles of political right which protect 

individuals against each other rather than providing them with s h e d  goals? Bloom, on 

the other hand, argues that Rousseau does achieve a reconciliation between history and 

morality and bases his analysis Iargely on Rousseau's treatise, Emile Emile 's cultural 

developrnent is manipulated in such a way that he appears to "discover" morality for 

himself, and therefore it is made compatible with self creation. For Bloom, this 

constitutes a kind of democratization of the Good, which is recognized by philosophers 

Jean S tarobinski, Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Tramparency ami Obstmction. (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1988), p. 97. 

'sec Leo Strauss, Narural Right and History, (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1953) and 
'Three Waves of Modemity,' An Introduction to Political Philosophy: Ten Essays by Leo Siruuss. 
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1989). 

%ee Ailan Bloom, 'Emile, ' Gianrs and h a @ ,  (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1990). 



such as Rousseau but must be d e  accessible to the masses. Hence, this democracy 

depends upon extraordinary figures like Rousseau, who are able to steer human beings in 

the right direction but convince them that they are making the discovery on their own. 

Perhaps it is Horowitz's reading of Rousseau which opens up the possibiLy for 

a morality which Û not simply reconciled with self creation, but rather is based upon it.' 

Horowitz's analysis stresses that human nature itself is histoncal and unfolds only as part 

of a social process. He argues that Rousseau is opposed to the theorists of natural law who 

maintain that universal reason constitutes the essence of human nature. Horowitz 

recognizes that for Rousseau, reason too is histoncal. Nature and artifice cannot be 

opposed; even Our biology changes as a result of cultural developments. Nevertheless, 

Horowitz claims that Rousseau imagines a world of nature in which we are stripped of our 

social attributes. In such a world there would be a complete equilibrium between our needs 

and the capacities to fulfil them. This harmonious wodd, while fictitious, also is part of 

each individual's subconscious, for it is a condition very remioiscent of childhood. Culture 

thus represents the attempt to reproduce at a social level the equilibrium that existed in the 

state of nature.'* 1 will build upon this analysis to argue that morality is the conscious 

attempt to reproduce the conditions of the equilibriurn which prevailed in the state of 

'sec Asher Horowitz, Rousseau. Nature and Histmy, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 
1987). 

'q will discuss the harmony that Rousseau believed existed in the state of nature in Chapter 
One. 



nature while reaiizing that this equilibrium is lost to us forever. A process of ongohg 

striving is thus set in motion. 

Nietzsche interpreters have ken even more resistant to the idea chat self creation 

and art imply a sense of moral responsibility . A cornmentator such as Stem1' turm a blind 

eye to the notion of self creation itself, simply equating it with domination and mastery. 

He sees Nietzsche as the incarnation of evil. who preaches self aggrandizement regardless 

of the cost. Because he saips us of a l i  moral grounding, no limits are irnposed upon human 

behaviour and thus the actions of a Hitler whose goal was world domination would be 

considered more exemplary than the actions of a Martin Luther King who "merely" sought 

reconcil iation between racial groups. 

Kaufriiann, in an effort to defend Nietzsche against such charges of evil, tums him 

into a rational moralist for whom self overcoming is exemplified by the ability to control 

and m e  one's own passions. He does not deny that Nietzsche celebrates the brutal 

domination which arouses the ire of Stern and Zeitlin. However, he insists that this kind 

of domination is a precursor to a more sophisticated form of self control. The ability to 

force others to obey eventualiy gives way to the ability to make oneself obey rational and 

moral imperatives. Kaumiann equates overcoming with self overcoming. which in his 

view is only meaningful "when the self is anaiyzed into two forces, such as reason and the 

"sec J .P. Stern, A Study of Niet'zsche, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press), 1979. 

10 



inclinations. " lt Thus, he attributes to Nietzsche a dichotomy between reason and the 

passions which Nietzsche himself would object to. 

More recently, there has been a flurry of post-modern interpretations which draw 

attention to the fact that the self does not exist prior to its interactions with "other" forces. 

There is no "onginary identity" or "primary foundation" that can be unearthed.13 Instead 

we consist of a plurality of forces and instincts which struggle among each other for a 

position of priority. The idea of the unified self is a pure fiction. However, such an 

analysis glosses over the fact that this fiction is very necessary to Nietzsche and that while 

we deconstnict boudaries, we do so partly in order to be able to reestablish them. We 

cannot simpiy revel in a condition of perpetuai boundarylessness, for then we could never 

feel at home in our world. Deleuze, for example, places such a high premium on change 

and activity . that he downplays the notion that we change not only for change's sake, but 

in order ro make ourselves belong to the world that we inhabit. He distinguishes between 

active forces, w hich release energy spontaneous ly , and reactive forces, which merel y 

adapt themselves to the outside world in order to survive. While he acknowledges that 

the latter can never be eliminated, he clallns that Nietzsche encourages us to pnvilege 

active forces over reactive ones. In his view, the e t e d  r e m  is a metaphor used to 

[Walter Kaufmann, Niemche: Philosopher, Psychologisr and Amnnchrist, (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1968), p. 215. 

13Michel Haar, 'Nietzsche and Metaphysical Language, ' The Nav Nietzsche, (Cambridge: MM' 
Press, 1977), p. 7 



weed out reactive forces. '4 

Warren also offers what he calls a "postmodern" account of Nietzsche. but 

concentrates more on the historical processes which are responsible for the constitution of 

the seIf. His focus on history sets him apart from other postmoden interpreters, because 

he recognizes that present stimuli are invested with historical and cultural meanings in 

relation to which we try to position ourselves. Human beings strive to "experience 

themselves as agents, as the causes of effkcts, and therefore as beings who detemine their 

own futures."1s This means that we must continuously reinterpret our past in order to 

establish continuity in our lives. We thus become responsible for both our past and Our 

future. In order to expenence ourselves as agents, it is necessary that we organize Our 

activity and lend it a sense of direction even if we may change coune at some point in the 

future. Even this demands a reorganization of the past. We cannot simply revel in the play 

of difference, or engage in a process of continuous deconstruction because this wouid 

leave us perpetuaily alienated. If Deleuze underernphasizes the importance of ordering our 

envuonment, Warren's analysis overlooks what Nietzsche refes to as the Dionysian desire 

to collapse the boundanes that separate ourselves from the world. In order to experience 

ourselves as subjects who can effectively organize our experiences, we must also be 

willing co relinquish Our own subjectivity and imbibe the pulse of life. To know what it 

14Gi11es Deleuze. Nietzsche er lo Philosophie, (Paris : Presses Universitaires de France, 1 967), 
p.81. 

"Mark Warren. Nietzsche and Political ïbught,  (Cambridge, MIT Press, 1988). p. 9 



means to be a subject. we must also be willing to "surrender" Our subjecrivity. 

The tendency in much of the secondary literature to ignore the interdependence 

b e ~ e e n  creativity and morality can perhaps account for the fact that there are not more 

comparative studies of the two thinkers. Rousseau is often considered a moralist who must 

somehow reconcile his moralism with the historical nature of humanity, while Nietzsche's 

praise of creativity allegedly sets him in opposition to morality. Of course, Nietzsche's 

own ami-moral explosions seern to substantiate the notion that he is an imrnoralist. 

However, 1 would argue that what he objects to is an inflexible morality which posits 

absolutes that remain unchanged through the course of time and therefore act as 

impediments to the process of becoming . 

Nietzsche assumed that Rousseau was such a rigid moralist who resented the 

movement of history and time. He repeatedly purported to be writing "against 

Rousseaun(WP 99). 1 will not devote much attention to Nietzsche's critique of Rousseau 

because it reflects only a very superficial understanding of his predecessor's works. 

Nietzsche inveighs against his "opponent" for clinging to the kinds of moral absolutes 

which stymie human creativity. He claims that Rousseau exhorts us to retum to the 

"naniral goodness" of the state of nature, which we have buried under the layers of a 

corrupt and polluted civilization: "Rousseau: the nile based on feeling; nature as the 

source of justice; man perfects hmwlf to the extent to which he approaches nature..he 

needed God in order to be able to cast a curse upon society and civilization; everything 



had to be good in itself because God had created it; on& man has cormpted menW(WP 

100). For Nietzsche, this was an expression of profound resentment against tirne and the 

process of human history. He objects vociferously to the alleged polarity Rousseau 

establishes between a "natural goodness" and an "evil civilizationfl(WP 765). In his view 

this is an example of the kind of hubris that "invites the individual to play the judge of 

everything and everyonen(WP 765) and forces people to conform to a single standard 

which is established "against everything temporal and conditioned" (WP 765). Nietzsche 

assumes that the kind of thinking advanced by Rousseau is directly responsible for the 

excesses of the French revolution, where the desire for egalitarianism was achieved 

through rnurder and violence. 

There is no doubt that Nietzsche greatly oversimplifies Rousseau's account of 

history . Rousseau, like Nietzsche, recognizes that there is no turning back to the state of 

nature and maintains that moraiity too is historical, demanding a continuous readaptation 

to the environment in an effort to recreate an equilibrium that cowtantly eludes us. 

Furthermore, Nietzsche overlooks the fact that politicai refom for Rousseau mut take 

into account the mores and customs of the existing society and cannot simply impose 

abstract rules and regulations . 

AnseIl-Pearson is the first to engage in an extensive cornparison of the two 

thinkers. identifying in their works a common approach to history. He recognizes that 

Nietzsche's attacks on Rousseau are superficial and cmde. Yet, like Nietzsche, he 



identifies in Rousseau a resennnent against the very historical processes which Rousseau 

himself recognizes as inevitable: "Man's huxnanity is the result of a histoncal process, but 

the product of this process N l s  Rousseau with both rewlsion and despair. Rousseau may 

have written the second discourse in order to arouse modem men out of their complacency 

and stir them to action; but equally, the effect of this reading and teaching could be to fil1 

men with loathing and contempt for humanify, Ieading them to engage in a bloody politics 

of revenge and resentment. "16 Ansell-Pearson considers it absurd that the state of nature, 

which is pre-human, should be used as a " n o m  for judging humanity . "17 However, he 

ignores the fact that for Rousseau this pre-historical moment is the motor of history which 

provides us with an equilibrium that we cm strive to reproduce but will never realize. 

Rousseau does bemoan the fact that the harmony within the state of nature is lost to us 

forever. but he also celebrates this loss, since it ensures that we will always continue the 

process of self perfection. Morality is not antithetical to history but emerges out of a 

historical process. 

A note on method 

1 have chosen to organize this study by offering separate accounts of Rousseau and 

I6Keith Ansell-Pearson, Niemche contra Rousseau, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1991), p. 77. 



Nietzsche and weaving their work together in my f d  chapter. I realize that such an 

approach risks leaving the reader unclear as to the connecfion between the two thinkers 

until the end, but 1 believe that my comparison will be more effective once 1 am able to 

relate their works to each other as a whole. I have fmnd that the complexity of their 

arguments can be lost by engaging in a constant interplay between them. Thus, I will 

reserve this exchange for the end when the reader is familiar with al1 the arguments on 

which 1 base my comparison. In a previous draft, 1 did try to use thernatic categories to 

explore each thinker's position on a cenain topic, but found this to be ineffective because 

the same categones did not apply equally well to both thinkers and forced me to gloss over 

many of the nuances for the sake of such a structure. 

The major works by Rousseau which I will focus on are: A Discourse on the 

Origins of lnequaliry, On the Social Comaa. and Emiie. My discussion of Nietzsche will 

concentrate on The Binh of Tragedy, nie WiII to Power, On the Geneaiogy of Mora& and 

nius Spoke Zarathustra. While 1 shall refer occasionally to other works, these are the 

body of writings which 1 have found to ded most directly with the themes of self creation, 

morality and art. 

1 will begin in Chapter One by providing an account of the morally neutral state 

of nature around which Rousseau develops his ideas of morality. It is characterized by an 

equilibrium between the needs of the proto-human and its capacity to fulfdl hem. 1 will 

trace the social process of its separation fiom nature, underlining the central role played 



by laquage and labour. 1 will argue that morality is a means by which we iry to replicate 

the equilibrium that prevailed in the state of nature at a social level. Then, 1 will examine 

Rousseau's depiction of the Golden Age where human beings came closest to preserving 

such an equilibrium. 

In Chapter Two 1 will examine Rousseau's critique of bourgeois society, arguing 

that the birth of property set in motion a process whereby human beings increasingly 

distanced themselves fiom the community at large. This erosion of the comrnunity, 

coupled with a division of labour, resulted in a widespread inequality separating the 

propertied from the propertyless. Because of this inequality, the quest for property 

becomes al1 consuming since people try to avoid servitude. Mividuals fmd it impossible 

to integrate themselves into a social order that no longer exists because relationships 

be tween individuals are predicated on oppos ilion. Furthemore, the fear of being 

undedned by other individuals also prevents them from individuating themselves, since 

this could put them at a competitive disadvantage. Consequently individuals are neither at 

home within the society nor in their own skh. 

In Chapter Three the solution which is offered by Rousseau to catapult human 

beings beyond the impasse of bourgeois society will be discussed. Despite Rousseau's 

distaste for bourgeois society, he recognizes that it prevents human beings from taking the 

community for granteci. This meant that if individuals were to reintepte themselves into 

a public order, they would have to do so deliberately and consciously. Each individual 



would have to participate in the formation of the general wiil which would legislate for the 

entire community. No one person would be subordinate to another, and in this way 

Rousseau hopes to ensure that the individual is neither subsumed by the cornmunity, nor 

opposed to it. The kind of balance that existed in the Golden Age would be recreated 

consciously . 1 will argue that rhe tension between the individual's need to distance himself 

from the comrnunity, and the desire to integrate himself, is both a threat to the cornmunity 

and keeps it alive. Yet. at the same the, Rousseau acknowledges that the task of 

reconstmcting a community out of the ashes of bourgeois society is a dificult one, since 

individuals who are not already part of the community would have dificulty in legislating 

as members of it. Thus he is forced to resort to an extraordinary figure such as the 

Legislator who WU somehow generate community spirit. 

Chapter Four deals with the sequel to the Social Contrac?, E d e .  1 suggest that 

in the absence of a balanced community, Rousseau insists that we must return to nature 

in order to find the equilibriurn that is to be recreated at the social level. Ernile develops 

culturai n o m  that always at the same tirne reintegrate him into the narural world and thus 

he becomes aware of the interconnection between the two realms. Yet. Emile is not ready 

for the cornmunity untii he has experienced love. Through love he will leam not only to 

live in harmony with another being, but to experience another k ing  as part of himself. In 

order for this relationship to strengthen rather than erode social bonds, public 

responsibility must be instilled in him through his beloved, Sophie. who makes Emile's 



duty a condition of her love. Yet, 1 will argw that because the noms which she inculcates 

in Emile are simply irnposed on her, the kind of community that they help to build can 

only be a very fragile one. 

With Chapter Five 1 begin the section on Nietzsche starting with one of his earlier 

works, me Birth of Tragedy. In fact, 1 will use the Binh of Tragedy to help orient my 

entire discussion of Nietzsche. It is here that Nietzsche begins to develop the notion of life 

as a process of constant change and becoming and insists that our conceptions of reality 

are interpretations that do not capnue the reality, but rather emerge out of Our interaction 

with it. Not only cm we never grasp Me, but eventually we are forever cut off from it in 

death. He sees art as a means by which life can be affirmed in spite of the suffering 

involved. He hails Greek tragedy for recognizing both the Apollonian and Dionysian 

aspects of our existence. 1 will examine the process of integration and individuation which 

are symbolized by these Greek gods, looking at their opposition and also their mutually 

constitutive nature. 

Chapter Six examines Nietzsche's concept of the will to power which becomes a 

metaphor for the process by which the self is constinited. He dernonstrates the 

intercomection between bodily and mental drives, protesthg against the sepration of 

these aspects of our king . In the second part of the chapter, 1 examine the master-slave 

dialectic which portmys the kinds of social processes which in Nietzsche's view account 

for the birth of consciousness and morality. 1 interpret the dialectic not only as a political 



relationship, but as descriptive of a process by which human beings extricate themselves 

from nature. Finally , 1 examine Nietzsche's objection to the absolutization of culture 

which he argues is endemic to morality. A ngid morality suffocates life and cuts us off 

from the will to power both by preventing us from creating new interpretations and by 

denigrating the sensuai aspect of our existence. 

In Chapter Seven, 1 discuss the "alternative" to morality which Nietzsche presents 

in Thus Spoke Zarathunra, focusing on the centrai concepts of the Übennemch, the e t e d  

recurrence and redemption. Through these symbols, 1 argue that Zarathustra exhorts us 

to accept our finitude and to recognize that the interactions of f ~ t e  beings create the 

eternai rhythm of life. 1 then criticize some of Nietzsche's overt political views by arguing 

that they seem to contraciict the lessons learned by Zarathustra. 

In Chapter Eight, 1 argue that Nietzsche's positions regarding the interdependence 

between nature and culture. integration and individuation force him to reconceptualize the 

role of woman. 1 use Nietzsche's master-slave dialectic to provide an account for the 

resentment against woman, which 1 argue has prompted men to drive a wedge between 

nature and culture. A shilar resentment poisons the thought of Nietzsche, who 

overestimares rather than underestimates women's powers and thus excludes them out of 

fear. In so doing, I argue that he drives the sarne wedge between nature and culture that 

he had railed against. 

Fioally, in Chapter Nine, 1 bring Nietzsche and Rousseau together by pointing out 



that Nietzsche's approaches to aesthetics and Rousseau's approaches to morality are very 

sirnilar. Based on these similarities, 1 suggest that their philosophies provide a way of 

recognizing the importance of aesthetics to morality and that of morality to aesthetics. 

Nevertheless, 1 maintain that the fact that they choose different mediums for engaging in 

self creation is signifiant. W e  hile and morality cannot be disentangled, they also should 

not be reduced to one another, since a certain degree of tension must necessady exist 

between them. 



PART 1 ROUSSEAU 

CHAPTER ONE: ROUSSEAU'S MORAL, ANTHROPOLOGY 

Rousseau's proto-human 

Rousseau burst ont0 the European scene, offering a scathing criticism of the 

institutions and psychology that underpinwd bourgeois society. He condemned a 

hypostatization of human nature which held that greed, egoism, insecurity. power- 

mongering, and deception were indelible features of the human psyche. Using the "state 

of nature " , he took it upon himself to prove to his readers that their conceptions were 

misguided. Rather than holding up a purely hypothetical model, he was the f i s t  thinker 

to take the state of nature senously and examine our pre-social origins. h t e a d  of simply 

imagining his contemporaries depnved of the control of social institutions, he maintained 

that prior to the existence of society, humans were fundarnentally different in their 

psychological make-up. Rousseau was the first son of the Enlightenrnent who refused to 

take the origins of the self for granted and prevails upon his readers to keep these 

beginnings in mind when chiselling out an identity for themselves. 

Leo Strauss, one of the foremost conservative interpreters of Rousseau, underlines 

the important role that historical process plays in his thought. Rousseau's sweeping 

criticism of modem institutions elicits the admiration of Strauss who points out that he 



"protested in the name of virtue, of the genuine, non-utilitarian virtue of the classical 

republics against the degrading and enervating doctrines of his predecessors. "' However, 

Strauss implies that Rousseau is forced to undermine his own moral project because he 

cannot detemine the highest ends of human beings whiie upholding the notion that hurnan 

nature is infinitely malleable: "man's nature is wholly insuficient to give him guidance. "' 
Horowitz provides us with a way of overcoming the conundm that Strauss has 

identified. Like Strauss, he avers that Rousseau challenges preconceptions of a static 

human nature, suggesting instead that it undergoes constant evolution.' However, unlike 

Strauss, he suggests that the culturai remaking of the self is always at the sarne time a 

return to and a recreation of nature, thereby drawing attention to the munially constitutive 

relationship between the two realm~.~  Strauss on the other hand, maintains that history is 

the process by which human beings extncate themselves from nature. Thus, he upholds 

the dualism which had divided nature from culture and history and is unable to find in 

Rousseau a secure fondation for the moral order. For Strauss, freedom and morality 

'Leo Strauss, 'Three Waves of Modernity ,' in An Introduction to Poiitical Philosophy, 
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1989), p. 89. 

'Asher Horowitz, Rousseau, Nature and History, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1987), p. 52. 

' Asher Horowitz, Rousseau, Nature and Hisrory, p. 60-61. Horowitz points out that 
biological and culturai evolution are intertwined, since humans "evolve biologically through the 
development of a cultural existence." At the same time he maintains that cultural development is 
dependent upon certain biological conditions. 



become too diflicult to reconcile. 

The dialec tical relationship between nature and culmre which Horo w in'  s anal y sis 

elucidates will enable us to make the link between freedom and rnorality that Strauss 

believed to be so tenuous in the thought of Rousseau. In fact, 1 will argue that Rousseau's 

investigation of the process of human "self-making" itself becomes a moral imperative. 

Secondly, 1 will maintain that it is the pre-human "naniral" self that becomes the basis for 

a new rnorality by providing us with a goal and a direction for our striving. Cullen, 

another conservative interpreter of Rousseau also makes the claim that the foundation for 

Rousseau's moral system was to be found in the state of nature. However, for Cullen. 

Freedom in the state of nature consists primarily in the absence of interference by others 

and is thus negatively defmed? For this reason he asserts that Rousseau's political order 

tries to esrablish a dynarnic whereby the influence of others is minimized and we 

approximate as much as possible the "pure" independence in the state of nature. He 

ignores the importance in the state of nature of being integrated with one's surroundings. 

In order to be moral we must acknowledge that we can never return to the state 

of nanire while at the sarne t h e  imitating it. Our freedom is thus negative as well as 

S"Natural freedom is a negative condition of independence characterized by an equilibrium of 
power and desire. Freedom depends on a carefully strucnired environment, for which the pure 
state of nature constitutes the pamdigrn. . .Freedom consists in avoiding the domination and even 
the assistance, of others, and natural man is insulated fkom other wills, be they benevolent or 
hostile. His freedom is therefore best construed as negative fieedom." Daniel E. Cullen, Freedom 
in Rousseau 's Political Philosophy , (De Kalb, Northern Illinois University Press, 1993), p. 8. 



positive. because Our inability to return to Our ongins enables us to continue striving. 

Moraliry is not a condition but rather a process. Burgelin aptly characterizes the ambiguity 

of a process whereby we are asked to r e m  to nature, but in doing so cannot help but 

stray f'rom it. He points out that it is impossible to follow nature, but also impossible to 

divorce ourselves from it? It is this relationship which for Burgelin constitutes a kind of 

Rousseauian metaphysics. Our freedom is given to us by nature in order to demonstrate 

nature's necessity . 

Thus. Rousseau is no moral relativist, and he aims to encourage a particular kind 

of human remaking. Rousseau's vision may seem paradoxical, since it orients social 

behaviour according to a pre-human and pre-social condition which cm never be retumed 

to. Yet, the irnpossibility of the rehun makes morality possible since we have to continue 

to reintegrate ourselves into Our existing environment. Each t h e  we do this, we create 

new tensions which must be resolved and so this process of integration is an ongoing one. 

1 will begin my account of Rousseau's state of nature by briefly differentiating it 

from that of his predecessor. Hobbes, in order to underline the novelty of his approach. 

Anseil-Pearson notes that Hobbes's depiction of human behaviour as "naturally wicked" 

would "pose a major challenge to Rousseau's belief in man's natural go~dness."~ It is 

6Pierre Burg el in, Lu Philosophie de 1 'Existence de Jeon-Jacques Rousseau. (Paris : Presses 
Universitaires de France, 1952). p. 2 12. 

?<eith AnseIl-Pearson, Nr'emche coma Rousseau, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1991), p.56. 



perhaps more accurate to refer to Hobbes state of nature as morally neutral rather than 

wicked. Hobbes professes to strip human beings of al: their moral and cultural pretensions 

and expose a selfish power hungry animai with insatiable appetites and drives. If 

unchecked by a coercive apparatus, Hobbes cl- that our ceaseless quest for power over 

others would eventuate in a state of war of al1 against dl. For Hobbes. human beings are 

not naturally social, but are motivated primady by self preservation: "Hereby it is 

manifest, that during the tirne men Iive without a cornmon Power to keep them al1 in awe. 

they are in that condition which is called Warre; and such a warre, as is of every man. 

against every manw8 Eventually, we corne to the rational realization that the endless 

pursuit of power is counter-productive and that a sovereign power is the sole means of 

providing peace and security. The most basic law of nature irnpels us to seek peace and 

do unto others as "we would be done toW9, a law which must be buttressed by instruments 

of enforcement. It is thus meaningless in a state of nature and only has clout within the 

political order where coercive tactics are used to maintain peace. Laws can only seem 

natural in an unnaturai setting. For Hobbes, morality is a convention that cannot be rooted 

in the nature of humanity . 

While Rousseau, like Hobbes, looks to humanity 's pre-moral state to discover the 

basis of rnorality, he does so in the hopes of grounding morality in nature itself. He goes 

'Thomas Hobbes. Leviathan. (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company. 1994), ch. 13. 

91bid., ch 14. 



further rhan Hobbes does by exposing a self that is stripped of al1 social kiuences. 

including the egoism which Hobbes insisted was i n d i c  to human nature. Rousseau's 

proto-human is therefore more neutrai than that of Hobbes. He examines what Dent refen 

to as the "self in i~olation."'~ Dent insists that Rousseau is stripping human beings of 

their soc id characteristics, not because the unsocial man is ideal, but because he wants to 

make us aware of the pernicious efiects of socialization. By depicthg a human being that 

is not subject to the influence of d o m h e e ~ g  wills. Rousseau wishes to provide a bais 

for expunging the social toxins that lead to the incessant grasping for power described by 

Hobbes. According to Dent. "the saidy of man alone can only ever be part of the study 

of the total constitution and expression of what is 'natural' in man. "11 

The fact that Dent concentrates his analysis on the psychological and moral 

implications of Rousseau's theory is signincant for he maintains that politics is judged not 

on its own terms but rather according to the impact it has on individual experience. He 

insists that this natural "substratum" in human beings persists undemeath al1 the social 

layers that we have superimposed on ourselves throughout the course of history. Thus. 1 

would argue that for Rousseau, the history of human beings is embedded in each 

individual ' s psyche. 

'ON. J.H. Dent, Rousseau: An Introduction to his Psychologicd, Poliricul and Social Theory . 
(New York: Basil Blackwell, 1988), p. 88 

"Ibid., pp. 88-89. 



Rousseau contrasts the contentment of natural man with the torrnented soul of 

"civilized" man, indicating chat for Rousseau, morality and happiness are closely 

interrwined. In fact. morality can be interpreted as the attempt to reinstitute the harmony 

of the proto-human. I will examine the tortured soul of the bourgeois in the next chapter. 

For now, I will concentrate on Rousseau's proto-human and the state of nature. The 

arnbiguiry surroundhg the state of nature, which is presented as both imagined and reai, 

is deliberate. Since the boundaries that encompass the self undergo constant modification. 

it is impossible for Rousseau to pinpoint the precise moment of human origins. He is 

delineating a period in tirne which precedes Our historical memory and thus cm only 

sketch out its featwes by abstracting fiom traits that are the products of our social 

development such as the capacity for language, emotion and reason. Although partially 

fictitious, such an account "provides a means of judging the present condition. " l' 

However, the inability to project a truly "objective image" of this creature furnishes 

Rousseau with the flexibility he needs to sculpt a figure that suits his own purposes. The 

story of Our origins that Rousseau recounts is sketched out most fully in his work A 

Discourse on the O n g h  of Inequality. The panacea for the ailments of modemity are to 

be found by reflecting on the past: "Dissatisfied with your present state for reasons that 

portend even greater gnwrds for dissatisfaction for your unhappy posterity, perhaps you 

l%~nald Grimsley, The Philosophy of Rousseau, (London: Oxford University Press, 1973), 
p. 30. 



would like to be able to go backwards in tirne. This feeling should be a hymn in praise of 

your fint ancestors, the criticism of your contemporaries, and the dread of those who have 

the unhappiness of living after you"@OI 39). The journey through tirne is to provide the 

impenis for creating the h e ,  since it brings us to the awareness that our present misery 

is neither an indelible nor inevitable feature of our existence. 

The proto-human represents an undifferentiated relationship to our surroundings, 

reminiscent of chiidhood, thar we aspire to r e m  to, albeit at a different level. Rousseau 

begins his story with the image of a self berefi of boundaries, stripping it of "components 

and structures that involve response to the feelings and attitudes of other people."13 He 

then traces the trajectory of a being that continually reconstitutes itself by setting up new 

boundaries while at the same time aiming for a r e m  to the "boundarylessness" that is 

etched into its psychological memory: "Nature is a type of substratum that already exists 

but may not be known. "14 Morality in Rousseau becomes a socialty and culturally mediated 

attempt to recapture the harmonious existence of the proto-hurnan. It is the desire to 

reexperience the harmony of the proto-human that impels Rousseau to refer to this 

creature's naturaf goodness. Nature and morality are not opposed in his view but are 

inexrricably intertwined. By reflecting on and experiencing the harmony of the natural 

world, we can learn to recreate and imitate such harmony in the social world. It is the 

13N. J . H. Dent, Rousseau: An Introduction to his Psy chological, Political and Social Theory . 
p. 91. 

I4Ronald Grimsley , The Philosophy of Roussec~u, p. 32. 



cultural recreation of this natural harmony that accounts for man's goodness. "Natural 

goodness" becomes the basis for social goodness. Leo Strauss claims that "man is by 

nature good because he is by nature that subhuman being which is capable of becoming 

either good or bad. There is no naturai constitution of man to speak of: everything 

specifically human is acquired or ultirnately depends on artifice or convention. Man is by 

nature almost infiinitely perfectible. " " While this aptly characterizes the pre-moral nature 

of the proto-hurnan, it does not adequately explain why Rousseau goes to such length to 

emphasize the naturai goodness of the proto-human. Rousseau is able to conceptualize 

"naniral man" in this way as a result of having experienced the alienation and divisions 

confronting a more "civilized" humanity. A burgeoning unhappiness with the present 

condition induces him to reflect upon human origins in order not only to identiQ the root 

causes of this dissatisfaction but also to offer a means of transcending it. 

The proto-human that Rousseau sketches is a thought experiment that snips away 

a11 social influences in order to conjure up a condition of complete non-differentiation. 

Because these creatures are not differentiated from each other, they cannot have anything 

in common. l6 There is no need to unite with othen who are exacdy alike. The pre-human 

animal wirh which Rousseau begins his story is completely immersed in nature and 

lSLeo Strauss, Naturd Right and History, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953)- p. 
271. 

Tracy S trong , JeamJacques Rousseau: The Pofitics of the Ordinary, (London: Sage 
hblications, 1994). p. 43. 



governed prirnariiy by instinct. Due to an equilibrîum between its needs and its capacities 

to fulfil them(DO1: 40) it enjoys a harmony that is unparalleled in civilized life. It feels 

neither integrated, nor separated. it simply is. While Rousseau on the one hand is envious 

of this creature's ignorance of its own limitations. he also realizes that its naiveté is the 

source of profound limitation. It enjoyed a sense of immediacy, unable to reflect on 

either its shortcornings or its potentid and thus had no need to transfomi itself. It is this 

sense of satisfaction and complete integration, rather than its ignorance that is the object 

of Rousseau's longing. He wanu to fmd a way of returning to the contentment of the 

proto-homan while at the same t h e  enhancing humanity's capacity for perfecting itself. 

The irony is that the proto-human's "happiness" was due to the fact that it was unnecessary 

for it to perfect itself. Our quest for the self is at the same time a quest for the loss of a 

self which separates us from our surroundings. 

The continuous process of self transformation, which Rousseau refers to as 

perfectibility. is spurred on by these dichotomous goals. Only when we become 

cognizant of Our limitations, can we strive to surpass them. This quest is incessant, since 

we continuously erect new barriers in the effort to dismantle existing ones. A nostdgia for 

Our prehuman innocence acts us a consfant catalyst for the process of self creation. 

Rousseau reconceptualizes the Christian myth of the fall, implying that it may be the 

endeavour to recapture Our innocence that causes us to m b l e .  The fact that we can 

recognize such innocence means that we wiii never be able to reclaim it. 



Rousseau uses the term. "amour-de-soi" , to refer to the blissfbl state of the proto- 

human. Although this is ofien translated as self-love. I prefer to refer to it as a love of 

existence, for the pre-human animal has not yet differentiated itself from its surroundings: 

"His soui, agitated by nothing, is given over to the single feeling of his own present 

existence, without any idea of the future, however near it may be, and his projects, as 

limited as his views hardly extend to the end of the day " 001:  46). Because it lives a life 

of irnmediacy, it does not experience the mistration of having its efforts thwarted. It 

instinctively knows that it must preserve itself, without yet possessing the concept of a 

"self" whose survival it is trying to secure. 

However, the absence of perceiveci limitation is due to the fact that the desires of 

the proto-hurnan are limited and equivalent to its ne&, giving it no cause for unhappiness 

and also no basis for recognizing his self. Here Rousseau is making a tacit link between 

moderation and happiness, recognizing that freedom and happiness are not always 

compatible. In order to imitate this blissful state, Our desires have to be curtailed. It is 

important to recognize that Rousseau's portrait of proto-human bliss is also negative 

comment on the chaotic scene he observes in bourgeois society where desires exceed both 

needs and abilities to satiate them: "The extreme inequality in Our lifestyle: excessive 

idleness among some, excessive labour among others.. are the fatal proofs that most of our 

ills are of Our own making, and that we could have avoided nearly al1 of them by 

preserving the simple, regular. and solitary Lifesyle prescribed to us by nature" (DO1 42). 



The proto-human "individual" does not revel in the harmony it enjoys, since it is not yet 

conscious of it, but at the same t h e .  it is not plagued with the dissatisfaction that infests 

the souls of modem human beings. 

Nevertheless, this solitary creature is the most poorly equipped among animals, 

for deprived of physical agility and strength. it must find in nature the tools and resources 

needed for her survival: "Men, disperseci among the animais, observe and imitate their 

indus- "@O1 41). In this pre-social phase, freedom consists in an "undetermuied 

response to impulses. " l7 Horo w i a  explains Rousseau' s distinction, differentiating between 

the 'open' instincts of humans which involve a degree of learning and the closed instincts 

of animals "where learning plays no part in development." Nature's "wglect" is 

responsible for freedom, the hallmark of humanity itself. Our shortfalls force upon us an 

independence from nature that other animais do not share, but in these incipient stages, we 

are not yet attuned to this fact. As long as Our needs are satisfied, there is no reason to 

be conscious of either an opposition or schism distancing humans from their narural roots. 

Thus, Rousseau's thought marks a radical depamire fkom Hobbes and Locke. The 

truly atomic human being, in Rousseau's view , is not fearfbl of others but oblivious to 

them. Since it has k e n  granted the capacity for attaining what he needs. there is no need 

for the eruption of a "war of each against all. ": "His desires do not go beyond his physical 

"Richard Noble, Language, Subjectivity and Freedom in Rousseau 's Moral Philosophy, 
(London: Garland Publishing Inc, 1991), p. 71. 

18Asher Horowitz, Rousseau. Nature Md History, p. 69. 



needs. The oniy goods he knows in the universe are nourishment, a woman and rest; the 

only evils he feus are pain and hunger. 1 Say pain and not death because an animal will 

never know what it is to die; and knowledge of death and its terrors is one of the firsr 

acquisitions that man made in withdrawing fiom the animal condition"(DOI47). Here 

Rousseau repudiates one of the central tenets of Hobbes's theory, which claims that the 

avoidance of death is at the forefiont of Our concerns. The preoccupation with death 

requires an imagination which projects an image of the funire, going beyond the 

immediacy of the proto-human. The desires of this primitive human being remain static. 

and it modifies its actions in order to satisfy them. The action leaves no lasting imprint on 

its psychological constitution and it is its "fiee agency and not his understanding thar 

separates man from beast. t' l9 Because the adoption of new skiils by this pre-human animal 

do not effect changes in its psychic d e - u p ,  this is also an era which is pre-historicai. 

Consciousness is a prerequisite of history. In this pre-conscious stage the proto-human is 

unconsciously radier than consciously circumventing its limitations since it is not yet 

cognizant of them. 

The dam of self consciousness: tools and laquage 

Like Hegel, Rousseau insists that the movement to self consciousness requires a 

19Leo Strauss, Natural Righr and History , p. 265. 
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process of interpenetration between one's self and one's s~rroundings.~ The capacity for 

abstraction which propels rational thought develops out of a social interaction that emerges 

in tandem with the invention of tools and language. According to Rousseau, human beings 

were forced into closer contact by n a d  calamities and rapid population expansion. 

Threats to survivai necessitate increased cooperation(DO1: 47). Social behaviour emerges 

as a means of adapting to a less congenial natural environment. The deveiopment of tools 

and the need to pool resources in order to hunt marks the genesis of primitive sociey. By 

coordinathg such activities, human beings begin to assume an active rather than a reactive 

posture towards nature. Anticipating Marx, Rousseau suggests that the process of labour 

sets the stage for self consciousness. since it is a process of self objectifcation in which 

permanent changes are made to the environment. Traces of one's own activity are carved 

into the environment, hrnishing human beings with the materials necessary for self 

reflection. Starobinski suggests that the active confrontation with inert matter stirs the 

awareness within the proto-human that he is separate from objects he produces and that 

this accounts for the prominence of instrumental relationship~.~' It is true that by acting 

on somethhg, the awareness of a subject-object relationships is born. One witnesses one's 

'Osee G. W.F. Hegel. The Phenomenology of Mind, (New York: Harper and Row Publishers. 
1967). Hegel traces the dialectic of consciousness, arguing that our awareness of objects is always 
selective. Immediate consciousness does not constitute knowing, since Our knowledge of objects 
is always mediated through concepts. 

"Jean Starobinski, 'Essays on Rousseau,' in JeamJacques Rousseau: Transparency and 
Obstmction. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988). p. 296. 



own agency. and the product that is created is merely the outcome of activity. The matenal 

is passive, while 1 am active. Yet, at the same time, Starobinski underestimates the extent 

to which labour at this stage is a social process, wherein people interact with each other 

to creare the tools that are at their disposal. Thus, subject-object relationships are also 

always at the same Ume subject-subject relationships. It is the interdependence between 

subject-object and subject-subject relationships that distinguishes Rousseau's account of 

labour from that of Locke who maintab that in the state of nature, labour is individual 

and that property is therefore also individual. In this stage of human development there is 

no reason to assume that human relationships are necessady instrumentai. Activity marks 

the beginning of the process of selfdifferentiation but at the same time asserts Our links 

with othea. Integration and separation are not yet divided in the manner that Starobinski 

suggests. Thus, like Marx, Rousseau insists that it is creative activity, rather than rational 

thought processes that make possible the first expenences of selfhood: "Labour, is in the 

first place, a process in which both man and Nature participate, and in which man of his 

own accord starts, regulates and controls the material reactions between himself and 

Nature. He opposes himself to Nature as one of her own forces.. . By thus acting on the 

externat world and changing it, he at the same t h e  changes his own nature."" The 

opposition against nature is nevertheless only affirmed within the community. 

%arl Marx, Capiral in The Marx EngeLr Reader, (New York: W. W. Norton and Compay : 
1978), p. 344. 



Rousseau's emphasis on the importance of labour irnplies that Our "humanity" 

partly inheres in the ability to maintain a distance from nature. We are human insofar as 

we are nor as tightly bound to nature: "In any animal 1 see nothing but an ingenious 

machine to which nature has given senses in order for it to renew its strength and to 

protect it to a certain point from al1 that tends to destroy or disturb it. I am aware of 

precisely the same thing in the hurnan machine, with the difference that nature alone does 

everything in the operations of an animal, whereas man contributes as a free agent, to his 

own operatiom. The former chooses or rejects by instinct and the later by an act of 

fieedom. Hence an animal canot deviate from the rule that is prescribed to it. even if it 

would be advantageous to do so, whiIe man deviates from it, ofien to his own 

detrimentW(DOI 44). Culture is thus both a means of adapting to nature, and a means of 

distancing ourselves fiom it. While c ~ l ~ r e  grows out of nature. it also develops as a 

reaction against nahire, interposing itself b e m n  ourselves and the natural world. We are 

human because we can wait out a stonn in shelters that we have built, and therefore are 

not buffeted about in its winds. Culture manifests an interna1 division. for it represents 

a sirnultaneous need to both flee from and adapt to nature. We are the only creatures that 

are not at home in the natural world but rather are forced to make a home for ourselves 

within it. 

Language is also a necessary precursor to the development of self consciousness. 

Rather than accounting for the origins of language in terms of our ability for reflection. 



Rousseau claims that language and rationaiity are tightly intertwined and cannot be so 

easily disentangled: "1 leave to anyone who would undenake it the discussion of the 

following difficult problem: which was the more necessary: an already formed society for 

the invention of languages, or an already invented language for the establishment of 

society " (DO1 5 1). Language represents the movement from the panicular to the general 

and therefore is a process of conceptualization. With the development of language, the 

process of self transformation begins to assume a much more fkenetic pace since it "freed 

human consciousness from its effective determination by nature. 

The invention of tools establishes a more stable realm of objects which increases 

the level of linguistic sophistication. Repeated use of the same or similar items sparks a 

process of evaluation and cornparison. Thus, language is the fruit of social labour, since 

the repetitive experience occasioned by such activity allows individuals to observe 

relations. At first, mobile objects are represented by "means of gesturesn(DOI 49) and 

audible ones by "imitative sounds"@OI 49). Eventually everything is articulated vocally 

and verbal substitutes are agreed upon as symbols for various objects, a task which 

necessitates "cornmon consent"(DOI49). Thus, social cooperation makes abstraction both 

possible and necessary. A cornmon system of signs is crucial for coordinating activities 

such as the hunt. 

Language develops in tandem with the tools that are the fniits of humanity's 

"Richard Noble, Lunguoge, Subjectiviry and Freedom in Rousseau 's Moral Philosophy , p. 50. 
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labour, facilitating the propensity for abstraction and classification. For example. two 

slightly different tools constmcted for a similar purpose would share the sarne name, due 

to their common function. An ever increasing array of objects wouid become subject to 

such classification, spurred on b y the concomitant gro wth of language. Thus. Rousseau 

maintains that "general ideas can be introduced into the mind only with the aid of 

words.. every senerd idea is purely intellectdm @O1 50). Language is thus both the result 

of abstraction and its precondition. 

While the Discourse on the Origins of Inequaliry provides a historicai rnatenalist 

account of the development of language, the Essay on the Origins of Language links 

language more closely to the passions. This is a work that is ofien ignored in the 

secondary literature. However. its significance should not be underestimated for it points 

to a more immediate connection between human beings which is not based primarily or 

exclusively on instrumental relations. The strong ties that Rousseau envisions between 

social organization and the type of language that emerges is maintained, but his account 

of language here is much less rationalistic. According to Rousseau, the earliest languages 

were imrnediate expressions of feelings such as anger, pity and feu.  Rather than reading 

the essay as a contradiction of the Second Discourse, it is perhaps more appropriate to 

view it as compiementary. The more viscerd and emotive comection to other hurnan 

beings cannot simply be reduced to the functionalist and rationalist approach highlighted 

in the Discourse. Cohabitation allowed affective ties to develop between people and they 



begin to see themselves as part of a whole. Thur, self consciousness is not only a 

separation of oneself €rom one's surroundings but also involves a social intepion which 

closely parallels the feeling of amour-de-soi. 

Primitive languages were more musical and untainted by the rigidity of 

grammatical rules, attempting to translate emotions into sounds, and unveiling interna1 

feelings rather than merely representing objects: "This lead me to believe that if we had 

never had physical needs, we would not never have spoken and would make ourseives 

undersrood through gesnve alonen(EOL 63). The medium of expression transforms the 

passions themselves, elevating them to a higher Ievel and taking them beyond the 

immediare moment. Once passions are embodied in the symbols of language, we can put 

these symbols together in new ways and are thereby able to cultivate the imagination. This 

extricates us from a condition of living purely in the present. 

Rousseau claims that early language conveyed feelings directly without the 

interference of our reflective or rationai capacities. However, the sharp distinction 

Rousseau appears to be rnaking between the passions and reason is deceptive. His praise 

of the passions manifests his objection to their domination by reason. Yet, it is reason that 

rnakes us aware of the separation from our surroundings. The longing to be re-integrated 

into these surroundings is expressed through passions which cannot simply be reduced to 

reason. but at the same t h e ,  are dependent upon it. The passions react to the 

disintegration produced by reason on behalf of an amourde-soi which is embedded within 



us. Reason stirs within me the longing for the complete integration of the pre-human 

animal. Yet, without a preconceptual sense of "oneness" wirh my environment, I could 

not experience such a longing. Thus, Strauss, who argues that passion usurped the place 

of reasonZ4 is overlooking the inextricable comection between the two. Rousseau is not 

exhorting us to favour the passions over reason, but rather to recognize the entanglement 

of reason and the passions? 

Before delving funher into Rousseau's philosophy regarding the origins of 

languages, it is important to examine pity, since this is not only an example of the type of 

emotion that language would convey, but also partially explains the process by which 

passions emerged. Pity is pre-reflective and is characterized by an "innate repugnance to 

seeing his fellow men suffern(DO1 53). According to Rousseau it prevents the mutual 

destruction of human beings in the state of nature and moderates their actions: "It is 

therefore quite certain ttiat pity is a naturai sentiment, which. by moderating in each 

individual the activity of the love of owself, contributes to the mutual preservation of the 

entire species. Pitié is what carries us without reflection to the aid of those we see 

suffering . Pitié is what. in the state of nature, takes the place of laws. mores, and virtue. 

24Le0 Strauss, Natural Right and History , p. 252. 

=If Rousseau seems to privilege the passions over reason, it is because he argues that withùi 
civil society, the disintegrative function of reason and amour-propre has blinded us to its 
integrative aspect. The passions, however, even in bourgeois society are still recognized as 
playing an integrative role and therefore he wishes to reignite them in the service of the 
comrnunity . 



with the advantage that no one is tempted to disobey its sweet voicel'(DOI 55). There is 

an instinctive sense of integration with al1 other beings that impels the proto-human to 

"participate in the pain of others. "26 The undifferentiated sense of k ing  characterized by 

amourde-soi ensures that the pre-human animal has not yet distinguished the suffering of 

others from her own. because the very idea of "her own" is foreign to her. Nevertheless, 

it is the failure to separate her own suRering from that of other beings that prevents her 

from taking actions to alleviate their suffering because she does not yet have a sense of her 

own agency. If my experience of your suffering is immediate. my response to your 

suffering is also immediate, namely to flee from the pain that your suffering engenders . 

At the same the ,  Rousseau acknowledges that the experience of pity demands a 

cornparison with another hurnan king whose misfortunes are sirnilar to Our own. Even 

though we perceive her as separate, we recognize the parallels in our condition and 

therefore feel closer to ber.*' Pity is at once pre-reflective and post-reflective. It becomes 

an essential component of our goodwss, because through pity, we enter into a relationship 

with another that is non-threatening, offsehg the vicious power struggle described by 

Hobbes: "So it is through this that an 'image' of others rnay gradually be built up which 

I6Asher Horowitz and Gad Horowitz, Everywhere They are in Chaim, (Scarborough: Nelson 
Canada, 1988). p. 25. 

" for a mort! detailed discussion of pity, see Chapter Four 



promises the possibility of constructive. collaborative relations of trust, support and aid. "* 

Thus, Rousseau's dual account of the development of language indicates that one 

cannot discomect Our reflective from our passionate aspects. Indeed, the Second 

Discourse suggests that the passions and reason are interconnected, implying that we use 

Our newly acquired capacity for language in order to recapture the sense of harmony lost 

in the movement away fiom amow-de-soi. As soon as I give voice to my pity, 1 am tacitly 

acknow ledging both the integration 1 feel with another human king, and at the same tirne 

my separation from her that 1 suive to overcome by expressing it. It is the simultaneous 

feeling of both oneness, and the loss of this oneness that motivates me to relieve the 

suffering of another human being. 

Paradoxically in order to feel part of the world, one must have achieved a degree 

of distance from it, since the idea of belonging would be meaningless if 1 did not 

differenriate myself from the whole in the first place. While the survival instinct does 

partially account for the coordination of human activities, there is also an emotional need 

for a sense of oneness that transcends the need for mere self preservation. Our sense of 

separateness makes us crave the integration of amour-de-soi. In fact, the craving for 

oneness would not exist if the equilibrium of the proto-human had remained unshaken. 

Passion is rhus the expression of a need to reintegrate ourselves with nature and with other 

28N. J . H . Dent, Rousseau: An Inlroduction to his Psy chological. Political and Social Theory , 
p. 121. 



human beings. Not oniy the capacity for reflection is absent in the proto-human; he is also 

devoid of passion. since he has not yet differentiated himself from his surroundings. 

Thus, a solely instrumental explanation cannot accounr for the development of 

language . (EOL 108) 

However. this emotional need for integration is articulated more forcefully and is 

provided with an outlet for expressions once language has taken root. The aptitude for 

abstraction provided by language catapults humanity from the natural into the moral realrn. 

The comparative evaluation of objects is soon applied to human beings as well as to things: 

"People become accustomed to consider different objects and to make comparisons. 

Imperceptibly they acquire the ideas of merit and beauty which produce feelings of 

preference " (DO1 63). Such cornparison signals the dawn of self consciousness, for both 

the differences and similarities between myself and others impel me to reflect upon rnyself. 

Self consciousness is thus an upshot of social interaction. 1 begin to acknowledge my 

subjectivity at the same time that 1 recognize that of others. However. I experience my 

subjectivi~y as both an absence and as potential, since othes are endowed with attributes 

and talents chat I do not share. Uniike the proto-human, the social individual begins to feel 

incomplete and longs for the "restoration" of harmony. Oniy when my sense of harmony 

is shattered do I begin to covet it. 

Rousseau uses the term "mur-propren to refer to this comparative assessment of 

oneself and others. The second aspect of mour-propre, namely the need for recognition 



by others, stems directly from the frst. Language is simultaneously an expression of my 

proximity to others, but also marks my separation from them. so 1 seek the esteem of my 

peers in order ro restore a sense of integration and completeness: "As soon as men had 

begun mutually to value one another, and the idea of esteem was formed in their minds, 

each one claimed to have a right to it, and it was no longer possible for anyone to be 

Iacking it with impunityW@OI 64). Therefore, amour-propre is not exclusively a 

disintegrative force as some analysts have claimed," but represents a longing to enter the 

fold of the community. It is also a testament to the interdependence of reason and the 

passions since it is an emotional longing that would not exist were it not for our capacity 

for cornparison that drives a wedge between us. Tracy Strong points out, passions and not 

needs are the source of social institutions." The desire for recognition is a socially 

mediated substitution for amour-de-soi since 1 now depend on others for a sense of 

wholeness. 

Paradoxically , the wider the range of my experiences, the more acute my sense 

of limitation becomes, making it impossible for me to relapse into the cornforting arrns 

of mourde-soi. Yet, while proto-humans do not experience the anguish of absence, they 

do not enjoy the rapture of harmony either, because they were not forced to extend the 

boundaries of the self by meqing with others. 1 would argue that the activity of extending 

29 Horowitz maintains that the term "shares a fundamental similarity with the picture of social 
relations drawn by Hobbes. " Rousseau, Nature, and History, p. 125. 

3%acy Strong, Jean-Jacques Rousseau:The Politics of the Ordinîtry, p. 44. 



the borders of the self is what gives us the sense of merging with others and also becomes 

the basis for a Rousseauian morality. Thus, belonging is a process rather than a smtic 

condition. The anguish that my limitations generate is the prelude to the sentiment of 

belonging. Amour-propre anticipates the recognition that in order to enjoy a sense of 

harmony and completion, one has to becgrne a part of something beyond the self. For 

Rousseau, this is a type of homecoming that recalls but does not replicate amour-de-soi. 

Perhaps one of the most powerful social bonds according to Rousseau is human 

sexuality, for it is the "most natural indicator that we are meant to depend on one 

another. In the state of nature. sex was devoid of any social or moral associations since 

sexuality is inconceivable without the "creation of social ties and psychological 

dependence. For Rousseau sexuaiity is not merely physicai since the desires are linked 

to particular human beings. acting as a bridge between the naniral and the moral realm. 

His account of sex in the state of nature is somewhat questionable since he claims that the 

weakness of male semal desire accounted for his absolute independence. Women were 

able to singlehandedly care for their young and Rousseau completely ignores the 

inconveniences of pregnancy(DO1 42). Moreover. the bond that is fomed between a 

mother and her child is purely instinctive and does not survive the separation of parent and 

"Joel Schwartz, nie Semal Poiirics of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press. 1984), p. 4. 



offspring . 

Sexuality is a hision of physicd need and the desire for the esteem of othen. It 

thereby assumes a moral dimension, especially when it is particularized and a single 

person becomes the focus of this desid3: "The physicai aspect is that general desire which 

inclines one sex to unite with another. The moral aspect is what determines this desire and 

fixes it exclusively on one single object, or which at least gives it a greater degree of 

energy for this preferred object"(DOI56). For Rousseau, sexuality is of great importance 

because it c m  constinite a powerful awareness of the "other" as a subject, rather than as 

an alien object. Thus, it provides a foundation in the passions for the respect of the 

subjectivity of othen introducing what Noble refers to as the "intersubjective dimensions" 

of human expenence? It provides a challenge to the notion tbat instntmentality is the main 

impetus for cementing social relations. Rousseau emphasizes that the conception of others 

as subjects must be based on the emotional recognition that this is the case. The direct 

experience of another ' s subjectivity precedes the conceptualization of another ' s 

subjectivity . This diffen significantly from a Kantian or even an Hegelian understanding 

of the subject, where 1 abstract from my own rational subjectivity and thereby assume that 

other "subjects" sharr my identity as a rational agent. Such an understanding does noi 

presuppose the direct experience of another's subjectivity since we derive it from an 

331 will discuss this process in the folIowing chapter. 

%Richard Noble, Language, Subjectiviv and Freedom in Rousseau 's Moral Philosophy , p. 
102. 



abstract thought process. For Rousseau such a concepnial leap is too weak to act as the 

basis for a strong community. The semai experience is a more direct encounter with 

another subject that is vital for consolidating any corn~nunity.~~ 

In his Essay on the Origim of l anguges  Rousseau describes the transition from 

conjugal to romantic love, insisting that romantic love entailed an intensification of the 

expenence of the other and therefore set the stage for the solidification of the community. 

Again this should be read metaphoncally rather than for the anthropological assumptions 

that can be gleaned from it. According to Rousseau, the fust cornmunities were famüial 

in a broad sense: "In primitive times, men who were scattered across the face of the earth 

had only the family for their society, only nature for their Iaw.. they were fratemal 

cornmunities " (EOL 9 1). The psychological need for integration was met within the family . 

However, as commURities became more sedentary, young people would encounter others 

while collecting water over wells and solicit the recognition of individuals that existed 

beyond the confines of the family. Rousseau uses the example of the well to point to the 

fusion between economic and emotional needs, refusing to priontke one or the other. The 

need to cooperare in order to sink weiis brought together youth from different families who 

would engage in erotic conversations: "The hem was moved by these new 'objects', a 

new trait rendered them Iess wild; they felt the pleasure of no longer being alonet'(EOL 

351 will address this theme in more detail in Chapter Four. For Rousseau, the sexual union 
between man and woman is not only an important part of the political order, but becomes the 
foundation upon which it rests. 



106). As a result interfamilial comrnunities are strengthened. Although this account of the 

consolidation of community ties is very murky, it does underscore the notion that it is not 

only need that precipitates the developrnent of social formation. Thus, Rousseau's account 

is only partially an economistic one. 

Amour-propre is an important element in this relationship, and therefore one should 

beware of overemphasizing its negative potential since the thirst for completeness that 

animates hurnan behaviour also develops and stimulates the passions. Reason and passion 

are therefore not in a dichotomous relationship, but are part of a single continuum. Desire 

cannot exist without the sense of incompleteness that reason alerts us to. Cullen asserts 

that the absence of passions accounts for the fact that natural man has no "metaphysical 

or moral personality . " 

Before the faii: the Golden Age of "primitive" communities 

In primitive communities, society already mediates between human beings and 

nature, both separating and uniting the two realms but averting a direct encounter with 

nature. Human desires are no longer coeval with needs which are now culturaliy 

detemined w ithin the comrnunity . Horowitz argues that in primitive communities there 

is no "sepration between social life and politics, between society and state" and that the 

36Cullen, Daniel E. Freedom in Rousseau's Political Philosophy, p. 45. 
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"tension between "man and citizen has not yet k e n  felt. "n The desire for recognition has 

also taken root and a competition for such recognition has been unieashed. Yet, the 

stmggle for recognition takes place within the narrow confies of the Camily and contact 

w ith outsiders would have been perceived as threatening, giving rise to warfare: " Each 

family became a Little society a11 the better united because munial attachent and liberty 

were its ody bondsM(DOI 63). Because the clusters of families were separated from each 

other and there was no desire to extend the fiontiers of the community, the potential for 

warfare was forestalled and a golden age of peace prevailed: "These primitive times were 

the Golden Age, not because men were unitai. but because they were separated. It is said 

that each. considered M e I f  the rnaster of all; this could be mie, but. everyone knew and 

desired only that which was present: he needed only that which was at hand.. If men 

encountered each other they would atrack, but they encountered each other oniy rarely. 

Everywhere the state of war reigned, but everywhere peace prevailed"(E0L 93). The 

emotional and affective ties between family members secured a strong sense of integration 

and while amour-propre had begun to replace amour-de-soi, its demands were satisfied. 

since each member held the recognition of everyone else within the community . Respect 

for human dignity and even a notion of common humanity were conspicuously absent, 

since this required a level of abstraction not available to people who could not identiQ 

with those outside of the family unit: "They had the idea of a father, a son, a brother but 

- - 

3'Horowitz. Rousseau, Nature and History, p. 9 1. 
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not of man. Their hut contained only their kin; snangers, beasts and monsters were the 

same thing for them: beyond their own kin the universe was nothing to them" (EOL 93). 

Nevertheless the ability to concepnialize a universal humanity at a later stage in our history 

would grow out of the strong emotional attachments that cemented family rnembers 

together . 

The farnilies Rousseau is referring to were not nuclear families rather "plural 

husbands and plural wives, plural parents and plural ~hildren."~~ The habit of "living 

together gave nse to the sweetest sentiments known to men: conjugal love and patemal 

love. Each family became a little society ail the better united because mutual attachment 

and liberty were its only bonds"(DOI63). The boundary between nature and convention 

is blurred. since the custom of cohabitation was adopted when natural calamities forced 

human beings into closer cooperation: "Human associatian are to a large extent the result 

of natural disasters, floods.. , volcanic eruptions, giant earthquakes" (EOL 101). 

Eventually , an integrative feeling approximating amour-de-soi was transferred to the 

familial community . 

Within primitive comrnunities, emotions, although filtered through language, were 

expressed much more directly. Indeed, one could argue that emotion could not exist 

without language precisely because language differentiates us, giving nse to the longing 

for union. Rousseau refers to the melodic quality of early languages which constituted a 

'%sher Horowitz, Rousseau: Nature and History , p. 98. 



more accurate representation of exnotions and were used to convey the inner passions to 

other members of the community: "Human beings started to feel before they started to 

reason. We pretend that men inventeci language to express their desire; this opinion seems 

unlikely to me. The first needs tended to separate men rather than to unite them" (EOL 66). 

Rousseau distinguishes between languages of passion characteristic of warmer climates, 

and languages of need in harsher climates, maintainhg that the former were more 

authentic and passionate. in warmer climates, where shortages were not as acute, it was 

easier to concentrate on the emotionai ties within the social whole. The preoccupation for 

survival in the harsher climates overshadowed the emotional needs that developed from 

community living. 

Nevertheless, no community is immune from cornpetition. Rousseau points out 

that at social gatherings each one "began to look at the others" and wanted "to be looked 

at himself, and public esteem had a value"(D0I 64). Vanity is bom and the seeds of the 

egocentrism that would eventually unravel the community are sown. Yet, the means of 

granting the recognition that was sought is decisive and elicits Rousseau's admiration. In 

these early commulzities, the divisive strains of amour-propre were curtailed, allowing its 

integrative component to dominate since recognition was granted in a public seaing: 

"People grew accustomeci to gather in front of their huts or around a large tree; Song and 

dance, true children of love and leisure, became the amusement or rather the occupation 

of idle men and women who had flocked together. "(DO1 64). People would compete for 



the esteem of the community and thus social activities provided the sening in which these 

cornpetitive instincts could be discharged. The seams of the community were tightened 

rather than being unravelled, since individuai expression took place through the 

community rather than against it. Furbermore, increased recognition did not eventuate in 

materia 1 rewards or political power, thereby translating into social inequdity . Instead, 

increased recognition was dissolved in the unity of the group. Pnde was swallowed up by 

a unity that approxirnated amour-de-soi. Thus, the self stood out only in order to be 

absorbed by  the community, and therefore was engaged in a process of self overcoming. 

The joy in gaining recognition was not to be gleaned from dominance, but in the process 

of dismantling the boundaries of the self and king fblly embraced by the group. This is 

why competition strengthened rather than enfeebled the community . Individuation and 

integrarion were mutually dependent on each other. 

Furthermore, the boundaries between individuals that were accentuated in 

cornpetirions for public esteem were collapsed at the very moment that the esteem was 

granted, since the individual was then wholeheartedly embraced by the community . 

Inteeration was therefore the outcome of sepration and part of the joy of competition was 

the dismantling of individual barriers that ensued from it. Thus, while the community 

distances and separates us fkom nature by destroy hg the condition of non-differentiation. 

it also retum us to this state at a different level. The ecstasy in non-differentiation is 

intensified as a result of having experienced differentiation. It is through the process of 



self-overcorning that nature and society are reconciled. 

The modes of production within this society aiso precluded the escalation of selfish 

conflict. Labour was social rather than individual and the concept of ownership was 

noticeably absent. There was no division of labour. except that between the sexes. Women 

tended to the huts and men gathered food. Although Rousseau does not offer much 

information regarding the relationship between the sexes. there is nothing to indicate that 

such a division of labour in itself created inequalities. Both women and men were fully 

incorporated into the community while performing their respective tasks. Because human 

beings were not dependent on each other, the possibility for inequaiity was offset: "anyone 

should see that, since the bonds of servitude are fomed mereiy from the mutuai 

dependence of men and the reciprocal needs that unite hem, it is impossible to enslave a 

man without having fust put him in the position of being incapable of doing without 

another" (DO1 59). Individuals were, however, personaliy dependent on the community 

as a whole, in the same way that the proto-hzlman was dependent on nature. Here we have 

hit upon the essence of Rousseau's Golden Age. The community in this period assumed 

the role that nature held in Our proto-hurnan stage and therefore acted as nature's social 

substitue. It was a social and human utopia that mimicked the relationship to nature 

enjoyed by the proto-human. 

Thus, the primitive cornrnunity enjoyed a kind of balance between the disintegrative 

and integrative aspects of social organizations. This is why there is no split between man 



and citizen as Horowitz pointed out. Divisive tendencies were absorbed into the unity of 

the community and therefore did not pose a ihreat to it. While the cornpetition for 

recognition singled out individuds, this separation was dissolved by embracing the 

individual and returning him to the social fold. Thus, differentiation was in some sense a 

means for achieving integration. The dangerous potential of amour-propre, w hich w il1 

receive greater elaboration in the next chapter, was thereby curtailed. Integration and 

individuation existed in a healthy equilibrium. 

Ancient political orders 

Rousseau does not only look to primitive cornrnunities for moral guidance in a 

disturbed modem era. but also casts his sight on the ancient city-states because of their 

tightly knit political smctures. Judith Shklar maintains that Rousseau had set up two 

conflicring utopias, insisting that he found himself in the position of having to choose 

between two irreconcilable models. Besides the peaceful tranquillity of the Golden Age, 

Rousseau presented the Spartan model, which demanded complete absorption of the 

individual by the political comrnunity? Shklar implies that politics is antithetical to the 

community. For her integration outside the family necessarily entails self repression, 

3gJudith SNdar, Men and Citizem: A St* of Rousseau's Social Theory. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1979), pp. 2-3. 
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i n s i s a  that no compromise berween self expression and self repression is possible." 

Thus, she is forced to set up the kind of polarkation between nature and culture that 

Rousseau himself ~corned,~' 

The ausrere 'utopian is eiaborated upon in Rousseau's Governmenr of Poland and 

the Discourse on Polirical Economy where he depicts a citizenry that is completely 

engulfed by the state. The authontarian practices necessary for the promotion of such 

ancient vime cast doubt on the notion that Rousseau is exaithg ancient virtue to the extent 

that Shklar claims he is. Rather, it is more likely that he is using the Spartan exarnple as 

a foi1 to the centrifugai tendencies he observes in modem political comunities. While he 

uses the exarnple of the ancient republics to highiight flaws in contemporary societies, the 

converse is also hue: he uses modem concepts in order to accentuate problems with the 

ancient regirnes. It is thus, bath a negative utopia as well as a positive one, for unlike the 

primitive community, it does not provide an outlet for individuation and self expression, 

but demands an austere integration. 

The tightly knit Spartan state was maintaiwd by allowing its tentacles to permeate 

al1 aspects of life, therefore ensuring that loyalty was seared upon the hearts of its citizens: 

"As for Lycurgus, he undertook to legislate for a people already debased by servitude and 

4'The absence of inequality is the link which Skhlar rnakes between the S p a r t .  republic and 
the "primitive" community of the Golden Age. Within the Spartan order, equality is enforced in 
authontarian ways . 



by the vices the latter brhgs in its train. He fmed upon them a yoke of iron, the like of 

which no other people has ever borne; but he tied them to that yoke, made them, so to 

speak, one with it, by filling up every moment of their lives. He saw to it that they never 

had an instant of free time that they could cal1 their own. And out of this ceaseless 

constraint, made noble by the purpose it served, was bom that buming love of country 

which was always the strongest-or rather the only-passion of the Spartans and which 

~ansformed them hto beings more than merely humanW(GP 7). Rousseau remarks that a 

body of laws is not enough to parantee the devotion of citizens for it fails to stimulate 

their passions. The poetry of Homer was a much more effective instrument of control than 

an elaborate table of laws and decrees. Moreover, the identification with the state was too 

abstract and impersonal. Each citizen is a member of the cornmunity because he has 

imbibed a common set of laws and not due to affective ties between citizens. My 

relationship with you would therefore be mediated through the laws of the state. The 

Spartan mother, who calmly accepts that the victory of the city-state is more important 

than the life of her son is a perfëct embodiment of this attitude. The anachment to the state 

as a whole supersedes persona1 relationships. 

The ancient political comrnunities were dependent upon custom in a way that 

primitive comrnunities were not. Because primitive societies were smaller familial units, 

emotional affection was more easily maintahed and did not have to be nurtured through 

artificial means. This was not the case in a city-state such as Athens or Sparta where 



continuous repetition of cultural practices was necessary so that an individual could not 

conceive of his own identity separately from that of the state. Rather than accommodating 

amour-propre and rnaintaining a relationship of codependence between individuation and 

integration, the Spartan state tried to eradicate traces of individuality. Integration did not 

corne out of our deepest desires, but suppressed them: "If, for example, they are trained 

early enough never to consider their own persons except in terms of being related to the 

body of the state, and not to perceive their own existence except as part of the state's 

existence, they will eventually corne to identiQ themselves in some way with this larger 

whole, to feel themselves to be members of the country, to love it with that exquisite 

sentiment that every isolated man feels oniy for himself"8E 125). However, in order to 

generate such utter identification with the state, the life of each individual citizen must be 

respected , othenvise the imrnediate identification between individual good and public good 

is subverted: "But the Romans were preerninent among al1 the peoples of the earth for the 

govemment's deference toward private individuals and for its sc~puIous attention to 

respecting the inviolable rights of ali the members of the state. Nothing was as sacred as 

the life of the simple citize m... Let the homeland, therefore, show itself as the cornrnon 

mother of al1 citizens. Let the advantages they enjoy in their homeland endear it to them. 

. . . And let the laws be in their sight merely the guarantees of the common liberty " (PE 

124). However, this respect was not predicated on the individuality of the citizens, but 

dernonstrated a recognition that all were subjects of the same code of law, and therefore 



no one deserved priority. Once again, this manifests an abstract recognition of the 

individual, rather than a personal recognition of hirn. 

Nevertheless, amour-propre needed an outlet and thus a collective egoism had to 

be fostered by stirring up hostility towards outsiders, thereby promoting a kind of siege 

mentdity. The need to stand out and be recognized was acknowledged ody through the 

external exploits of the state. Warriors were given the opportunity to shine through their 

ski11 in defending the homeland. In this way, ancient States ensured that amour-propre 

would not threaten the unity of the state. and in fact was directly linked to the state's 

welfare: "Al1 three sought ties that would bind the citizens to the fatherland and to one 

another. Al1 three found what they were looking for in distinctive usages, in religious 

ceremonies that invariably were in essence exclusive and national.. "(GP 8). In this way , 

self aggrandizement was made cotenninous with the expansionism of the state and 

compet i t ive drives were unleashed extemaily rather than internally . A tenuous alliance was 

thus struck between amour-de-soi and amour-propre. 

However, the very source of the state's cohesion was also the wellspring of its 

downfall, for it depended upon continuous victory. Once such victories could no longer 

be secured. the egoistic tendencies would turn inward and gnaw at the seams of the state 

itself. If a state was plagued with continuous defeat, then the individual Iost his only 

avenue to obtain the recognition of the whole. Laws, uniike more personal ties, lose force 

when they fail to guarantee the safety of the state. The acceptance of laws is predicated on 



their success. Once the safety of the state is under threat, respect for the laws quickly 

evaporates. hdividuals are lefi with no other bonds to fa11 back on. Moreover, military 

defeats shattered the myth that a complete mender  to the state was most conducive to self 

preservation. In fact, the need for military tactics to give particularity a voice was a 

testament to the force of particulxity, demonstrating that uy as it might, the universal 

could not subsume or squash the particda.. An aggressive foreign poiicy did not represent 

a victory of the universal over the particular, but rather an uneasy compromise. The 

tactics which cornmunities such as Sparta employed were thus manifestations of their 

fragility . 

Ancient republics constituted both a regression and a progression from primitive 

cornmunities. An increased level of abstraction was necessary in order to sustain public 

zeal. However, because such fervour was based on a coilective egoism that revelled in the 

dominance of foreign political entities, it whetted the appetite for domination that could 

destroy the very cornmunity that gave rise to it if it m e d  inward. The egoism was not 

absorbed by the community , as it had been in primitive cornmunities, but rather was given 

vent to by squashing external opponents. Amour-propre was not curtailed by 

metamorphosing it into a joyous amour-de-soi. Integration was maintained at the price 

of unleashing the most pemicious strain of amour-propre. even though ir was not 

permittecf to fester within the state. Therefore, the ancient republics were closer CO the 

bourgeois market society than a cursory glance might suggest. 



1 have chosen to interpret Rousseau's account of the ancient republic in order to 

demonsuate that equality itself is not the only moral imperative that Rousseau gleans from 

the state of nature. Interpreters such as Strauss. Cullen and Shklar had focused too 

narrowly on Rousseau's quest for equality and therefore lefi Rousseau with alternatives 

favouring either the individual or the community. Both primitive communities and the 

Spartan regime were characterized by relations of equality. However, 1 will argue against 

Shklar that Rousseau prefers the Golden Age because of the balance that û stmck between 

individuation and integration. This balance provides the comerstone for a Rousseauian 

morality. In the state of nature human beings were both integrated and yet also self 

sufficient and therefore equa1. 

However, despite the existence of such a balance within the primitive community, 

it too had its limitations. First of dl, it cannot embrace individuals who are not part of 

iü kinship smcture, so that any other community that it cornes into contact with becomes 

an enemy . Furthemore, individuals are not yet conscious of the balance that rnakes their 

society function as an integrated whole. It is almost instinctively maintained because 

human beings have not ventured as far from the bosom of nature. Ironically, it will 

require a dramatic exit from this state and a disruption of the equilibrium that will make 

us aware of the necessity for such a balance and open up the possibility for consciously 

reproducing it. Thus. bourgeois society , while constituting the greatest threat to Our nature 

also provides us with an unparalleleci opportunity for recreating it. It is to bourgeois 



society, that my analysis will now nirn. 



CHAPTER TWO: HOMELESS CITIZENS: TAE CRITIQUE OF BOURGEOIS 
SOCIETY 

In order to fdly appreciate the moral lessons which Rousseau draws from the state 

of nature, one m u t  contrast it with his vident critique of bourgeois society. The natural 

"goodness" of the proto-human is in some sense defmed agaht  the backdrop of this 

degenerate social order. It is by peering through the lem of bourgeois society that 

Rousseau is able to appreciate the lessons which can be gleaned from the state of nature. 

If the pre-human anuoal is characterked by complete integration, the bourgeois individuai 

is always a disintegrated self who has become acutely aware of his "separation" from the 

world around him. Yet. this schism, in Rousseau's view hampers rather than facilitates 

self creation. At the same tirne, it stirs widiin the individual the awareness that we always 

retain a degree of distance from the society of which we are a part. Ironically, the lack of 

community in bourgeois society means that its citizens are completely subjected to its 

economic and social forces, because they cannot identify the contours of the whole which 

moulds hem. The "system" operates behind the backs of individuals who are then 

powerless to exert influence upon it. 

Interpreters such as Berman and Starobinski have identified inauthenticity as the 

central problem that plagues civil society. Individuais hide behind multifarious masks and 

need to recover the sense of self which they have lost. However, Starobinski's analysis in 

particular ends up positing a kind of dichotomy between subjectivity and objectivity which 



Rousseau himself would spurn. The social structure has forced individuals to cast veils 

over themselves, but behind these shrouds "they wiil discover a forgonen present, a form 

that remained intact behind the veils."' Because people relate to each other through 

objects, there is no longer "a direct comection of mind to mind. "' However, 1 will argue 

against Starobinski that for Rousseau there is no inner core that is waiting to be unveiled. 

The self emerges out of an interaction with its world, which it both defines itself against 

and integrates itself with. 

In bourgeois society the affective bonds between citizens have been eviscerated and 

therefore there is no larger whole with which the individual can interact and be integrated 

into. Thus, the self is not buried beneath layers of masks, as Starobinski claims, because 

it does not even have the opportunity to create itself. If I do not feel part of a community, 

1 will Iack the corndence to differentiate myself, because 1 fear that 1 will thereby 

exacerbate the alienation that already paralyses me. This partly explains the profound 

pressure to conform that is exened upon individuals in bourgeois societies. Thus, I will 

argue that there is a misplaced desire for belonging which is endemic to bourgeois 

society. This coupled with a rampant inequality creates an atmosphere of pervasive distrust 

where 1 will always try to assert myself against others. Ironically, 1 am thereby forced to 

take my bearing alrnost entirely from those around me. 

'Jean Starobinski, Transparency and Obstruction, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1988), p. 19. 



According to Rousseau, bourgeois society has allowed personal relations to 

becorne cornpletely subsumed by economic imperatives. Each views the other as a means 

to the satisfaction of his own needs which in turn are dictated by the economic structure 

itself. As Bloom points out the bourgeois "is the man who, when dealing with others, 

thinks only of himself, and on the other hand, in his understanding of himself, thinks only 

of others. He is a role ~ l a y e r . " ~  Thus, the bourgeois is the disintegrated self par 

excellence, who thinks that his subjectivity depends on the objectification of others. 

Because he is engaged in an incessant smggle to assert his supenority, he is at home 

neither in his "extemal" surroundings nor in his own skia 

In the Discourses on rhe O~ginr of Inequal@, Rousseau provides an account of the 

developrnent of bourgeois society. While amour-propre plays a decisive part in this 

development. it would be a mistake to saddle the concept merely with negative 

connotations, since its potential for "eviln is no greater than its potential for good. The 

exacerbation of amour-propre. and not amour-propre itself is responsible for the cut-throat 

environment that prevails in bourgeois society. Thus, in order to better comprehend the 

negarive potential of amour-propre, and to explain why it spiralled out of control, one 

must also understand the vital role it plays in the socialization of human beings. 

Amour-propreis not sirnply the bane of Our existence, but also a stimulant to our 

development and perfectibility. By reflecting on Our own existence as well as that of 

3 Allan Bloom, 'Emile, ' Ghts  and Dwat$s, (New York: Simon and Schuster. 1990), p. 180- 
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others, we project ont0 them characteristics which resemble our own. ConverseIy. the 

actions of others may impel us to reflect on our own characteristics by suggesting 

directions that we may not have anticipated. We both step outside the self and r e m  to 

the self. However, this foray into the "outside" also leaves us vulnerable to the agony of 

alienation, for a self that undergoes reevaluation and changes in response to new stimuli 

can never be at peace. For this reason. the propensity to compare stirs within us a desire 

to solicit the recognition of one's peers. We seek their affirmation, in order to reaffirm Our 

belonging in the world. Our encounter of the unfamiliar in others makes us crave their 

recognition. Thus, 1 would argue that the desire for recognition is due to Our awareness 

of both an identity with and a difference from others. Amour-propre becomes a social 

substitue for amour-de-soi: the Unmediate identification with one's surroundings. By 

soliciting the affinnation of others, we attempt to foster a feeling of belonging. 

Amour-propre is an integral part of our freedom, for by aiening us to Our 

separation from the external world and others it forces us to actively make ourselves part 

of this world. We cannot take the recognition of others for granted but must eam it. The 

need for such recognition acts us a catalyst to continuous smving. 

It is this kind of dynamic interplay which Burgelin overlooks in his analysis of the 

social process of denaturation. Burgelin points out that the need to shape ourselves in order 

to solicit the recognition of others ushen in a profound inauthenticity. We become 



distanced from Our natural desires, and are forced to adopt social ~ n e s . ~  However. 

Rousseau would object to Burgelin's propensity to dichotornize the relationship between 

individual and society . Burgelin ignores the extent to which social n o m  are created out 

of the interaction betw&n individuals who continuously mediate the relationship between 

"inside" and "outside". Therefore, they do not simply confront "society" as an imposing 

and alien force. While it does distance human beings fiom nature, such distance is 

necessary if we are to make the transition from human beings to anirnals. Burgelin does 

not distinguish between the alienation that is necessary to ail social orders and the form 

of alienation which is distinctive to bourgeois society. For Burgelin, integration is always 

achieved at the expense of individuation. 

The fact that amour-propre prevents me from attaining the kuid of unity 1 covet 

is vital if we are to engage in a process of CO~MUOUS self creation. Without such disunity, 

we could not exercise our fieedom. As 1 pointed out in the previous chapter, we develop 

a sense of self because we compare ourselves with othen. Integration and individuation 

cannot be so easily disentangled. 1 become aware of an identity that is my own, by 

regarding others who are not exactly Iike me. An interaction with them prompts me to 

4 " Ce qui en moi s'oppose au groupe, paradoxalement le groupe lui-même en est 
cause.. .Personalité d'emprunt, isolée à la fois de nos exigences naturelles et de celles du groupe, 
nous nous réservons, nous dérobons au groupe pour nous imposer à lui. Incapable désormais de 
subsister seul, l'homme, au -dessus de l'être naturel qui subsiste, va constituter l'homme de 
l'homme. II se conforme au personnage qu'on lui propose. " Burgelin, La Philosophie de 
L 'Existence de Jeun-Jacques Rousseau. (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, M 3 ) ,  p .253. 



extend my own boundaries. Such an awareness can only develop in a social setting, where 

we interact with each other on an ongoing basis. 1 do not simply belong, 1 have to make 

myself belong. Even if 1 successfdly elicit the recognition of my compatriots, the need 

for such recognition iwlf a f f i  my separation from them. It is because 1 do not belong 

compierely, that 1 rely on others to achieve a sense of fulfilment. Ironically, 1 am separated 

from them because 1 interact with them. Amour-propre can only ever be a substitute for 

urnoirr-de-soi, because it manifests my awareness of my own incompleteness. My 

attempts at integration are only partly successful, and 1 am compelled to live in partial 

isolation. The social individual is thus always a divided individual, who stands both united 

and alone. 

In bourgeois society, amour-propre spuals out of our control and its negative 

features are accentuated. Dent refers to this phenornenon as "intlarned amour-propre. As 

1 will point out' according to Rousseau the inequality of property is responsible for this 

development since it erodes the social bonds that had curtailed amour-propre. 1 remain 

dissatisfied until 1 am the main object of public recognition and begin to deceive in order 

to realize this impossible goal. The recognition of others constitutes a threat to my own 

identity. My individuality cm only be expressed at your expense. We lose sight of the 

mutually constitutive nature of individuation and integration and the latter is pitted against 

the former. A zero-sum calcularion takes over my thinking. Since others do not willingly 

.I. H . Dent, Rousseau 's Psychologicai, Political and Social Thought, p. 57. 
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surrender to me. 1 must deceive in order to get my way. Deception becomes so ingrained, 

that we can no longer successfully peel away the rnasks that we have grafted ont0 Our 

personality. Although we continue to seek the recognition of others, such recognition is 

necessarily false because 1 am reluctant to expose my "me self" out of fear that this would 

leave me wlnerable to othen. The twin goals of individuation and integration are no 

longer complementary. as they were in primitive society, but become dangerously 

divorced from each other. We begin to see them as munially exclusive alternatives. This 

split enfeebles both and the individual that remains is but an empty shell. 

Rousseau reserves his most strident attacks for bourgeois society, accusing it of 

extollin; the freedom and autonomy of human beings while suffocating the very human 

attributes it p ra i se~ .~  As it exacerbates the divisive tendencies of amour-propre, its 

cornpetitive strains accelerate [O such a degree that they completely oursmp its cohesive 

forces. Radier than seeking your recognition in order to confirm my membership in the 

comrnunity, I demand a recognition that robs you of the very approval I seek for myself. 

Yet, while encouraging the unabashed pursuit of self interest at the expense of others. 

'Allan Bloom, 'Rousseau: The Turning Point,' Gianrs and Dwarfs, (London: Simon and 
Schuster. 1990), p. 209. Bloom clairns that the contempt for the bourgeois was bom in the 
writings of Rousseau: "The word has a strong negative charge, and practically no one wants to 
be merely a bourgeois. The artists and the intellectuais have almost univenally despised him and 
in large meanire defmed thernselves against him. The bourgeois is unpoetic, unerotic, unheroic, 
neither aristocrat, nor of the people; he is not a citizen, and his religion is pallid and otherworldly. 
The sole invocation of his narne is enough to legitimate the revolutions of Left and Right; and 
within the limits of liberal democracy. al1 sorts of reforrns are perennially proposed to correct his 
motives or counterbalance them." 



bourgeois society m u t  maintain a modicum of respect for them, otherwise the drive for 

persona1 advantage would rapidly degenerate into warfare. While the dignity and 

autonomy of individu& are enshrined in the principles of contractual agreements, it is 

ruthlessly attacked in practice. 

Alienation reaches its acme in bourgeois society because of the relentless pursuit of self 

aggrandizement. One c m o t  secure one's preeminent position without an excessive 

concern for the opinion of othea. As Dent points out "one becomes, in large part. the 

Puppet creation of their unruly puiling, dancing to their tune even as one mes to lead the 

band."' He maintains that the goods which are sought are only "positional", aiming at 

"rendering others servile to or contemptible relative to him. Anything that is sought for 

its own sake is denigrated since one would then more easily fall victim to the control of 

the ubiquitous other .9 

Once under the grip of market society. we fail to realize that our single-rninded 

race for positions of privilege rnay represent a misguided attempt to build a nest for 

ourselves within the community. Mimicry becomes the pale substitute for a sense of 

belonging as we struggle to conform to extemal standards in order to "belong." Thus. one 

cannot simply Say that in civil society the community has gone astray , leaving behind only 

- 

%. J . H . Dent, Rousseau 's Psychological, Political and Social ZJzeoty, p. 60. 

%id.. p. 62.  

'Ibid. , p.  64. 



a bloated and somew hat mean-sp irited individual. Because individuality and community 

are inexuicably intertwined for Roussea.~, he maintains that bourgeois society destroys 

both. Civil society is a 'cornmunity ' of phantoms, who, smpped of al1 sense of belonging. 

pursue p a l s  whose source they do not even recognize. 

The birth of properQ 

In the Discourses on îhe Ongins of lnequdity , Rousseau tries to account for the 

zero-sum approach to identity and the pervasiveness of deception w hich characterizes 

bourgeois society. He maintains that the shifr is due to a change in property relations, an 

approach that is consistent with his historical materialism. The delicate equilibrium of 

primitive society stans to unravel once notions of property become entrenched in the social 

psyche, as divisive strains begins to outsmp cohesive forces. The seeds of civil society 

are already sown when the "first person who. having enclosed a plot of land, took it into 

his head to Say this is minew(DOI 60). By identifjhg territory as one's own, one is 

simultaneously denying the daims of others to it. "This is minen also means "this is not 

yours". By denying you access to my land and in refùsing to share its harvest with you. 

1 take the first step in fi-agmenting and splintering the community. Burgelin equates 

possession with individuation, maintainhg that 1 become the owner of certain attributes 



and characteristics once they are recognized by the society as mine. l0 However, this 

ignores the contention that in primitive society human beings were fvst recognized for 

their activity , rather than as owners of attributes. 'l  

According ro Rousseau, it was the agricultural revolution that ushered in the kinds 

of property relations which would eventually culminate in bourgeois society. Farming 

requires a continuous reworking of the same plot of land, ailowing people to identify 

themselves with a particular geographical area. People becorne sedentary and established 

permanent dwellings. A new temtorialism is bom that separates the inside £Yom the 

outside. relegating nature and the cornmunity to the extemal sphere. The concept of a 

private existence, which is hidden from "public view" begins to germinate. Because 1 am 

more intimateiy connecteci with this sphere, it assumes priority over the iarger community. 

The groundwork is laid for the public/private division. The increase in production as a 

result of the development of agricultural skills also generates a rise in population. The 

larger, more difise community made it increasingly difficult to maintain close persona1 

ties. Individuals withdraw even further into the private sphere. The weakening of the 

larger cornmunity might also up the ante of property acquisition. Because I am distanced 

from the community, 1 use property in order to re-integrate myself by establishing a 

10"L'individualisation suppose qu'on se distingue en s'opposant, ce qui se produira mieux 
encore dans la sphère du mien que dans celle du moi. Ma fortune, mes titres, ma position sont 
essentiellement constitués par une reconnaissance de la societé qui les respecte ou les 
méprise. . .Mes biens s ' intègrent à moi. " Pierre Burgelin, La Philosophie de i 'Ecistence, p. 252. 

"see previous chapter 



srnaller space in which 1 belong. 

The intervention of property adds a new dimension to the comparative assessrnent 

of others by supplying a quantitative means for differentiation, which blatantly exposed 

inequalities. Differences are no longer played out in festivals that were expressions of 

public spirit, and people begin to relate to each other abstractly through their property. 

When recognition is dependent on an individual's activity rather than on his or her 

possessions, the social aspect of individuaiity is more explicitly affmned. Activity rernains 

a way of contributing to the whole. One dserentiates oneself in order to affirm one's 

membership in the group. Burgelin maintains that the habit of opposing oneself to the 

community was nurnired within the community itself, since it encouraged individuals to 

distinguish themselves from the whole. However, I would suggest thar such differentiation 

was nor tantamount to opposition, until inequality cast its shadow upon the community. 

As long as neither the comrnunity nor the individual are threatened by these distinctions, 

there is no reason for them to precipitate an opposition of interests. 

Originally, the community mediates the human relationship to nature; now 

property mediates the relationship to the community. The division of land into agricultural 

plots carves out farnily niches, and therefore the direct experience of the community is 

somewhat diluted, intemiQing the need for social recognition to repatch the severed social 

bonds. Moreover, such recognition is sought partly rhrough property. This is somewhat 

paradoxical, for we seek to reestablish iinks through the very property that shattered them 



in the first place. The more property one has, the higher the stanis that one assumes withui 

the community . As long as it is still the community as a whole that gram recognition, 

the centrifuga1 forces which threaten it could be slightly curtailed. 

Rousseau in conaast to Locke implies that there is no necessary connection 

between labour (non-agricultural) itself and the appropriation of property. According to 

Locke, the addition of one's own labour to the fniits of nature marked the birth of 

appropriation.12 This presupposes that 1 have a notion of my selfhood prior to acting upon 

the environment. For Rousseau, the concept of an individual being the owner of himself 

was generated out of property relations and did not precede them. 1 will argue that the 

linkage made between labour and property was a direct outgrowth of agricultural forms 

of production. A continuous reworking of the sarne plot of land gives rise to notions of 

possession and the subject-object relationship. If 1 construct tools that help me to hunt or 

to gather berries, 1 am still very much subject to the vicissitudes and fluctuations in nature. 

However, by famiing, I increasingly control the land and force it to provide bounty thar 

it did not "relinquish" in its raw, unmediated form. Nature becomes something that is 

mastered. rather than simply adapted to. Activities such as the hunt do not allow me to 

dominate nature in the same way . because 1 must still operate within its limits. As a result 

'="Whatsoever then he removes out of the state that nature has provided and left it in, he has 
mixed his labour with, and joined to it something that is his own, and thereby makes it his 
property. It k ing  by him removed fiom the common state nature has placed it in, it has by this 
labour something annexed to it that excludes the common right of other men." John Locke, me 
Second Treatise of Govemment, (New York: The Liberal Arts Press, 1952), p. 17. 



of agricultural developments, 1 am no longer forced to inteprate myself into the 

environment in quite the same way. Instead of merely adapting to it, 1 force it to adapt to 

me. Rousseau anticipates Marx and Hegel who affirm that through labour the 

"estrangement between the objective and the subjective world" is overcome and we 

"transform nature into an appropriate medium for self development. "13 The agricuiturai 

mode of production also produces another change in the rnindset of human beings. They 

begin to recognize that immediate satisfaction could be delayed in order to obtain greater 

satisfaction later on, reaching a new level of selfcontrol: "Moreover, to devote oneself 

to that occupation and to sow the lands, one must be resolved to lose something at first in 

order to gain a great deal later: a precaution quite far removed from the mind of the savage 

man, who as 1 have said, fmds it quite difficuit to give thought in the morning to what he 

will need at nightW@Ol 66). The ability to postpone satisfaction becomes endemic to 

bourgeois society as the promise of even greater satisfaction impels us to delay immediate 

gratification sometimes indefinitely . 

Nevertheless, the link between the domination of nature and the domination of 

other hurnan beings is by no means self evident. Treating nature as the material on which 

1 mark my subjectivity does not necessarily impel me to behave in the same manner 

l3 Marcuse makes this argument in reference to Hegel's Phenomenology of M M .  Because we 
shape the extemal world, it is no longer purely extemal. Furthemore, by labourhg we becorne 
members of a community. Herbert Marcuse, Reason and Revulurion, (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1966), p. 77. 



towards other human beings. As long as the agricultural mode of production remains part 

of a subsistence economy, each tending primarily to their own needs, social bonds rernain 

intact. Affection, not need, is the cohesive force within the community. People work 

outside, and the public space aithough somewhat dimuiished, is still in place. However, 

the invention of other fonns of production, parthlarly industry , disrupt this balance, and 

begin to gnaw at the seams of the commun@. Even in agricultural communities, the 

abiliry to master nature has limits sinw human beings have to confonn to its cycles. The 

advent of industrial production, takes the abîiity to master nature to another level, for 

human beings can produce things without integrating themselves into their environment. 

Sites cf production become segregated and the public space, which had already been 

contracted through agriculnual production, begins to erode at a more rapid pace. It 

becomes difficult to maintain the emotional bonds which had held the community together. 

The division of labour also means that people are no longer self sufficient and now 

depend on each other to satisw their materiai needs. According to Rousseau, when need 

becomes the social cernent, people begin to objectify one another, just as they had already 

begun to objectiQ nature. Their relationships became more instrumental, and they see 

each other as means. Famers have to meet the needs of industrial labourers as well, and 

have to exuact a surplus frorn their crop: "The invention of the other arts was therefore 

necessary to force the human race to apply itself to that of agriculture. Once men were 

needed in order to srnelt and forge the iron, other men were needed in order to feed 



themm(DOI 66). 

As long as there was a direct reciprocity in the exchange, the objectification of 

others did not necessarily result in domination. However, the growth of exchange 

relationships made it difficult to prevent inequaliry from tarnishing social relations, 

thereby underminhg their reciprocity. First of all, the capacity for work varies between 

individuals enabling some to accrue more goods than others: "Things in this state couid 

have rernained equal, if talents had been equal, and if the use of iron and consumption of 

foodstuffs had always been in precise balance. But this proportion, which was not 

rnaintained by anything, was soon broken. The strongest did the most work; the most 

adroit turned theirs to better advantage: the most ingenious found ways to shorten their 

labour"(DO1 67). Moreover, because labour is not always divided in accordance with 

need, certain products would at times be in greater demand, providing some with the 

opportunity to reap a profit. In order to secure the goods one desperately needed, one 

would offer more in exchange for these goods. In this way, hurnan beings snimble upon 

the ability to make a profit, which thrives on irnbalance and inequality: "The f m e r  had 

a greater need for iron, or the blacksmith had a greater need for wheat; and in labouring 

equally , the one earned a great deal while the other barely had enough to live"@OI 67). 

Once "one man needed the help of another, as soon as one man reaiized that it was usefd 

for a single individual to have provisions for two, equality disappeared, property came into 

existence, labour became necessary " @O1 65). 



The invention of money greatiy facilitates profit making since there is no longer 

a namal limit placed upon accumulation: "It became a great instrument of acquisition 

which was inaccessible to those who had nothing"(CPC 298). The combination of 

exchange relationships and the development of rnoney is potent, paving the road towards 

exploitative social relationships. The attenuation of the community also means that a vital 

brake on these tendencies was eradicated. The temptation to exploit those with whom one 

has no irnmediate comection wouid be harder to resist. 

The fuiite nature of land, and the ability of some to reap larger profits than others 

create a wide schism which separate the propertied and the propertyless. Both Locke and 

Rousseau point to this division, but they would account for the social stratification 

differently. Locke differentiates those who work fiom the idlers who are more reluctant 

to recognize property rights. Laziness and poverty are linked in his view. The propertied 

are the industrious who provide for themselves and act as the cornerstone for a peacefbl 

and prosperous society.I4 Rousseau sees the friction between the two classes through a 

d ifferent lem. He maintains that the opposition is between the greedy exploitative rich and 

the poor who are barred fiom access to property and forced into a new f o m  of slavery: 

"some could no longer be enlarged except at the expense of othersW@OI 68). Bloom 

correctly identifies this inequality as the defining feature of bourgeois society according 

14The industrious remain under constant threat by the rapacious poor in Locke's view, and 
provide the primary motivation for the establishment of a government to protect their rights. 



to Rousseauu. While for Locke. private property is the key to social peace, for Rousseau 

it lies at the root of modem man's problems.'" 

The system of needs: a circle of deceit 

Rousseau had made the important point, that it is not need, but rather affection that 

solidifies communities. Although human beings could not give up their desire for such 

affection it becomes more dificult to obtain once inequality reigns, for the process of 

human objectifcation then assumes a fienetic pace. Those who are deprived of property 

could not obtain access to it, while those who already hold propeny could use their 

advantage to dominate and subjugate the poor. The propertyless are forced to either 

"receive or steal their subsistence from the hands of the rich"(D0I 68): "Let us summarize 

in a few words the social part of the two estates. You need me, for 1 am rich and you ore 

poor. Let us corne to an agreemem beîween ourselves I will pennir you to have the honour 

of serving me, provided you give me w h t  finle you have for the trouble I will be tuking 

to c o m d  you "(PE 134). The rich man's position is not dependent on honour bestowed 

upon him by members of a commwilty. In a society where public esteem depends on social 

IS"His great rhetoric was used to make compassion for the poor cenaal to relations among men 
and indignation at their situation central to political action." Allan Bloom, 'Rousseau: The 
Turning Point . ' Giants and Dwu@k, p. 220-22 1. 

16Allan Bloom. 'Rousseau : The T u m g  Point, ' Gianrs and Dwarves. p. 2 17. 



recognition, one's skills mwt be manifested in a public setting. Exploitative behaviour is 

less likely to be condoned when the eyes of the whole community are directed towards the 

individual, even if the society is stratified dong other l i n e ~ . ' ~  However, wealth does not 

require a public space in which to elicit recognition and therefore the cornpetitive element 

is not balanced by the requirement for public approval. The impersonal f o m  of the new 

status symbols rnaims the social spirit and "personalityt' is "metamorphosed into a f o m  

of capital. " People still covet recognition, but they are recognized for what they have, 

not for who they are. 

The subject-object relationship which has its roots in agricultural and industrial 

produciion intensifies with a burgeoning and seemingly unstoppable inequality. Once 

inequality is rampant, we begin to see others as a threat and the fight for equality quickly 

evolves into a contest for domination. We begin to interpret everything negatively. My 

strengths are your weaknesses and conversely, your strength is my weakness. The need 

to protect my identity and self esteem demands that 1 rob you of yours. Thus, it is the 

combination of property and inequality, rather than simply property that impels us to apply 

zero-sum calculations to personai relationships. IronicaIly , rny desire for integration 

170ne should not overestimate the damaging effect that the gaze of the comrnunity can have 
on the individual since it can enforce conformity. If Rousseau's idedistic portrait of communities 
sometimes glosses over these difficulties, it is because he is using them as a foi1 to point out how 
damaging the absence of a public forum cm be. The authoritarian nature of the small cornmunities 
is a central theme in Julie: La Nouvelle Héloïse. 

"Marshall Berman, The Politics of Authenticity , (New York: Athenaeum, IWO), p. 140-4 1. 



becomes displaced, and 1 rely increasingly on my property to satisfy my need for 

belonging . 

The portrait Rousseau paints of civil society greatly resembles the Hobbesian 

world. Each Hobbesian individual craves for endless satisfaction but encounters 

insuperable obstacles dong his path. Ironically, it may in part be the inability to satisQ 

our thint for integration which fuels this endless cycle of greed. Other human beings are 

major irnpedirnents to self gratification and thus individuals constantly seek to outwit and 

thwart the plans of others, generating a condition of perpenial confiict. Moreover, they 

covet the respect and admiration of others, since this "enhances" their power. My own 

worth is purely relative and is dependent on the advantages 1 may accrue over others. 

Since absolute power is always beyond grasp, the struggle for it is incessant. 

Despite the spiralling cornpetition, 1 still fmd myself in the curious position of 

needing those that 1 stniggle against since the division of labour ensures that no one is self 

su ficient . In 'primitive communities ' emotional and material interdependence are 

intertwined. This link is ruptured as people begin to depend on strangers, with whom they 

have no emotional rapport, for material needs. Such a bifurcation of needs and passions 

cultivates a growing hypocrisy. The division of labour and the corrosion of the 

community make personal recognition more difficult to attain. However, the emotional 

need for such recognition persists and so insincere flatîery becomes its pernicious 

substitute. In some ways, the problem with civil society is not only too much dependence. 



but too little dependence. 1 depend on you and you depend on me as an object, not as a 

person who is recognized by you. As 1 will point out in the upcoming chapter, such 

recognition must be mutual if we are to become mily interdependent. 

Deprived of the public forum in which our needs couid be met, we reueat further 

and further into our own isolation. Hence, the mosr immediate relationships are forged 

with things rather than people, and due to the alien and impersonal nature of these 

comections, we begin to absolutize an individual that we do not even know. Ironically, 

the concept of personhood arises when we behave less like persons and more iike the 

objects we possess. Berman draws attention to the fact that it is under these shifting 

circumsrances that the concept of the self cornes to the surface, even though it is stiil a 

hollow shell: "The market defined the individuai in terms that were pureiy relative and 

constantiy shifting. as a fûnction of his competitive relations with others: as a rich man or 

a poor man, as a prestigious or an inexpedient match, as a citizen of a conquering or a 

conquered nation, as a winner or a loser, as a master or a slave. It thus defmed the human 

self-as a constant, underlying force which organizes and unifies all persona1 expenence-out 

of exi~tence."'~ We begin to think of our "self" in the same way that we would conceive 

of our property. The less of it that 1 share with you. the more 1 have for myself. Yet. 

ironically this also prevents me from 'koming the self that 1 am even capable of sharing. 

Nevertheless, Berman argues that the notion of self transformation and self creation is bom 



in bourgeois society because we are no longer chained to particular roles. We are fiee to 

continuously don new costumes, even if we are not yet free to become ourselves. Rousseau 

is acutely aware of the link between property and personhood. We attempt to safeguard 

Our persons, in the same way that we endeavour to protect our property by safeguarding 

it against "extemal" incursions. m o  we are becomes a function of what others can or 

cannot do to us. 

Individuals begin to objectiQ each other. and consequently to gnaw at their own 

subjectivity . For Rousseau, bourgeois subject-object relationships al ways dissolve into 

object-object relationships . One cannot iostrumentalize the other , w ithout simultaneously 

instnunentalizing the self. In a world where each tries to satisw their own needs, no one 

freely becomes the instrument of another. Moreover, a thick cloud of rnistnist surrounds 

relationships and 1 take for granted the il1-will and deceit of others whom I must force to 

submit to me in the interests of my own survival. In such circumstances it is extremely 

difficult to fmd the recognition that 1 covet. Therefore, 1 must objectiQ myself in order 

to elicit the service of my fellow citizen, and at least appear to serve him in serving 

myself. 1 will rarely be able to convince another that altmism underlies rny motivation, but 

1 rnay be able to persuade her that 1 can offer a miitful exchange. Paradoxically, the only 

way for me to connect with another is to participate in a masquerade. Thus. the best way 

to dominate others is to also become their slave. Bourgeois society, more than any other 

form of social organization makes the link between domination and servitude clear. The 



need to submit to another and the propensity to dominate are part of a single process of 

objectifkation: "Citizens allow themselves to be oppressed only insofar as they are driven 

by blind ambition.. . domination becomes more dear to them than independence, and they 

consent to Wear c h a h  in order to be able to give them in nirn to others"(D0I 77). 

As a result of the process of selfsbjectification, a new territorialism begins to 

apply to notions of self identity . My gain translates into your los ,  and your gain is my 

loss. However, the irony of this situation is that in the industrial age, the self is defensive 

about a 'territory' that it no longer recognizes. 1 have no sense of who 1 am, other than 

knowing that 1 am not-you. 1 would viciously smve to protect a self whose contours 1 

could no longer discem. Since my identity depends on outdoing you, 1 am forced to take 

my cues from outside of myself. However, 1 am trying to outdo someone whom 1 carmot 

get to know, since the fear of inequality encourages al1 of us to don masks. Thus. 1 do not 
t 

know myself because 1 am orienting myself according to you, but you in m m  orient 

yourself according to me. The result is that neither of us has an identity to speak of. 

Starobinski points out that for the "man of appearance there are no ends, only 

means."'O However, he insists that this feverish hypocrisy is intrinsic to society itself, 

which, by definition requires a conflict with nature.21 Because the relationship with nature 

must be mediated upon entry into society, we are impelled to take refuge "behind false 

''Jean Starobinski. Jean-Jacques Rousseau: Transparency and Obstmcfion, p. 28. 

"Ibid., p. 23. 



appearances. "" He insists that inequality is the result of the "vain concem for 

appearances."= 1 have maintained that the reverse is tme, namely that the excessive 

hypocrisy of bourgeois society is the result of inequality. Moreover, 1 do not believe that 

Rousseau equates mediated relations with inauthenticity. In fact, he points out that such 

relations are necessary to develop a sense of self and also to recover the world of nature 

one has supposedly left behind. As 1 pointed out in the previous chapter. al1 the attributes 

which we consider to be human, such as language, and the passions are indicative of our 

mediated relationship to nature. Authenticity c m o t  be simply associated with nature, as 

Starobinski's analysis infers since in the passive state of pure nature, the question of 

authenticity could not possibly arise. A self that is not an agent can neither be authentic 

nor inauthentic. As soon as one begins to develop language ancilor use tools one must 

relinquish the direct experience of nature, but this is by no means an inauthentic 

experience . 

Starobinski also daims that happiness and agency are munially exclusive, since m e  

happiness would require an undifferentiated state of oneness. However, for Rousseau, 

freedom is an integral part of human happiness and ody a mediated self c m  exercise her 

freedom and maintain the position of distance necessary for the development of self 

consciousness. We are encouraged to hone Our skills and develop as individuais, because 

=&id., p. 23 

=Jean Starobinski, 'On the Discourse on Inequdity, ' in Trampareq and Obstruction, p. 285. 
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we never feel completely at home in Our environment. This is not to deny that the self 

longs for its prehuman innocence, and that part of the quest for happiness is to mimic this 

blissful condition. However, as soon as one attempts to go back to this stage, one is also 

tacitly acknowledging that one has abandoned it forever. 

The pervasive sense of uprootedness invigorated and sustained competitive drives. 

Rousseau's writing suggests that the quest for a home and for a feeling of sinÿitedness has 

not been abandoned but rather has become distorted in the bourgeois social milieu. The 

experience of "selfhood" becomes so closely aiiied to the race for private property which 

not only precludes enduring ties with other citizens but itself is constantly under threat. 

Insecurity about one's identity becomes the hallmark of the bourgeois social order. The 

desire to be part of a whole is metamorphosed into an insatiable drive to have and 

dominate the whole. Such longings could never be fulfüled, and thus the competitive 

momentum could be sustained indef~tely. The more 1 struggle to assert myself, the 

greater my sense of dienation. According to Noble, the social inequalities resulting from 

property "remove al1 natural consnaints upon the subject's amour pr~pre." '~ My 

competitive zeal c m  not be satisfied by your recognition or that of the community since 

1 always doubt the sincerity of such recognition. Therefore, there is no mechanism in place 

to balance out the competitive aspect of amour-propre. Bourgeois society is a social order 

"Richard Noble, Longuage, Subjectivity Md Freedom in Rousseau 's Moral Philosop@, p. 
121. 



in which the means thwarted the goals that gave rise to them in the fust place. People 

forgot that their yeamings for a home had launched them on their cornpetitive expedition 

to begin with. Means had completely overtaken the ends that they had originally Uitended 

to serve. 

Links between the 'inside' and 'outside' could no longer be forged through a 

process of self-externalization since one simply performed the repetitive tasks which were 

dictated by the system. To Say that one is dominated by the outside in bourgeois society 

as Starobinski claims is somewhat inaccufa@ and Mies the profundity of the alienation 

experienced in bourgeois society. The term 'outside' presupposes an awareness of an 

inside that counters it. Rousseau, in my view, suggests that the self has become an empty 

shell, and it is ironic that the language of ' b e r '  and 'outer' is in common usage precisely 

when the ' inner self is most debilitated. The bourgeois citizen knows that his position is 

always precarious, and is challenged from al1 fronts. Thus, he can never enjoy the sense 

of integration that he nevertheless continues to long for. He assumes that residing deep 

within the crevices of his soul, is an inner soul, waiting to be unleashed. The need to 

constantly don masks makes him forget what this alleged inner-self is comprised of. It is 

no accident that the term "fmding oneself' is so pervasive in market societies. We cling 

to the hope that underneath the layers and layers of appearances lurks the true self, waiting 

to be unveiled. However, it is precisely the assumption that this Mer self is located within 

=Starobinski assumes that an inner nature exists and that once human beings re-discover it, 
they will recognize each other. 



us and is best exposed during moments of contemplative solitude which illustrates the 

depth of the problem. For Rousseau, the resuscitation of the "inner self' is dependent on 

the revival of the community . Thus, the inner self needs a renewed outer self in order to 

flourish. The nature of this relationship will be explored in greater depth in the following 

c hapter . 

The system of needs. tainted by inequality detracts fiom the development of 

individual's agency. Here Rousseau wouid disagree with Hegel who claims that the system 

of needs constitutes a stepping stone leading one towards the universal. Hegel suggests that 

property becornes a way of incorporating what is not 1 into the 1, thereby expanding the 

horizons of the self, and setting the stage for contracnial social relationships: "A person 

must translate his freedom into an external sphere in order to exist as Idea. Personality is 

the fust, still wholly abstract determination of the absolute and infinite wilI, and therefore 

this sphere distinct from the person, the sphere capable of embodying his freedom is 

likewise determined as what is immediately different and separable fiom him."26 The 

freedom of the person is exercised through things, and he thus learns to "alienate" hùnself: 

"Mental aptitudes, erudition, artistic skill, even things ecclesiastical.. .becorne mbjects of 

'6G. W .F. Hegel, nie Philosophy of Right, tr. T.M. Knox, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), 
sect. 41. Hegel acknowledges that pnvate property has an isolathg effect and prevents individuals 
from having a direct relation to the whole. Unity is only abstractly achieved through a universal 
legal order. The comrnunity which was established through the state would at first also be 
abstract, and protect property rïghts. 



a contract. brought on to a parity through king bought and sold, with things recognized 

as things. "" It is this dienation from himsetf that enables hirn to forge a connection with 

other people. By giving up pan of what it his, he a f f î  his association with others. 

Nevertheless, this can have deleterious effects and result in a renunciation of Our own 

personhood: "By alienating the whole of my tirne, as crystallized in my work, and 

everything I produced. I would be making into another's property the substance of my 

being, my universal activity and actuaiity, my personality. n28 Yet. through the system of 

exchange. in which 1 have surrendered what is mine, and given up a part of my identity , 

relationships of interdependence are created. The pursuit of one's own end indirectly 

benefits all: "Subjective self seeking tums into a contribution to the satisfaction of the 

needs of everyone else. That is to Say by a dialectical advance, subjective self seeking 

tums into the mediation of the particular through the universal, with the result that each 

man is eaming producing and enjoying on his own account is eo ipso earning, producing 

and earning for the enjoyment of everyone else. "29 The cornrnunity of Our things precedes 

the community of our persons. Men enter into relations not based on familial or social ties 

but sirnply as men: "A man counts as a man in vime of his manhood alone, not because 

'716id.. sect. 43. 

281bid., sec t . 67. 

2gZbid., secr. 199. 



he is a Jew. Catholic, Protestant, Ge-, Iralian. "XI The state keeps the warring hterests 

in check. creating an artificial cornmmif~. Once one recognizes that one's narrow interests 

and the comrnon interest cm be reconciled, one is ready for the highest form of 

community, namely the state. Thus, according to the path traceci by Hegel, the community 

has fmt to be recognized as an abstraction before it can be concretized. The state and the 

community are tantamount for Hegel. 

For Rousseau the process occurs in reverse. We relate to each other through our 

things only because the community has been destroyed. The system of needs which for 

Hegel is a precursor to the political community, for Rousseau acts as a pale substitute for 

the community that we have lost. Hegel also maintains that the impersonal relations 

established through the exchange of things forces people to respect each other's autonomy. 

Rousseau would maintain that such abstract respect merely cloaks profoundly 

disrespectfil actions. Proclamations extoihg the dignity of the individual are fraudulent 

according to Rousseau, shce inequality overshadows any levelling effect the market might 

have. This inequaiity is not only an inequaiity of economic and political power but touches 

directly on one's personal identity. Because those who are barred fkom access to property 

sel1 their labour, they are forced to relinquish control of their activity. Furthemore. for 

Rousseau the acnialuation of Hegel's abstract cornrnunity is unlikely to occur, because 

conceptual awareness alone is insufficient. Rather than aiding in the developrnent of closer 



ties, it fosters a growing hypocrisy, as people pay homage to the "common good" in order 

to satisfj their own narrow desires. They couch their particular interests into the Language 

of the universai. As Shklar points out inequality becomes the real "objective of their 

~ t r iv ing . "~~  The fear of inequality irnpels me to shape my needs in accordance with 

those of others. If my neighbour drives a big car. 1 m u t  also drive one to ensure that 

I rernain on par with him. This homogenizing tendency magnifies the effects of inequality 

rather than dirninishing them. Since skills no longer elicit public admiration, the oniy 

method by which 1 can stand out is through the quantity of my property. The envy of the 

less fortunate is inflamed and this in hirn reinflates the burgeoning pride of the rich: 

"Finaily , 1 would prove that if one sees a handfbl of powerful and rich men at the height 

of greatness and fortune while the mob grovels in obscunty and misery, it is because the 

former prize the things they enjoy only to the extent that the others are depnved of thern; 

and because without changing their position, they would cease to be happy, if the people 

ceased to be miserabIe"(DOI78). Recognition in civil society is not tied to benevolence 

but is quite compatible with resentment. The resenmient, in turn, fuels the system of needs 

because it incites people to work harder in order to stay afloat. Thus, Rousseau would 

argue that Hegel is blind to the interdependence between the system of needs and 

inequality . He does not examine how the needs are created. 

The prototypical bourgeois citizen enjoys neither the simple contentment of the 

"Judith Shklar, Men and Citizem: A Stw of Rousseau's Social Theory, p. 52. 
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natural man, concerned solely with himself, nor the sense of integration of the patriot who 

is willing to sacrifice himself to his community. Rousseau insists that the world of the 

bourgeois is the worst of all possible worlds, since its citizem enjoy neither integration nor 

independence but rather an isolating dependence. The bourgeois instmenraiizes others 

as well as himself, making "only calculations of private interest. "" Marx follows Rousseau 

when he claims that in civil society each "acts simply as a private individual, treats other 

men as rneans, degrades himself to the role of a mere rneans, and becomes the plaything 

of alien powers. n33 This precludes the possibility of forging personal connections with 

fellow human beings. Money becomes the new God to which one dedicates one's life and 

one leads a frenzied existence in constant pursuit of it: "On the other hand, the citizen is 

always active and in a sweat, always agitated, and unceasiïîgly tormenting hirnself in order 

to seek stiil more labonous occupations"(DO1 80). Thus, he becomes most dependent on 

a force that cannot even reward him with recognition. He disrespects his fellow citizens 

but covets their admiration knowing only how to be happy "on the testimony of 

others" (DO1 80). 

Horowiu. asserts that civil society is witness to an ever widening schism benveen 

man and citizen." On the one hand, market relations demand a pursuit of narrow self 

"Allan Bloom, 'Rousseau: The Turning Point, ' in Giants and Dwavs, p. 214. 

33Karl Marx, 'On the Jewish Question,' in The Marx -Engels Reader, (New York: W.W. 
Nonon and Company, 1978), p. 34. 

YAsher Horowitz, Rousseau, Narure and History, p. 120. 



interest in which my ne& are pitted against yours, and 1 must trample upon my neighbow 

in order to be the first to capture an elusive prize. On the other hand, 1 must be loyal 

towards the state and respect the principles which it 'embodies ' , narnely the autonomy of 

my fellow citizens. What 1 am really respecting, according to Rousseau, is the universal 

right of ail citizens to devour each other. Aîthough personality may be fragmented into 

" antithetical and unrelated aspects the internai division plaguing the bourgeois is both 

greater and smaller than one might think. Since one's duty to the wider whole does not 

demand real political action, the citizen cm continue his race for self aggrandizement 

unencumbered by moral or political obligations to the community . As long as he obeys the 

political authorities and periodically succurnbs to the bureaucracy he must not adjust his 

actions in accordance with principles. Because the devotion to his community is so 

abstract. he is not faced with a dilemma when contemplating his actions. Although, his . 

identity is split, he does not experience this division with any intensity . 

Yet, at the same time, one cannot deny that a large rift separates the ideology the 

citizen allegedly upholds From his concrete actions. The role of ideology is not to inspire 

his activity, but to act as an opiate which prevents him from reflecting too deeply on his 

behaviour. 1 sirnply assume that I am part of a whole, without trying to rnake myself part 

of one. Increasingly, 1 fail to both act on my thoughts and think through my actions. 

Paradoxically, an idamed amour-propre begins to undercut itself. Initially, the capacity 



to compare oneself to others had stimuiated the imagination and facilitated the process of 

self development. for it provided a perspective fiorn beyond the self which enabled the 

individual to transform herself. However. when Our penchant for cornparison becomes 

extreme, it discourages rather than encourages reflection, and we learn to mould ourselves 

in accordance with social pressures. 1 assume that my differences from othen might put 

me at a disadvantage, and thus 1 parrot the apperites and tastes of others. It is inequality, 

and not equality which leads to a leveiling of interests. 

Although we are no longer accountable to personal masters. the faceiess despot of 

bourgeois society tightens the chains which envelop us. Because differences between 

people dissolve in the indefarigable quest for money, we are deprived of forces which 

allow us to develop and grow. We al1 look too much alike for us to be able to encourage 

each other's development. In such a colourless society, the only distinction between us is 

based on wealth. We do not have to transform ourselves in order to distinguish ourselves; 

we only have to accrue more property: "in general, wealth, nobility or rank, power and 

personal merit are the principal distinctions by which someone is measured in society. 1 

would prove that the agreement or conflict of these various forces is the surest indication 

of a well-or il1 constituted state. 1 would make it apparent that among these four types of 

inequality, since personal qualities are the origin of al1 the others, wealth is the last to 

which they are ultimately reduced because it readily serves to buy al1 the rest, since it is 

the most immediately usefùl to well king and the easiest to cornmunicate"(DO1 78). The 



means engulf the ends, as money not only tums us into clones of each other, but causes 

us to lose sight of a goal that can lend direction to our stnving. Qualities are assessed by 

the facilip with which they cm be converted into money and our equality consists in 

homogeneity. Even our anempts to stand out make us resemble one another more and 

more. 

The state: an illusory home 

The social fabric of bourgeois society is inherently fragile, and the wealthy are 

govemed by the constant fear that others wili prey on their riches. Since relationships 

between people are marred by conflict, the possibility of warfare is acute: "Thus. when 

both the most powerfül or the most miserable made of their strength or their needs a son 

of right to another's goods, equivalent, according to them, to the right of property, the 

destruction of equality followed by the most fnghdul disorder"(DOI68). Unlike Hobbes. 

Rousseau does not see this merely as a war of each against all, but rather as a class 

stmggle. The prospect of civil strife prompted the wealthy to institute the mle of law , 

under the pretence of protecting the property nghts of ail. As the class with the most to 

lose, the incentive to establish a social order was strong: "Since the poor had nothing to 

lose but their liberty, it would have been utter folly for them to have voluntarily 

surrendered the only good remaining to them, gaiaing nothing in return. On the contrary, 



since the rich men were, so to speak, sensitive in al1 parts of their goods, it was much 

easier to do them h m ,  and consequently they had to take greater precautions to protect 

thernselves "(DO1 71). 

To legitimate the institutions of the bourgeois state, the spectre of twmoil must 

always be brandished before its citizens: "Considerably less than the equivalent of this 

discourse was weded to convince crude, easily seduced men who also had too many 

disputes to settle among themselves to be able to get dong without arbiters, and too much 

greed and ambition to be able to get dong without masters for long."@OI 70) 

International warfare becarne an effective means of social control: "the bodies politic soon 

experienced the inconveniences that had forced private individuals to leave it and that state 

became even more deadly among these great bodies than that state had among the private 

individuals of whom they were composed. Whence came the national wan, batties. 

murders and reprisais that make nature tremble and offend reason, and al1 those horrible 

prejudices that rank the honour of shedding human blood arnong the virniesn(DOI 70). 

Moreover, nimult is portrayed as the upshot of natural hurnan traits and therefore the need 

for the srate is continuously reinforceci: "1 know that enslaved peoples do nothing but boast 

of the peace and tranquillity they enjoy in their c h a h  and that they give the name 'peuce ' 

the most miserable slavery "@O1 72). A fdse integration is maintained by upholding the 

threat of further disintegration. Statehood is thus negatively affirmed. Rousseau's 

bourgeois state resembles that of Hobbes. An artificial unity is constructed that 



monopolizes coercive tactics in order to prevent intemecine strife fiom rending the fabric 

of this fractious "whole". Human beings surrender their authority in exchange for their 

protection. However, for Hobbes, the comrnunity is a group of people who are subjected 

to the same sovereign authority . Unlike Rousseau, he insists that the community and the 

sovereign are created in the same act and that there c m  be no community without a 

sovereign. 

If the state is to survive it must foment some interna1 discord in order to establish 

legitimacy: "One would see the leaders fomenting whatever can weaken men united 

together by disuniting them; whatever can give society an air of apparent concord while 

sowing the seeds of real division; whatever can inspire defance and hatred in the various 

classes through the opposition of their rights and interests, and can. as a consequence 

strengthen the power that contains them allW@OI 79). As a result. we become equals in 

slavery rather than in freedom: "Here al1 private individuals become equals again. because 

they are nothing. . . .Here everything is retumed solely to the law of the strongest, and 

consequently to a new state of nature different fiom the one with which we began, in that 

the one was the state of nature in its punty, and this last on is the fmit of an excess of 

cormptiontl@OI 79). Because of Our fallen nature, we authorize a powerful magisterial 

class which derives its power from the fractious society it controls. Our equality in 

baseness becomes the justification for a new servitude: "They ail ran to chain thernselves 

in the belief that they secured their liberty, for although they had enough sense to realize 



the advantages of a political establishment, they did not have enough experience to foresee 

its dangers " (DO1 70). 

The law of the state also maintained an egalitarian posture, for dl citizens were 

considered juridical equais and had identical rights bestowed upon them. The rhetoric of 

equality camouflaged the reality of inequaiity: "Such was, or should have ben,  the origin 

of society and laws, which gave new fetters to the weak and new forces to the rich, 

irretrievably destroyed natural liberty, established forever the law of property and of 

inequaiity, changed adroit usurpation into an irrevocable nghtn@OI 70). Thus, one of the 

prùnary functions of the state was ideological, since it provided an almost supersensible 

realm in which equality prevailed. Moreover, if the disadvantaged were convinced that 

equality was within their reach, they were less likely to channel their resentment into 

revolt but rather would labour more intensively to realize their dreams. If 1 fmd myself 

with linle property and at the bonom of the social hierarchy 1 must be led to believe thar 

only hard work can extricate me fiom my quagmire. The state inculcates a false hope into 

the hearts of its poorest citizens. By proclaiming that there is a higher plane on which we 

are al1 equal, the fantasies of al1 cithers are kept dive. Those that are on the Iowest rungs 

of the hierarchical ladder perceive their condition to be a temporary setback since the 

principles that underpin the en tire system contradict their persona1 experiences . Yet , while 

the state proclaims that we are al1 equai, it does not exhort us to treat each other equally. 

We rnay be equal before the law, but we are not equal before each other. Ironically, by 



absolving the individual of responsibility for the equality of others, and demanding only 

an abstract allegiance to a principle. the state ailows inequality to prevail while upholding 

equality as sacrosanct. Because the state acts as an insufficient substitute for the 

community, politics becomes an alien activiw, driving an even sharper wedge between the 

private and public spheres. The despotism of magistrates was not cuaailed because citizens 

had lost interest in the affairs of state: "Moreover, citizens allow thernselves to be 

oppressed only insofar as they are driven by blind ambition; and looking more below than 

above them. domination becomes more dear to them than independence, and they consent 

to Wear c h a h  in order to be able to give them in turn to others" @O1 77). 

Nevertheless, while the state is a meagre substitute for a genuine community, it 

does signify a need for at Ieast the limited transcendence of personal interests. In the 

absence of a real social home, we must cling to the illusion of integration which it offers. 

Marx, in some sense, echoes Rousseau, when he ascribes a serni-religious role to the state: 

"The political state, in relation to civil society, is just as spiritual as is heaven in relation 

to earth. It stands in the same opposition to civil society, and overcomes it in the same 

manwr as religion overcomes the oarrowness of the profane world; ie. it has always 

acknowledged it again, re-established it, and allowed iwlf to be dorninated by it? It 

is no accident that nationalism has accompankd the rise of States, for it is necessary to fmd 

a basis for allegiance when the comrnunity iwlf has faltered. 

' '~arl Marx, 'On the Jewish Question,' in The Man-EngeLr Reader, p. 34. 
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In short. the relationship of a citizen to his state is one of impersonal belonging. 

The need for cooperation becomes clear to us when our personal interests are obstructed 

and we recognize the need to foster a climate in which we can satisw these needs: "At 

first, society consisted merely of some general conventions that al1 private individuals 

prornised to observe, and conceming which the cornmunity became the garantor for each 

of them"(DOI71). I cannot compete with you without subscribing to some framework in 

which this cornpetition can take place and which lays down rules for its execution. Being 

subject to the same rules, and paying homage to the sarne symbols, we fmd ourselves 

indebted to an abstraction rather than to other members of the community. Thus, the state 

is a surrogate that emerges from the ashes of the community that has dissolved itself. Its 

politicians are necessary when politics has been expunged from the society. 

The birth of conceptual equaiity: towards the Social Contract 

Rousseau's pessimism and antipathy towards bourgeois society does not lead him 

to abandon al1 hope. Despite its shortcomings, the bourgeois order brought the equality 

of citizens and the priority of the self to the forefiont of political debate, sowhg the seeds 

for its own overcoming. Even though inequality and property were linked in Rousseau's 

thought, he also recognizes his indebtedness to bourgeois society for giving birth to 

conceptual equality and the notion of self development. 



Although property confers political and economic status upon citizens, it is also 

a great leveller because it is an extemal adjunct and thus is subject to the ravages of time 

and fortune. The naked self svipped of property could not be differentiated from others 

and therefore could also not be considered a legitimate d e r  of others. Individuals are 

preoccupied with their quest for money and property. Because al1 acting had been 

absorbed in the quest for acquisition, nothing was lefi to dflerentiate one individuai from 

the next, aside from their property. Differences in talent or familial ties had become 

obsolete: "Pecuniary wealth is purely relative. According to the circumstances (which rnay 

change for nay one of ten thousand reasons), one can with one and the same amount of 

money, be rich for one moment and poor the nextW(GP 73). Thus, while property 

contributed to vast differentials in ternis of wealth, it was also a great leveller. Because 

most individuals subscribe to the logic of the market, they accept the abstract equality that 

they "enjoy " . 

In a social system where traditional bases of hierarchy and inequality are 

delegitimated, a legai order in which ail are juridical equals is erected. Property relations 

are never permanent and therefore one could not institute a stable political hierarchy since 

those who climb to the pinnacle find thernselves under the constant threat of expulsion by 

the impersonal forces of the market. Formal equality thus becomes ideologically desirable. 

Property, which to Rousseau is the bane of civilized existence, becomes an ideological 

leveller: "Let us institute niles of justice and peace to which al1 will be obliged to 



conform, which will make special exceptions for no oneW(DOI: 69). Because individuals 

are forced to play different roles in order to adapt to the demands of the market. the idea 

that they are rnasters of their own destiny begins to percolate, since they are not dependent 

on any particular individual. 

Thus, Rousseau thoupht that in bourgeois society, individuals had reached a new 

nadir of alienation which would eventually amuie these lost souk to the need for 

integration. He himself had become conscious of the necessity for a balance between 

individuation and Uitegration by contrasting bourgeois societies with both ancient political 

orders and primitive communities. Ancient "utopias" had sacrificed individuation to a rigid 

collectivism which lefi littie room for individual expression. in ancient Rome, only force 

sustained the whole and therefore it would crumble under the pressure of military 

defeats. Bourgeois society had tipped towards the opposite extreme, since there was no 

comrnunity which commanded an individual's allegiance. The lack of community stifled 

individuals because they were thnist into relationships of ruthless cornpetition. Primitive 

communities had maintained a delicate balance between individuation and integration but 

they had not been conscious of this balance, and therefore it unravelled easily. Rousseau 

hoped that his historical analysis would force individuals to recognize that neither 

individuation nor integration could survive independently of each other. According to 

Rousseau. the survival of the community and the individual depended on the concerted 

efforts to achieve a balance between the two tendencies. In his view, this could only be 



achieved if equality was restored to die political community. Transforming formal 

equality into substantive equaliv becomes Rousseau's project in the Social Contraa. 



CHAPTER THREE: AN ANTI-UTOPIAN UTOPIA: ROUSSEAU'S SOCIAL 
CONTRACT 

In the Social Contract, Rousseau struggles to fmd a way out of the impasse that 

beleaguered bourgeois socieîy. Mividual and comrnunity had to be reconciled for he had 

shown, in the Second Discourse, that they could not survive independently of each other. 

In light of diis comection, it is surprising that the debate surroundhg the Social Contract 

has often revolved around issues concerning Rousseau's totalitarian' or liberal leanings. 

Such interpretations condemn Rousseau to make a choice between the individual or the 

cornmunity, a choice he consistently refuses to make. Rousseau's use of the language of 

formai rationality prompts other analysts to stress the liberal foundation of his thought, 

underestimating the extent to which his work transcends liberal categones. Thus, they 

consider the Social Contract a departue from his previous works because its abstract 

rationalism stands in stark contrast to the focus on both historical process and the passions 

of earlier works. For example, Strauss asserts that the accidental nature of historical 

process "cannot supply man with a standard, and that. if that process has a hidden 

purpose. its purposefulness cannot be recognized except if there are tram-historical 

'see J. McManners, 'The Social Contract and Rousseau's Revolt Against Society,' in Hobbes 
and Rousseau ed. Maurice Cranston and Richard Peters (New York: Anchor Books, 19721, p. 
294. Lester Crocker fin& an authoritarian streak in Rousseau, insisting that 'the goal is to make 
the people think they want what some have decided they ought to want." Lester Crocker, Nature 
and Culture: Erhical Thought in the French Enlightenrnent (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press. 
1963) p. 476. 



standards." ' For Strauss, Rousseau becornes a liberal, albeit a reluctant one, since human 

beings require the knowledge of the uue public right which transcends histoncal process 

in order to be able to espouse a moral philosophy at alL3 Strauss insists that Rousseau 

camot propound a philosophy of the "good" because rhis would undennine the radical 

independence and freedom of the individual which he celebrates. A procedural hamework 

must be established which preserves the freedom of ail individuals, by preventing them 

from interferhg with the freedom of others. Rousseau must content himself with the 

establishment of a political order that protects individuals rather than establishing a 

community which ernbraces diem. Therefore. Strauss superimposes ont0 Rousseau's 

thought his own conviction that freedom and the "good" are ultirnately irreconciiable. By 

espousing a theory of "right" Rousseau h d s  a means of limiting the insatiable desires of 

human beings so that they do not undercut the freedom of others. However, he cannot 

make any daims about the existence of a whole without destabilizing their freedom. 

1 will argue that Rousseau attempts to collapse the distinction between public nght 

and public good, which Strauss insists that he upholds. For Rousseau, freedom only has 

meaning within the cornmunity 's boundaries. The Social Controcr is not merely about 

preventing individuals from tramplhg upon the freedom of others, but about developing 

such freedom through interactions within the social order. If Rousseau relies heavily 

- 

?Le0 Strauss, Nature Right and History, p. 274. 
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upon the language of legislation and rights so familiar to liberals, it is because he is u h g  

it to push his readers beyond the threshold of liberalism by pointhg out that the sanctity 

of the individual is best preserved within a communify of equals. The problem that 

Rousseau faces is that he must somehow create a community between individuals who are 

accustomed to seeing each other as arch-rivals and between whom al1 the bonds of 

affection have been severed. 

Interpreters such as Cassirer praise Rousseau for the fonnal rationality that 

surfaces for the fvst time in the Social Contract. According to Cassirer. exnotions such as 

happiness are arbitrary and can not become a reliable form of social cohesion: "fieedom 

did not mean arbitrariness but the overcoming and elimination of al1 arbitrariness. the 

submission to a strict and inviolable law which the individual erects over himself. Not 

renunciation of and release from this law but free consent to it detemines the genuine and 

true character of fieedom."' However, by affming the superiority of reason over the 

passions in this way, Cassirer tums a blind eye to Rousseau's efforts throughout the course 

of his writing to illuminate their entanglement. While reason cm provide the framework 

for the political order, it cannot supply the content. This problem becomes particular 

pronounced at the end of the work, where Rousseau is forced to rely on irrational 

bulwarks such as the legislator and religion. 

*Ernst Cassirer. The Question of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, (New Haven: Yale University Press. 
1989). p. 55.  



Rousseau reflects upon the stages of humartity's histoncal deveiopment and 

discovers that the individual's independence could ody be fostered within the parameter 

of a community. His experience of bourgeois society had taught him that the weakest 

cornrnunities did not produce the strongest individuals . Similarly , ancient republics which 

relied heavily on force to maintain their collective identity did so at the expense of the 

community. From his investigation, he deduces that the individual had to make himself 

part of the community which made him. This required neither complete absorption by the 

community. nor a rigid separation from it. Individuation and integmtion were 

interdependent and must be kept in balance. Because these two tendencies are processes 

rather :han conditions, the balance between them must be continuousiy recreated. I will 

argue that the general will is an educative device which demonstrates the necessity for 

trying to achieve a reconciliation between the nvo. Rousseau hoped to furnish human 

beings with an objective for their continuous striving, while refiaining from 

p redetermining what direction that striving should take. 

Rousseau's attempt to set up a political order in which integmtion and individuation 

are munially reinforcing ultimately fails. However, the failure to achieve this 

reconciliation may also be a testament to its success. We are perfectible beings only 

insofar as we remain imperfect. In short, it may be the very process of trying to eflect the 

reconciliation between individuation and integrabon, individual and comrnunity , rather 

than the reconciliation itself that constitutes the greatest tribute to human fieedom. This 



also implies that the tension which separates the individual fkom the community c m  never 

be fully eradicated. Once we have left the state of nature, we can never again experience 

a condition of undividedness. By forcing each individual to participate in the making of 

the laws that lend shape to the community, Rousseau is tryirig to ensure that we must 

always think as members who are part of a whole, rather than individuals who are merely 

protected by it. At the same time, if we did not retain a modicum of distance from the 

whole, there would be no need for us to have to legislate it into existence. Thus. rather 

than eradicating the tensions between individual and community that had become 

particularly pronounced in bourgeois society, Rousseau is trying to find a way in which 

to make them productive. 

Horowitz asserts that the piece operates on three interrelateci levels. On one level, 

Rousseau sets out to effect a reconciliation between individual and comrnunity, healing 

the wounds that festered in civil society by setting up a political dynamic whereby each 

recognizes the other as one's equal. Ali become equally embroiled in the continuous 

formation of the cornmunity by legislating for the entire social body. On another level, the 

Social Cor~fracr appeals to the interests of the bourgeois citizen in order to rnitigate some 

of the more drastic effects of instrumental rationality, using its latent potential to m c e n d  

itself. On the third level, the project ends in a recognition of failure, as Rousseau 

hirnself elucidates the shortcomings of his approach. On this level the Social Comacf 

is a continuation of the critique of bourgeois society that Rousseau had initiated in the 



Dis~ourses.~ It does not work because of the depth of the problems that plague bourgeois 

society. One must recognize that Horowitz does not assert that these levels work at cross- 

purposes. It would be wrong to suggest that Rousseau's new contract does not profess to 

be a solution at al1 but is merely a reconstitution of the problem. 1 have already pointed 

out that Rousseau uses bourgeois notions in order to transcend them. Furthemore, the 

problem is part of the solution. for it takes into account humanity's histoncal and 

perfectible nature, and encourages us to keep working towards the resolution of our 

dilemma. In fact, without a recognition of the problems endemic to bourgeois society, we 

would not have the incentive to overcome them. 

Origins of the WU 

Like most social conuact theorists, Rousseau rnakes the will the cornerstone of his 

political order. In doing so, he joins an array of Iiberal theorists since Hobbes who had 

underlined the conventional nature of political and social relationships. However, unlike 

his predecessors, Rousseau stresses that such a convention was grounded in nature. 

Society is not only established against nature but as a way of adapting to and imitating it. 

As 1 indicated in Chapter One, Rousseau draws heavily upon the state of nature he 

sketched out in the Second Discourse when formulating his moral and political ideals. 1 

- 

'Asher Horowitz, Rousseau: Narure anci Hisrory, p. 167. 
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have shown that morality does not inhere in nature itself, but constitutes our anempt to 

emulate its balance at a social level. This means that morality cornes out of the tension 

between ourselves and nature. while at the same time representing the need to reduce or 

minimize this tension. Morality is the product of convention which is grounded in but is 

neither identical nor in strict opposition to nature. According to Ansell-Pearson this 

"explains why the work is preserited in tenns of an inquiry into the principles of 'political 

right', and not into principles of 'naturai" r i g h ~ " ~  Rousseau invokes the story of a 

beginning which "Iacks al1 human traits " in order to show that "what is characterktically 

human is not the gift of nature, but is the outcome of what man did, or was forced to do, 

in order to overcome or change nature: man's humanity is the product of historical 

process. "' 
While Rousseau wants to fuse the aims of politics and morality , it is nevertheless 

important to distinguish between the two. Primitive societies had no need of contracts, for 

the legitimacy of the community never came into question. However, the advent of 

bourgeois society changed this relationship. The disintegration of the community within 

bourgeois society meant that it was no longer taken for granted, and the adversarial 

relations hip between individuals made thern suspicious of any social structure that was 

imposed upon them. This is why the political order had to justify itself to the "individuals" 

- 

%eith AnseIl-Pearson, Niemche conrra Rousseau, p. 79. 

7 Leo Strauss,Natural Right and History, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, l963), p. 
274. 



it incorporated, whereas in ancient orders, the individual would have to justiS himself to 

the communiry . Hobbes and other contract theories stmggled to fmd a legitimate basis for 

a community that would interfere with the behaviour of individual human beings. For 

Hobbes it would be the fear of death which would impel individuals to subrnit to a 

comrnon sovereign. The very independence and self~hness of individuals made the 

cornrnunity necessary, because they would otherwise destroy each other. In a society that 

functioned on the bais of means-ends relationships, it was no accident that an instrumental 

justification of political authority was provided. 

According to Derathé, Rousseau's justification for civil society is no different from 

that of Hobbes! Although he sees the state of nature as one of peace, the fiction that beset 

bourgeois society required the institution of govement: "1 suppose that men have reached 

the point where obstacles that are hamiful to their maintenance in the state of nature gain 

the upper hand by their resistance to the forces that each individual can bring to bear to 

maintain himself in that state. Such king the case, that original state cannot subsist any 

longer, and the human race would perish if it did not alter its mode of existenceW(SC 1.6). 

Qerathé compares Rousseau's bourgeois society to the Hobbesian war of each against all. 
However, Derathé argues that the conflictual relations which characterize bourgeois society are 
inevitable once human beings emerge from the state of nature and give voice to their passions. 
Their naturd independence impels them to resist the increased contact with other human beings: 
"II faut en effect que les hommes se soient rapprochés et que leurs passions soient devenues 
actives pour que leur indépendance naturelle engendre parmi eux un véritable état de guerre." 
Derathé. Rousseau et la science polifique de son temps. (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France. 
1950), p. 176. 



For Derathé, the main difference between Rousseau and Hobbes is that for Rousseau, the 

evils that fracture human beings emerge out of their increased contact within social 

structures. It is the community, and not the original vice of human beings that b ~ g s  out 

the worst in man. A social contract is thus needed to restrain human beings who have been 

compted by their own comm~nities.~ Thus, Derathé upholds the sarne schism between 

nature and convention which is characteristic of many interpreters of Rousseau. He 

assumes thar for human beings, it is natural to want to be left alone. 

While H o k s  would insist diat the will is a natural disposition of human beings who 

jealously guard their independence, Derathé rnight deduce that it only cornes to the surface 

when the natural independence of human beings is undercut within the confines of society. 

It thus is nature's cry of protest against the community. While Rousseau himself did not 

provide a lengthy exposition of the will, 1 will suggest an interpretation that dovetails with 

the kind of historical analysis which he practices in the Second Discourse. The concept of 

the will emerges out of bourgeois society. The atornic existence of individuals, together 

with the struggle for mastery between them leads to the notion that 1 have to leave my 

own mark on the world. This is not to Say that individuals in earlier communities did not 

leave their own historical imprint. However, because their own interests were not 

necessarily in a relationship of conflict with those of others, they were not so acutely 

9"Ce sont les premières relations sociales qui sont à l'origine de l'état de guerre, sans lequel 
les hommes ne se seraient pas trouvés dans la nécessité de s'unir par des conventions, ni 
n'auraient jamais songé à le faire. " Derathé, p. 177. 



aware of what was their own. The concept of the will, thus mises out of antagonistic 

relations between individuals. Hegel notes that the will is a unity of two moments. One 

inheres in the individual's ability to negate every particular circumstance and thus 

determine that he has an ego apart from these parciculars: "The will conraios the element 

of pure indeterminacy or that pure reflection of the ego into itself which involves the 

dissipation of every restriction and every content either immediately presented by 

nature. "'O In a sense, ir is bourgeois society that permits us to negate al1 particular 

circumstances because these are constantly changing and do not provide a secure basis for 

rny identity. However, 1 cannot merely negate and therefore must prioritize certain 

particuiars over others, othenvise 1 am an empty shell: "At the same tirne, the ego is also 

the transition from undifferentiated indeterminacy to the differentiation, determination and 

positing of a determinacy as a content and object. " 1 1  

One of the purposes of the Social Contract is to go beyond the oppositional nature 

of willing. Instead of creating a contract whereby a compromise can be reached between 

conflicting wills, Rousseau wants individuals to agree to create the community of which 

they are a part. Rather than etching their signature into the world by asserthg thernselves 

against others, they are to create the community in conjunction with others. The society 

that Rousseau envisions in the Social Contract is a political community, not a traditional 

1°G. W. F. Hegel, Philosophy of Right, P:5. 

I1lbid., Sect. 6. 



or customary one, because individuals are to be aware ofthe fact that they themselves 

constmct it. In earlier societies, community members were not aware of their roIe in 

shaping the whole: it was aïways sornething that was already in existence. In bourgeois 

society, the preexistence of the comrnunity can no longer be affirmeci and therefore 

individuals have to actively participate in shaping it. 

Rousseau takes his bearings by the state of nature when formulating his ideals. His 

justification for delving into our pre-historic roots is due to the proto-human's happiness, 

not this creature's reason. There was no conflict between its desires and nature's 

provisions. It completely imbibed nature's rhythm and therefore was undivided because 

it was not yet a self. Furthexmore, its efforts were neither thwarted nor enhanced by those 

of other creatures. Once human beings have separated themselves from nature, they cm 

no longer return to their lost paradise. The only way to reproduce such happiness is to 

make the whole of which we are a pan. We will never be at one with nature, because we 

continuously separate ounelves from her through Our own creations. Therefore, we must 

integrate ourselves with others who are also creative beings. We are no longer creatures 

of instinct, but creatures of process and so can only reaffirm our connection to nature 

through the medium of the community. Yet, in the process of doing so, our desires 

change, and therefore our creative activity cannot stop. A permanent home constantly 

eludes us. Rousseau suggests that we aiso long for the independence of the pre-human. 

We cannot replicate independence by severing al1 connections to others, for in so doing, 



we wouid be denying ourselves a home. However, we can safeguard our own 

independence by making everyone an equal participant in the constxuction of the 

community. Rousseau's social contract, 1 will argue is not ody about balancing the wills 

of individuals; it is about allowing them to actively shape the order in which they live. 

Analysts such as Derathé, who focus primarily on the independence of the pre-human and 

therefore maintain that avoiding dependence is Rousseau's foremost concem, forger that 

the pre-human was also characterimi by its complete integration into its environment. 

Thus, Rousseau recognizes that the frontier dividing nature from convention is 

quite blurred. Society becomes the medium through which we renirn to nature in an 

attempt to replicate the harmonious condition of amour-de-soi. As soon as we are 

comected with other human beings, we are discomecteci fiorn nature. What differentiates 

civil societies from other forms of society is that we are aware for the fust time of the 

artificial nature of the social orders and are conscious of the fact that we must produce it. 

Rousseau even exposes the conventional nature of the family, often considered to be the 

epitome of the natural social order. Ironically his account of the family in the Social 

Contract Ieaves out the mother, whose biological bond with her offspring is more 

immediate than that of the father. Children are bound to their "father" ody  so long as theu 

needs are met by him. The family unit is maintained out of mutual affection and love, 

feelings that are conventional and yet grow out of a naturai relationship: "If they continue 

to remain united, this no longer takes place nanirally, but voluntarily, and the family 



maintains itself only by means of conventionn(SC 1.2). 

The Social Contract opens with Rousseau's famous adage: "Man is born Free, and 

everywhere he is in chains"(SC 1.1). One could argue that the will represents the 

individual's desire to exnicate himself from a situation of bondage. We would not be 

aware of Our own irnprisonment, if the voice of nature did not remain within us. 

Regardless of the me of social relations which human beùigs are embedded in, they are 

s i m i t a n e o ~  €ree and enslaved. Burieû undemeath the social constraints that encumber 

us lurks the "natural" which continuously reminds us that nothing about these relations 

is completely inevitable. While we may no longer have direct access to nature, it is woven 

into al1 our non-instrumental relationships. Moments of compassion, sexual relationships, 

escapes into the wilderness and inhate fiiendships are ail munnurs of a self that has not 

completety failen victim to the "logic" of the market. Moreover, the proto-human 

continues to haunt the civilized "human being " and in doing so keeps the "civilizing" 

process alive. The tension between these contradictory drives fbels the process of self 

creation. Human beings are bom into social structures, but also have an ingrained 

desire to escape them. It is this desire to escape social structures that impels us to recreate 

them. Thus, feelings of constraint are powerful catalysts to fkeedom. 

Thus, Rousseau's pronouncement describes the conundnun that human beings will 

always fmd themselves in. However, it is not only the relationship between nature and 

convention, but also the relationship between people that makes us aware of the constraints 



we face. By comparing ourselves with others we become aware of the limitations which 

hamper our own activity. Amour-propre stimulates the awareness of the shackles that 

constrain us, and also gives birth to our desire to overcome them. The overcomhg of our 

chains constinites our freedom, and therefore freedom and constra.int are munüilly 

implicated in each other. There is no absolute state of fkeedom, in which we are liberated 

from al1 limitations, for freedorn is the very process of overcoming constraints. 

However , this metaphor also has a meaning which is specific to bourgeois society . 

In this state, we are shackled to market forces which we must either adapt to or perish. 

Not only the slaves but also the masters are handicapped by such a system. If we concede 

that Our ability to create ourselves develops out of an interaction with others, then we 

stymie our own growth by making another subject to our will because our own boundaries 

become ossified without king  challenged by another. These chains are not only external 

but also intemal. As a citizen of a market economy, the logic of the market has penetrated 

my being to such an extent that 1 reproduce my own shackles. With the social contract, 

Rousseau hopes to jettison the c h a h  with which humanity has strangled itself. Thus 

Rousseau remarks that " he who believes himself the master of others does not escape 

being more of a slave than theyn(SC 1.1). 



The Generai Wiil: egoism transformed 

Rousseau uses the laquage of liberai contract theory because he is trying to effect 

a transition from a legal political order to a political community. He cannot offend the 

sensibilities of those who are suspicious of such a community and must lure them towards 

it, by demonstrating that his ideal is the best means by which they can actuaiize their own 

principles. Thus, he tums the egoism of the bourgeois against itself. Rousseau is poised 

to exploit the principle of both equality and identity which have forrned the ideological 

base of most bourgeois society . 

The problem of self identity surfaces for the first time in bourgeois society due to 

the impermanence which mar ked individual circumstances . The objects and people that 

shape me are constantly changing. The oniy way for me to resume control over a shifting 

self is to take responsibility for fashioning it. Continuity lies oniy in the process of 

making myself who 1 am. However, the efforts to cuve out one's identity are 

continuously frustrated in bourgeois society because I must constantly be on guard against 

you, thereby depriving my self of the soi1 in which to take root. 1 imitate you in order to 

prevent you from gaining the upper hand. Identity became so important because it found 

itself under perpenial siege. Thus, the very society which imputed so rnuch importance to 

self ident ity was marked by extrerne inauthenticity . Inauthenticity and authenticity emerged 

simultaneously. Since 1 am engaged in an incessant stmggle for the upper hand, 1 am 



always homeless. 1 can never belong, because 1 must always be one step ahead of you. 

Thus, Rousseau would insist that identity is not only about making myself who I am but 

finding a home in which I can belong. 

This provides a stark contrast to the ancient polis, where citizen5 did identify with 

the political community because they completely imbibed its customs and conventions. 

However, their collective identity was not freely chosen but was impressed upon each 

citizen by a vigorous system of education that instilled civic virnie. The citizen could not 

conceive of himself apart fiom the polis. Both the unstable identity of market society, and 

the stable structures of identification within the polis were extemally and unconsciously 

imposed . 

I will now examine how Rousseau signifcantly transfoms sorne of the major 

concepts that emerged out of bourgeois society. While the modem notions of individual 

identity, fieedom and equality become the cornerstones of his thought, he attempts to 

combine them with the strong commitment to the cornmunity evident in the ancient polis, 

achieving a new synthesis of ancient and modem which transcends both. However. he 

cannot appeal to a modem audience by recounting the glories of ancient virtue. Instead. 

he uses the logic of exchange in a subversive manner, taking it out of its narrow economic 

and instrumental context and prioritizing the questions of freedom and self identity. 

First of all, he takes the sovereignty of the will more seriously than most liberal 

theorists. Hobbes and Grotius. for example, had tumed freedom and the will into a kind 



of possession which could be "exchangeci" for the sake of peace and security . However, 

according to Rousseau, the will, which is an expression of an individual's capacity to 

leave his mark on the world, camot be surrendered, for in dohg so he is renouncing the 

autonoiny of the individual which rnakes it possible to enter into exchanges in the first 

place. A market society is premised on the notions of continuous exchange. By renouncing 

my freedorn, 1 am making al1 future exchanges impossible: "Renouncing one's liberty is 

renouncing one's dignity as a man, the rights of humaaity and even its duties. There is no 

possible compensation for anyone who renounces everything. Such a renunciation is 

incompatible with the nature of man. Removing al1 morality from his actions is tantamount 

to taking away al1 liberty from his will. Finally, it is a vain and contradictory convention 

to stipulate absolute authonry on one side and a lllnitiess obedience on the other. 1s it not 

clear that no cornmitments are made to a penon from whom one has the right to demand 

everything "(SC 1.4). 

Rousseau like al1 liberal theorists affirms the sanctity of the will. However, if the 

community which they then enter into is to be legitimate they musi "find a form of 

association which defends and protects with al1 cornmon forces the person and goods of 

each associate, and by means of which each one, while uniting with d l ,  nevertheless obeys 

only hirnself and remains as free as before?"(SC 1.6). Evidently, the community cannot 

function if each member assens their particular will against ail the others. Therefore, they 

must somehow be lured towards the community by holding up the promise of greater 



individual sovereignty. He encourages them to transcend some of the most egotistical 

aspects of their nature by appealing to this same egoism. Each person makes an exchange 

with himself in which he agrees to cease the constant quest for satisSing his own 

particular desires and instead legislates for the community as a whole of which he is a 

member: "Each of us places his person and d l  his power in comrnon under the supreme 

direction of the general will; and as one we receive each member as an indivisible part of 

the whole" (SC 1.6). Paradoxically , this is a parody of the 'unequal" exchange that is an 

integral part of profit-making in bourgeois society since we agree to give up Our selfish 

needs in order to become legislators of the whole: "This passage fiom the state of nature 

to the civil state produces quite a remarkable change in man. for it substitutes justice for 

instinct in his behaviour and gives his actions a moral qudity they previously lackedM(SC 

1.8). We have profited from this exchange because Our range of conuol is expanded. In 

so doing. the individual becomes a part of something larger than himself. satisoing his 

yearning for belonging, but remains fiee because he has agreed to the conditions under 

which he will limit his particular will. If each of us decides what the body which we 

submit to will look like, then we are not simply subjected to it. The nature of the will 

would change in the course of such a transaction. It is no longer the will of one individual 

pitted against another. but the will of a whole community. However, because 1 decide what 

this community will be, it is still my will. 

By setting the ternis for Our own subjugation to the social whole, we legislate for 



ourselves as memben of the political communiry. 1 becorne the whole that includes me 

and thereby universalize myself. In civil society, 1 participate in a whole whose contours 

1 could not discem. In trying ro secure my own advantage. 1 inadvertently enter into a 

network of complex interdependence: "When men are thus dependent on one another and 

reciprocally related to one another in their work and the satisfaction of their needs. 

subjective self-seeking tums into a contribution to the satisfaction for the needs of 

everyone else. That is to Say, by a dialectical advance, subjective self seeking m m  into 

the mediation of the particular through the universal. with the result that each man in 

eaming producing and enjoying on his own account is eo ipso producing and earning for 

the enjoyment of everyone else. "12 The social order which embraces me in civil society is 

unconsciously contrived. True citizenship forces me to be conscious of my universality. 

Furthemore. in civil society, my identity is insecure, since the opinions of others 

directly affect rny statu in the impersonal social hierarchy of the market. Who 1 am is 

dependent on what others make of me. The general will forces each of us to not oniy 

recognize but to treat others as our equals and therefore aiso prevents them fkom holding 

me hostage. Thus, I have not substinited positive l ibeq  for negative liberty but rather 

have used positive liberty to underpin my negative liberty. We are al1 equally dependent 

on the whole, which is dependent equally on each of us, so no one cm iofringe upon the 

lZG. W.F. Hegel, The Philosophy of Righr, sect. 199. 



independence of another. My individuality is protected by being a member of a larger 

community where each is treated as an end in their own right. Because the general will 

"comes from al1 and applies to all", in principle, it cannot be used to exclude me on the 

bais  of my particular characteristics. 

Each of us embodies the community as a whole, which fails to exist othenvise: 

"Each of us places his person and al1 his power in common under the supreme direction 

of the general will; and as one we receive each member as an indivisible part of the 

whole" (SC 1.6). If a single individual's legislative right is undercut. the whole is 

dissolved. This is the kind of logic that appeals to the egoist emerging out of bourgeois 

society, who cannot accept merely king part of something larger than the self and strives 

to be in complete control of that which he is a part of. Thus, Rousseau is presenting him 

with an unparalleled power which he had chased after in bourgeois society but which 

constantiy eluded him. He now has the opportunity to shape the social order as a whole, 

rather than having an impact on only a tiny segment of it. In this way, he is making 

community membership palatabIe for the selfish bourgeois. 

The new social contract aiso replaces the fleeting ownership of bourgeois socieq 

with a more secure basis for possession. By agreeing to free ourselves from the slavish 

devotion to ever escalating needs, the ownership of our possessions is real rather than 

fleeting: "Let us surnrnarize this entire balance sheet so that the credits and debits are 

easily compared. What man loses through the social contract is his natural liberty and an 



unlimited right to everything that tempts him and that he can acquire. What he gains is 

civil liberty and the proprietary ownership of aii he possesses"(SC 1.8). Rousseau is 

reconceptualizing the idea of ownership in order to rid it of its zero-sum connotations. 

When each individual has the right to acquire whatever he can obtain. then he is always 

subject to the whims of others, who c m  rob him of his possessions by outdoing him in a 

competitive market. If you min me financially, I must relinquish my possessions in order 

to survive. However, if each person owns the property of the entire connnunity, then no 

individuai can rob another of the property that is nghdully his. You cannot take from me 

what 1 own, nor can 1 take what you own from you. At the same time, my owwrship of 

my possessions is dependent on your ownership of yours. If 1 were to rob you of yours, 

I wouid be dissolving the whole which belongs to d l  of us, and therefore would be left 

with nothhg. Because 1 would be robbing myself in robbing you. 1 can no longer seek an 

advantage over you by depriving you of property. Rousseau is not cornpletely undermining 

instrumental reason but changing the nature of the equation so that instead of benefitting 

from harm done to you, 1 suffer fiom it. 

Thus, ironically, the new social contract constitutes both the realization of 

bourgeois goals and their subversion. Rousseau demonstrates that in his new society, 

property is indeed sacrosanct, for it is impossible for anyone to take it away from anybody 

else if al1 have equal daims to it. At the same tirne, Rousseau makes it clear that the hue 

basis for property right is one's activity. Because we have al1 created the property, we are 



al1 its rightful owners: "Third, one is to take possession of it not by an empty ceremony, 

but by working and cultivating it-the only sign of property that ought, in the absence of 

legal titles to be respected by othersw(SC 1.9). Property does become that upon which 1 

have left my own mark. Once 1 have mixed my labour with it, nobody can take it from 

me. Rousseau mes to demonstrate that oniy common ownership guarantees genuine 

ownenhip, since it is not subject to the vicissitudes of the market. 

Like the Hobbesian covenant, the Rousseauian social contract is designed to 

protect us from each other. However, the best way for me to protect myself against you 

is to cooperate with you and to intertwine my fate with yours. If 1 recognize that each of 

us is equally integrated into the whole, then my attempt to rob you of your place will 

dissolve the whole which also belongs to me. Thus, each person protects himself against 

the other, by agreeing to protect themselves against the egotistical elements within- 

Rousseau's new cornmunity m u t  be the concem of each individual citizen. Everyone 

participates in the democratic process to protect his freedom which is inexmcably linked 

to the freedom of every other individual. This appeals to individuals who reason in terms 

of instrumental reciprocity: "Finally, in giving himself to all, each penon gives himself 

to no one. And since there is no associate over whom he does not acquire the same right 

that he would grant others over himself, he gains the equivalent of everything he loses, 

along with a greater amount of force to preserve what he hasn(SC 1.6). However, this is 

a kind of integration which differs fundamentally from that found in either primitive 



cornmunities or the ancient republics , since the contract would autornatically dissolve, if 

even one individuai's freedom was trampled upon. It is therefore both the most fragile and 

the most powerful of communities for it has no existence beyond that of the individuais 

who comprise it. 

While 1 must come to realize that my individuality cannot be conceived of in 

isolation from the comrnunity, 1 m u t  also r e  how weak the community is in order for 

the general will to be effective. Without the underlying threat of civil society and its 

propensity to degenerate into inequdity, 1 would be stripped of the motivation to curtail 

such selfishness. Because there is no natural social bond that we can rely on, and because 

the community has not been engraved into our soul, we m u t  continuously struggle to 

shape it. The absence of the natural social bond bestows upon the artificial bond of the 

general will its legitimacy. Primitive communities would have no need to legislate for 

thernselves in this way, for they have not been ravaged by the type of relations endemic 

to civil society . Only a cornmunity which is inherently fragile must continuously legislare 

itself into existence. 

Thus, Rousseau is trying to entice those who have an intense fear of others back 

towards the community by playing on their egoistic preconceptions. 1 must learn that an 

integration of equals is the best way to protect and develop rny individuality. 1 can shape 

the whole of which 1 am a pan only by allowing you to do the sarne. Once 1 realize that 

my freedorn is dependent on yours and not threatened by it, 1 come to realize that 1 am a 



social individual who cannot conceive of my individuality apart from the community. 1 

have been forced to transcend the boundanes of the self and universalize myself, thus 

satisQing at least in part the yearning to go beyond the self that had been activated by 

amour-propre. The generai will enables me to step outside myself so that I will discover 

that 1 am not only threatened by others, but actually handicap myself by refusing to forge 

an alliance with them. 

Our of the self interest of each individual emerges the collective body that is to 

develop an identity of its own: "At once, in place of the individual person of each 

contracting Party, this act of association produces a moral and collective body composed 

of as niany members as there are voices in the assembly, which receives from this same 

act its unity, its common self, its life and will. This public person, formed thus by union 

of ail the others formerly took the name civ, and at present takes the name republic, or 

body politic which is called =te by its members when it is passive, sovereign when it is 

active, power when compared to others like itself'(SC L6). 1 accept this collective body 

because 1 have created it and continue to mould it through my active participation in it. 

Thus, the social contract is not the vision of a utopian thinker, but that of a 

pessirnist, who recognkes that we cannot demonstrate loyalty towards a cornmunity unless 

ir can be aligned with our individual interests. At the same time, Rousseau recognkes that 

the nature of these "individual " interests wiii change by virtue of our participation in such 

a cornmunity. 1 will no longer see the political order merely as a mechanism which 



protects my interests from others, but one in which 1 have the oppominity to develop these 

interests. My individuality develops by interacting with others since it is the diaiectic 

between "inside and outside' which propels the process of becoming. Yet, if I am to 

remain fixe in Rousseau's terms, my impact on the "outside" should be equal to the impact 

of the "outside" on me. Therefore, fkeedorn in Rousseau depends on harmony and balance. 

1 cannot maintain this kind of equilibrium within nature, for its forces elude my grasp. 

Only within the human cornmunity , can 1 be sheltered from the untamed forces of nature. 

Politics becomes not onIy a way of adapting to name, but a means of transfonning it. We 

establish a unity of which we ourselves are in charge of. We create Our own necessity 

rather than having necessity imposed upon us, as was the case in the state of nature. 

In the Second Discourse, Rousseau reminds us that we can only begin to make 

individual comparisons within a comrnunity which fùmishes the framework in which such 

comparisons can be made. I recognize that I am unique only if 1 am living with others 

who differ and yet are similar to me. One cannot understand the "1" without 

understanding the "not-1". My pnvate identity has no meanhg without a public identity. 

As I have pointed out, 1 cannot create myself without interacting with others, who force 

me to extend my own boundaries. However, if they are my masters, and they exert more 

power over me than 1 do over them. then 1 cannot clairn that 1 have created myself. Self 

sufficiency does not require complete independence but rather dernands that we are equally 

dependent on each other. In civil society, individuals have become so engulfed by their 



private identity, that they have forgotten how such an identity was allowed to unfold in the 

first place. The generai will is also an educative device that reminds those of us caught in 

the web of civil society how Our identities corne to be formed. It elucidates the dialectical 

interaction between individual and community that constitutes the self. 

The yeaming to transcend the boundaries of the self depends on an intemal split 

that had reached its zenith in civil society. Once human beings becorne conscious of their 

freedom, they can only expenence a sense of belonging if they construct the whole of 

which they are a part. Thus, nature can no longer be a sancniary for human beings in its 

unmediateci, unreflective form. The protohuman animal experiences amour-de-soi because 

the boundaries of its experience are contained and its needs do not exceed its capacities to 

fulfil them and nature's "willingness" to provide. Modem society instils in hurnan beings 

the constant need to transfonn their surroundings. The equilibrium of the state of nature 

is therefore forever beyond reach since human beings determine and create their own 

needs. If 1 create my own needs, and am to retain this balance, 1 have to create the 

community which makes it possible for me to satisfy them. To preserve this balance, 1 

have to limit my needs in order to make them compatible with those of others. Yet, it is 

I and not an e x t e d  master that is forcing me to limit them. Evidently. my own needs w31 

be transforrned in the course of this interaction. It is not the static condition of the state 

of nahue that is replicated but rather the balance that is maintained between individuation 

and integration. While 1 do not case  to individuate myself, 1 can only do so to the extent 



that I do not rupture the community with my action. However, what constinites 

"acceptable individuation" will change throughout the course of the comrnunity 's history 

and therefore the balance must be continuously reassessed and recreated. The general will 

requires that the social bond be constantly revivified by framing new laws as the 

community evolves. In fact, as Horowitz asserts, the community does not exist prior to 

legislation but is constituted through it: "It is not the community that legislates, but the 

comrnunity that is comtituted and re@inned in the act of legisiation itself. Of course the 

community is not constituted in any and every act that might pass as legislation, but only 

when irs lawmaking follows the strict mie of producing a general will. "13  This means that 

the community is formed with an eye to each and every individual that is in it. Rousseau's 

contract is not mereIy applicable at the time of the social order's construction, but must 

be perpenialiy reaffmed . 

However, in order to make myseif part of the community, I also have to be able 

to distance myself from it. otherwise 1 am just a limb dangling from a social body. The 

tension that exists between the particuiar will and the general will enables me to retain a 

certain distance fiom it so that 1 can k e l y  will the laws that lend shape to the social 

body. There is a degree to which universalization of the self is an integral part of 

individual freedom but 1 need to be aware of the muvernent towards the universal from the 

panicular. Rousseau intirnates that freedom requires both freedom from the self and 

13Asher Horowitz, Rousseau: Nuïure and History, p. 186 
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freedom for the self. If transcendence of the self is part of the experience of freedom, 1 

need to be aware of the boundaries that I am transcending. Thus, it is the internction 

between the particular and general will, and not simply the general will alone which 

accounts for Our freedom. m i l e  the community supplies the perspective nom which to 

see the limitations of my egotistical self, my egotistical or particular self alerts me to the 

limitations of the community: "In fact, each individual cm. as a man. have a private will 

contrary to or different from the general will that he has as a citizen. His private interest 

can speak to him in an entirely different m e r  than the comrnon interestn(SC 1.7). 

Comrnonality requires difference because there would be no need to assemble together if 

our interests were naturally compatible. as were those of the pre-human. Our freedom 

consists in the act of making them compatible. However, not oniy does the community 

force me to set limits to my own individuation, it aiso increases my scope for self 

development. Because 1 know that 1 am always equal to everyone else, the pressure to 

conform rnay be less intense in areas which do not impinge on the social whole itself. The 

general will, does not, as some analysts claim, necessarily annihilate difference and 

collapse the distinction between public and private realms. In fact, it may allow me greater 

leeway in areas which do not directly affect my public duty . Because my position as a 

member of the cornmunity is always secure, 1 c a ~ o t  be expelleci for my eccentricities. At 

the same time, those areas which are public and pnvate must be continuously renegotiated 

for the border that separates them cannot be perrnanently fixed. 



If 1 am to remaùi an active participant in the sovereign body, 1 must be constantly 

reminded of the opposition between panicular wills and the potential for conflict that exists 

there. Without the competition that creates fiction between individu&, 1 would not 

recognize the need to integrate myself into a community that affords protection against the 

threat of a war of al1 against all. For Rousseau, this competition cannot be eliminated. but 

it mut  never be allowed to undermine the general will itself. Without a particular will, 

there would be no need for a general will. The society which is established thus does not 

try to eradicate the internai divisions of each individual but depends upon them. I lead an 

existence which is both separate fkorn al1 othen and at the sarne time am united with 

them. Furthemore, 1 integrate with them not in order to try to eliminate my separation, 

but to ensure that it does not eventuate in conflict. I am "forced" to inhabit two worlds 

simultaneously, neither of which could exist without the other. 

However, competition is not the only threat that threatens to undo the seams of this 

delicate social order. If 1 lose sight of my particular will. which is different from that of 

others, then the general will is also enfeebled since we fa11 back on social conventions. 

The social bonds then fail to be resuscitated on an ongoing basis and degenerate into 

hollow rituals. Individuals need tension between thernselves and the community to induce 

them to reflect on their own personal relationship with the cornmunity as a whole. This in 

tum. encourages them to continuously affixm their membership and reconstitute the 

cornrnunity . Mere habit cannot sustain it. For example, if influences which question the 



viability of certain customs penetrate the community's walls, the whole community 

collapses if it is sustaiwd merely by its own traditions. 

Rousseau's paradoxical conclusion tbat man must be "forced to be fke" refers to 

such a tension. The existence of the cornmunity forces the individual to traoscend her 

narrow selfish interests, while the selfish interests of the individual give her a stake in 

active citheoship. Once complacency begins to take hold and we forget the threat posed 

by civil society , the community begins to degenerate. A perceived security takes hold. 

enfeebling the general will: "If we wish to fonn a durable establishment, let us then not 

dream of making it eternal.. .This is why, far fiom growing weak, the laws continually 

acquire new force as they grow old, this proves that there is no longer a legislative power, 

and that the state is no longer aliven(SC IïI. 11). The stmggle for the cornmunity is always 

also a suuggle aga% civil society. Thus, civil society continues to provide the backdrop 

of the political cornmunity. 

This interpretation contradicts Cassirer's more Kantian reading of Rousseau 

according to which the "state claims the individual completely and without resemations. "14 

For Cassirer. the law is the sole guarantor of freedom and it is only in universalizing 

themselves that human beings become free.15 However. this ignores the dialectical 

14Cassirer, Ernst, 'The Question of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, ' in Jean Jacques Rousseau, ed. 
Harold Bloom (New York: Chelsea House Publishers. 1988). p. 20. 

"El lenburg contrasts Rousseau ' s and Kant's political philosophy since Kant endorsed a 
juridical egalitarianism while condoning a political hierarchy, defending the division of d e r  and 
ruled. He therefore points to a contradiction between Kant's moral and political philosophy. 



relationship berween universality and particularity. Univenality is the condition for m e  

particularity since it prevents political or social hierarchies from undercuning a persons's 

perfectibility. Our autonomy is not expressed through abstract moral laws, but by 

developing ourselves in very particular ways. Only by recognizing that we are al1 

autonomous, self constituting beings, do we ensure that we do not undemüne the agency 

of others through Our particular actions. Thus, universality protects panicularity. At the 

same Ume, panicularity rnakes the need for universality apparent. since we have to ensure 

that Our differences do not eventuate in hierarchies. If the state claimed the individual 

"without reservations" then there wouId be no need for a contract to establish it. Unlike 

Kant. Rousseau does not try to expunge heteronomous desires but instead wishes to ensure 

that one person's particular desires do not undercut those of another. We create history 

by developing our particularity through an interaction with others. For Rousseau, an 

abstract rationality is not to suppress particularly, but rather, it is intended to enhance it. 

In this sense, the general will safeguards the particular will. It is not particularity itself that 

he vituperates against, but the a particularity that leads to inegalitarianism. 

Moreover, the process of universalking oneself means that the panicular will 

cannot be allowed to die. 1 would have no need to see myself as an individual who reasons 

Stephen Ellenburg, 'Rousseau and Kant: The Principles of Political Right,' Rousseau after Two 
Hundred Years, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), p.5 Kant justifies this due to 
the pernicious effect that nature has on the human psyche. Repressive forms of government are 
to train human beings to suppress the voice of nature within. 



and creates herself like al1 others, if 1 were no different fiom them. Cassirer notes that we 

must learn ro submit to the cornrnunity as we submit to the law of nature, recognizing its 

necessity . l6 Freedom and necessity cowerge in the general will. Yet, we stoop to nanire 

unconsciously, while we consciously submit to the general WU. In order for this to be the 

case. we must be aware of that aspect within ourselves which is antagonistic towards the 

general will and Our subrnission to it must involve struggle." 

Such a picme of citizenship also diffea radically from that of Judith Shklar who 

holds that Rousseau identifies an obsolute split between man and citizen. Insofar as an 

individual is a citizen he is relieved of inner conflicts and "f ids  it easy to do his duty. "" 

She daims that once we step into society we are "doomed to suffer from conflict between 

instincts and socially acquired urges" and are in "need of a faculty to protect us from inner 

threats to Our own happiness." lg However, 1 would suggest that it is precisely this smggle 

that makes citizenship possible. While there is no self transformation that is not 

accompanied by nostaigia for what is left behind, this does not rule out the happiness that 

16Ernst Cassirer, The Question of JeamJacques Rousseau, p. 23. 

''1 would argue that in Kant, moral self legislation necessitates a struggle against nature. If 
nature were not an obstacle, it could not be said that we had freely chosen the moral law. A 
completely moral universe would be devoid of contradictions, but the same contradictions that 
threaten to subvert moraüty also make it possible. There can be no realm of the ought without the 
realm of the iF against which it c m  be dehed. 

''Judith SNdar, Men and Citkens: A Study of Rousseau's Social Theory, p. 21. 



is to be gleaned from continuously dismantling the c h a h  that handicap us. Because we 

are individuals, sacrifices must always be made when we becorne part of a social body, 

but as individuals, we are also limited and therefore gain fiom entry into the comrnunity. 

Because of these intemal divisions, the spfit between obedience and command 

becomes intemal rather than extemal: "each individual, contracting, as it were. with 

himself, fmds himself under a twofold cornmitment: namely as a member of the sovereign 

to private individuds and as a member of the state towards the sovereignV(SC 1.7). It is 

not someone else, but I myself, who keeps my particular aspirations under conaol. 1 speak 

to myself both as a mernber of the community, and as an individual whose interests are at 

some level pitted against the community. By obeying myself in this way, 1 ensure that 1 

do not have to obey others. 

The problem of the empty self 

While Rousseau's use of bourgeois language in rnaking the transition from 

bourgeois society to the new social contract is ingenious, he is less effective in 

overcoming the problem of the disembowelled self that emerged out of the market. We are 

exhorted to curb our particular wu, even though the particular will may be the only thing 

which we know. The difficulty of uniting with others at times seems insurmountable: "He 

(Rousseau) discovers that minds are separate fiom one another and that we cannot 





and moral n o m :  "But when the citizens love their duty, and when those entrusted with 

public authority sincerely apply themselves to numiring this love through their example 

and efforts, al1 difficulties vanish and administration takes on an easiness which enables 

it to dispense with that shade an whose baseriess constitutes its entire mystery"(F'E: 120). 

It is precisely such a comrnunity that we are to legislate into existence. If we are to reason 

as one body, there rnust be a common bond that unites us. At the same tirne, ir is Our 

reason that is to create this bond. We are presented with an irresolvable conundm:  the 

general will is its own precondition. Equality cannot be based on abstract reason alone. 

but depends on a comrnon source of identification, otherwise it becomes impossible for 

each of us to make the laws that we a i i  subscribe to. 

Rousseau is well aware of the enonnous hurdles that must be overcome if such a 

community is to be forged. Since we can be free only if we are "internally constituted as 

citizens"" the process of imprinting the community ont0 individuals may be dificult to 

achieve without violating their independence. Agreeing to curb the excesses of the 

particular will is insufficient. My conception of the general will may differ from yours, 

not because 1 am handicapped by my own selfish interests, but because 1 have a different 

idea of what being a member of the cornmunity entails. If I am then subject to the voice 

of the multitude, 1 am not simply forced to attenuate the pernicious hold of the particular 

"Frederick Neuhouser, ' Freedom, Dependence and the General Will, ' me Philosophical 
Revim, vol. 102 no. 3 July 1993, p. 369. 



will, but must abandon my idea of the community itself. Horowitz and Horowitz ignore 

this when they assert: "behind the argument about totaiitarian democracy is the 

presupposiuon that the only possible will is the particular will. This king the m e ,  direct 

democracy is merely the imposition of a majority of particular wills on a minority. "" 

What this position neglects is that I may envision a community very differently than my 

neighbour. Rousseau himself seems to skirt over this possibility when he asserts that the 

will is either general or private: "Sovereignty is indivisible for the sarne reason that it is 

inaiienable. For either the will is general, or it is not. It is the will of either the people as 

a whole or of oniy a part. In the first case, this declared will is an act of sovereignty and 

constitues law. In the second case, it is merely private will, or an act of magistracy " (SC 

11.2). 

Yet, Rousseau might justifiably retort that only an abstract recognition of the other 

as one's moral and juridical equal cm lay the foundation for a recognition of difference. 

and allow for a forum in which we chisel out a community taking these differences into 

account. Our rationality enables us to agree in principle that we are a11 equal and provides 

us with the moral wherewithal to enact such precepts. Rousseau is not under the illusion 

that reason alone can foster a consensus. However, it does furnish us with the motivation 

to work out such a consensus. Reason is therefore an integral component of Our 

perfectibility, for it funiishes us with a direction to pursue by making us cognizant of our 

- - -  -- - 

?'Asher Horowitz and Gad Horowitz, Everywhere they are in Chains, p. 69. 
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own shortcomings. 

Rousseau also realizes that the system of needs will not evaporate with the 

emergence of the new social contract: "We gram that each person alienates, by the social 

compact, only that portion of his power, his goods and liberty whose use is of consequence 

to the community; but we must also grant that only the sovereign is the judge of what is 

of consequence"(SC II.4). The general wiü will not eliminate the cornpetition between 

parùcular wills, but moderates it. However, it is the development of this citizen awareness 

that presents an almost insuperable hurdle for Rousseau. This is why he stipulates that 

each person must consider himself or herself in relation to the whole, prior to considering 

relationships with each other qua individuals. In this way we mimic the state of nature 

where each is dependent on the impersonal forces of nature but not on other human beings. 

Ironically. the ww social contract depends on independent assessment of what the 

community entails because we have ken  scarred by the kind of interpersonal dependence 

we experienced in bourgeois society. The votkg procedure he outlines preciudes debate 

in an effort to avoid the tyranny of persuasion and thus eliminate the possibility of personal 

dependence: "Long debates, dissension and m u l t  betoken the ascendance of private 

interests and the decline of the state" (SC iV.2). Rousseau is well aware that once we step 

beyond the realm of abstraction, we rnay quickly violate the principles of equality. 

"Democratic" decision making c m  be thwaned by a speaker who dombates the 

proceedings . 



Rousseaufs ambivalent position on majority nile is also indicative of the 

pessimistic strain in his thought. InitiaIly, Rousseau was carefbl to distinguish between 

the will of all, which is the sum of particulai- interests and the general will which 

represents the community as a whole. However. he later notes that the power of the 

rnajority is to be used to force deviants to comply with the "general will" who become 

" foreigners among citizens"(SC N.2). Moreover, the "vote of the rnajority always 

obligates al1 the others" and the one who deviates from this is "in error" regarding the 

essence of the generd wiU(SC IV.2). Despite the faulty logic at work here, one could 

argue that such a position elucidates the procedural diff~culty in implementing a general 

will. While one's independence is not to be tamished by the dependence on the esteem of 

others. Rousseau recognizes that the opinion of others plays a crucial role in "forcing" 

people to think as members of the community. The threat of ostracism becomes a 

powerful catalyst to the consolidation the community. Undoubtedly, Rousseau is well 

aware of the tyrannical implications of this position. He recognizes that most modem 

comrnunities have violent sueaks in their foundation. 

Rousseau's hesitation in wholeheartedly endorsing majority rule is evidenced by 

his reluctant acceptance of plurality. The idea of partial organizations is anathema to 

Rousseau. since they could detract ftom one's cornmitment to the whole. However, the 

danger they pose lies not in their differences per se, but in their opposition of interes&, 

impelfing some to seek ascendancy over others. If the number of partial associations is 



great, than the chances of domination are reduced and there is less likely ro be interference 

with the general will. Yet, if partial associations grow too powerful, then the range of 

issues which fa11 under the category of the common interest will diminish. Even though 

the general will is to be limited to general principles regarding the essence of the 

community, members of different groups may have multifarious conceptions as to the form 

which the community should take. 

The kind of compromises which Rousseau accepts in outlining decision making 

procedures may be necessary in order to make the general will functional. Perhaps he 

hopes that they are intermediary steps that evennially help to consolidate the kind of 

community that is a necessary precondition of the general will. Nevertheless, the 

community that Rousseau has sculpted out of the fragmented citizenry of civil society is 

a fragiIe one, for the relations of civil society have not been eradicated but are suspended 

within the structure of the new order, posing a constant danger to the general will. The 

double alienation that spun the shift from the particular will to the universal general wili 

makes the community genuine but also endangers it. Because the general will is an 

abstraction it does not have much emotionai clout and is also dificult to imbue with 

content. In fact, we must already have a strong sense of the community that we legislate 

for and this casts doubt on the abiiity to legislate a community into existence. 

Rousseau thus falls back on the Legislator who is to provide the cultural and 

emotional backdrop that is necessary for consolidating the community: "Discovering the 



rules of society best suited to nations wodd require a supenor intelligence that beheld al1 

the passions of men without feeling any of them who had no af f i ty  with our nature , yet 

knew it through and throughU(SC 11.7). The Legislator has to be superhuman, so as to 

avoid relations of domination and servitude but he has to "have no authority over menW(SC 

11.7). However, to instil social content into Uidividuals who have purged themselves of 

such content within the hubbub of the market is a Herculean task. Ody a figure who is 

vastly superior to human beings could engender the awe that would hold the cornpetitive 

instinct of the bourgeois citizen in abeyance. Such a figure could interrupt the momentun 

of civil society because he cannot be dominateci, nor could he be pulled into the dynamic 

of instrumental reciprocity. The fact that Rousseau introduces the Legislator. indicates 

what a giant leap he believes must be taken in order to extricate huma. beings From the 

cIutches of the market. Moreover the abstract reason that had k e n  fomented in civil 

society cannot by itself provide the social glue necessary to consolidzte the community. 

Thus, rationality must be sustained by an kational bulwark, for unlike his Kantian 

interpreters. Rousseau acknowledges that pure reason is devoid of content and cannot 

generate morality. The contractual basis of the social contract is therefore seriously 

underrnined. 

The Legislator is to came a community out of the shattered pieces of civil society . 

Thus. he must provide a cultural, social and perhaps religious bulwark out of which a 

consensus emerges. He must miraculously provide social cernent for a people who cm 



only relate to each other on the basis of opposition. He must create an organic whole. His 

charisma and his ability to inspire awe must draw people to rally together in spite of 

themselves. Hence, their love for a particuiar individual becomes the basis for a collective 

identity . 

Rousseau's account of civil religion also reflects the reliance upon authority and 

tradition. Religion and civic duty coincide, thereby ensuring that citizens become 

inseparable from the whole: "Of al1 the Christian writers, the philosopher Hobbes is the 

oniy one who clearly saw the evil and the remedy, who dared to propose the reunification 

of the two heads of the eagle and the cornplete restoration of political unity, without which 

no state or government will ever be well constituted"(SC N.8). Religion which 

incorporates politics "is good in that it unites the divine cult with love of the laws, and 

that, in making rhe homeland the object of its citizens' admiration it teaches them that al1 

service to the state is service to its tutelary godW(SC N.8). The particular wills of 

individuals would thus fade, and citizens become engulfed in the collective. Here Rousseau 

relies upon ancient virtue which smothen the individual and keeps hirn enraptured by 

symbols of the whole. In order to conceive of other's as equals, individuals must be made 

acutely aware of their non-supremacy. While the Social Contract begins by enlisting 

reason, it ends by transcending reason through a kind of mysticism that abruptly tears 

individuals fiom their bourgeois roots. Thus. he fmds himself at a dead end, unable to 

effect a transition fkom civil society towards the general will. 



The pessimistic strain that nins through these writings should not be 

underestimated. Individuals must focus on a comrnon symbol of the whole, namely a 

legislature or a civil religion in order to begin to act as a people. Naked reason aione 

cannot be a community. However, it is also important that these "compromises" are also 

intended to be merely prelirninary steps that consolidate the community and imbue 

individuals with a sense of comrnon purpose. The cautious voting procedures which seem 

to prevent the formation of intersubjective relationships, are primarily defensive. and are 

intended to uproot the competitive residue of bourgeois society. Once the community has 

been consolidated and Our competitive saains have been weeded out, Rousseau hopes that 

the stage has been set for me "intersubjective" relations between people. The biggest 

hurdle to be overcoine is the formation of the community itself, for it means that we must 

overcome years of bourgeois distrust. Rousseau realizes that it is much easier to sustain 

existing ties, than to create them. If we feel that we are equal members of a community, 

then we are less likely to allow open debate and discussion to destroy it, for part of our 

identity is already investeci in die comrnunity . Democracies ofien have an anti-democratic 

base. 

Thus, Rousseau ends his Social Cowact on a note of despair, suggesting that the 

divisions that ravage bourgeois society rnay be too great to both forge and sustain the type 

of community he envisions. A cornmitment to fkeedom alone cannot create a social order. 

Affective ties between citizens must develop, and Rousseau tums to forces that are beyond 



the community to generate such emotional bonds. The egoism of human beings can only 

be overcome if they are overawed by a presence that is greater than themselves. This is 

why he invokes civil religion and the legislator. At the same time, such egoism cannot be 

entirely submerged for it is an important stimulus to creativiy. Without the confidence and 

the desire to make my own contribution, I will relapse into a stagnant passivity. However, 

reconciling such egoisrn with the kind of cornmunitarian social order he envisions is no 

small task. At the same time, it is important to recognize that Rousseau's goal is not to 

completefy overcorne the tension between the desire for integration and the appetite for 

individuation. since this would put a halt to humanity 's perfeceibility and thereby rob us 

of our freedom. The degenerate state of bourgeois society was not due to the existence of 

the tension itsetf, but rather due to its obstinate refusal to recognize it. Bourgeois 

individuals did not appreciate their own submerged desire for belonging and assumed that 

integration would undercut their independence. We aim to stand out. not only in order to 

distinguish ourselves from those around us, but to prove to others that we are worthy of 

being embraced by them. At the same time, such individuation may pose a threat to the 

very community whose recognition we seek. Thus, not oniy the individual. but the 

community must respond to this challenge. It is the interplay between the individual and 

the community, that keeps both alive. Rousseau does not propound a r e m  to the friction 

free environment of the proro-human, but rather aspires to ensure that the interplay 

between these opposing tendencies occurs in an egalithan environment. The challenge 



that we are saddled with is to not lose sight of either desire and to create an environment 

where each person c m  actively engage in the effort to achieve a reconciliation between 

these conflicting demands . 



The Social Contract ends on an ambivalent note, highlighting the difficdty that 

the contradictions between individuation and integration c m  pose. Rousseau would like 

citizenship to be more than simply a Hobbesian mde-off in which one's security is 

purchased in exchange for nibmission to the law of a sovereign. To a large extent, he 

takes his bearings from the ancient Greeks who invested the political community with 

meaning. However, m e  to his modem mots, Rousseau insists that this meaning must not 

be beyond the individual but must be for h i . .  It cannot be simply imposed upon him; it 

must be created by him. Yet, it would require a leap of faith for bourgeois citizens, who 

are accustomed to dealing with each other as rivals to suddenly create a community out 

of nothing. In order to perform this task. they would already have to know what it means 

to be mernben of the community . and as relentless cornpetitors, they do not. The ironic 

challenge that Rousseau must undertake is to find a means of making bourgeois citizens, 

who are not already members of a comrnmity, predisposed towards it. The "spirit" of the 

community must somehow be fostered in its absence. If their amour-propre is to be 

enlis ted to " recreate " the harmony characteristic of amour-de-soi, human beings must 

first be allowed to experience this primordial sense of oneness. Thus, the individu& mut  

know the feeling of being completely integrated into his naturai environment. Once the 

process of separating himself from it begins, he must not experience a division so intense 



that it causes him to completely lose sight of his origïnai home. Thus, for Rousseau, what 

is most sublime in human nature cannot be attained by suppressing the animal in us, but 

only by carefully nurturing it. 

Culture cannot be brutally imposed on man, creating an unequal division that pits 

conventional needs against natural ones. Instead. it must be reconciled with the needs of 

nature. It is interesting to note that Emile's cultural training does not occur within the 

community , but at its f i g e s .  The only "community " which would be available to Emile 

is bourgeois socieiy. Premahve exposwe to the relationships of iwquality which prevail 

there would make i n t e e o n  impossible. As a child, he would find himself dependent on 

others ïo satisfy his own desires. He would quickly corne to see them as instruments that 

can be used for his own benefit and begin to objectifi them. He will not be able to 

integrate himself with them, because their needs will conflict with his own and therefore 

he must use c u ~ i n g  and deceit to eniist their help. Rousseau insists that the independence 

of the child must not be threatened, so that he will not succumb to the temptation to use 

another human being. Domination and submission both stem from a position of weakness. 

It is precisely when Emile is most dependent, that the greatest care must be taken to 

conceal his dependence from him. 

Rousseau's noble lie, unlike that of Plato, is used to foster E d e t  s independence. 

Circumstances are manipulated in such a way that Emile is always under the impression 

that his decisions and discoveries are entirely his own. AU acts he is "compelled" to 



perform must be in accordance with his needs. It is important to stress that his 

"independence" is intended to prevent the growth of an intemal division which would 

make him unsure of his relationship to the world. The child is w t  ready to undentand his 

relationship to the larger human community because he is still preoccupied with his own 

most basic needs. Therefore, forcing him to obey the commands of others would appear 

to hirn to be an order to ignore his own body's demands. As a result he would corne to see 

the community as a hostile, alien force. Because E d e  must always understand the 

intercomectedness between culture and nature, Rousseau cannot allow culture to be 

imposed upon him by others. In this way he tries to ensure that his "exitn from nature 

is always at the same tirne a retum to it. 

As 1 pointed out in earlier chapters, morality for Rousseau involves an atternpt to 

replicate the harmonious relationship that existed in the proto-human at the social Ievel. 

However, we cannot replicate a oneness that we do not know and therefore Emile must 

be aiiowed to expenence this sense of harmony. During our childhood, we are closest to 

nature. Since culture is always in part an imitation of nature, knowing Our own childhood 

is an essential part of the civilizing process. Thus, Rousseau's treatise is not only the 

education of Emile, but an education in childhood for his readers. If we do not know what 

it is like to feel integrated into the world, we lose the capacity to integrate ourselves. In 

order to be able to deal with conflict, we must know what an existence that is relatively 

devoid of conflict would be like. The innocence of the child must be protected rather than 



spumed. By celebrathg childhood, Rousseau wants to ensure that idealism has a place in 

human activity. Even if we can never recapnire the harmony of childhood, the rnemory 

of it can acr as a catalyst for our striving to continuously improve upon the imperfect 

environment that we are condemaed to inhabit. Rousseau wants to prevent the kind of 

cynicism that accompanied the cnunbling of utopias, which irnpels us to simply adapt to 

what is, rather dian trying to improve upon it. We must learn to be children in order to 

be responsible adults . 

Emile's social isolation is an attempt on Rousseau's part to shield him fiom the 

divisive affects of bourgeois society. Nevertheless, Rousseau is fblly aware that if the 

"self" is to develop, Emile must leam to integrate himself not only into nature but into 

the cornmunity. Rousseau insists that it is the sexual relationship between a man and a 

woman that forms the comerstone of d l  communities. Here "selfish" bodily needs dernand 

integration with another. Therefore, Emile is not really ready for morality until sexual 

desire stirs within him, for it is at this point that he recognkes the need for integration 

with another. The scope of his self interest is broadened through sex. However, sexual 

arousal aiso has the potential to shake the very foundations of M e ' s  "seUhood" since the 

desire for integration may sirnply impel him to cater to another's whirns. For this reason, 

public responsibility and sexual satisfaction must be fused in Emile's imagination. His 

attention to public duty will prevent him from simply surrendering himself to his beloved, 

while his beioved will entice him to fulfil his public responsibilities. A delicate balance is 



maintainecl between integration with one's spouse, and his individuation. He must be one 

with her and yet at the same tirne retain his "separateness" From her. 

Only when armed with the intersubjectivity of a love relationship, can he rnake the 

leap to citizenship, for the more abstract iden*catisn with the political community must 

be premised on a concrete identification with one's fellow human beings. Many atrocities 

cm be cornrnitted in the name of a citizenship that merely unites isolated atoms. Because 

atomic individuah see integration and individuation as munially opposed, they assume that 

in order to become part of the whole, they must surrender the capacity to make their own 

judgements. We wed only reflect on the homfic irnprint that genocide has left on the 

history of the twentieth century to see exarnples of crimes perpetrated by "good citizensn. 

Like Aristotle, Rousseau's philosophy suggests that the good citizen and the good "man" 

are not necessarily concomitant and tries to delineate a process through which the mm can 

be fused. His novel Ernile is thus an education in humanity which is a necessary prelude 

to citizenship. 

Nature and self sufficiency 

Since citizenship must be closely allied with humanity, it cannot merely be thnist 

upon the individual, but mut be carefully nurtured throughout the span of one's Iife. The 

attempt to rush headlong towards ciknship while neglecting or repressing our rnost basic 



instincts only produces a disfigured and weak social body. The sacrifices required by the 

citizen then pose a threat to one's individuality and create an intenial schism that is 

difficult to breach. Nature is not only an integral part of our humanity, but Our first home. 

Therefore, Our social habitat must grow out of Our natural habitat1, rather than uproothg 

it in order to make way for alien structures: "Everythuig is good as it leaves the hands of 

the Author of things; everything degenerates in the hands of man. He forces one soi1 to 

nourish the products of another, one tree to bear the huit of another. ... He t u m  

everything upside down; he disfigwes everything; he loves defomity, monstersl'(E 37). 

This recklessness results in perpenial dissatisfaction as we are racked by nostalgia for what 

has been left behind: "Swept dong in contrary routes by nature and by men, forced to 

divide ourselves between these different impulses. we foilow a composite impulse which 

leads us to neither one goal nor the otherV(E 41). Only if our natural roots are woven into 

the social tapestry do we feel at home in Our surroundings. While we chart Our path 

forwards, we must not mm a blind eye to where we corne fiom. 

Berman points out that according to Rousseau, man's nature has survived but has 

'Marshall Berman, The Politics of Authenticiry, (New York: Athenaeum, 1970). p. 163. 
Berman points out that Rousseau dispenses with the rigid dualism between Machine and tree that 
had permeated modem thought. The Machine had become a symbol for externaily imposed 
conventions while the tree represents man's capacity for life and freedom. Rousseau was amned 
to the "paradox of modernity" which saw the machine as "an outgrowth of the tree." He therefore 
"aimed neither to integrate modem men into the machine nor blow it up." Conversely, Starobinski 
adapts the dichotomy rejected by Berman and suggests that Rousseau exhorts us to retum to the 
inner voice of nature, tint has been stifled by the Machine. 



been thrown into a "totally unnanual ~ o r l d . " ~  He uses the metaphor of the tree that h a ~  

been planted on the highway and leads a precarious existence, facing the constant threat 

of king ovemin by the cars that hurtie past it. Accordhg to Berman, Emile m u t  have a 

firm education in nature which will enable him to cope with an alienated world and 

smggle against its inauthenticity. Berman tacitly equates nature and authenticity, insisting 

that di is  authentic self can be nurhued provided that the interference of others is kept to 

a minimum. Only an individual who is authentic can be relied upon to care for the 

authenticity of others. 1 would argue that Rousseau would deny the existence of an 

authentic core that has been ravaged by inauthentic social relations. The self is always also 

externally constihited and there is no pure huer essence that can be deemed authentic. 

Authenticity does not involve the absence of outside interference, but a relationship in with 

such interference is harmonized with "internaln or natural demands. In the process, what 

is considered intenial and externai is constantly shifüng. Rousseau does not a h  to 

minimize extemal influence per se but rather to minimize unequal ex te rd  influence. 

Although the primÿry focus of Rousseau's tale is to prepare Emiie for a 

relationship with his fellow human beings, he begins his story by introducing him to the 

world of nature. The chronology of Emile's developrnent closely coincides with that of 

hurnanity as a whole as outlined in the Dimurses of Inequality. As 1 pointed out in 

previous chapters, cuIture, for Rousseau is always simultaneously an adaption to and a 

?Marshall Berman, The Politics of Authenticity, p. 165. 
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resistance against nature. Yet, while the stmggle to both adapt to and transcend nature is 

a permanent feanire of the civilizing process, Rousseau insists that a solid grounding in 

nature itself would be more conducive to a "sensible" imitation. 

E d e ' s  experience of nature is not identical to that of the proto-human, for he is 

guided by Rousseau whose conception of nature is informed by culture. Emile is taught 

to appreciate nature rather than blindly being subjected to it. Rousseau's own awareness 

of the "value" of nature stems from a reflection upon cultural experiences. Ironically, it 

is culture's attempt to steer us away from nature that enables us to resuscitate it. The 

suppression of nature's voice generates an d e r  tension which makes us more conscious 

of that which we are forced to leave behind. The austere sescape of modem cities is 

perhaps the most blatant reminder of the need to seek refuge in our first home. 

In order to prepare Ernile for the divisions that will inevitably confound him, they 

must be carefully monitored and controlled during childhood. He must know happiness 

and harmony so that hc will be inclined to try to overcome these divisions later on in life. 

Even though he cannot return to childhood, he must l e m  to act as though it were possible 

to do so. Thus, Rousseau mut  shield Emile from the hannful effects of othen in order to 

rninirnize the possibility of premature intenial tension. Ernile is raised in v h a l  isolation 

because other people can do irreparable damage to his vulnerable psyche, rhereby robbing 

him of the happiness he needs to enjoy. He could meet individuals in bourgeois society 

only as "others" who ùuerfere with his own desires. To introduce Emile to people scarred 



by the bourgeois ethic would deny him the experience of harmony. Rousseau begins with 

an individual who is prior to society, because of his virulent disdain for the existing 

society: "Emile is written to defend man against a great threat which bids fair to cause a 

permanent debasement of the species . namely . the almost inevitable universal dominance 

of a certain low human type which Rousseau was the first to isolate and to name: the 

bourgeois." 

E d e  is traïned to be independent, not in order to enable him to survive without 

others, but to ensure that he does not develop the appetite for domination. The taste for 

mastery cornes not from feelings of supenority in Rousseau's view. but fiom feelings of 

inadequacy that spring from the inability to satisQ Our needs on our own. Because the 

drive for self preservation is primary, an unequal dependence on others amines us to our 

own vulnerability . Thus, we try to tie their fate to Our own, by either becoming their 

master or slave. This involves sacrificing Our own desires to either control or submit to 

those of others. It is not dependence itself that Rousseau objects to, but unequal 

dependence. It would appear as though self suficiency and equality are comected in 

Rousseau's view. However, Rousseau merely wants to guarantee that 1 am no more 

dependent on you than you are on me. This becomes apparent in the Social Contract 

where we are independent legislators and yet at the same rime, dependent on the 

3Allan Bloom, ' Emile, ' Gianrs and h a * ,  p. 180. Bloom points out that the bourgeois is the 
man who. in thinking about himself thinks only about others. and in thinking about others, thinks 
ody about himself. 



community as a whole which depends equally on ail of us. If I depend on you no more 

than you depend on me, the dependence is neutralized and we remain as "independent as 

before." Emiie is isolated and raised to be "self suficient" because it is a bourgeois social 

order that he must eventually enter into. If the larger society that is to become Exnile's 

home were predicated on relations of quality, there would be no need to sequester Emile. 

The Vony of the novel is that the kind of education that is necessary for Emile because of 

bourgeois society is also made impossible by that society. Only an individual with 

independent means such as E d e  can withdraw from the very social order that most are 

compelled to depend upon for their survival. 

Emile's secluded childhood is not simply an effort to shield him from the vagaries 

of public opinion. Rousseau recognizes that public opinion is necessary in any society 

since it works through habituation and therefore reduces the need for authority based on 

force. However, when we passively submit to the prevailing n o m  without participating 

in their creation, both Our -dom and our sense of belonging are undercut. Emile too is 

manipulated by his educator, but this "interference" is always disguised as necessity: "The 

tutor and his heipers must disappear, as it were, and everythhg that happas to the child 

must seem to be an inevitable effect of Necessity and freedom are closely 

intertwined. Paradoxically, when we are confionted with necessity, we have a greater 

tendency to adapt to it in Our own way. We do not see nature as a subject that could have 

- - - 

4Allan Bloorn. 'Introduction, ' Emile (New York; Basic Books, NB), p. 1 1. 
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acted otherwise; it simply is and therefore we ourselves must change in order to 

reintegrate ourselves. Our desires may be fbtrâted but we have to overcome this in order 

to survive. However, when another person prevents us fiom satisSing our desires. we 

become resentful. Since we are aware of another's subjectivity, their interference is 

sornething that need not have occurred and therefore ir is interpreted as a deliberate ploy 

against us. An intemal division is created which is allowed to fester, rather than 

overcoming it . 

During the nascent stages of his education, Emile is permined to tend 

exclusively to his immediate self interest and his inner needs. In the infant state of 

complete dependence. the child does not differentiate between himself and his mother, 

since al1 his needs are satisfied. As soon as they begin to be hstrated, he begins to 

distinguish b e m n  self and other, internai and externai. Reaching for objects that escape 

his grasp is a lesson in self awareness. Simultaneously, he acquires an awareness for his 

dependence on others and the need to subordinate their will to his own: "A child cries at 

birth; the first part of his childhood is spent crying. . .Either we do what pleases him, or 

we exact fkom him what pleases us. Either we submit to his whims, or we submit him to 

tours. No middle ground; he mut  give orders or receive them. Thus, his first ideas of are 

those of domination and servituden@ 48). This is accompanied by a sense of longing to 

renirn to the state of harmony enjoyed in early infancy. 

Once the child recognizes that bis cries prompt others to respond to his needs. he 



acquires a preliminary undentandhg of his ability to command others. He leam that the 

subordination of their will to his own can be a convenient substitute for adapting to nature. 

The capacity to determine the actions of others becomes more important to him than 

satisoing his needs by himself. By soliciting their recognition, he can eniist their help in 

performing tasks for him. For this reason, Rousseau deprives Emile of any visible 

servants who cater to his whims. All his experiences m u t  be ruled by necessity, for only 

if he recognizes and accepts the limitations of nature, can he realize his own freedom. 

Ernile must therefore fa11 back on his own actions, and transform himse1f in order to adapt 

to nature. Such self transformation constitutes the essence of freedom according to 

Rousseau, for if we simply rely on the servitude of others in order ro satisfy our needs, 

we are not forced to expand Our own horizons. Conversely, if we become servants of 

others whose actions are deterrnined by Our masters, we do not shape ourselves. Thus, 

the purpose of Emile's training is to ensure that self creation remains an indelible feature 

of his experience. 

Other people do not constitute the sole obstacles to Emile's happiness. His own 

imagination can tip the balance between needs and capacities to fulfil them and therefore 

it must be curtailed. After ail, it was the imagination that prevented man from recapniring 

the "joys of the primitive state. "5  The hurdles E d e  must overcome are never beyond his 

ability to cope with them. In his youth, Emiie is only exposed to one book, R o b i m  

5Marshall Berman, The Polifics of Authenziciity, p. 266. 
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Cwoe, which chronicles the life of a self suficient individual whom Ernile cm imitate 

in order to become hllnself: "Robinson Crusoe on his island, alone, depnved of the 

assistance of his kind and the instruments of ail the arts, providing nevertheless for his 

subsistence, for his preservation and even procuring for himself a kind of well being-this 

is an object interesthg for every age and one which can be made agreeable to children in 

coundess ways.. -1 want him to think he is Robinson himself.. . 1 want him to worry about 

the measures to take if this or that were lacking to himn(E 184-185). If Emile felt 

compelled to mimic the grand heroics of a superhuman figure, he would quickly master 

the art of hypocrisy to compensate for his own deficiencies. In his Confessiom. Rousseau 

makes reference to the damage done to his own psyche by reading too many books in his 

youth since his first consciousness was that of the other rather than himself, leading to 

profound internal division. (C 1.9) 

Nature becomes Ernile's "cornpanion" during the early periods of his youth. First 

of all, this diminishes the sense of dienation that he experiences, since the young child is 

ruled primarily by naniml instincts. By allowing Emile to be guided by them he minimi2es 

an internal division that the child is il1 equipped to handle. While nature does occasionally 

frustrate his needs, the child strives to overcome the obstacles that he faces, rather than 

resenting them. Conversely, human interference with his needs incites his anger and his 

tears. He knows that he has corne up against another will, although he is unable to 

articulate this phenomenon. Because the child suspects that his needs are deliberately 



being foiled, his sense of belonging appears to be under siepe. For Rousseau, belonging 

is an integral aspect of freedom. Eventuaily, Emile will mature, such that his sense of 

belonging will grow more sophisticated, and is not automatically associated with the 

immediate satisfaction of desires. but this process is a gradua one. 

The movement away from the instinctual towards the intellectual and erotic must 

be gradua1 and in accordance with the nanird development of the child. To a certain 

extent, "denaturation" is essential since the selfish impulses must not only be constrained 

but transforrned in order to be able to accommodate the other. Horowitz &es a 

distinction between excessive and necessary denaturation, remarking that Rousseau's 

purpose in Emile is to eschew excess denaturation which is the hallmark of civil ~ocie ty .~ 

In Emile's case, proper denaniration is not only a matter of degree, but also of timing 

since the transformations that he undergoes must be in accordance with his "biological 

clock". The divisions that Emile encounters must not surpass his psychological and 

physical capacity to handle them. 1 would describe excessive denaturation as that which 

creates an interna1 rift that we cannot overcome. If cultural demands are placed upon us 

too early, and we are unable to see their connection to nature, a rifi is created in the sou1 

which is difficult to heal. Healthy denaturation involves the introduction of culture in such 

a way that it can be seen also as an adaptation to nature. 

Nature is to become Emile's moral guide and is used to prepare hirn for his 

6Asher Horowitz, Rousseau. Nature and History , p. 2 13. 
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relationship with his feilow human beings. Mordity for Rousseau is not simply treating 

the other as you would want to be neated, but treating the other as though they were a part 

of you and as if you were a part of them. This is why love becomes such an important 

precursor to moraliiy for Rousseau. If rnorality is simply imposed and presented as 

something that is conrrary to Our desires, then it will be an unwelcome burden. Thus, the 

potentially moral king must be integrated into its surroundings, so that his sou1 is 

prepared for an integration with another human being. Rousseau insists that since 

"children's fmt sensations are purely affectiven@ 62) they must be presented "to him in 

an appropriate order "(E 64): "At the beginning of life when mernory and imagination are 

still inactive, the child is attentive only to what affects his senses at the moment ... He 

wants to touch everything , handle everything . Do not oppose yourself to this restlessness. 

It is suggestive to him of a very necessary apprenticeship; it is thus he learns to feel the 

hotness, the coldness, the hardness, the sofmess, the heaviness, the lightness of bodies, 

and to judge their size, their shape, and al1 their sensible qualitiesW(E 64). In short, we 

cannot Iearn to compare things through concepts prior to our cornparison of objects 

through touch. Kant's observation that Rousseau's project in Emile is to "end the conflict 

between the naturai and the moral speciesn7 is correct, but for the wrong reasons. For 

Kant, the continued and persistent assault on the passions and heterogeneous desires by the 

'Immmuel Kant, 'Conjectural Beginning of Human History, ' On History . ed. L. W. Beck. 
(New York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1963), p. 62. 



categorical irnperative will eventually succeed in supplanting nature, becoming a kind of 

second nature. Nature is to be overcome, while Rousseau argues that our movement away 

from nature is at the sarne time a r e m  to it. We move beyond nature by going rhrough 

if, 

One may object that Emile's freedom is illusory, since his tutor rnanipulates 

circumstances to yield predetermined results. In fact, Rousseau makes his pupil 

cornpliant, foreclosing any possibility for rebellion by never uttering the word "no". Such 

prohibitions create a division between self and other that the child does not know how to 

overcome. Furthemore, one must let the child use "dl the strength nature gives themU(E 

68). "lirniting their desires to their strengthn(E 68). This will safeguard the child against 

evil, since "the child is wicked only because he is weakn(E 67). For example, instead of 

telling the child that he cannot do something, Rousseau insists that the child must discover 

for itself why its actions are destructive. Otherwise, it does not leam to adapt to necessity 

but sees it as an extenial burden that robs it of its sense of belonging. Emile's tutor must 

never undercut the childrs capacity to integrate itself. Morality must therefore develop out 

of his own experiences. Therefore, he manipulates circurnstances so that the child is never 

exposed to situations where the problem exceeds the child's capacity to adapt on its own. 

Rousseau wants to ensure that his pupil does not tum into an individual who loves an 

abstract humanity but hates acnial human beings. A conceptual awareness of the need to 

integrate oneself with others is meaningless to an individual who has led a disintegrated 



existence. 

In order to foster a healthy self love in Emile, he is to first of ail Iearn what his 

needs are and how to satisS them. If others interfere too early during this process of 

discovery, his needs will be detennined by others. Emile unknowingly acts according to 

the wishes of his nitor, so that he wiil never simply bend to the wishes of others. Emile's 

cornpliance is an education in non-compliance. His tutor forces him to become self- 

sufficient. 

Emile's lesson in self sufficiency ailows him to mediate the extenial world , 

therefore participating in the cultural process. His desires and passions will act as the 

catalyst to such transformation and therefore are not to be repressed. Thus, according to 

Rousseau desires are not sublimateci through repression but rather through the process of 

satisQing them. For exampie, E d e  leanis the art of astronomy when he fin& himself lost 

in the woods at lunchtime and struggfes to navigate his way back in order to satisQ his 

appetite. In this way, Rousseau ensures that the skills he l e m  will not be forgotten. 

Natural instincts and inteliectual appetite do not conflict, but are blended together in the 

education of Emile. The "higher virtuesn are developed in order to satisf'y the "baser" 

ones. In the process of crearing new methods for satisQing our animal appetites, we 

acquire higher tastes. This is a unique account of sublimation that differs radically from 

that of Plato, who insists that our appetites and desires mut be reined in by reason. Once 



we have savoured the higher pleasures, our baser instincts lose their appeaL8 

The distant other 

h i l e  cannot spend the remainder of his life in blissfd seclusion and must l e m  

how to relate to human beings. Because this is likely to wreak havoc on Emile's soul. 

Rousseau exercises great caution during his pupil's socialkation. His fxst encounter with 

another hurnan being is indirect; he meets him as an owner of property. This may seem 

odd. given Rousseau's scathing criticism of the kind of property relations that tamish 

bourgeois society. However, at this stage in his development, Ernile is still primarily 

concerned with meeting his own physical needs and he will judge others by their failure 

or capacity ro satisfy them. He must learn to see the connection between his own interests 

and those of others. Furthemore, Rousseau is raising an individual who must survive in 

a bourgeois world where property plays a central role. Rather than teaching him that 

another's property is detrimental to him, he wants to inculcate a non-hierarchical 

conception of property relations which stresses their mutudly beneficial nature. Once 

% The Republic, Socrates hopes to whet Glaucon's appetite for philosophy. Glaucon is a man 
of intense and insatiable desires who is both a potential philosopher and potential tyrant. Once 
having reveUed in the Iight of the sun, the paltry glow in the cave is no longer satisfjhg to him. 
The world of etemal forms is much more desirable than the transient world of the particular, 
which Our baser desires are wedded to. Plato, me Republic, tr. Allan Bloom, (New York: Basic 
Books, 1968). 



again, Rousseau is using very bourgeois concepts and imbuing them with anti-bourgeois 

co~otations - 

Emile's fxst lesson in property relations occun when he is encouraged to plant 

beans in a garden. He takes immense pride in his work, and develops a notion of 

ownership because his labour has gone into their plantation: "In this mode1 of the way of 

inculcating prirnary notions in children, one sees how the idea of property naturally goes 

back to the right of the first occupant by labour. That is clear, distinct, simple, and within 

the child's reachW(E 99). When he suddeniy finds that someone has ploughed over his 

beans, he is indignant at the injustice perpetrated against him(E 99). The gardener, 

responsible for committing this act is equally enraged, because Emile's beans have 

interfered with the melons that he had planted for Emile's consumption. Because Emile's 

appetite is whetted by the thought of the luscious melons he might have had, his anger 

over his bans wanes and he is taught an important lesson in the respect for the property 

of others. A compromise is reached, whereby Ernile is entitled to a small plot of land for 

his own beans . Because the respect for the rights of others appears to be clearly in his own 

interest, the morality of the Iesson is not lost on Emile. Were the self interest of the 

gardener pitted against that of Emile, he would see morality as a burden that blocked his 

own desires and would secretly defy these codes of morality. The child, at this stage is not 

yet ready to grapple with an abstract principle telling him to respect the rights of others, 

for he does not have an immediate comection to them. 



However, eventually this abstract experience of the "othern must give way to more 

direct personal relationships. The awakening of sema1 passion during adolescence sets the 

stage for a new intimacy. Passion. not reason is the most powerful link between people. 

since it can transcend the realrn of survival and necessity and overcome the opposition 

between self and other: "As soon as man has need of a cornpanion, he is no longer an 

isolated being. His heart is no longer aime. Ail his relations with his species, al1 the 

affections of his sou1 are born with this one. His f ~ s t  passion soon makes the others 

ferment"(E 214). Sexual passion is a bodily need but also demands the recognition of the 

other in order to be fulfilled, combining amour-propre and amour-de-soi. It manifests a 

potent desire to be part of something larger than the self and therefore is much more 

compelling than any abstract recognition of integration through property. The system of 

needs, links people indirectly through things, and therefore does not establish the kinds 

of personal links between people that are necessary in order to consolidate social bonds. 

However. as 1 pointed out earlier, if Emile does not preserve his independence prior to 

falling in love, he will lose himself in an emotion which effaces some of the boundaries 

between self and other. 

Since passion is an overwhelming urge to be part of something larger than the self, 

it is a necessary pillar of any moral order. 1 transcend myself through the vehicle of my 

own body and not in spite of it. Spirinial transcendence in Rousseau incorpurates the body 

rather than shunning it. However, 1 cannot satisQ this kind of longing on my own and 



need to be recognized by another in order to feel integrated. Love demands reciprocity and 

therefore is a powerful testament to relations of equality . In order to be loved, "one has 

to rnake oneself lovablet'(E 215). However, this is replete with danger for the need to be 

loved by othen rnight engender dangerous rivalries as well as deception. 1 will go to any 

lengths and defonn myself in order to conform to the wishes of others. For this reason, 

Erniie must be secure in his own identity before king exposed to this powerfd sentiment. 

He must be aware of his own subjectivity, if it is not to be undermined by his passion for 

another. Rousseau wants to ensure that love becomes an intertwining of two souls and 

bodies. radier than a submission of one to the other. Morality cannot grow without 

amour-propre, but if amour-propre is not contained, it can undennine morality. 

The erotic passion of youth that Emile experiences is dizzying since the desire to 

be part of a Iarger whole also threatens to efface the self. The very existence of these 

passions dernonstrates that he is beginning to feel separate from the world that he is a part 

of and seeks a reunification with his lost home. Thus, the passions are not antithetical to 

reason but emerge in conjunction with it. Oniy upon reflection of his condition does he 

begin to notice incongruities that remind him that he is not fully part of the world. He is 

in danger of Iosing the independence that Rousseau had so fastidiously cultivated due to 

his desire to re-integrate himself. However, this also threatens to undermine reason when 

we will go to any lengths to recapnire the sense of belonging and annihilate our self in the 

process: "So long as his sensibiiity remaius limited to his own individuality, there is 



nothing moral in his actions. It is only when it begins to extend outside of himself that it 

takes on, frrst, the sentiments, and, then, the notions of good and evil which truly 

constinire hirn as a man and an integral part of his species" (E 2 19-220). Because he covets 

the company and recognition of other human beings, he begias to compare his lot to theirs. 

One would not experience the need to compare oneself to someone with whom one feels 

no connection. At the same time, if one did not notice the distance between oneself and 

others, there would also be no reasoon for comparison. However, this cornparison could 

also sharpen Emile ' s feeling of estrangement. Thus, amour-propre represents both a 

division from and an identification with others. Rousseau's task is to ensure that the 

divisive aspect does not stifle its unifying potential. 

Rousseau capitalizes on Emile ' s burgeoning desire by cul tivating pity before 

exposing him to love. Pity is a more "abstract" emotion which can be experienced at a 

greater distance, and therefore is less thmatenhg to Ernile's sense of independence. Unlike 

love, which leaves more permanent marks, it is fleetuig. Yet, compassion is also an 

emotion which can help to overcome the opposition between self and other. If one sees 

another's suffering and puts oneself in her place, then a connection is made with another 

human being. To prevent self dissatisfaction, Rousseau only introduces him to people 

who are less fortunate than he. If he were to become prernaturely acquainted with the 

better-off, he would feel spurned by the social world that surrounds him. Concentrating 

on their misfortune enables him to identify with this suffering whiie king thanldul for his 



own condition. There are both pre-reflective and reflective aspects to pity, according to 

Rousseau: "Such is the movement of nature prior to all reflection. Such is the force of 

nanrral pity.."(DOI 54). Duting the state of nature, pity conmbuted to the preservation of 

the species by curtailing amour-de-soi and placing limits on what the proto-human would 

do in the interests of his own self preservation: "with ail their mores, men would never 

have been anything but monsters. if nature had not given them pity to aid their reason(D0I 

54). Starobinski focuses on the instinctual nature of pity and insists that true pity would 

be "spoken directiy by the voice of nature. n9 However, this ignores the second aspect of 

the emotion which involves amour-propre. The capacity for cornparison enables an 

individuai to imagine himself in the shoes of another and establishes a link between them 

as a fellow sufferer. We are united through our cornmon alienation from the world: "It 

is man's weakness which makes him sociable; it is our cornmon misery which mrn our 

hearts to humanity; we would owe humanity nothing if we were not men. Every 

artachment is a sign of insufficiency . If each of us had no need of others, he would hardly 

think of uniting himself with them. Thus from Our very i n f i i t y  is born our frai1 

happiness" (E 22 1). The feeling of separation thus catapults us towards a new experience 

of harmony . 

Pity also provides Emile with a means of re-integrating himself by alleviating the 

suffering of another hurnan king. It motivates him to rnake himself part of the world, by 



improving the lot of others in it. His own well-being is intimately bound up with the 

happiness of others. His independence is enhanced and his sense of comectedness is 

reinforced. However, there is also a darker side to pity. We revel in the power that 

accrues to us as a result of king needed.IO While we do not like to be dependent, we enjoy 

the dependence of others on us. Pity is not purely a gentle emotion but can inflame vanity 

and pride. Thus, feeling for others and selfihness are tightly interwoven in Rousseau's 

philosophy. The act of compassion both unites us with fetlow sufferers and separates us 

from them. Pity is a potent expression of the divided self. 

Rousseau protects Emile against the potential for vanity by invoking pity, the very 

emotion which threatened to instil the dangerous pnde in Emile in the fmt place. Through 

literature, he is introduced to a wider array of books that depict the life of heroes. The 

tragic fate they meet as a result of their vanity is to elicit his pity rather than his 

admiration: "When he then reads the life of this madman and fin& that d l  the latter's great 

designs ended in his gerting killed by a woman's hand, instead of admiring this prerended 

heroim Emile will see nothing in aii  the exploits of so great a captain, in dl the intrigues 

of so great a statesman, other than so many steps on the road to that fateful tide which 

would terminate his life and his projects by a dishonourable deathM(E 242). He is 

introduced to greamess only to reinforce a fundamental notion of equality. Thus. Emile 

'The  general will incorporates this need to feel needed, but ensures that we are equally 
dependent on each other. It tries to safeguard each individual's independence while at the same 
tirne, making ail others dependent on each individual. 



will not aspire to emulate these great figures, as Rousseau did. Instead his exposure to 

their tribulations will increase his satisfaction with his own lot. Because he is acutely 

aware of the vulnerability of al1 people, even his introduction to the upper strata of society 

will not stir his envy, but rather impel him to spurn their ostentation. He learns to prefer 

a humble peasant meal to the lascivious banquets of the wealthy. 

Love and the f d y  

After ensuring that Ernile's independence has a solid foundation, Rousseau makes 

it clear to Emile that his escalating passions seek hition in the sexual relationship with 

a woman. For Rousseau, love, rather than pity becomes the rnost powerfbl force of 

cohesion that can undenvrite the political order. At the same time it is also replete with 

danger, for it can weaken the social bonds that it is supposed to uphold. Uniike pity, it 

is not merely an abstract identification with another that cornes from noting similarities in 

one's conditions. Love is the desire to both become part of another human being, and to 

have another human king become part of oneself. Therefore, it involves both reciprocity 

and perfectibility since we must trmsform ourselves in order to expand the boundaries of 

the self in this way. Both individuals mu t  change in order to permit a fusion of souls. It 

is through love that Ernile is to learn to enter into a reciprocal relationship with another 

that is to become the foundation of the political order predicated on the general will. 



Thus. if Ernile is to be socially integrated, he must also l e m  to become vulnerable to 

another. However only when armed with a strong sense of his own self sufficiency is he 

ready to take this risk, for he must take care not to completely lose himself by submining 

to the other's will. Love is fraught with danger, since the desire to win the affection of 

another human being irnpels us to don rnasks, changing our appearances in order to elicit 

our beloved's admiration. Love offen a powefil incentive for manipulation. Rousseau 

himself uses the uncertainty surroundhg the emotion to increase his own power over 

E d e .  He benefits from Emile's disorientation in order to steer his sexual energy in the 

"right" direction, informing him about the "true" nature of sex. His drives must be 

harnessed by enhancing rather than repressing them for this would foster an unhealthy 

intemal division. They are to be allied with the highest of human aspirations and become 

a means for integrating himself within a larger whole, rather than merely satisfying sexual 

cravings. Moraliv and sex become inextricably interwoven. The sexual union between 

two people is to lend a spiritual dimension to morality and approximates the harmonious 

oneness of amour-de-soi. 

In order to awaken EmiIe to spirituality, he reintroduces him to a nature that he had 

not been atnined to in his childhood, when it was merely a means to his preservation. 

Rousseau mystifies nature: "Stones, trees, heaps of rocks, consecrated by these acts and 

thus made respectable to barbaric men, were the pages of this book, which was constantly 

open to al1 eyes. The wel1 of the oath, the well of the living and seeing, the old oak of 



Mamre, the mound of the witness. these were the cmde but august monuments of the 

sanctity of contractsW(E 321). The Enlightenment, by emptying nature of its spiritual 

content, and tuming it into a rnechanism, failed to move people. In such a mystical natural 

setting, Rousseau inuoduces sexuality and mamage to Emile in one breath: "the idea of 

the exclusive attachment which d e s  it delicious, and the idea of the duties of fidelity and 

of modesty which surround it and redouble its charrn in fulfilling its object ; if in depicting 

marriage to him, not only as the sweetest of associations but as the most inviolable and 

holiest of al1 contractsW(E 323). The intimate union with another human king is portrayed 

as tantamount to an integration with the entirety of nature. Thus, EmiIe leanis that there 

is more to sexuality than just selfish lut. Through it we corne to enjoy the rhythm of life 

itself. This deception is necessary so that sex c m  be a medium for enlarging the sphere 

that we feel a part of. Rousseau wants to prevent Emile from viewing sex as merely an 

exclusive relationship with another which would once again separate him from the broader 

world. The integration between man and woman is to become the vehicle for an even 

larger integration. 

Rousseau so dazzles Emile with his portrayal of love that he begs for his tutor's 

help in navigating himself through these turbulent waters. The exciternent that Emile 

begins to taste stems from the ardent desire to expand his own boundaries. However, this 

is also frightening, because he recognizes that he may lose sight of his self in the process. 

The distinction between extending one's own boundaries and allowing oneself to be 



absorbed by another is a difficult one to discem. Because of his inexperience, he is willing 

to defer to his wiser teacher. The wily tutor takes advantage of this to elicit from Emile 

the fmt promise, to obey him upon command. Together, they embark on a quest for the 

ideal woman, who must first spark Emile's imagination. Here Rousseau borrows the 

Platonic conception of love without sacrificing its sensual component, since the love of 

the ideal, is at the same time, the love of a real, corporeal woman. In a sense. Rousseau 

humanizes Plato's philosophy. Fantasy and delusion are necessary if sex is to evolve into 

love. The imagination enables him to yeam for more than the immediate satisfaction that 

he coveted as a child and prevents hirn from sinking into debauchery. He is led to believe 

that by delaying satisfaction. he stands to reap a greater reward. By expecting more of the 

relationship than a bare satisfaction of needs, we are driven to try and acnialize the 

illusions that cast a spell over us. Iilusions then become a powerful catalyst to 

perfectibility . Rousseau reintroduces art and eros to politics. 

Sophie is to be attractive but must not dazzle Emüe with her beauty because this 

would incite the jealousies of others. Moreover. if he were in awe of her appearance. he 

might too easily mistake sexual desire for love. The courtship of the two Iovers is 

significant for the anticipation for one's loved object heightens semal arousal. The 

imagination must be fuelled to link it to higher virnies. Rousseau tries to instil within 

Ernile the belief that the right wornan will only heighten his sexual satisfaction. If Ernile 

had simply k e n  ailowed to satiate his bodily desires. he would not have smven to perfect 



himself in order to satisQ his semai longing. Thus, the erotic. for Rousseau is a 

combination of the moral and the physical, combining the imagination and bodily desires. 

There is no doubt in Rousseau's mind, that love is always also a chimera. Sophie 

recognizes in Emiie the qualities of her hero Télémaque, and Emile recognizes that Sophie 

is the woman who haç been nurtured in his imagination: "At the name Sophie, you would 

have seen Emile shiver. Struck by so dear a name, he is wakened with a start and casa an 

avid glance at the girl who dares to bear it. 'Sophie, O Sophie! 1s it you whom my h e m  

loves?' " (E 414). The act of making the actual become the ideal fuels the sema1 dynamic. 

The confusion Emile experiences in her presence is indicative that she both is and is not 

the figure of his imagination: "He does not know whether the one he sees is better or 

wone. He studies each feanire; he spies on each movement, each gesture. In al1 he finds 

countless confused interpretationsW(E 414). Yet, this incongruence is beneficial. We 

improve upon ourselves in order to meet the hi@ expectations of Our beloved. Thus, we 

can never be completely sure of the other's recognition but must constantly sauggle to 

earn it. Io this way, sexuality and rnorality become gloriously intertwined. Sexuaiity is 

d irectly linked to perfectibility . 

While sexuality is to become the basis for socialiv in Rousseau, he insists that it 

m u t  do so through the institution of the family. However, as 1 will point out in the next 

section, the sexual division of labour he deems necessary for the survival of the family 

undermines the kind of reciprocity that love entails and therefore the foundation upon 



which the political community is to rest is weakened. Rousseau chooses the family as the 

harbinger of his "revolution" , not because it is inherently naturai, but because it is the only 

social institution within bourgeois society that is not predicated purely on relations of 

instnimentality and selfish egoism. The smaller community of the family, Rousseau 

hopes, will make individuals more receptive to the larger political community . Within the 

family , the seeds are to be planted for an eventual reconceptualization of the public space. 

Nevenheless, it is important to point out that Rousseau's choice of the family is 

an ironic one. for he asserts that the bonds of affection which United family members were 

directly linked to the demarcation of one's own property : "Soon they ceased to fa11 asleep 

under the fust tree, or to retreat into caves, and found various -es of hatchets made of 

hard, sharp stones which served to cut wooci, dig up the soi1 and make huts from branches 

they later found it usehl to cover with clay and mud. This was the period of a revolution 

which fomed the establishment of the distinction among families and which introduced 

a kind of property . . "(DO1 62). At the same t h e ,  the emotional attachments within the 

family transcended property relations: "The fmt developments of the heart were the effect 

of a new situation that united the husbands and wives, fathers and children in one cornmon 

habitation. The habit of living together gave rise to the sweetest sentiments known to men: 

conjugal love and paternal love. Each family becarne a little society al1 the better united 

because mutual attachrnent and liberty were its only bonds.. " (DO1 62-63). This institution 

would eventually help sustain the market by providing a private refuge in which we can 



seek the integration that eludes us in a cornpetitive "public world", rnaking the alienated 

public arena bearable and preventing us fiom seeking integration there. 

In the state of nature. there were no families and both sexes were independent, the 

woman's psychological makeup king no different from that of the man's. Able to care 

for their offspring on their own, women did not have to solicit the help of men. nor did 

they develop enduring bonds of affection with their offspring. Caring for their children did 

not seem to undermine the obliviousness to other beings which in Rousseau's view 

characterized the life of the proto-human. His image of the proto-human was therefore 

largely defined by the male animai's experience. The family emerged when the fust homes 

were set up, marking the end of women's independence. Once homes had been 

coostructed, a separation between inside and outside began to take place. Sexual 

encounters were less frequenr and took place between individuals who shared the same 

abode. The emotional bonds that extended to the rest of the community begin to wane and 

love became closely linked to the concept of ownership. A person is mine because he or 

she is not somebody else's. Desire is directed at a specific individual to the exclusion of 

others. Greater intimacy is always achieved at the expense of society and the public life. 

A wedge is driven between the intimacy characteristic of life within the family and the 

more tenuous bonds with the Iarger comrnunity. Part of the pleasure that cornes from love 

is the satisfaction in knowing that 1 lcnow an individual more intimstely than anyone else. 

Thus, love is both divisive and integrating. 



Because the woman has frequent sexual encounters with a single spouse, she leads 

a more sedentary existence. since she cm no longer rely on the cornmunity as a whole to 

assist in the raising of her numerous children. Continuous pregnancies depnve her of the 

mobility her s p o w  enjoys to leave the home: "Women became more sedentary and grew 

accustomed to watch over rhe hut and the children, while the man went to seek their 

common subsistence"(D0I 63). A division of labour develops in which the women tend 

to domestic concems while the men search for food. In agncultural communities. men and 

women were both integrated into the community, even though they performed different 

activities. Public festivals and outdoor activities ensured that conunon bonds still remained 

in place. A woman's domestic role did not mean that she was deprived of a public 

existence. However. once the division of labour was no longer purely sexual, the 

comrnunity disintegrated and the woman was forcibly excluded fiom most public activity. 

While Rousseau comments extensively on the pernicious effects of the division of labour 

between men, the semai division of labour between men and women is not held up as one 

of the primary causes of inequality 

If the family is to become the revolutionary instrument that Rousseau hopes, then 

public life must enter into bourgeois family life collapsing the rigid boundary that separate 

the two. This is a difficult task to accomplish for it was precisely their separation that 

resulted in the kind of intense affective bonds prevalent in the family . Rousseau recognizes 

that amour-propre, or the love of one's own cannot simply be eliminated if social bonds 



are to be revivified. Rousseau hopes that just as an integration of individuals gives nse 

to the family, the integration of families could produce the political community. At the 

same time, ne is attuned to fact that the intensity of one's devoùon to the family is based 

on the exclusion of others, and that one cannot sirnply expect an expansion of the 

sentiments that bind family members together. While the need to protect one's family 

might force Emile to acknowledge his public duty , it cannot instil in him feelings of public 

devotion. He will still be tempted to use the political arena to seek advantages for his own 

family, rather than considering the good of the whole for its own sake. Thus, somehow 

public responsibility must enter into the family duectly making familial integration 

contingent upon public integration. As 1 shail point out in the foilowing section, Rousseau 

relies upon woman to forge the tenuous link between the public and private realms. 

The feminization of politics and the exclusion of women 

In order to unieash the family's revolutionary potential, Rousseau must begin with 

its transformation. If his hopes for a better public realrn are pinneci on the family, then he 

must allow the public interest to penetrate the private realm. The integration within the 

family must somehow be made dependent upon the integration within the larger political 

cornrnunity. Rousseau acknowledges that this is a difficult leap to d e ,  and because of 

this he entrusts the responsibility for bridging this gap to women. For Rousseau. it is 



woman who is to become the pillar of both the family and the community although she is 

to abstain from a direct public role henelf. Her power is to be wielded indirectly. such 

that the man always appears to be the master of both the household and the new 

community. Okin maintains that Rousseau fails to question the nahird basis of such 

patriarchy, citing nurnerous examples from the text to support her thesis. She asserts that 

there "is no recognition in Rousseau's later works ... that this type of farnily system, with 

the radical division of labour between the sexes, the dependeni position of the woman. and 

the ovemding concem with fernale chastity, has any relation to particular social and 

economic arrangements and power relationships. It is al1 presented as according to 

nature. " I 1  1 would argue against O b  that Rousseau recognizes that the paeriarchal family 

is not natural since he stresses that its emergence coincides with the development of 

property. However, I would agree with Okin that Rousseau hesitates to take his bearing 

from the proto-human state of nature when prescribing the "appropriate" role for women. 

The independence which Rousseau had attributed to her there is simply glossed over. 

While in the state of nature, woman is not defmed primarily by her reproductive 

capacity, this is no longer the case when she enters into social relations. She then becomes 

defined almost exclusively by her role as mother. According to Rousseau, motherhood 

provides her with a natural basis for sociality which the man does not enjoy. The 

"Susan Molier Okin, Wumen in Western Political Thoughr, (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1979), p. 118-1 19. 



implication is that she does not need to overcome herself in order to recognize the links 

between herself and othen, because her awareness of this connection is intuitive. Althou@ 

Rousseau does not argue for the intrinsic superiority of men over women, he nevertheless 

espouses a unique form of patriarchy. Following tradition, he uses reproductive roles to 

justifj this hierarchy, but his reasoning is very unconventional. Whiie the ancients 

considered childbirth to be a testament to woman's fallibility, for Rousseau it signais her 

advantage. It is Rousseau's perception of male weakness that compels him to condone 

master-slave relations in the private sphere. First of dl ,  self uanscendence is aot an 

abstraction for woman. In satisfying her own sexual desires, she may also contribute 

towards the continuation of the species as a whole. The language of self and other is too 

rigid for her since the "other" is already part of herself. 

Furtherrnore, woman herself embodies the dialectid relationship between nature 

and culture, due to the inner tension between her desires and the need to restrain them to 

avert unwanted pregnancy. Rousseau's posture towards the divided "nature" of woman is 

ambivalent and contradictory. Man's internai divisions stem fiom the conflict arising 

between nature and culture. He is separated from himself, because culture interferes with 

his naturai desires. The image he paints of woman is more nebulous. On the one hand, he 

argues that in the state of nature, pregnancy does not impose limitations on her, and she 

does not develop endunng bonds with her offsprhg. Even breastfeeding is performed 

because it offers her immediate pleasure. On the other han& he seerns to imply that uniike 



man. she is by nature a divided being, who must assert control over her sexual drives in 

order to avoid constant pregnancy. Her "modesty " and "chastity " are not only the upshot 

of a pamarchal system but are a defense mechanism against pregnancy prior to the 

existence of more foolproof methods of birth control. She embodies the division between 

integration and individuation that man has to grapple with only after cultural noms take 

hold on hirn. For a w o m ,  the demands of her own body impel her to control it. 

This alleged "naturai" internai division of women in Rousseau's view affirms not 

her weakness but her "nasural" superiority. She knows of her connection to others 

instinctively, whiie man only knows of it culturally. Her diminished political role, and her 

apparent subservience to her husband compensate for her "biological" advantage. 

Furtherrnore, her sexual drives, in Rousseau's view, far exceed those of men. His texts 

abound with references to a woman's strength that is so threatening to men. Claiming that 

a woman's sema1 drive is more powerfùi, and would exhaust men. were it not hamessed. 

he insists that a false modesty must cloak her sexual prowess. This would enhance her 

seductive charrn without threatening men. Rousseau thereby gives the master-slave 

relationship an ironic twist. Woman must rule through obedience, otherwise her actions 

would destroy a fiagile male ego. Woman must Wear veiis to mask her strength, so that 

man must not Wear veils to disguise his weakness. His authenticity is purchased at the cost 

of hers. However, the very fact that his most intirnate relationships are to be with these 

veiled beings, attests to the fact that he too lives his life out under a shroud. In a sense. 



the woman's role is to set the stage for her husband's self creation, furnishing him with 

the requisite psychological arsenal and enhancing his self esteem. She must sacrifice 

herself so that he can become himself. 

Rousseau, like Plato, recognizes the power of the sexual bond, acknowledging chat 

it has the potential to both sustain and unravel the social order. The public realm must be 

harmonized with the family if the latter is not to undo the former. However, the problem 

with his analysis is that he denies the woman, whom he invests with the sole responsibility 

for biending the two realms, access to the public realm whose morality she is supposed to 

instil in her husband. 

Rousseau's depiction of the se- dynamic exposes some blatant contradictions in 

his philosophy . Sophie receives a training that is almost antithetical to Ernile's, since it 

teaches her to Iead a Iife which is entirely oriented towards the other. Even if one were to 

concur with Rousseau, thar the biological role of motherhood creates a natural intemal 

division. this division would not be applicable to the child whose thoughts are not 

consumeci by the potential for pregnancy. One would thus assume that the kind of division 

that is deemed so unhealthy for the boy Emile, would also be unhealthy for the girl 

Sophie. Because of this discrepancy, the reason underlying the marked disparity in 

education between the two sexes has k e n  contested in the secondas, literature. Schwartz 

avers that Rousseau advocates sexual differentiation not only because of supposed 

differences in male and female naaires, but also because of its political and social effects: 



"bodily differences between males and femaies lead them to differ from one another in 

cenain moral and emotionai respects."12 He argues that women, who are naturaily weaker 

than men, cannot be independent and therefore need to rnake men dependent upon them. 

He maintains that bodily differences between men and women "unalterably differentiate 

hem" and that women are the "political sex" since they are less self suffi ci en^.^^ 

Presumably they must be prepared in childhood for the dependence that will become an 

ineradicable part of their lives. 

Because of their physical dependence, women more easily recognize the need for 

politics in Schwartz's view. The women is invested with the responsibility for forging the 

links between a man and his family, for she needs his support and protection to take care 

of her children. Therefore she must cater to his interests. Men do not need women in the 

same way that women need men. By forging the link between children and their father, 

Sophie impresses upon him not only the importance of family, but the importance of the 

larger political community which is to grow out of it. According to Rousseau, her chastity 

is more important than that of the d e ,  for she must convince the father that the children 

are his own in order to edist his support, thereby invoking his amour-propre to serve 

both the farnily and the community. Selflessness is predicated on selfishness. The social 

contract grows out of the sexual contract. Duty does not oppose desire but must be based 

12Joel Schwartz, The Seruai Politics of Jeun-Jacques Rousseau, p. 3. 
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on it, and the task of intertwining the two falls to the woman. However, this analysis 

downplays Rousseau's earlier hypothesis, in which he remarks that the dependence of 

women on men, like the dependence of men on other men, develops as a result of the 

change in the nature of property relations. Rousseau points to the pemicious effects of 

such dependence between men, but he does not object to the dependent relationship that 

is established between men and women. 

Bloom unlike Schwartz, does not take the "naairal" dependence of women on men 

for granted, but insists that sexual differentiation is necessary if men and women are to 

believe that they complete each other. Their dependence must be artificially created by 

prescribing different tasks for men and women: "If women do not need men and men are 

emotionally and legally able to avoid responsibilities that are always painful and are now 

made unerly unattractive, men and women will always be psychologically ready for 

separation and will separate at the first difficulty." l4 Bloom accepts the Rousseauian 

argument that only sexual differentiation d e s  sexual equality possible. However, he 

downplays the extent to which this mutual dependence is achieved at the expense of the 

woman ' s independence. For Emile, it is necessary that individuation and integration 

remain in balance, and that the steps he takes to differentiate himself from his environment 

always also reintegrate him into it. The interests of othen are initially made to coincide 

14Allan Bloom, 'Rousseau on the Equality of the Sexes, ' in Justice and Equality : Here and 
Now (Ithaca: Corne11 University Press, 1986), p. 82. 



w ith his own, to prevent an unhealthy interna1 division which will impel hirn to try to 

force others to accede to his demands. However, Sophie's training is not just different 

from Ernile's but antithetical to it, since she is taught to ignore her own desires in order 

to please the other. While Ernile is sheltered from social pressures, they comprise a large 

part of Sophie's education: "Always justi@ the cares that you impose on young girls, but 

always impose cares on them. Idlewss and disobedience are the two most dangerous 

defects for them and the ones Ieast easily cured once contracts. ... They ought to be 

constrained very early. This misfortune, if it is one for them is inseparable from their sex, 

and they are never deiivered from it without suffering far more cruel misfortmes. NI their 

lives they will be enslaved to the most continual and most severe of consuaints-that of the 

proprietiesN(E 369). Rousseau neglects to explain why submitting to the will of others 

does not impel Sophie to succumb to the master-slave dialectic. While for Emile, a training 

in obedience would also be a lesson in tyranny, this logic seems not to apply to Sophie. 

Emile must "will and be able", and Sophie must "put up linle resistanceM(E 358). 

Sophie's imagination is repressed early on Ui her life so that she has no ideas of her own. 

Whereas the young Emile experiences only the necessity imposed by nature, Sophie is 

always imposed upon by other people. She is not taught to think for herself but how to 

be a good housewife and mother. The woman who is to implant moral virtue in Emile, is 

not allowed to nurture her own moral independence. 

Sophie is subjected to the conventions which in her adult life will be her only 



yardstick when making moral judgements. Woman is "made to please and be 

subjugatedM(E 358) and so she l e m  to o r n e n t  herself in order to amact the attention 

of suitors. Her curriculum differs from that of Emile, since sex education is part of it from 

the very beginning: " For man this a h  is the development of strength; for woman, it is 

the development of amactiveness.. ..Girls prefer what presenis itself to sight and is usehi 

for omamentation: mirrors. jewels, dresses, particularly dolls"(E 365, 367). Appearances 

play a central role d d n g  her formative years: " Observe a little girl spending the day 

around her doll, constantly changing its clothes, dressing and undressing it.. .But, you will 

Say, she adonis her do11 and not her person. Doubtless, she sees her do11 and does not see 

herself. She can do nothing for herself. She is not yet formed; she has neither talent nor 

strength; she is still nothing. She is entirely in her do11 and she puts al1 her coquetry uito 

i t . She will not always leave it there. She awaits the moment when she will be her own 

dollW(E 367). A woman is defined by her sexuality in a way that the male is not: "Thus, 

the whole education of women ought to relate to men" (E 365). While Emile is to be 

sheltered from the opinions of others, a woman is taught to heed them. 

This does not foster the kind of independence that would be conducive to assurning 

responsibility for her husband's moral education. Moreover, it does not fumish her with 

the psychological fortinide that would enable her to exercise independent judgements. It 

is not clear how she is supposed to make the most crucial decision of her life and select 

her mate. Rousseau makes Sophie's "independence' depend on her ability to convey to 



her husband what kind of dependence she is willing to accept: "The stronger appears to 

be master but actually depends on the weaker. This is due not to a frivolous practice of 

gallantry or to the proud generosity of a protector, but to an invariable law of nature which 

gives woman more facility to excite the desires than man to satisfy them. This causes the 
C 

latter, whether he likes it or not, to depend on the former's wish and constrains him to 

seek to please her in tum, so that she will consent to let him be the stronger " (E 359-60)- 

WhiIe dependence plays a prominent role in the education of Sophie, Emiie must be 

attuned only to his independence until his sexual passions begin to stir within him. For 

Emile, a training in independence prepares him for dependence. However, it is not clear 

how Sophie's training in dependence prepares her for independence. The "other" which 

poses such a threat to Emile, is not only a part of Sophie's Iife but overshadows it. She is 

taught to feel pan of the world by succumbing to it. 

According to Rousseau, it is the woman who is responsible for fostering 

citkenship. although she herself is to abstain fiom a direct political role. Rousseau's public 

world cannot survive 'without women to guard, nurnire and renew the pnvate sphere."15 

Sophie's love is to be resewed for the mode1 citizen; this is her most important and sole 

contribution to the general will. Here Rousseau both manifests and rejects the sexism of 

his contemporaries. On the one hand, the woman's decisively political role is 

lSJean Bethke Elshtain, Women 
University Press, 1981), p. 165. 
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acknowledged and she is presented as a bulwark of the political community. Yet, on the 

other hand, she is denied participation in the pubtic arena and her politics is restricted to 

family life. The wellspring of Rousseau's revolution is in domestic life, which had 

traditionally been shunned by proponents of change. For Rousseau, the persona1 is 

political: "The great strength of Rousseau's analysis, a strength which does not excuse but 

panially transcends his vulgar misogyny, lies in the fact that he aspires to a politics which 

is not cut off from the vimies which are commonly regarded as domestic, and which were 

traditionally ascribed to the private realm. " l6 

Thus, it is up to her to entice the male into the moral reaùn, making his vimie a 

condition of her seduction. The burden of equipping man with the will fails to the woman. 

who makes the satisfaction of his sexud longing dependent on his moral virnie. Women 

must beguile men and lure them towards morality by inducing him to extend his self to 

include her- In her, Emile must fuid the barorneter of his own virnie: "Observe how the 

physical leads us unawares to the moral, and how the sweetest laws of love are bom litde 

by littie from the coarse union of the sexesm@ 360). His need to please her impels him to 

perform virtuous acts. In one episode, Sophie observes Emile in the carpenter shop. She 

had been concerned that his wealth would induce him to dominate others, and is relieved 

to discover that he works as an equal with the other workers. Sophie's mother exhorts 

I6Mary O'Brien, nie Politics of Reproduction, (London: Routiedge and Kegan Paul, 198 1), 
p. 95-96. 



Emile to leave and join them for the aftemoon, tempting Ernile because this is what he 

desires, but Emile values his c o ~ t m e n t  to his employer and refuses, demonstrating to 

Sophie that he would be a reliable husband and father. In a similar episode, he arrives late 

to meet Sophie because he was delayed while tending to a man with a broken leg. When 

he had carried the man home, his pregnant wife went into labour and required the 

assis tance of Ernile and Jean-Jacques: "Sophie, you are the arbiter of my fate. You know 

it well. you can rnake me die of pain, But do not hope to rnake me forget the nghts of 

humanity. They are more sacred to me than yours. 1 will never give them up for youW(E 

441). It is at this point, that Sophie agrees to rnarry Ernile, since he has proven that his 

sense of responsibility outweighs his selfish interest. Through Sophie, he becomes capable 

of obeying a law that he prescribes for himself. Hence Rousseau, in contrast to Kant, 

underpins du9 with eroticism. By fushg morality with the passions, he tries to rescue it 

from the realm of both holhw convention and austere abstraction. Mord sincerity depends 

on this coalescence. Sophie makes the link between Emile's higher and lower desires. 

Man is capable of making laws for himself, because woman forces him to. 

Ironically, the heavy dose of convention chat Sophie receives in her childhood 

education not only undercuts her own independence but also that of Emiie. Rousseau 

recognizes that the independent muided Emile who learns to spurn convention needs to be 

socialized, and this task is to fa11 to Sophie. Emile's love for Sophie forces him to comply 

with conventions that are transmitted to hlln through her. He dws not really l e m  to 



integrate culturd demands with natural ones, but m u t  succumb to convention in order to 

win Sophie's affection. Thus. he can preserve the illusion of his own independence from 

public opinion, whiie he actually imbibes it through his relationship with her. Because he 

chooses her, he is tricked into believing that he also chooses to be moral. Rousseau 

reluctantly admits that a certain degree of adherence to convention is the prerequisite of 

any social order. Thus, he "forces" Emile to be socialized through Sophie. Because the 

passions and the private realrn become the vehicle for this socialization, Emile is under 

the illusion that his independence remaios intact. Sophie is to become the bridge between 

nature and convention. The division between public and private spheres is a necessary 

chimera thar allows the public to invade the private. Emile does not make the community 

of which he is a part; he is forced to become part of it by Sophie, whose own amchment 

to it is based on habit and mimicry. 

Rousseau is therefore imposing a dificuit burden on women. W e  Sophie is to 

be the arbiter of Emile's morality, she is never pemitted to exercise moral autonomy. In 

order for man to be self, wornan must be non-self, a mirror through which is selfhood is 

reflected. Despite the undeniable importance of Sophie's role, her " freedom" from the self 

is not counterbalanced with a freedom "for the self' as it is in Emile. She is denied the 

opportunity to discover the world for herseif and therefore cannot take the same pleasure 

in the expansion of horizons that Emile experiences through an intimate relationship with 

his companion. Her own perfectibility is irrelevant to Rousseau. Throughout his writings, 



Rousseau had made the interplay between these two aspects of freedom the comerstone of 

freedom itself. Emile is made aware of his own limitations through a relationship with the 

other and thus strives to overcome them. In tum, he enables others to overcome their 

limitations. Sophie, on the other hand is subjected to the limitations of others. While 

Ernile's dependence is disguised as independence, Sophie's independence is sacrificed and 

to some extent disguised as dependence. it is of paramount importance to Rousseau, that 

man think himself to be a master in the household, even if this is not necessarily the case: 

"Happy is he who is destined to insmict her. She will be not her husband's teacher but his 

pupil. Far from wanting to subject him to ber tastes, she will adopt his. She is better as 

she is than if she were leamed: he will have the pleasure of teaching her everythingW(E 

4 10). Here, Rousseau makes it very clear that man is to derive satisfaction from his 

"power" over woman and is to enjoy the rote of master. W l e  the appetite for mastery 

is to be avoided in al1 other aspects of his life. he is to enjoy the dominance over women 

in the private sphere, be it real or perceiveci. Why does Rousseau spew contempt for the 

desire for rnastery in the body politic, but endorse it in the sexual dynamic? This is an 

inconsistency in his writing that cannot be resolved. There is nothing to guarantee that this 

taste for mastery does not spi11 over into other realms. If the family is to be the pre- 

political unit that makes politics possible, why does hierarchy play such a central role 

within it? It is woman who is to awaken him to the presence of the other within him, but 

this is an unequal relationship to the other. How does this prepare him to accept others as 



his equals in the political arena? 

Sophie's psychological well-being is secondary to that of Emile. Sexual 

differentiation is achieved at the cost of Sophie's subjectivity. Emile could not learn to 

become independent without benefiting from the Uusion of his independence. Sophie. on 

the oîher hand. is not permitted to benefit from such assurances. From her childhood 

onwards, she is aained to y ield to the opinions of others in order to fit the role that Society 

demands of her. It is precisely the difference in the development of subjectivity that 

Weiss ignores when she maintains that the education which Rousseau prescribes for 

Sophie is different but equal to that of Emile. She argues that Emile's deeper immersion 

in the social world rnakes him more dependent on others, raising the question of whether 

or not "Sophie might acnially be fker  than E d e .  " l7 In Weiss's view , Sophie's household 

skills are comparable to Emile's craftsmanship and thus she is no more dependent on 

Ernile than Emile is dependent on her. Mutual dependence is fostered through sexual 

differentiation. Woman brings psychological and practical wisdom to the relationship, 

while the man is preoccupied with more abstnct concems: "This partnership produces a 

moral person of which the woman is the eye and the man is the arm, but they have such 

a dependence on one another that the woman learns from the man what must be seen and 

the man leanis from the woman must be done. If woman could ascend to general principles 

as well as man can, and if mari had as good a mind for details as woman does, they would 

- - - 
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always be independent of one another, they would live in eternal discord, and their 

partnership could not exist. But in the harmony which reigns between them, everything 

tends to the cornmon end they do not know who contributes more. Each follows the 

prompting of the other,; each obeys, and both are mastersW(E 377). It is the capabiliq for 

abstraction that Rousseau uses to jusm man's  dominance in the political reah .  While 

the woman is responsible for the conbi ty  of the species, man assumes responsibility for 

the conthity of the community, using his propensity for abstraction to construct general 

niles and principles that give birth to the political organitation. He is therefore wt cut off 

from the process of life and can imitate the reproductive actions of women by creating 

historical continuity. While one could make a case for the complementary of such role 

differentiation, such an argument still ignores the profound differences in the way that 

these roles are acquired by Emile and Sophie respectively. M e  discovers skills such as 

astronomy. when he is forced to h d  his way home through a forest. His capacity and his 

needs are always conjoined. Sophie, on the other hand, performs household tasks, only 

because she is told to do so by her parents. They do not becorne a means by which she 

recopnizes her own needs, but a method by which she leams to satisQ the needs of others. 

Sophie is denied the opportuniry for integrating herself inio the environment that is deemed 

essential for Emile. Being a mother by itself cannot compensate for the divisions she is 

subjected to as a child. 



The Mure of love and the family 

The passion for Sophie, which Ieads Emile towards social responsibility also 

threatens his sense of duty. Jean-Jacques must ensure that his disciple's moral v h e  dws 

not dissipate in his lover's absence. Desire and duty can never be completely reconciled. 

Emile's morality has not been put to the test because his desires have aiways coincided 

with the ought. To strengthen E d e ' s  resolve, Jean-Jacques taunts E d e  by asking him: 

" What would you do if you were informeci that Sophie is dead?"@ 442). Emile retorts that 

he w~uld refuse to see the messenger again. His anger represents the refusd to let go of 

what he considers to be his own. The division between rnorality and the passions. 

convention and nature is poignantly manifested here. At this point, Rousseau invokes the 

promise Emiie had made to obey his master and cornmands him to leave Sophie. Morality 

must overcome desire and must enable one to do what one does not want to do. 

Furthemore, his public responsibility also prevents hlln from complete subrnission to his 

lover. During his separation from Sophie, Esnile must be exposed to the realm of politics 

and participate in it in order to provide a stable environment for his family. Amchment 

to the country evolves out of his passion for his beloved. For his family 's sake, he had to 

go beyond it. After his return, Emiie and Sophie are fiee to marry. At this point, the 

public and private have coalesced. Emile's conception of his own includes that which is 

not his own. 



However. this happy ending has sour undertones. The only way rhat Rousseau can 

guarantee Ernile's departure is by reminding hun that he must comply with the conditions 

of his contract. Conrracts step in where passions have failed. Faced with a choice between 

public duty and his love for Sophie. Emile would choose the former. This is a tacit 

recognition on Rousseau's part that the political cannot become personal despire the 

interconnection between the two. The general will always remains dispassionate. At the 

same time, the contract cannot exist if it is not underpinned by passion. Because of the 

intimate connection with some human beings, we can recognize the need for a more 

absuact connectioo to others. WMe love has catapulted Emile towards morality it has also 

detracted from it. His decision to accompany his tutor is a token of love's success as well 

as its failure. 

In Ernile, Rousseau tries to fmd the cure for the ailments of bourgeois society by 

reforming the bourgeois institution of the family. The Social Contracr had ended with the 

recognition that the gap between private interest and public duty was to be narrowed. 

Rather than simply relying on the capacity of citizens to put their panicular will aside in 

the hterests of the community, he hoped &O effect a transformation of the particular will, 

so that the leap :owards the general wiil would not be as great. E d e ' s  love for "his own" 

was to include the love of his family, and he would assume his responsibility as legislator 

in order to provide a safe-haven for his chiidren. Thinking about his particular will would 

force him to think of the general will. The community of abstract individuals in the social 



contract was to be replaced by a community of families. 

However, Rousseau fails to tap into the potential of both the family and love 

relationships. His preoccupation with E d e ' s  self sufficiency makes him reluctant to 

permit the kind of loss of self that is an indelible part of love. In order to safeguard 

Ernile's self sufficiency, he nansforms Sophie into a mere mirror in which Emile can see 

his own reflection. The two cannot spur on each other's development because Sophie is 

prevented from contributing to the relationship as an independent subject. In order to 

invigorate the process of creating hirnself, Emile requires intimacy with another subject 

who is his equal. Sophie's recognition would mean more if she was an independent human 

being. The pleasure in love derives from the ability to be transformed by the other and 

transform the other. The loss of self through love is intimately connected to the discovery 

of one's self. Love, Iike happiness is not a static condition but a process. While Rousseau 

tacitly admits that such a loss of self is necessary for creation, he is extremely suspicious 

of it and thus robs Sophie of her subjectivity. The modicurn of independence that she 

enjoys is used prirnarily to strengthen Esnile's moral stanue. Her docile education merely 

imposes trurhs on her in the way that Rousseau finds so distastefui,and so in the sequel to 

Emile et Sophie. Les Solilaires, her fragile moral backbone fractures as soon as it is 

subject to the vices of Paris. Because she has not learned to love herself, her love for 

Ernile is also weak. Unlike Emile, she does not how what it means to be integrated in the 

world, because she lacks the ability to integrate herself since she is deprived of the 



opportunity to individuate herself. For Sophie, individuation is sacrificed for the sake of 

integration. In fact, Sophie epitomizes the "non-self" that Rousseau so assiduously tries 

to prevent E d e  fiom becoming. She, who is to become the beacon of morality is 

deprived of the opportunity to become moral. Her rnoraiiv is wom like a set of clothing 

that can easily be dispensed with when it is no longer in vogue. 

As a result, Sophie crumbles under the pressure of Paris and cheats on Emile. 

Since she has not had the opportunity to discover ami make for herself the moral code she 

subscnbes to, she easily succumbs to the temptations of this "lewdl' city . Her virtue was 

not her own and therefore it could not withstand the tests of bourgeois society. Emile in 

a fit of rage rejects Sophie suggesting that his love for her was also artificial. Because 

Emile had loved only a shell, his feelings for her withered easily. Once he had met 

Sophie's expecrations, the eroticism in their relationship quickly subsided. Because 

Sophie's moral and intellectual backbone was formed by aping others, she could not 

develop through her interaction with Erniie. A relationship that was stifling for Sophie was 

also stifling for Emile. He was taught not to love Sophie as an independent king, but to 

love her as her master. He could not grow through his interaction with ber. However, if 

love is an expansion of our boundaries, then we need to be with people who can facilitate 

such growth by "threatening " our own boundaries. 1 am oniy willing to tolerate such a 

loss of self if my beloved is at the sanie tirne part of my self. In this respect love is both 

the most selfless and the most selfish of emotions. Altruisrn and egoism are inmcately 



hsed in the most powerfùl of human passions. Rousseau's ingenuity lay in recognizing 

the complexity of love. His failure resulted fiom the inability to accept it. 

The confiicthg standards that Rousseau brings to bear upon Emiie and Sophie also 

represent Rousseau's own conflicaial stance towards the community as a whole. In order 

for the general will to work. members must see themselves as part of a community. He 

recognires that an individual that is not aiready part of a cornmunity mut be "tricked" into 

integrating himself into it. Emile is drawn towards the community both by his nitor and 

by Sophie who together harness his sexual energy and try to steer it towards the public 

good. The satisfaction of his sexual desire becomes dependent upon winning Sophie's 

recognition. which in m m  is made dependent on his ability to perform civic duties. Yet. 

his integration into the community is not direct but is mediated through Sophie. Sophie 

makes his public integration a condition of Emile's intimacy with her. He therefore has 

not really escaped the submission to the will of another. It is doubtful whether or not 

Emile really cornes to feel part of the community. Furthemore, Sophie's own connection 

to the community is extremely tenuous for she is simply forced to abide by its custorns and 

traditions. For her, the community is the product of empv ritual, not of her own creation. 

It does not become a means by which she integrates herself into her environment. but 

merely a means by which she integrates E d e  into his environment. The delicate balance 

Ernile achieves between individuation and integration is achieved only by depriving Sophie 

of such a balance altogether. A community which she does not know and Emile enters 



into primarily because of her c m  oniy be a very fragile one. 



PART II NIETZSCHE 

CHAPTER FIVE: MHILISM AND TRAGEDY IN NIETZSCHE 

Nietzsche was a rnavenck of his Ume, smashhg philosophicd traditions with his 

acerbic prose. Like Rousseau, he expresses an intense distaste for modern society, arguing 

that it is marked by increasing conformity and shallowness. However, unlike Rousseau, 

he accounts for this malaise by identifying a crisis of cultural meadng, rather than 

focusing on the sociwconomic structures which propped up this "decaying" social order. 

Old values had been discredited, and new ones had not &en to take their place.' 

Nietzsche refers to the loss of meanhg which ensues, as nihilism: "Such turmoil is 

marked by a profound experience of nihilisrn or loss of meaning: "What does nihilism 

mean? Thnr the highest values devuluute themselvesn(WP 2). Nietzsche is intensely 

fnisuated, because in his view, modem individuals would rather continue to cling to 

decaying belief systems instead of s e k g  the oppormnity to create new meanings. In fact, 

he argues that the threat of rneaninglessness could be one of the most powerful stimulants 

to hurnan creativity . 

It is important to realize that the term nihilism is used by Nietzsche in two ways. 

On the one hazzd, it applies broadly to a crisis of rneaning that marks the human condition. 

On the other hand, it describes a European phenornenon which is characterized by the 

- 

'1 will discuss the specific nature of this moral crisis in Chapter Six. 
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decline of Judeo-Christian values. 1 will turn to his critique of the IudeoChnstian legacy 

in the next chapter and concentrate f is t  on nihilisml s general connotations. In this way , 

I hope to provide a bnef backdrop to Nietzsche's thought as a whole. 

It has been assumeci that the philosophy of European nihilism was precipitated by 

a collapse of absolute metaphysical truths. The kind of historical enquiry launched by 

Rousseau and Hegel, which questioned the validity of transhistorical ûuths, prepared the 

groundwork for such metaphysical doubt. Conceptions that had once been accepted prima 

facie were now exposed as products of history: "Mer  Hegel, there was a rapid collapse 

of metaphysics and moralities based on God or a world of 'tme Being'. The worldview 

that hûd supponed the spiritual life of Europe for more than two thousand yean was al1 

at once thrown into question. Faith in Cod and the etemal world and their accompanying 

conceptions became no more than historically conditioned ideas. "' No totality existed that 

could sufise individual lives with meaning: "Nihilism as a psychological state is reached.. 

when one has posited a totality, a systematization, indeed any organization in all events, 

and underneath al1 events, and a sou1 that longs to admire and revere that has wallowed 

in the idea of some supreme form of domination and administration. ... Some sort of 

unity. some form of 'monism': this faith suffices to give man a deep feeling of standing 

in the context of, and being dependent on, some whole that is infintely superior to him, 

'Nishitani Keiji, nie Self Overcoming of Nihilism, (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1990), p. 6. 



and he sees himself as a mode of the deity.. . At bottom, man has lost the faith in his own 

value when no infiitely valuable whole works through him ie, he conceived such a whole 

in order ro be able to believe in his uwn va1uen(WP 12). Human beings who relied on such 

absolutes counted on transcendent goals to lend their smving direction. For them, the 

primacy of the "ought" sparked a continuous self transformation in the effort to attain it. 

However, once the ought is suipped of its immanent legitimacy, they fmd thernselves 

deprived of their guiding beacon and no longer know how to act. Thus, they deduce that 

their actions are in vain because they are without direction: "something is to be achieved 

through the process- and now cw realizes that becoming aims at nothing and achieves 

nothing " (WP 12) .  

While Nietzsche does not deny that the death of absolutes had a profound impact 

on European thought, his analysis of nifiilism goes deeper, and suggests that the propensity 

to adopt metaphysical standpoints in the first place is symptomatic of a kind of nihilism. 

The very fact that we conceive of meaning in t e m  of an al1 encompassing truth or utter 

meaninglessness is problematic: "The faith in the categories of reason is the cause of 

nihilism. We have measured the value of the world according to categories that refer to 

a purely ficritious world" (WP 12B). For Nietzsche. nihilism represents an unwillingness 

or inability on the part of human beings to participate in the constant flux that in his view 

constitutes Me. Thereiore, the danger of nihilism may be greatest when a memendous 

certainty surrounds existing tnith claims. According to Warren. Nietzsche does net 



understand the mot cause of nihilism to be the absence of a "metaphysically grounded 

realm of tnith" but rather to be a "symptom of dissolving subjectivity, of disintegrating 

power and of a failing mode of living and acting."' He remarks that the disjunction 

between interpretations of the self and world, and the possibilities of practice brings the 

onset of feelings of nothingnes~.~ Nietzsche is not judging interpretations by the extent to 

which they mirror reality, but rather Jy the power these interpretations have to impel 

individuals to cransform themselves. An incongruence between the interpretation and the 

"reality" as we experience it may in fact stimulate self transformation. If 1 aspire to reach 

certain moral standards, 1 will have to attempt to transform myself to become a good 

person.' The danger for Nietzsche, is that if seemingly "absolute" moral values have been 

devalued, the individual no longer feels the need to engage in such self overcoming 

because he does not see hirnself as the creator of values. It is then easiest to simply adapt 

to existing circumstances. Once the realm of the ought has lost its legitimacy, the 

temptation to simply adapt unquestioningly to the "is" becomes overpowering, since we 

are deprived of the lofty goals that we can aim towards? 

'Mark Warren, Nietzsche and Political Thought, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 19881, p. 14. 

5For Kant, the ability to act in accordance with self made laws is the essence of freedom. This 
depends upon an intemal division between the moral imperative of the "ought" and Our 
" heteronomous " desires which must be subjugated. 

6 see Max Horkheimer, The Eclipse of Rearon. (New York: Continuum 1974). p. 96. 

Horkheimer refers to such a problem as the ascendancy of instrumental reason. In his view, the 



For Nietzsche it is imperative that we recognize that al1 tniths are interpretations 

which are not only hposed by us onto the world but which also emerge out of our 

interaction with it. The propensity to proclaim the immutable and eternal status of certain 

values is indicative of a desire to refrain fiom participating in the process of Iife. It 

represents an intlated subjectivity that mes to assert control over the world around it by 

refusing to act. In so doing, it undermines the very subjectivity that gave birth to these 

concepts in the f ~ s t  place. Once the absolute values are ossified, they subvert rather than 

enhance efforts to transform oneself. A ngid order is easier to succumb to. We no longer 

assume responsibility for the direction of Our own sniving. We continue to adapt to the 

prevailing social order, even after its metaphysical justification has been eroded because 

we covet the predictability that such order had guaranteed. In this sense, the propensity 

to sirnply adapt to the "is" is an extension of the desire to anain the ought. 

Ironically, the fissures that started to appear in the European metaphysical edifice 

are cause for not only despair but optimism. Only human beings who have refused to 

relinquish completely the desire to change and grow would be troubled by the death of 

metaphysics. Although they couid not relinquish their strong desire to continue smving, 

they had become disoriented and confused in the seeming darkness that now surrounded 

them. Yet, the irrepressible urge to strive is the flicker of hope which Nietzsche capitalizes 

absence of an objective truth means that reason is no longer an instrument for "understanding the 
ends" and adjustment becomes are only viable alternative: "The subject mut. so to speak, devote 
al1 his energies to being in and of the movement of things." 



on. Rosen clairns that Nietzsche celebrates the idea that "everything is permined. "' Once 

absolute truths are no longer held to be valid. he assumes that any kind of behaviour is 

acceptable. For him, Nietzsche's denial of the existence of absolute truths constitutes a 

denial of al1 tmth claims about existence. Once these constraints on our behaviour 

evaporate, we can succurnb to any of Our whims, and cannot discriminate between them. 

Rosen's position itself stems from a conception which sees objective tmth as the oniy 

arbiter of value and makes meaning a derivative of an immutable tmth. Once absolute 

tmth evaporates, meaning also makes a rapid exit. However. as 1 will demonstrate in the 

upcoming chapters, for Nietzsche, the world we are in is characterized by constant flux. 

Recogriizing that we are part of this process, rather than trying to transcend it becornes the 

basis of his "ethics": "Man thinks of himself as having been present when the organic 

world originated: what was there to be perceived by sight and touch when this event took 

place? What can be reduced to figures? Thus: man wants to arrange al1 events as events 

accessible to sight and touch.. . .It is a question of an inventory of human expenences-under 

the supposition that man, or rather the human eye and ability to form concepts. are the 

e t e d  witness of al1 things "(WP 640). Thus, he does not ascnbe to a phil~sophy which 

places an equal value or lack of value on everything, nor is Nietzsche's philosophy itself 

'"Nietzsche defines nihilism as the situation which obtains when 'everything is permitted'. If 
everything is permitted, then it makes no difference what we do, and so nothing is worth 
anything. " Stanley Rosen, Nihilism: A Philosophical fisay, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1969), p. xiii. 



devoid of "values" or "truth daims". In fact, he exhorts his regders to recognize that the 

process of positing values, or interpretations assumes priority over the interpretations 

themselves for it is the participation in Me, rather than the mere undentandhg of it which 

is fundamental to him. 

For Nietzsche, Our interpretations are valuable insofar as they provide a means of 

engaging in the process that he refers to as life: "A multiplicity of forces, comected by 

a cornmon mode of nutrition, we cal1 'Me.' To this mode of nutrition , as a means of 

making it possible, belong al1 so-called feelings, ideas, thoughts " (WP 64 1). The 

recognition that existing interpretations can no longer serve as the foundation of our 

activity generates two different reactions in Nietzsche's view. Nietzsche distinguishes 

between active nihilism, which struggles to fi11 meaningless voids, and passive nihilism. 

which irnpels one to lead a life of despondent resignation: "Nihilism as a sign of increased 

power of the spirit: as active nihilism. B. Nihilism as decline and recession of the power 

of the spirit: as parsive nihilism"(WP 22). The passive nihilist throws up his arms in 

despair because he "judges of the world as it is that it ought not to be, and of the world 

as it ought to be that it does not existn(WP 585A). Passive nihilism is an attitude that 

grows out of the correspondence theory of tmth in which correct ideas must accurately 

mirror the environment we live in. Vanquished because he can no longer superimpose hû 

moral or logical categories ont0 the world, he concludes that life is lived in vain, failing 

to recognize that while these values may not represent an accurate reflection of his 



surrounding reality, they spring from his interaction with it. Haar describes what 

Nietzsche would refer to as passive nihilism when he daims that nihilism is an "exhaustion 

of meaning " amounting " to a grand weariness, a 'grand disgust, ' on the part of man. 

directed toward himself as well. Nothing is worth much any more, everything cornes d o m  

to the same thing, everything is ewized.  Everything is the same and equivalent: the true 

and false, the good and the bad. Such an attitude easily degenerates into an adaptation 

to what "is." 

Nietzsche tries to tramform this despair into optimism by maintaining that the lack 

of transcendent rneaning should be a cause for celebration. The very fact that we cannot 

grasp life in its totality aiiows us to participate in it since our limitations become a 

necessary precursor to creativity. Because we can never capture the ultirnate meaning, we 

are engaged in a constant process of discovery. Totalities confine activity, and their 

absence opens the door to a different kind of limitlessness. We cannot mirror a me 

world, but we can shape it, an act ultimately more valuable for him than grasping after 

"accurate representations " . 

Nietzsche's focus on the activity of interpretation itself has impelled some 

postmodern critics such as Haar to note that, for Nietzsche there is only appearance: 

"Appearance, thought of in this new way and transfigured by the abolition of al1 

%dichel Haar, 'Nietzsche and Metaphysical Language,' The New Nietzsche, (Cambridge: MIT 
Press. 1977), p. 13. 
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oppositions, never cornes to the point of referrhg itself back to any ultimate foundation, 

nor to any centrai focus of interpretation nor to anything...'Becoming is simply the 

indefuiite play of interpretations, an i n d e f ~ t e  shifiing of masks. "' However, to Say that 

no interpresation can ever capture the ground we stand on is not tantamount to claiming 

that this ground does not exist in the fïrst place. While Nietzsche does profess that no 

interpretation is sacrosanct, he does prefer some forms of interpretations over others and 

judges them according to their relatedness to the etemai flux which he calls life. The 

participation in "life" allows us to achieve a new kind of spiritual integration since we 

actively engage with its forces. Our perspective is limited and we must fdter out certain 

stimuli in order to navigate ounelves. If we do not mistake our perspective for mth we 

can continue to open new doors. Nietzsche suggests that the absence of another world that 

legitimates this one "might be a divine way of thinking"(WP 15), for it encourages human 

beings to become a part of the one we are in. Thus, the highest meaning arises out of the 

profound sense of meaninglessness that initially had handicapped us. 

For Nietzsche meaning is not tantamount to a stable overarching set of values that 

we blindly cling to, but rather to the act of creating these values. It is not to be found. but 

rather to be made; a process rather than a condition: "Can we remove the idea of a goal 

from the process and then affirm the process in spite of this? This would be the case if 

something were attained at every moment within this processW(WP 55). The awareness 

q a a r ,  ' Nietzsche and Metaphysical Language,' p. 15. 
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that we are determining factors in Our own existence is essential if passive nihilism is to 

be overcome. However, Nietzsche is well aware that we need a source of inspiration in 

order to rid ounelves of the weight of passive nihilism. Since he c m  no longer look 

towards the heavens, he must cast his eyes back towards the earth. Nietzsche, like 

Rousseau, fmds in nature a fountainhead of meaning that does not necessarily circurnscnbe 

or impoverish our activity . 

Art and life 

Nietzsche's analysis, like Rousseau's is an immanent one, in the sense that it does 

not look to a supraterrestrial realm to fmd meaning, but re tum to the world of nature. 

Although both thinkers would maintain that there is no immutable human nature which 

we can draw upon in order to make eternal philosophicai pronouncements, they exhon us 

to lead a life that incorporates rather than spurns our natural origins. While nanire's hold 

over us is constant. the nature of its grip is always changing and therefore it can be used 

to legitimate a continuous re-adaptation and recreation of our world. Like Rousseau. 

Nietzsche fmds within necessity a ba i s  for our freedom. Nietzsche sees in nature the 

potential to catapult us "beyond good and eviln towards art. 

To underline the fundamental role that art plays within Nietzsche is not to deny its 

ethical implications. He is not a proponent of a philosophy which endorses "art for art's 



sake". For Nietzsche, art is necessary in order to be able to affirrn existence, and to 

participate fully in a naturd world that can often appear hostile. He makes it clear that we 

do not simply superimpose an ont0 the world, but panicipate in the artistry of nature 

itself. He celebrates "artistic energies which burs~ from nature herself, wirhour the 

mediarion of the human anistV(BT 2). The beauty in nature cannot be justified or even 

explained using rational or logical categories; it can only be admired. Like Kant, 

Nietzsche would argue thar aesthetic judgment is its own law, manifesthg a kind of 

" purposiveness without purpose". Kant describes a harmonious interrelation of particulars 

that form a whole although we cannot account for this harmony by referrhg to a creator 

or master p l a d 0  The Nietzschean world of nature is much more frenzied than that of 

Kant: "it is the law of iife that everything must overcome itself again and again without 

final goal or ultimate purpose. "11 For Nietzsche. nature is more than just an aggregation 

of organisms who struggle and adapt in order to preserve themselves. It has an immanent 

beauty which does not simply reside in the "eyes of the beholder." 

The human artist remains in an ambivalent relationships towards nature. On the one 

'%orner aptly characterizes the judgernents made when observing the artwork in nature in 
his explication of Kant's Third C&ique: "When observing , Say, a graceful galloping horse, we 
may admire the hannonious interplay of its parts as sewing a specific purpose such as the self 
preservation of the animal. .We rnay however, admire the same harmonious whole apart from any 
purpose which it serves and even apart fiom any concept which it exemplifies." S. Komer, Kanr 
(Harnrnondsworth: Penguin Books, l966), p. 184. 

I1Keith Anseil-Pearson, Niemche contra Ruasseau, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1991), p. 102. 



hand, her art is tantamount to a participation in the artistic energies that emanate from 

nature itself. At the same t h e ,  it amounts to a reinterpretation of the world that she is 

immersed in which may transform her surroundings. She establishes a protective 

sancnmy which shields us from the full impact of its forces. Thus, art thrives on the lack 

of correspondence with its object. If, by painting, 1 am reproducing an image which 1 

have seen, I will always fail to replicate it in its "exact" foxm. However, in the process of 

replicating it. 1 also participate in the creation of a new reality . If I paint a landscape 1 

both reaf fm my comection to it, and at the same the distance myself, emphasizing 

certain aspects and ignoring others. The artist can never capture naaire which is the source 

of her inspiration. However. she can reaffm her connection to it through art. An 

becomes not only a metaphor for life but a method of living Iife. I can never adequately 

capture the world that envelops me, but 1 both adapt to and resist it because of my 

limitations. What 1 choose to ignore is as important as what 1 consider. We are ;,ware of 

the limitations of a work of a n  and therefore never accept it as a final statement on life. 

Through art, the reiationship with our world is constantiy renewed. rather than simply 

repeating time wom images and metaphors until they become stale and flavourless. 

The moral message of art for Nietzsche inheres in the acceptance of its own 

limitations which impels us to continue striving. Art does not aspire to envelop the world 

that surrounds it, but rather to catapult itself to new experiences. Nietzsche is not 

suggesting that we al1 become artists, but rather that we should view Our relationship to 



life as an anist would. Our conceptions of the world are neither entirely me nor entirely 

false. If we realize that there can be no "accuracy" in our conceptions, we are more likely 

to continue to change them so that our relationship to life is renewed rather than clinging 

ro defunct ideas that we have certified as Tmth. As Schacht points out, it is important to 

note that art should not be mistaken for a "self containcd and self-enciosed sphere of 

activity and experience detached from the rest of life, but rather as intimately bound up 

with life. " l2 

The artist, according to Nietzsche. like the mordist tries to make his world 

palatable, but is fully aware that she cm never mirror it. She does not assume that her 

own vision is correct. Any sanctuary she may construct that shields her from nature's most 

devastating forces is only temporary and she must continuously build new shelters for 

herself. Yet. each time she builds a new home, she renews her relationship with life itself. 

However, in doing so, she is inviting not only the wellspring of life but also the harbinger 

of death. She works both against nature and with it. Thus, the artist, in Nietzsche's view. 

exhibits a willingness to change and does not try to stifle it in any way. While we cannot 

choose Our experiences, we can act upon them and change them, thereby transmuting 

necessity into freedom. Art makes life bearable not oniy because "it creates for us another 

world alongside the real world. .kt0 which we may from time to time escape"13 but 

12Richard Schacht, Nietzsche, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1983). p. 482. 

13Arthur Danto, Nietzsche and Philosophy, (New York:MacMillan Co, 1970), p. 47. 
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because it artests to an active participation in life rather than merely a passive resignation 

to it. 

Thus, Nietzsche believes that he offers a possibility for overcoming the kind of 

suffocating nihilism which concerneci him. In his view, the nihilism which confronted his 

contemporaries was so profound because it stemmed fiom the tendency to absolutize 

interpretations and herald their etemal validity. If these interpretations had been 

recognized as interpretations, the paralysis that had set in would have been more short- 

lived and after a brief period of mouming, would have motivated individuals to fmd new 

meanings to replace the discredited ones. What womed Nietzsche was what he saw as a 

burgeoning malaise which would devalue not only existing "tmths" but the act of 

interpretation itself. 

Tragedy: Apollo and Dionysus 

Nietzsche recognirres that ail interpretations are thrown into question by the 

pervasiveness of suffering. Such anguish threatens not oniy particular tniths, but the 

meaning of our existence itself. At the same the,  in Nietzsche's view it is Our suffering 

that forces us to reflect upon Our lives as a whole and therefore it becomes an important 

catalyst for the creation of meaning. The intensity of the desire to participate in life itself 

gives rise to despair, for Our efforts are thwarted and our Lives are eventually extinguished 



by "nature". Furthemore, the recognition that we constantiy live under the threat of 

being expelled from our o m  home and the pain thar is involved in residing there cari 

engender within us a growing passivity. We deduce that only by refbsing to fdly  

participate. and by muffIing our own desires can we diminish the suffering that befalls us. 

Nietzsche feels compelled to find in art a way out of this impasse. Art must not 

only affirrn life but dso a suffering which can never be fùlly extirpated. He tum to the 

Greeks for inspiration. for in his view, they were a people who had undergone tremendous 

suffering, but nevertheless had triumphed in their affinnation of life. The modem cnsis 

point for him is "analogous to the period when Greek civilization first began to carve itself 

out of the chaos of none~istence."'~ Out of a profound turbulence emerged cultural 

achievements that according to Nietzsche have ken unparalieled in the history of Western 

civilization. These achievements, in Nietzsche's view are embodied in the form of Attic 

rragedy which affimis suffering through art. It is important to recognize that Nietzsche 

does not advocate a retum to ancient Greece, nor does he expect that in irnitating it, the 

problems of modernity will be miraculousIy resolved. He does not see Greek tragedy itself 

as a vehicle which could propel human beings beyond nihilism. It is rather the kind of 

perspective and attitude that is symbolized in tragedy that Nietzsche wishes to revive. 

"'Tracy Strong, Friedrich NieRsche and the Politics of Tranrfiguration, (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1975), p. 137. 



Tragic art, like al1 art, according to Nietzsche "is bound up with the Apollonion 

and Dionysian duaiity"(E3T 1) and therefore it is necessary to unpack the meaning of these 

two ternis before addressing their combination in the form of Attic tragedy. One cannot 

simply equate Apollo with civilization and Dionysus with nature, although such a 

classification is not completely mistaken. Nietzsche invests Apollo and Dionysus with a 

significance that reaches well beyond art itself, for he sees these as tendencies that also 

exist within nature. As artistic impulses, they cast veils over nature while simultaneously 

mirnicking and emanating from the very maire they cloak: "Thus we shall be in a position 

to understand and appreciate more deeply that relation of the Greek artist to his archetypes 

which is, according to the Aristotelian expression, 'the imitation of nature' " (BT 2). They 

represent both affirmations and negations of the natural world, which are not revered for 

their cognitive accuracy but as stimulants that enable us to adopt a more positive stance 

towards life withciut blinding us to its negativity. In fact, negativity itself is affirmed by 

changing it Uito beautifbl forms. 

Perhaps it is Nietzsche's refusai to deny negativity but rather to embrace it by 

changing it into an object of beauty that impels Deleuze to insist that Nietzsche's ode to 

tragedy demonstrates the anti-dialectical tenure of his thought. In a dialectical relationship 

to our environment, we at fust stmggle against that which seems to threaten us. Through 

this struggle we become aware of the fact that we are constituted by this very threat. We 

therefore incorporate what was once a threat to us and overcome its "alien", "extemal" 



rature. Tragedy, on the other hand, refuses to deny negativityu but rather re-presents our 

relationship to it, thereby affinning the negative in the beauty of the image that can be 

created through it. In this way, Deleuze claims that irreconcilable differences are affirmed 

joyously . '" 
1 would argue that Deleuze's emphasis on the playfulness of difference risks 

trivialking the agony which irreconcilable differences may cause. In fact, this becomes 

problematic not only in the work of Deleuze but in Nietzsche as well. Nietzsche is 

reluctant to eliminate pain. since he argues that in doing so, we eliminate an important 

catalyst to creativity. and no longer have a powerhil incentive for fmding meaning in Our 

lives. In the Binh of Tragedy, Nietzsche fails to distinguish between the kinds of pain that 

are ineradicable to our existence, such as loss and death, and the kinds of pain which 

result frorn social structures or the relationships between human beings. The alleviation 

of pain. therefore does not necessarily amount to a refusai to face the dynamic nature of 

life. This work deals almost exclusively with a kind of "metaphysical" pain that surfaces 

when we confront Our own finitude. For an analysis of the kind of pain that is socially 

inflicted, one m u t  await his analysis of the masrer-slave relationship in On the Geneulogy 

""Nietzsche dit bien que la force a une autre force pour objet. Mais précisément, c'est avec 
d'autres forces que la force entre en relation. C'est avec une autres sone de vie que la vie entre 
en lutte. " Gilles Deleuze, Niemche et Philosophie, (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France. 
1967), p. 9. 

I6"Dans son rapport avec l'autre. la force qui se fait obéir ne nie pas l'autre ou ce qu'elle n'est 
pas, elle affirme sa propre différence et jouit de cette différénce." Ibid. , p. 10. 



of Morais. 

Apollo and Dionysus are to become the symbols for the ways by which human 

beings reconfigure their painful reality. Nietzsche makes it clear that neither Apollo nor 

Dionysus represent a naked "truthn by characterizing Apollo as the representative of the 

dream worid and Dionysus as the instigator of an intoxicated fienzy. Dionysus represent. 

an immersion in existence, collapsing al1 boundaries in a joyous intoxication with life: 

"Under the charm of the Dionysian only is the union between man and man reaff~rmed. 

but nature which has become alienated, hostile or subjugated . celebrates once more her 

reconciliation with her lost son, manU(BT 1). According to Higgins. the Dionysian 

perspective "reminds us that the world is not a force that threatens us externally but a 

dynarnic unity that our very persons express."17 Symbols such as music become the 

medium through which this primal unity is experienced since we can never encounter 

nature in its raw form: "In the first place, as Dionysian artist he has identified himself with 

the primal unity. its pain and contradiction.. . Assuming that it has been correctly temed 

a repetition and a recast of the world, we may Say that he produces the copy of this primal 

unity as music. ... The artist has already surrendered his subjectivity in the Dionysian 

process " (BT 5). 

Nietzsche repeatedly underlines the importance of Dionysus, because as 1 will point 

out below. he asserts that this disindividuating tendency has suffered neglect at the hands 

17Higgins, NierLTChe 's Zarathustra, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press. l987), p. 123. 
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of a cancerous rationality, whose pemasive tentacles have touched almost al1 aspects of our 

being. By allowing the pulse of life to run through us, we forget our indiriduality and it 

becomes impossible for us to concentrate on Our own suffering. Through the voice of 

Dionysus, Nietzsche reminds us, that there is a unity in life that transcends the lives of 

individuals while at the same tirne only expressing itself through them. He is exhorting us 

to adopt a stance which feels this unity, and does not merely try to capture it through 

abstract concepts, for it is a reality that is in constant motion, and like the waters of a 

river, can never be captured. We are swept dong by its currents. The Dionysian 

discourages us from reflecting upon life from not only our own perspective but any 

perspective. and simply Vnmerses us in it. Because we do not concentrate on Our 

individual existence, we cannot concentrate on Our suffering whiie we are in its clutches. 

Kaufmam turns a blind eye to Nietzsche's effisive tributes to Dionysus and 

favours a more Apollonian Nietzsche. According to Kaufmann, Dionysus is primarily 

destructive due to the formlessness he spreads: "the symbol of that dninken frenzy which 

threatens to desuoy al1 f o m  and codes; the ceaseless smving which apparentIy defies al1 

limitations; the ultimate abandonment we sometimes sense in music. " K a u f m m  

accentuates Dionysus' negative features which must be tamed by the controlling gnp of 

''Walter Kaufmann, Nietzsche: Philosopher, Psychologist, Antichris?, (New York: Vintage 
Books, 1968), p. 128. 



Apollo. l9 He turns a blind eye to Dionysus' life giving potential. Dionysus is neither 

primarily creative nor primarily destructive but as unadulterated energy reaches both 

beyond and beneath the individual. When his force takes hold of us, we no longer think 

about its impact on ourselves, but merely enjoy the passion and energy that we participate 

in. We become aware only of the movements and rhythm which we are immersed in, 

being transponed beyond the daily rituals of Our mundane existence. The temporary ioss 

of self consciousness imbues us with a feeling of ecstasy. The most Dionysian of art 

forrns is music which requires that the listener 5e drawn into the activity. If he maintains 

a safe detachment from music. he has not experienced it. The self is engulfed in the 

whirlwind of nature which sweeps her dong as she becomes part of this primordial 

energy. In losing our subjectivity and self-consciousness. Dionysus is not merely creating 

an illusion but also dispelling illusions since it invokes in us the sense that there is a unity 

to life which moulds us and that we are part of the strearn of life. M i l e  we may never not 

be able to describe the bends and m m  in the river nor the direction it is going in, at least 

we are aware of its flow. We discover that there is more to our king than just "selfhood" 

and that we are part of the force of life itself. Den Ouden suggests that the Dionysian can 

'%aufinam argues that while the Dionysian in its early foxm represents a kind of raw 
destructive energy. the calming touch of Apollo controls it. What is considered to be Dionysim 
in the final pages of Nietzsche's tract is a synthesis of the Dionysian and Apollonian. Kaumiann; 
p. 129. 



also be likened to the "unstructured unconscious which is chaotic and without f~ rm . " '~  By 

speaking directly to the unconscious, Dionyms plays a disindividuating role, leading us 

to the formless mass of life. 

However, one should not underestimate the peril that the fkenzy of the Dionysian 

poses for its al1 consuming forces are destructive as well as creative and threaten to 

obliterate the self that seeks enjoyrnent in them. Because it is spontaneous energy, it spares 

no one and can instigate nemendous pain. Dionysian festivals udeashed "the most savage 

natural instincts" including " that horrible mixture of senmality and cruelty which has 

al ways seemed to me to be the real ' witches brew ' " (BT 2). The pulse of life dernands both 

creation and destruction, and if we participate in it in its raw fom, we cannot ignore the 

destructive aspect of Our own nature. Ironicaliy , when one is swept dong by life, then one 

manifests a profound indifference to particular lives. One is so enraptured by its 

movement. that one may inadvertendy desuoy whatever cornes into one's path, since one 

is simply unleashing energy. The Dionysian frenzy Nietzsche describes is a wild and 

unbridled sensuality that breaks d o m  al1 boundaries between things, and therefore does 

not necessarily uphold the individual. There is a great risk of a trernendous insensitivity 

to the very suffering which we must grapple with. 

The inebriated Dionysian state is diffïcult to return from sime the contrast with 

qernard den Ouden, Essays on R e m ,  Will, Creativiy and Tinte: Studies in the Philosophy 
of Friedrich Nietzsche, (Washington: University Press of America, 1982), p. 6. 



ordinary existence is so stark: "For the rapture of the Dionysian state with its annihilation 

of the ordinary bounds and limits of existence contains, while it lasts, a lethargic element 

in which al1 personal experiences of the past become imrnersed. This chasm of oblivion 

separates the world of everyday reality and of Dionysian reaiity. But as soon as this 

everyday reality re-enten consciousness, it is experienced as nich with nausea: an ascetic, 

will-negating rnood is the fruit of these statesW(BT 7). An intoxication which is too 

frequent could be devastating. Therefore, Nietzsche recognizes the importance of Apollo's 

soothing influence on this wild beast. Apollo underlines the importance of individual 

existence and strives to offset the chaos by providing a refuge from it through pleasurable 

illusion. The beautifbl illusion smooths over the harsh edges of life. lending it a sewe of 

stability that enables us to feel at home in the world. Apollo is the god of the dream 

world, representing the force that gives shape or form to the shapeless. We recognize it 

as appearance, hiUy acknowiedging the distance between the dream and the reality it 

represents: "in our drearns we delight in the immediate understanding of figures; al1 forms 

speak to us; there is nothing unimportant or superfluous. But even when this dream reality 

is most intense, we still have. glimmering through it, the sensation that it is mere 

appeurancel'(BT 1). The experience of the dream is both one of reality and unreality at the 

same time, for we have distanced ourselves fiom nature, by creating something of Our 

own, while at the sarne tirne participating in nature, using its materials in Our creative 

endeavours. Yet, this control is only temporary, for evennially we must wake up from al1 



of Our drearns. Apollo is therefore "one of those illusions which nature so freque~tly 

employs to achieve her own endsU(BT 3). We enjoy the transfigureci images for theu own 

sake. However, this does nor mean that we have severed the Iinks with life, since we 

recognire that the roots of the illusion are in Me. We take a particular moment out of our 

experience, and enhance it as well as Iending it a kind of permanence that escapes the 

cycle of creation and destruction characteristic of Dionysus. 

Furthemore Apollo represents a fragmentation and individuation that separates one 

from one's surroundings: "we might cal1 Apollo hirnself the glorious divine image of the 

priricipium individclationis through whose gestures and eyes al1 the joy and wisdom of 

illusion, together with its beauty speak to us"(l3T 1). Apollo is the sun god who casts light 

on the distinct contours of objects. He enables us to observe them in isolation from one 

another and focus on each one in paxticular. The river is not just simply flow, but is 

composed of many distinct elements that together, lend it its shape. However, we revel 

in their separateness only against the backdrop of chaos and confusion that threatens to 

envelop them. It is the threat of darkness that awakens Our appreciation for light. Order 

depends upon chaos. Without the harshness in reality that the Apollonian creation defies. 

it would not be an embodiment of beauty: "If the Greeks were as healthy and sunny a 

people as legend has pahted thern, they would not have required art, at least not 

Apollonian art."*' The image of permanence projected against the cycle of endless 

"Dante. Niemche as Philosopher, p. 49. 
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destruction and creation individuates by pointing to something rhat can survive the ravages 

of both nature and Ume: "Apollo overcornes the suffering of the individual by the radiant 

glorification of the eternit'y of the phenornenon: here beauty triumphs over the suffering 

inherent in life; pain is obliterated by the lies from the feanire of naturew(BT 16). 

Apollo is best represented by the visual arts which demand of the observer that he 

maintain a distance from the object king observcd. We feel at home in Apollo's world 

because we can distance ounelves from it, reflecting on its beauty without king enveloped 

by it. It is impossible to appreciate a sculpture by becoming part of that sculpture. we must 

stand back from it in order to observe the elegance of its design. If 1 create a sculpture 1 

freeze a moment in time and etemalize it. A sculpture can depict an event and allow us 

to observe it even after the event has long passed. We cannot relive the event through the 

sculpture, but we can reflect upon it. Apollo is the incarnation of the kind of necessary 

"falsehood" through which we can resist our own finitude withour denying it. We can 

leave a "permanent" imprint that escapes the ruthiess rnarch of tirne. Furthemore, it also 

enables us to piece together for ourselves an image of the force of life which sweeps us 

along. Because we record and "etemalize" moments, we c m  connect them to other 

moments and thereby make sense of an existence that rnay otherwise appear senseless and 

chaotic. By knowing what body of water the river cornes from and where it flows to and 

what creatures live within it, we have a new perspective on the river, which is different 

from Our Dionysian understanding, but neither more nor less me. This provides us with 



another "reality" that c m  help to offset the chaos of a Dionysian existence. 

Apollo's glory is a panacea to the wisdom of Silenus, who proclairns that "what 

is best of ail is utterly beyond your reach: not to be boni, not to be, to be nothhg . But the 

second best for you is-to die soonn(BT 3). Silenus is poignantiy aware that the pain of 

individuation impels us to covet complete integration, but this can only be achieved 

through the total annihiIation of the self. We ourselves suffer because of the tension 

between Apollo and Dionysus. My knowledge of myself as a distinct 'king, that is in some 

way separate from its surroundings means that 1 also know that there will one day be an 

end to Dionysian ecstasy. We are swallowed up by the very life that we not only 

participate in but create and therefore our own individuation may seem wonhless. Because 

1 feel its pulse and do not want it to stop, my death seems abhorrent to me. 1 am 

individuated because I intemlize its Dionysian rhythm. Yet. the fact that the life within 

me will one day be exthguished causes me anguish and 1 end up seeking the very 

nothingness that is the source of my fear. Ironically, the impulse to suicide reflects a 

refusal to accept Our own death. Apollo fights the death impulse not only by providing 

pleasurable illusions of etemity, but by iiluminating the individual organisms that interact 

to form life. He reminds us that we are not only swepr along by a raging river, but are 

also the motors of a life that ar times can seem hostile and alien to us. Even if our own 

lives will corne to an end, the pulse of Me would cease without individuated beings like 

us. Thus, the fact that our life must end is not a testament to its meaninglessness. Thus. 



it is inaccurate to claim that Apollo is merely the illusion rhat makes order out of chaos. 

He also wakes us up from the illusion of a complete and pervasive disorderliness. He 

reminds us that without the interaction of individuated beings, there would be no 

D ionysian current . 

Both Dionysus and Apollo are illusions that shape each other's reality. Apollo 

shows us the individual actors who together generate nature's fienzy: "With his sublime 

gestures he shows us how necessary is the entire world of s u f f e ~ g .  that by means of it 

the individual may be irnpelled to realize the redeeming vision, and then, sunk in 

contemplation of it, sit quietly in his tossing bark amid the waves"(BT 4). Without 

suffering, we would not be irnpelled to create the images that characterize Apollo. We 

reflect on Our own existence because of its impermanence. It makes us aware of the fact 

that we are distinct individuds and beings. We can only reflect upon things that we have 

separated from the Dionysian tempest. It is diffcuIt to ponder the course and direction of 

a river. while one is king buffeted about by its current. To make sense of it, we need to 

provide a stable vantage point which aiiows us to see each of the river's components. 

Dionysus provides the experience of integration that makes Apollonian individuation 

bearable: "And behold: Apollo couid not live without Dionysus" (BT 4). Disindividuation 

leads to individuation and vice versa. Apollo's triumph against flux also induces us to 

be drawn in again by its undulating rhythm since residing in a "stable" world would 

constitue a sterile existence without the regenerative forces of Dionysus. Eternal images 



are oniy beautiful when they are projected against the chaos which surrounds them. Once 

we have discovered an Apollonian escape route, we voluntariiy resubmit to nature's 

frenzy. Thus, our illusions, which provide a temporary refuge against certain aspects of 

nature, enable us to go back to these aspects of nature willingly. The profùndity of the 

Apollonian experience allows us to experience the intensity of the Dionysian. Conversely, 

without the primordial drive of Dionysus, we could not bathe in the radiant light of 

Apollo. Each capture partial aspects of our existence which both complement and exclude 

each other. 1 cannot notice the beauty of a sculpture when 1 am enrapntred in a Dionysian 

frenzy. Nor can I become engrosseci in a piece of music if I maintain a serene detachment 

from it. We cannot combine the two moments, but we can move between hem, using one 

to facilitate Our return to the other. 

To Say that Apollo and Dionysus cannot be reconciled does not mean that they are 

not at the same time interwoven and transfonned as a result of their interaction. Without 

the knowledge that we c m  erect boundaries and etemalize ourselves, we would be 

unwilling to tear asunder the borders that separate us from the natural world and revel in 

our union with it. One can only revel in nature after having experienced the dienation of 

individuation. Seconciliation w ith the naturai home from w hich .one has strayed generates 

the joyous excess which characterizes the Dionysian. Suffering and joy are inextricably 

intertwined. Like the Vicar in Rousseau's Emile who basks in the glory of nature after 

having endured some of the horrors of civilization, Dionysus cannot live without Apollo. 



(BT 4) Thus, we harbour within us two contradictory tendencies which can never be 

completeiy synthesized. On the one hand, we want the boundaries that defme the self to 

crumble so that we can be engulfed by the totality of existence. On the other hand. we fear 

the erosion of boundaries and wish to maintain a sense of separateness and completeness 

that incorporates what remains on the " outside" without sacnticing anything to it. Yet the 

experience of one shatpens the desire for the other and thus they are linked not in spite of 

but through their opposition. 

Therefore, the Dionysian represents a return to nature rather than a pure. 

unmediateci experience of the naniral world. It needs Apollo just as Apollo needs Dionysus 

for Apollo acts as a bulwark against the destructive strains endemic to the naniral world. 

Nietzsche's prototype of the Dionysian man is Hamlet who directly confronts the 

absurdity and horror of existence. To overcome his nausea for the sake of action, he would 

require "illusions" that enable him to confront the horror of his own reality: "they have 

gained knowledge , and nausea inhibits action; for their action could not change anything 

in the etemal nature of thingsm(BT 6). Thus, it is the awareness of chaos and not the denial 

of it that impels human beings to create illusions. and these illusions allow one to be 

emaptured by nahxe once more: "art approaches as a saving sorceress, expert at heaiing. 

She alone knows how to tum these nauseous thoughts about the horror or absurdity of 

existence into notion with which one can liven (BT 6). 

Schutte suggests that Nietzsche favours a shift from the ApoUonian to the 



Dionysian mode of being, stating that "our conception of individual existence represents 

a disruption of the fundamental continuity and barmony of the individual with nature. "" 

She insists diat Apollo stands for illusion, while Dionysus stands for truth? I would argue 

that Dionysus and Apollo offer us different means by which to experience Our existence, 

but neither one cm be identified completely with either tmth or falsehood. As 1 have 

argued. each is both a transformation and a reflection of the "reality " that we find 

ourselves in. Nietzsche does bernoan the neglect that the Dionysian aspect of existe~ce has 

suffered at the han& of a predorninantly Apollonian culture, he vehemently objects to their 

separation. Conversely, Kauhann suggests that if Nietzsche had to favour one, it would 

be ~pollo." 1 would maintain that he favours neither, since one cannot exist without the 

other. The combination of the Dionysian and Apollonian impulses will become evident in 

Zarathustra who experiences the power of both noon, the bnghtest time of day in which 

everything appears separate and distinct, as weil as midnight, where there is a sense of 

primordial unity. We can only experience the joy of one of these moments, if we have 

experienced the other, for each one is incomplete in itself. However, like light and 

darkness, the Dionysian and the Apollonian cannot be merged, for we revel in both 

precisely because one is not the other. 

=Ofelia Schutte, Beyond Nihilism: Nietzsche wirhout Maskr, (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press. 1984), p. 14 

srbide, p. 18. 

24Kauhann, Niemche: Philosopher, Psychologist and Anfichrist, p. 108. 
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Tragic art 

It is in Greek tragedy that the Apollonian and Dionysian are combined not in spite 

of but because of their opposition. Through this combination Nietzsche fmds a means of 

overcorning the profound despair that is expressed in the writings of Schopenhauer. 

Schopenhauer's wiil is a raging, aimless force in life that bears a great resemblance to the 

Niemchean Dionysian frenzy. As human beings, we are but one "possible type of 

manifestation of this dynarnic principle. For Schopenhauer existence is characterized by 

a suffering that was entirely devoid of meaning: "Unless suffering is the direct and 

immediate object of life, existence m u t  entirely fail of its aim. It is absurd to look upon 

the enormous arnount of pain that abounds everywhere in the world and onginates in needs 

and necessities inseparable form life itself, as serving no purpose at al1 and the result of 

mere chance. Each separate misfortune, as it cornes, seems, no doubt, to be something 

exceptional; but misfortune in general is the 

Nietzsche accepted some of the basic premises of Schopenhauer's anguish, 

concurring with him that there was no teleological justification to be found in existence. 

However, he wanted to fmd a means of affinniog life despite such suffering, and looks to 

the Greeks for inspiration. The Greeks were surrounded by chaos and yet were unmatched 

- - - 

sRichard Schacht. Nietzsche. p. 478 

'%thur Schopenhauer, The Essenrial Schopenhauer, (London: Unwin Books, l962), p. 85. 
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in their creativity without becoming dependent on myths of perpetual progress or a 

transcendent Gad.'' In Nietzsche's view, the genius of Greek tragedy iay in its subtle 

blend of a f f i i t i on  and negation and in its ability to generate exhilaration out of anguish. 

Tragic art allows us to corne to terms with a reality, not by masking its horror but by 

transfiguring it into beautiful illusions that enable us to a f f i  Our own lives. 

The propensity to characterize human existence as tragic reflets the powerfid impact 

that Apollo has made upon us. Only in a world where the " principium individuationis " has 

a strong hold would the human condition be characterizai as fhdamentally one of despair. 

To transform this despair into hop ,  we cannot simply allow the light of Apoilo to mask 

the suffering of the world. Instead the brutal story of a tragic figure, who becomes 

beautiful through his s u f f e ~ g  is relayed to us. Despite the fate that awaits him, he clings 

to illusions such as integrity and valour. They become striking testaments to his 

individuation because he acts against his fate while knowing that he cannot escape it. The 

tenacity with which he clings to his "illusions" is heroic. His actions are meaningful 

precisely because they stand out against the chaotic world that envelops him. 

The tragic heroes depicted in the drama of Sophocles and Aeschylus undergo 

tremendous suffering in their attempts to make the horror of existence palatable. The 

figures these playwrights present are extraordinary figures who would elicit the awe of the 

spectators. Because of their grandeur and their valiant smggle with fate, they grapple with 

"Schacht, Nietzsche. p. 480. 



the question of the meaning of existence itself. Oedipus is condemned to misery despite 

his exceedingly noble character. He solved the riddle of nature, oniy by first resisting 

nature: "How else could one compel nature to surrender her secrets if not by triumphantly 

resisting her, that is, by means of something unnanual? It is this insight that 1 fmd 

expressed in that homble aiad of Oedipus ' destinies : the same man who solves the riddle 

of nature-that Sphinx of two species-dso must break the most sacred natural orders by 

murdering his father and marrying his mothern(BT 9). In the end, his defiance of nature 

comes back to haunt him, and he cannot escape his own inevitable destruction. However, 

he stands out because of the enormous effort that he exerts in the attempt to de@ nature. 

The struggle of Oedipus comes to embody the human condition itself. Rather than 

seeming pathetic, our existence is ennobled through him in spite of its ineluctable misery: 

"it is precisely the tragic myth that has to convince us that even the ugly and disharmonic 

are part of an anistic game that the wiU in the etemal amplitude of its pleasure plays with 

itself ' P T  21). The tragic heroes therefore facilitate the development of a new awareness 

regarding the tragedy of Our own existence, atnining us to its aesthetic importance. 

Gracefkl f o m  used to represent our pain make it more palatable, by providing a " bright 

image of clouds and sky rnirrored in a black lake of sadness"(BT 9). Yet, the artist's 

dramatization of Oedipus' story is in itself grounds for hope, for in telling it Sophocles 

beatifies the heto. etenializing hirn in art. Stem and Siik daim that the serenity "belongs 

to the poet and not to the myth: it lies precisely in the poet's attempt to palliate the dark 



tniths that the myth represents. The myth in itself is deepiy pessimistic. "'* Oedipus' own 

attempts to achieve victory over nature faiied, but the artist. in relaying his story tnumphs 

where Oedipus himself had floundered: "it is only as an aesthetic phenomenon that 

existence and the world are eternaily justifiedn(BT 24). By recounting Oedipus' life and 

portraying his inevitable defeat by forces that overpower hirn, Sophocles prevents him 

from sinking into oblivion. Art makes life palatable not by hiding its horrors but by 

depicting them, for the act of depiction in iwlf is a victory over the ultimate horror of 

nothingness . 

Nietzsche lauds the art form of Attic tragedy for a fusion of the Apollonian and 

Dionysian that resists a Hegelian synthesis, for it celebrates rather than overcoming their 

opposition. The chorus of satyrs assumed a central role in the tragedy. The satyr 

represents nature in a "pretultural" state, king both a fountain of wisdom and a symbol 

of "sexual omnipotenceW(BT 8). The chorus of satyrs do not remove themselves from the 

characters of the tragedy as spectators but rather collectively identiQ with it, dismantling 

the walls between them. Thus, the Apollonian dialogue, which objectified events. was 

complemented by the chorus which brought the audience inru the tragedy, giving way to 

an intense feeling of unity: "the state and society and, quite generally, the gulfs between 

man and man give way to an overwhelming feeling of unity leading back to the very heart 

%.S. Silk and J.P. Stem, Nietzsche on Tragedy, (Cambridge: Cambridge uni ver si^ Press, 
1981), p. 70. 



of nature. The metaphysical comfort-with which. 1 am suggesting even now, every true 

tragedy leaves us-that life is at the bottom of things, despite al1 the changes of 

appearances, indestructibly powerfbl and pleasurable-this comfon appears in incarnate 

clarity in the chorus of satyr, a chorus of nanual beings who live ineradicably, as it were, 

behind ail civilization and remain etemaily the same, despite the changes of generations 

and of the history of nationsn (BT 7). 

Even the horror that our existence stirs within us is a ground for hope. Hamlet is 

filled with nausea when he sees the forces of nature at work: "In this sense the Dionysian 

man resembles Hamlet: both have once looked truly into the essence of things, they have 

gained knowledge, and nausea inhibits action; for their action could not change anything 

in the eternal nature of things; they feel it to be ridiculous or humiliating that they should 

be asked to set right a world that is out of jointm(BT 7). However. Hamlet is not a purely 

Dionysian figure. He has experienced the destructive fury of life, but he would not mourn 

his Iosses if he were not also an Apollonia figure. He shrinks from the world in horror 

because he clings to images of beauty and creativity that escape the ravages of time. Just 

as one cannot see beauty without honor, one cannot see horror without beauty. Even 

Dionysus who symbolizes prima1 un*, cannot escape the suffering of individuation and 

is dismembered by the Titans. Only individuals can experience the forces of life. While 

Dionysus represents primai unity, he cm never become the plimal unity and therefore is 

destroyed by it. This is bis tragedy . 



Therefore. suffering is not oniy nature's retribution for human arrogance. as 

exemplified in the myth of Prometheus who was punished for attempting to harness the 

powers of nature for humankind. M e r ,  it marks the realization that our illusions are only 

illusions and that we are therefore aiways separated from the world that engulfs us. In 

tragedy . this anguish is publicly displayed and spurred on by the Dionysian chorus, 

becoming the wellspring of a new hwnan unity, because the audience not oniy identifies 

with the hero but merges with him: "it is only through the spirit of music that we can 

understand the joy involved in the annihilation of the individual" (BT 16). Ironically , our 

individuation leads to disindividuation. The primordial unity of nature is recaptured, not 

in spite of Our humanity but because of it. Oedipus' individual suffering translates into 

solidarity, precisely because we recognize the agony of his individuation. We aïe brought 

to Dionysus, not in spite of Apollo but b u s e  of him: "We are really for a brief moment 

primordial being itself, feelings its raging desire for existence and joy in existence; the 

struggle. the pain, the desmiction of phenornena, now appear wcessary to us, in view of 

the excess of countiess forms of existence. which force and push one another into life, in 

view of the exuberant fertility of the universal wiIlN(BT 17). 

It is important to remember that Dionysus is nor nature but mimies it and therefore 

himself harbours an Apollonian strain. Yet, the Apollonian feanires of Dionysus should 

not impef us to obscure his sharp divergence from the sun-god. Dionysus works through 

the medium of music which incites an emotive response to nature, rather than following 



Apollo's path of serene contemplation. In fact, the function of the Dionysian chorus is to 

ofEset the propensity for reflection that the drama on its own would instigate. According 

to Nietzsche, music imbues the drama with a vividness and sensuality by speaking directly 

to the subconscious, rather than first being filtered through the medium of language: 

"These harmonies make the relations of things immediately perceptible to us in a sensuous, 

by no means abstract rnannerm(BT 21). In tum, the tremendous power of music must be 

rnitigated and tamed by the clear lines of the Apollonian drama: "Thus the Apollonian 

tears us out of the Dionysian universali@ and lets us fuid delight in individuals; it attaches 

Our pity to them and by means of them it satisfies Our sense of beauty which longs for 

great and sublime f o m  "(BT 21). This Dionysian revelry would not be possible, if we 

were the characters in the tragedy since the act of overcorning the distance between 

characters and their audience is part of the Dionysian experience. 

Greek tragedy manifests the profound awareness that individuation and 

disindividuation can neither be reconciled, nor can they exist without each other: 

"Dionysus speaks the language of Apollo; and Apollo. finally the language of Dionysus; 

and so the highest goal of tragedy and of al1 art is attainedn(BT 21). In order to experience 

the primordial unity of life we mut transcend our "self" but this implies the existence of 

an individuated "self' that cm be transcendeci. The soothing grace of Apollo can oniy cast 

its rays against a backdrop of chaos and confusion. It is his contrast with Dionysus that 

accounts for his glow. The two tendencies are therefore in perennial opposition. At the 



same time, they are also part of each other. Apollo teaches us that only the interaction of 

individuated beings cm generate the kind of primordial energy celebrated by Dionysus. 

Yet, out of thû primordial oneness emerge individuated beings. It not only destroys them 

but gives birth to them. It is the irreconciiabiiity of Dionysus and Apollo that allows them 

to work together. We long for both Dionysus and Apollo because they are not one 

another, and yet, at the same time, we c m  only appreciate each of them because they 

contain elements of each another. 

The death of tragedy 

Nietzsche blames Euripides and Socrates for the death of tragedy, since they 

expunged its Dionysian element: "To separate this onginal and dl-powerful Dionysian 

element from tragedy, and to reconstnict mgedy purely on the basis of an un-Dionysian 

art, morality and world view-this is the tendency of Euripides as it now reveals itself to 

us in clear iIlumination"(BT 12). Rather than extolling heroes, Euripides "brought the 

spectator ont0 the stageU(BT 11) bringing to drama a new mediocnty, and marking a shifi 

from tragedy to comedy: "And so the Aristophanean Euripides prides hirnself on having 

portrayed the common, familiar, everyday life and activities of the people, about which 

al1 are qualified to pass judgement" (BT 1 1). Because there was no longer a marked 

difference between the characten of the drarna and the audience, the distance required for 



the Apollonian illusion ro work was noticeably absent. There was nothing awe inspiring 

about the comic figures that occupied the stage. The need for the "interference" by the 

Dionysian chorus that overcomes the distance between spectators and the tragic chorus is 

eliminated. Thus, Euripides had not only destroyed the Dionysian element of tragedy, he 

had dirnmed its Apollonian radiance as well. 

By dispensing with this tmgic distance, Euripides succeeded in making tragedy 

reasonabie. While the "entire world of sentiments passions, and experiences was 

transferred to the actors themselves"(BT 12), these emotions too closely replicated the 

daily experiences of the viewers. This made it impossible for them to be transported 

beyond die passive spectator role and question the meaning of existence. Comedy spewed 

contempt on the exrremes of tragedy. Because there was no horror, there was aiso no 

beauty. Moreover, the audience would no longer be struck by the grandeur and nobility 

of the characten. To reinforce the spectator's passivity, the action wo-Ad be explained in 

an introduction to the play, dirninishing the opportunity for an involved response to the 

drama. There was no dissonance, and everything was neatly knit together to form a 

harmonious whole. Given this preamble, the spectator is compelled to map this 

frarnework onto the story unfolding before hirn, precluding a visceral enjoyment of the 

experience. 

The richness of Greek drama lay in its ability to metamorphose suffering into joy, 

but by removing the pain, Euripides also precluded its transformation into joy. The 



exuberant process of tmnscending the self in order to revel in the primordial unity of the 

Dionysian is denied to the spectator. Shielded from the horror of existence by the shroud 

of rationality , our existence is painless but also meaningless . It is clear from Nietzsche's 

attitude towards Euripides, that rationaliy is king equated with the rnundane repetition 

of habit. Euripedes' plays are rational, because they closely mimic the banal routines of 

his viewen. In some sense, the rise of comedy is a testament to the rise of the "las man" 

who simply mirrors and adapts to the rnundane routine of daily Me, extinguishing the need 

for his own self transformation. Comedy, for Nietzsche, has a profound levelling effect. 

In his contempt for comedy, one already begias to see the problems that he will corne to 

identify with democracy . 

However, it was Socrates and not Euripedes that dealt the final blow to tragedy. 

He attempted to create a world where Apollo could exist without Dionysus: 

" Reason = virtue = happiness means merely : one must imitate Socrates and counter the dark 

desires by producing a permanent daylght-the daylight of reason. One must be prudent, 

clear, bright at any cost: every yielding to the instincts, to the unconscious. leads 

downwards . . . "(TI 1.8). Socratic thought, which in Nietzsche's view has paralysed 

Western culture, is an offshoot of Apollonian art, but it stifles its artistic predecessors, 

viliwing the very art that gave biah to it: "Here philosophic thought overgrows art and 

compels it to cling close to the trunk of dialectic. The Apolloniizn tendency has withdrawn 

into the cocoon of logical schematism; just as in the case of Euripides we noticed 



something analogous, as well as a transformation of the Dionysian into naturalistic 

affects" (BT 14). Eventually . the concept becomes objectified and we begin to orient 

ourselves by lifeless abstractions, which remove the suffering of life by expunging life 

altogether. Convenely, the Apollonian illusion cannot disassociate itself as completely 

from the object it represents, since it is metaphorical rather than logical. The use of 

metaphor presupposes an awareness of the distance between that which is represented and 

the symbol that represents it. Logical categories purge thernselves as much as possible 

from the transient forces of life in order to be absolutely binding. Furthemore, when 

logic supersedes metaphor, the schism between the symbol and that which it represents 

grows larger, but at the same rime we accept the symbol without recognizing the creative 

process that gave birth to it. It becomes an objective rather than a subjective truth precisely 

because its object suffen from neglect. 

The glorification of certainty and absolute knowledge of etemal f o m  condemned 

life. Socrates went to his death "with the calm with which, according to Plato's 

description, he leaves the Symposium at dawn, the last of the revellers to begin a new day , 

while on the benches and on the earth his drowsy table cornpanions remain behind to 

dream of Socrates, the tme eroticist" (BT 13). Nietzsche would maintain that Socrates 

does not fear death because he has not liveà. He refused to be carried away by Dionysian 

excesses, aiming to "correct existence": "ail alone, with an expression of irreverence and 

superiority , as the precursor of an altogether dwerent culture, art and morality, he enters 



a world. to touch whose very hem would give us the greatest happiness "(BT 13). 

Socrates instilled within us a false hope with a "delusion of limitless power"(BT 

18). He thought that the rational acquisition of howledge would free men from both the 

fear of life and death: "in this contrast, 1 understand by the spirit of science the faith that 

first came to light in the person of Socrates-the faith in the explicability of nature and in 

knowledge as a panaceaW(BT 17). Nietzsche does not deny that the imposition of rational 

forms ont0 Our experience is necessary, but he scom "its delusion of limitless powerW(BT 

18). Nietzsche criticized the likes of Socrates and Plato, not for their rationality per se. 

but for bringing this rationality to excess, silencing other aspects of life. They made the 

false assumption that "thinking is a measure of actuality-that what cannot be thought. is 

not-is a rude non p l u  ultra of a moralistic trustfulness..in itself a mad assumption, which 

experience contradicts at every moment" 436). Rather than recognizing illusion as 

illusion, Plato and Socrates achieved a curious reversal, in which the illusion became the 

true reality , and the reality the illusion: "The more ' Idea', the more being. He reversed 

the concept of 'reaiity' and said: 'What you take for real is an error. and the nearer we 

approach the ' Idea", the nearer we approach ' truth. ' . . . Fundamentally , Plato, as the artist 

he was, preferred appearance to being!"(WP 572). 

Despite his propensity to scom Socrates for muting the effect of both individuation 

and integration, Nietzsche is well aware of the need to rein both of them in. Dionysus. if 

unchecked can have devastating consequences. By using music as a medium for the 



Dionysian experience, one restrains a force that c m  also mrn violent. A hint of 

ApoUonian moderation is therefore implicit in the Dionysiân art form. Similarly. as the 

heroes of the Apollonian drarnas illustrate, defiance against the forces of nature has 

devastating consequences for the rebels. By expressing individuation through sculpture and 

in the scripts of plays, one is able to mitigate some of its more temwing aspects. Thus, 

art is a form of escape, which allows us to experience these dual pulls on our being 

without surrendering to either completely . Both individuation and integration are mediated 

through art. Nevertheless, the art form depicting the lives of heroes such as Oedipus and 

Prometheus would not exist, were it not for the individuals w,h  ̂had faced the horror of 

individuation in d l  its intensity. Similarly, the Dionysian chorus could not be created if 

the Greeks were not willing to unleasb Dionysian frenzies: "From ail quarters of the 

ancient world-to Say nothing here of the modem-from Rome to Babylon, we cm point to 

the existence of Dionysian festivals, types which bear, at best, the same relation to the 

Greek festivals which the bearded satyr who borrowed his name and amibutes from the 

goat, bears to Dionysus himself. In nearly every case these festivals centred in extravagant 

sexual licentiousness, whose waves overwhelmed al1 family life and its venerable 

traditions; the most savage natural instincts were unleashed, including even that horrible 

mixture of sensuality and cruelty which has aiways seemed to me to be the real 'witches' 

brewn(BT 2). Evidently, the individuals within the comrnunity could not survive if they 

confionteci the terror of existence on a constant bais and so it had to be tamed. Yet, this 



would not be possible, if it was not also faced. One cannot appreciate the escape offered 

by art without also facing the horror that makes it necessq. 

In Nietzsche's view, it was Socrates who precipitated the death of ancient Greek 

civilization by preventing people fiom confronting extremes. In fact, one could argue that 

the problem of rationahm inheres in its propensity to overcome completely the opposition 

between integration and individuation. Symbols represent certain objects, and are then 

pieced together to constitute a whole. In this way, the tension between individuation and 

integration would be supeneded since each individual piece c m  be integrated without 

destroying its own boundaries. Like individual pieces of a puzzle, they neatly fit together. 

However, the pieces of a puzzle do not change as a result of interaction, nor do they have 

to transcend their own boundaries in order to becorne part of the whole. The logician too 

must limit change in order for his formula to work consistently . Anything that escapes his 

synthesis is considered to be unreai. This stands in stark contrast to the figures such as 

Oedipus or Prometheus who suuggled against their fate while knowing it was inescapable. 

In attempting to came out their own identity, they had to resist integration into nature. 

In fact , Nietzsche argues that only a defeated Oedipus can be embraced by nature once 

more: "The old man, smck by an excess of misery, is confronted by the supraterresmal 

cheerfilness that descends from the divine sphere and suggests to us that the hero attains 

his highest activity, extending far beyond his life, through his purcly passive posture, 

while his conscious deeds and desires, earlier in his life, merely led him into passivityW(BT 



9). He is serene because he has allowed the current of nature to sweep him away, and no 

longer womes about his own individual life. However, he would not appreciate this kind 

of serenity without having scniggled against the nature that he now surrenders hirnself to. 

His passivity late in life does not imply that the tension between individuation and 

integration has been overcome, but points to the irreconcilability of the two phenornena. 

He cannot be individuated and integrated at the same tirne. 1 can only appreciate the 

sereneness provided by Apollo, if 1 have succumbed to the Dionysian fury . Sirnilarly, my 

desire to surrender to Dionysus is appeaiing if it is contrasted with the pain of 

individuation. Nietzsche exalts tragedy for acknowledging this "dual" necessity and 

refusing to reduce Dionysus or Apollo to each other. We need to both maintain distance 

from life and also immerse ourselves in it, in order to live. Needless to Say, we cannot do 

both simultaneously, and therefore Nietzsche insists that we wander between them. 

The wisdom of tragedy lay in recognizing the interdependence between 

individuation and integration. However, to Say that these two tendencies cannot be 

reconciled does not imply that they are pure categories which contain no traces of each 

other. Nietzsche asserts that we are both individuated beings, who define our boundaries 

against the maze that encircles us. Yet, by struggling against our environment in this way, 

we also create the flux that sweeps us away. By imposing such lirnits, we are providing 

ourselves with a temporary refuge from the surroundhg storm, but we are also increasing 

the velocity of its winds. While we may experience these tendencies as distinct, they are 



not as differentiated as they may appear. 

Nietzsche bas demonstrated both the oppositional relationship between integration 

and individuation as well as their entang1ement. However, he has defined this relationship 

primanly in tenns of the individual's relationship towards nature at large, glossing over 

the role played by the community. Even the lives of figures such as Oedipus and 

Prometheus are defined almost solely in tenns of their relationship to narure. Nietzsche 

claims that the incest taboo which Oedipus mes to avoid breaking constitutes a rebellion 

against nature. He does not examine the social implications of Oedipus' position and 

overlooks the fact that Oedipus ' s atternpt to de@ nature stems from his desire to integrate 

himself into the community: "how else could one compel nature to surrender her secrets 

if not by triumphzntly resisting her, that is, by means of something unnatural? It is this 

insight that 1 find expressed in that homble triad of Oedipus' destinies: the same man who 

solves the riddle of nature-that Sphinx of two species-also m u t  break the most sacred 

natural orders by murdering his father and mrrying his mother. ..He who by means of his 

knowledge piunges nature into the abyss of destruction must also suffer the dissolution of 

nature in his own person" (BT 9). I wiii argue that by innoduchg the community into this 

analysis, one can cast more light on the mutually constitutive nature of integration and 

individuation. W e  the community is not left out of the B i ~ h  of Tragedy entirely, it does 

not receive a very detailed analysis. Thus, 1 will tum to an analysis of the Will to Power 

and the Genealogy of Morais in an attempt to answer some of the questions which 



Nietzsche begs il: the Binh of Tragedy . 



CHAPTIER SIX: WILL TO P O m R  AND AGENCY 

A.'I%e VVill to Power 

In the Binh of Tragedy. Nietzsche describes a self that needs to both individuate 

itself against nature and integrate itself within it. 1 have argued that the two processes are 

irreconcilable and yet also mutuaily constitutive. In order to deepen the anaIysis of their 

munially constitutive nature 1 will turn to an analysis of the will to power. Nietzsche uses 

this concept to contest the "boundaries" of an individual that had remained largely 

unexamined in his earlier work. While in the Binh of Tragedy, Nietzsche had brought 

to the surface the complexicy of our relationship with nature, indicating that we neither 

were completely Ïntegrated into it, nor separated from it, he did not examine the 

relationship between nature and culture in great detail. Through the concept of the will 

to power, 1 will discuss Nietzsche's account of the individual and examine in greater detail 

the relationship between nature and culture. 

Although the concept of the wiii to power plays a central role in Nietzsche's 

philosophy, it is among the most misunderstood aspects of his thought, for it adrnits such 

a multiplicity of meanings, that one wonders why he encompasses thern al1 under a single 

label. In doing so, he stresses that we are creatures of contradiction, whose essence 

cannot be so easily reduced to a single phenomenon: "Philosophers are accustomed to 

speak of the will as if it were the best known thhg in the world; indeed , Schopenhauer 



has given us to understand that the will alone is realiy known to us. .. Willing seems to me 

to be above al1 something cornplicated, something that is a unit ody as a wordn(BGE 19). 

As Haar avers, "the key words of his own vocabulary elude conceptual logic. . . .most of 

Nietzsche's key words b ~ g  forth, as we shall see, a plurality of meanings underniining 

any logic based on the principle of identity."' Nevertheless, while Nietzsche is an 

assiduous opponent of "idemitarian thinking", this does not mean that he denies the 

possibility of a kind of unity in the diverse processes that are included under the rubric of 

the "will to power". It is at once a kind of growth impulse which emanates from life as a 

whole and ripples through us. but at the same time is produced through the interactions 

between the various fdte organisms that comprise life. He uses a single term that adrnits 

of rnany meanings in order to underline that there is at once a "whole" that we are a part 

of, while at the same time stresshg that this whole does not fully precede nor does it 

simply ensue from the interactions of the organisrns and beings that comprise it. It is a 

vague unity, whose nature is constantly changing and therefore it is futile for us to to 

capture it. 

It is also important to point out that Nietzsche recognizes that there is no way of 

affirming or disaffirming the existence of such a unity. He is not trying to posit new 

rnetaphysical tmths but rather looking for a metaphorical device that will pull human 

'Michel Haar. 'Nietzsche and Meiaphysical Language' in The Nav N-che: Comemporary 
Styles of Interpretation . ed. David. B. Ailison (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1992). p. 6. 



beings out of the nihilistic quagmke which they have sunken into. 1 would agree with Haar 

that Nietzsche's method aspires to unmask "without ever pretending to lifi the last veil to 

reveal any originary identity, any primary foundation. "= However, 1 would argue that 

Nietzsche also achowledges Our desire to belong to something and this is why he applies 

a single term to whatever it is that we are a part of. Thus, the concept of the will to power 

offers us the delusion that we are part of a unity, while at the same tirne refusing to draw 

out the contours of this unity. In this way, Nietzsche hopes that we would avoid sinking 

into the complacency that cornes from knowing that we have grasped the essence of life. 

He draws attention to the fact that there is no higher order that underwrites Our existence. 

Without a system to regulate our interplay with the world, human beings can be " radically 

creative. "' At the same Ume, Nietzsche is sensitive to the need to fend off the despair that 

may result from the conviction that constant change will always prevent us from being at 

home in the world. If there is oniy becoming, why should 1 participate in this process if 

it can never enable me to belong. Thus, Nieîzsche is trying to encourage us to fmd a way 

of belonging that affirms rather than denying the shifting nature of "reality". 

Nietzsche is not, as some postmodem commentators suggest, extolling a world of 

unmitigated chaos. They impute to him a proclivity for deconstruction that continuously 

undemines al1 meaning : "It is not an essence; it is neither structure, telos, nor meaning , 

21bid., p. 7. 

3J0an Starnbaugh, The Other Niemche, (Albany: SUNY Press, 1987), p. 24. 
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but continuai sublation of al1 telos, transgression of dl ends, production of dl concordance 

and contradictory meanings, interpretations, valuations. It is the chaos, the primal fund of 

the unformed-not matter. but force beneath the cosmos, which precedes the forms and 

makes them possible as well as m i t o r y .  "' The idea that the quest for chaos underlies al1 

activity is just as absolutist as metaphysical postures since it merely substitutes a totalizing 

order with a totalking chaos. Nietzsche recognizes that the destabilization of meaning 

necessitates the existence of meanings which cm be deconstmcted. We would not search 

for meaning in the first place, if we had no need to latch on to somethuig that could give 

our lives direction. Nietzsche hopes that by acknowledging that we are a part of a "unity" 

w hich we are not ody created by but also create, we will be able to continue suiving, even 

when the meanings which we have developed for ourselves have become discredited. 1 

should also point out, that 1 use the term "unity" here very hesitantIy. I am not claiming 

that there is a single thread that runs through al1 of our experiences, nor that there is a 

universal subject who uses individual organisms as its vehicle. However, as 1 shall point 

out, Nietzsche does c l a h  that each of us interacts with the world that we are not only in, 

but embody, setting off a chain of reactions, which in turned are reacted upon by others. 

It is the comection between these processes which forms the whole of which we are a 

part. At the same time, these kinds of processes always precede us, and therefore we 

'Alphonse Lingis. 'The WiI1 to Power,' The New Nietache: Contemporary Styles of 
Inrerprertztion , (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1 W2), p. 38. 



emerge out of the very processes that we also create. 

Heidegger also accuses Nietzsche of pnvileging the realm of flux over that of 

s tasis, thereby reducing al1 being to becoming . Heidegger daims that Nietzsche's 

philosophy cannot escape the uaps of metaphysics because it constitutes a kind of inverse 

Platonism: "To overturn Platonism thus means to reverse the standard relation: what 

languishes below in Platonisrn as it were, and would be measured against the 

supenensuous , must now be put on top by way of reversal, the supersensuou must now 

be placed in its service."' While for Plato, the transient world is in some sense an 

imperfect manifestation of the forms , for Heidegger ' s Nietzsche, permanence refl ects our 

impotence when faced with the realm of constant change. According to such an 

interpretation, flux is real, while permanence is the illusion. Because Nietzsche, in 

Heidegger's view still tries CO discover the essence of Iife, he still has not shed the 

trappings of metaphysics . 

1 would argue that Nietzsche repudiates the kind of division between truth and 

illusion which Heidegger accuses him of upholding. Nietzsche does maintain diai 

"becoming" has been neglected in Western thought. However, he does not make the kind 

of sharp distinction between being and becoming which Heidegger insists that he does. 1 

will answer this objection more hilly in my account of the etemal retum. For now, 1 

SMartin Heidegger, Nietzsche Vol. 1:- WiII to Power as An, (New York: Harper and Row 
Publishers, 1979), p. 154. 



would Iike to try to du11 the sharp edges of this distinction by making use of the terrns 

"home" and "homelessness" rather than "king" and " becoming. " 1 would argue that for 

Nietzsche , the will to power is both a "pemianent" force that marks our connection to the 

'world' as a whole, and at the saaie tirne reflects a profound sense of disco~ectedness 

within that "reaiity." Everything changes and yet everything remains the sarne. Neither 

one can be reduced to the other? If 1 encounter something or someone that is different 

from me, 1 have a tendency to try to incorporate it hto my existing framework, or to 

exclude it. Both I and the "other" change as a result of participating in this dynamic. 1 act 

because I am at home in the world, but also because it is alien to me. Without a 

preexisting sense of belonging, 1 wouid have no incentive to try to create a niche for 

myself and react to the new stimuli that 1 encounter. 1 am, and therefore 1 must become. 

At the same tirne, differences between myself and others bring me to the recognition that 

1 am also aiways in exile and therefore my king is not something that 1 can ever take for 

granted. 1 am both at home in the world, and homeless. The two are not mutually 

exclus ive but rather are interde pendent. W e  are disaggregated beings , and the differences 

behveen us generate the kinds of interactions which shape the whole that we are also a part 

of. These tensions cannot be superseded(aufgehoben) in the Hegelian sense, by observing 

them from the vantage point of the whole, for Nietzsche f d y  denies the existence of 

6For a detailed analysis of this relationship, see Chapter Seven on the e t e d  recurrence of the 
same. 



such an absolute or transcendent perspective. For Nietzsche. unity and contradiction occur 

shultaneously : neither one can be reduced to the other. It might help to conceive of the 

will to power can be regarded as a kind of fusion of Rousseau's amour-propre and amour- 

de-soi. Rousseau notes that it is the comparative assessment of oneself and others that 

prompts one to try to make oneself at home in the world by soliciting their recognition. 

At the same tirne, without a latent amour-de-soi reminding us of the sense of primordial 

unity, we would not stniggle to re-integrate ourselves. 

Warren maintains that Nietzsche, rather than trying to descnbe the world in itself, 

tries to devise a "critical ontology of practice. "7 We cannot conceive of a world that does 

not have us in it, and therefore it rnakes no sense to separate howledge of the world from 

the means we use to make ourselves at home within it. Knowing itself is an action, since 

each interpretauon that we may come up with is a means of marking Our own place in the 

worid. At the sarne tirne, these interpretations are never strictly our own. They come out 

of a process that we are a part of and therefore cannot help but participate in. According 

to Nietzsche, we must therefore pay attention to the diverse processes that are at work in 

the act of willing . As 1 will demonstrate below, he uses biological metaphors to emphasize 

that we do not sirnply impose Our will on the world, but that this will is aiso "imposed" 

'Mark Warren, Niemche nnd Political Thought, p. 1 1 1. Warren argues that the will to power 
is an "ontologicai postulate" which one must attribue to human beings in order to make sense of 
their own agency. (p. 1 14) He points out, that like Kant's categorical imperative, it "structures" 
Our experience so that we are able to act. However, unlike Kant, Nietzsche does not insist on the 
universality of the "structures " that make our experiences possible. 



upon us. Each time we interpret, we are also being interpreted. 

Minds and bodies 

In order to gain a better understanding of the will to power, I will begin by 

cornasring Nietzsche's approach with other theorists of the will, since his philosophy is 

largely defined against that of his predecessors. Traditionally, the will has been the 

cornerstone of a philosophy that exalted the subject as the source of action. According to 

Nietzsche, we are always already thnist into a world and therefore become both fields of 

action upon which other forces act as well as contributing to the dynamic by responding 

to and creating new forces. These processes are inextricable and cannot be disentangled 

in order to estabiish a predictable pattern of cause and effect. Thus, the Nietzschean will 

has its source both inside and outside the self. 

Nietzsche is indebted to Kant for his formulation of the will, building on his 

philosophy while at the same t h e  repudiating it. Kant too repudiated the daims of an 

absolute rnetaphysics, but argued that we could not do without universal categories in 

making judgements about things. We could not know whether or not these judgements 

inhered in the reality that we confronted, but they were nevertheless necessary to the 

interpretation of such reality. The wiU was the faculty that enabled us to act in accordance 

w ith the universal moral imperatives that we had posited. Kant recognized that freedom 



depended on an internal division of the self, with heteronomous desires pitted against 

moral imperatives. The will was responsible for the exercise of freedom for it enabled the 

individual to subordinate empirical urges to the strichtres of practical reason. It acts as a 

kind of disciplinarian that ensures that the subject obeys the dictates of its own reason and 

therefore forms an intermediary link between contemplation and practice . We are able to 

act by imposing form on the world: "The will is thought of as a faculty of detemiining 

itself to action in accordance w ith the conception of cenain laws. The moral forms which 

it imposes on the world, can not be legitirnized by proving their existence within the world 

itself. Thus. for Kant, the will is a faculty that facilitates the process of self overcoming 

and translates ihoughts into action. 

Nietzsche has no contention with Kant's claims that we use judgements in order to 

orient ourselves in the heteronomous world, but he denies that these need be universal. 

Furthemore, he also refutes the idea that there is an internal capacity known as the will 

which enables us to translate such moral judgements into action: "We believed ourselves 

to be causal in the act of willing: we thought that here at l e s t  we caught causality in the 

act.. the causality of the will was firmly accepted as given as empirical. Meanwhile we 

have thought better of it. Today we no longer believe a word of al1 this. The 'inner world' 

is full of phantoms and will-O-the-wisps: the will is one of them. The will no longer moves 

gImmanuel Kant, Groundwork on the Metaphysics of Morak in Kant edited by Lewis White 
Beck, (New York: Macmillan hiblishing Co. 1988), p. 272. 



anything , hence it does not explain anything either-it merely accompanies eventsit can 

also be absentl'(TI IV.3). First of al1 Kant's concept of the will takes for granted the 

existence of the thinking subject as an agent that c m  work towards actualizing its moral 

conceptions. While Kant admis that the unity we confer upon objects are necessary 

structures of the rnind, enabling one to make sense of a mass of inchoate perceptions9, he 

also postdates that the activity of comecting perceptions presupposes a unified subject that 

is capable of synthesizing experiences: "1 think must be capable of accompanying ail my 

presentations; otherwise something would be presented to me which could not be thought 

at all, which means no less than: the presentation would be either impossible or at least 

nothing to me.. Consequently every manifold of perception has a necessary relation to the 

1 think in the same subject in which the manifold is found. " I o  

For Nietzsche, the very idea of the subject itself is a necessary illusion. Unlike 

Kant, Nietzsche does not take the existence of the subject and its agency for granted and 

tries to determine how such an idea of agency itself is constituted. Rather than beginning 

his enquiry by examining the mind, he inverts Kantianism by suggesting that such agency 

is rooted in the body: "Belief in the body is more fundamental than belief in the soul: the 

latter arose from unscientific refiection on (the agonies of the body)" (WP 491). At the 

%rhaps the most noted example used by Kant is that of causality. According to Kant, we 
organize experience according to the synthetic a prion judgement of causality. It does not inhere 
in the universe but we attribute it to our expenence in order to draw connections between events. 

L%nmanuel Kant, Cricique of Pure Reason, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1965), B 132. 



same time, one must be careful not to accuse Nietzsche of reifying the body. What appears 

to be a disproportionate emphasis on the body is merely an anempt to reestablish the 

connection benveen body and soul or mind, which refused to acknowledge their munially 

constitutive nature: "Granted that the 'soul' is an attractive and mysterious idea which 

philosophers have rightly abandoned only with reluctance-perhaps that which they have 

since leamed to put in its place is even more attractive, even more mysterious. The human 

body, in which the most distant and most recent past of al1 organic development again 

becomes living and corporeal. through which and over and beyond which a tremendous 

inaudible Stream seems to flow: the body is a more astonishing idea than the old 

:soul"(WP 659). 

Before we are subjects, agents and creatures of reason, we are bodies. As 

Heidegger points out " We do not 'have' a body; rather . we 'are' bodily . " l' This is not an 

attempt on Nietzsche's part to reduce al1 thought, willing and action to crude physiological 

phenornena. Instead, he uses the body as a metaphor that illuminates the complexity of our 

being. The body affinns a separation and individuation from the world around us. Its 

contours are clearly defmed and yet tactile and audible sensations collapse the distinction 

between our bodies and the exteml world. The capacity for individuation as well as 

disindividuation therefore inheres within a single body. Thus, Nietzsche deepens the 

"Martin Heidegger, Niemche vol 1. The Will to Power as A n .  m. David Krell. New York: 
Harper and Row, 1979), p. 23. 



analysis he begins in the Binh of Tragedy by pointing out that even the body which would 

seem to be pointing to the most "individuated" aspect of our existence is not simply 

individuated. As Foucault aven, the body is both a field in which various forces converge. 

but at the sarne Ume a force tint interacts with others to farm new bodies. It is both self 

and non-self. 

In fact, it is the act of constituting itself, chat rnakes the body a body. Nietzsche 

goes so far as to Say tOat it is an agent of interpretation. which resists certain influences 

while irnbibing others: "The organic process constantly presupposes interpretationsn(WP 

643). It must constantiy redefine its limits, since it is incessantly bombarded with "extenial 

stimuli". Nietzsche is not claiming that the body's efforts to define its own limits are 

conscious. eut is simply pointing out that it must act and change in order to remain the 

same. Ir is not simply at home in the world, it mut make itself at home within it. Its 

survival is under threat fiom its very inception and therefore it must engage in activity to 

maintain its boundaries which are by no means simply guaranteed. Even anirnals must 

actively search for food in order to stay dive. At the same tirne, the drive to stay alive 

does not originate within any single body, but moves through bodies. Our desires to 

individuate ourselves are at the same time a testament to our integration. The flux that 

moves through bodies, sustaining life, also destroys it. In order for my body to remain 

the sarne, 1 must change. 1 cannot simply surrender myself to Iife's current, I must also 

ward it off. 1 mut  act against life in order to uphold it. Simple regenerative tasks such as 



eating, and sleeping are attempts to fend off its destructive aspects. In order to participate 

in life, 1 must also struggle against it. Growth is a part of the process of decay and decay 

is part of the process of growth. 

According to Nietzsche, it is inaccurate to Say that the body represents Our 

integralion with nature whüe the mind is a vehicle for its transcendeme, since the impulse 

to go beyond the body has its roots in the body itself. We use thought to posit the 

existence of an ego that is distinct from its empirical dearminations. However, the 

conception of this ego is in part made possible by refiection on our physicai borders. 

Because we have a distinct body, we deduce that Our mind is also distinct. The concept of 

autonomous selfhood is a derivative of the body, whose borders are clearly defmed: "In 

al1 ages. there has been more faith in the body as our most personal possession, our most 

certain being, in short Our egol'(WP 659). From this 1 deduce that I am the author of my 

actions, heralding the sovereignty of my ego. Yet. the functions of my body also escape 

my complete control. indicating that even my body is not completely my own, but 

becomes nanue's vehicle. Such an uncornfortable mith may have prompted philosophers 

to amrm the separation of body and spirit, even though the concept of an independent 

spirit may owe its existence to the body. Only by severing the mind's comection to the 

body could they posit a realm of pure autonomy. The reification of the mind is really a 

reification of the body. 

Just as the body continuaiiy redefines its lirnits in order to survive, so does the 



mind. We invent categories that filter out information in order to be able to orient 

ounelves. Thus, I not only interpret, but I am also the result of an act of interpretation. 

In order to steer Our boat through Dionysian water we must circumvent obstacles that 

nature thrusts in our path while at the same t h e  using the wind and the waves to propd 

ourselves forward. To Say that the categories we employ are equivalent to the tmth is 

tantamount to proclaiming that an understanding of how to steer the boat through the water 

can be equated with an understanding of the river. Biological processes and self 

interpretative processes are Iinked in Nietzsche's philosophy. He extols non-rational 

drives, not because of their "supenority", but in order to dismantIe the hierarchy that had 

placed reason at a pinnacle and attempted to expunge our non-rational drives. By 

" Iocating" the "origin" of the "will to powern in bodily drives. Nietzsche inverts 

traditional metaphysics "wherein the ratiomlitis defmes the essence of the animal 

rationale; the animalitas becornes determinant in Nietzsche's definition of man. "" 

Having said this, it is important to bear in muid that Nietzsche is not trying to establish 

a causal relationship between rnind and body, but to cast doubt on the mindlbody 

dichotomy. Shce we cannot know what it is like to be without mind, we cannot simply Say 

that one imitates the other. Instead 1 suggest that he uses the body metaphorically . Even 

the body, which has symbolized our integration with nature is not guaranteed its place 

I2 Christopher Fynsck, Heidegger 17rought and Historiciry, (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 1996), p. 75. 



within it: "The drive to approach-and the drive to thrust somethuig back are the bond, in 

both the inorganic and the organic world. The entire distinction is a prejudice. The will 

to power in every combination of forces, lunging at the weaker. is more correctW(WP 

655). Just as we must fight ro remain alive in Our biological home, we struggle to define 

limits in Our conceptuai home in an effort to create meaning: "Consciousness-beginning 

quite extemally . as coordination and becoming conscious of 'impressions'- at first at the 

furthest distance form the biologicai centre of the individual; but a process that deepens 

and intensifies itself, and continually draws m e r  to that centre" (WP 504). By suggesting 

that our minds imitate Our bodies, he is e x h o h g  us to recognize Our connection to nature. 

The kind of ambivalent relationship between our bodies a d  the world which they 

are in also applies to the relationship between mind and body. Nietzsche recognizes bat 

while the two cannot exist in isolation from each other, they can also not be reduced to the 

other. The mind could not reflect upon the activities of the body if it did not enjoy a 

modicum of independence from it, and yet at the same tirne, it would not "mirror" the 

body in this way if it were not rooted in ic. Nietzsche is not simply collapsing the dualism 

between mind and body upon which traditionai metaphysics had been predicated; he is also 

upholding it. As 1 will point out in the next section, I could not create cultural and social 

bodies if 1 could not transcend my own physical body to some extent. 1 both am and am 

not my body. Because we can reflect upon the body, we also are catapulted beyond it, and 



create new bodies through the interaction with other conscious beings. This in tuni has an 

impact on individual bodies. At the same tirne, it is the interaction with other human 

beings that is responsible for the creation of Our own consciousness. Consciousness also 

beîomes a rneans by which we compensate for the body's deficiencies: "Morphology 

shows us how the senses and the nerves, as well as the brain, develop in proporticn to the 

di fficulty of fuiding nourishmentn (WP 494). In fact, the relationship between 

consciousness and its body is one of both transcendence and adaptation. Consciousness 

for Nietzsche. like for Rousseau is the means by which a physically weak king is able to 

transcend its physical limitations. As such, it works both against the body and for the 

body by furnishing it with a new means of adaptation. 1 will engage in a more detailed 

analysis of the process of cultural and inteliecnial growth for my section on the Genealogy 

of Morals. 

Pathos, difference and interpretation 

Nietzsche has pointed out that both minds and bodies are constituted out of their 

relationship with the world around them and with each other. Thus, there is no single point 

of origin that can be labelled the will. Yet, there are interconnections between these 

multiple processes and this is whar impels Nietzsche to use a single term to encompass 

them. 1 will try to keep these interconnections in rnind when analyzing the bewildering 



array of pronouncements that Nietzsche &es regarding the will. Despite his efforts to 

avoid identiQing a prirnary source which unleashes the chah of reactions, he does 

proclaim that pathos is that which rnakes ail our activity possible: "The will to power not 

a being, not a becoming, but a pathos -the most elemental fact fkom wiiich a becoming and 

effecting first emergeM(WP 635). Pathos refers to the fact that we are al1 embodied in the 

world and therefore are affected by it; we are not neutral subjects. On the one hand, this 

is very rerniniscent of Nietzsche's description of the prima1 unity of Dionysian revelry 

which remlls that we not only respond to the world we are in but are part of it. As such, 

we are not individual acton, but part of the Stream of life itself: "A multiplicity of forces, 

connected by a common mode of nutrition, we cal1 'life.' To this mode of nutrition, as a 

means of making it possible, belong al1 socalled feelings, ideas, thoughtsV(WP 641). Life 

infuses beings with a kind of primordial energy which impels them to grow. This is not 

tantamount to biological metaphysics, since it does not claim to understand what the world 

is. Rather, it expresses the feeling of Our embodiment at bot .  preconscious and 

subconscious levels. Our awareness of being-in-the world is not logical, it simply id3  

Yet, we are also affected not just by life as a primordial force but by particular 

13Heidegger's philosophy is closer to Nietzsche than Heidegger himself is willing to admit. 
Heidegger examines what it means for a human king to be in a world. What the world acnially 
is, is not significant. since we can never distance ourselves fiom our own king in it. Dasein, for 
Heidegger is thus ontologically prior. Yet, Heidegger breaks down the meaning of our own king 
into conceptual categories, while Nietzsche insists that our awareness of being is largely pre- 
conceptual. 



objects or creatures that are in the world: "let us Say rhat in al1 willing there is, frst a 

plurality of sensations, narnely, the sensation of the state 'away from which", the sensation 

of the state 'towards which', the sensation of this 'from' and towards themselves"(BGE 

19). Thus, we react to separate forces, experiencing life in its fragmented and 

disharmonious state. 1 assume a position against and in relation to the whole and to the 

particulars that are in it: "Every centre of force adopts a perspective toward the entire 

remainder, ie. its own particular valuation, mode of action and mode of resistance. The 

'apparent world', therefore is reduced to a specific mode of action on the world, 

emamting from the centre.. Now there is no other mode of action whatever; and the 

'world' is only a word for the totality of these action. Reality consists precisely in this 

particular action and reaction of every individual part toward the whole-"(WP 567) 

Everything that is extemal is subsumed under a single category, that of the "outside". The 

whole is this "something" that 1 am in, whose exact boundaries 1 do not knos. The term 

pathos bus includes both individuation and integration. 1 exist at a number of different 

levels. On the one hand, I define myself against the "outsiden world and therefore see it 

as an undivided whote which both includes and excludes me. At another level, I encounter 

individual forces which 1 react to. 

By using the terni "will to powern to refer both to the nebulous totaiity that we are 

in, as welI as to the dynarnic created out of the interaction between forces. Nietzsche is 

underlining that al1 our characterizations of a "whole" are simply symbols or metaphors 



that we use to make sense of that which we c m o t  grasp. While we h o w  inniitively as 

well as reflexively that we are part of "something" we cannot know the nature of this 

"something" which we are a part of. Our use of metaphor gives meaning to something 

which we c m o t  understand. We acknowledge an interconnecrion that cannot be 

articulated. The whoie that we are a part of does not have a predeterrnined shape or 

operate according to certain principles which are actualized through individuais. Nietzsche 

wishes to stress the dual movement that is at work whereby the whole gives birth to its 

parts, but the interaction of the parts also gives birth to the whole. 

According to Nietzsche, al1 human beings share the desire to extend their own 

boundaries or grow. This emphasis on growth is not morally neutral but constitutes the 

comerstow of Nietzsche's own value system. Any particular values that we may prescribe 

are deemed beneficial if they enhance growth and should be overcome if they stymie it. 

The refusal, on Nietzsche's part, to set limits to such expansion or to carefully outline his 

rneanings has led many interpreters to balk at a philosophy which at times openiy extols 

domination. 1 will argue in the next chapter, that he does try to set "limits" for such 

growth in Thus Spoke Zararhustra. Nevertheless, one should not overlook the fact that 

for Nietzsche, domination can never be completely avoided, since one individual's growth 

may interfere with that of another. However, this is not to Say that Nietzsche extols 

domination for its own sake, but rather that for him, it is an ineradicable part of the 

process of growth. The expansion of boundaries always implies a restriction of other 



boundaries. It is this interplay which awakens within us a sensitivity to power differentials: 

"The will to power interprets (-it is a question of interpretation when an organ is 

constructed) : it defmes limits , determines degrees , variations of power. Mere variations 

of power could not feel themselves to be such: there must be present something that wants 

to grow and interprets the value of whatever else wants to growW(WP 643). In growing, 

1 am always already acting upon something else. 1 feel and/or reflect upon my growch 

because 1 notice the effect that my activity has upon others. If my growth were not 

somehow reflected in the "extenial world" I could not enjoy it. 1 always grow in relation 

to sornething else. It is this relational aspect that Nietzsche stresses when using the term 

"power" . 

Destruction is an indelible part of creation, and indeed acts as a catalyst. Because 

1 am a limited being, 1 cannot imbibe al1 the forces of life without destroying myself. Too 

much "extemal" growth may inhibit my own. 1 must therefore build a kind of protective 

shell that deflects "harmful" stimulii. However, 1 always establish these limits against 

something else; destruction is an inevitable part of the creative process: "The will to 

power cm manifest itself oniy against resistances; therefore it seeks that which resists 

it"(WP 656). The very act of erecting these walls transforms me and thus 1 transcend my 

O wn limitations by try ing to protect them. 

Nietzsche's profligate use of terms such as 'conquest' and 'cornmanding' prompt 

sorne thinkers to argue that Nietzsche's philosophy of power is primanly about 



relationships of domination and servitude14: "Appropriation and assimilation are above al1 

a desire to ovenvhelm, a fcrming, shaping, and reshaping, until at length that which has 

been overwhelmed has entirely gow over into the power domain of the aggressor and has 

increased the same"(WP 656). Nietzsche definiteiy does not want to tum a blind eye to the 

destructive aspects of power, but it is important to recognize that he does not wish to 

equate creativity with conquest. ln fact, he plays on the ambiguity of the German word 

'Machr' which stems fiom 'machenf or to make: "Why is al1 activity, even that of sense, 

associated with pleasure? Because before it an obstacle, a burden existed? Or rather 

because dl doing is an overcoming, a becoming master. and increases the feeling of 

power? -Pleasure in thinking.-Ultimately it is not only the feeling of power, but the 

pleasure in creating and in t+e thing created; for al1 activity enters our consciousnesa as 

consciousness of a 'work' "(WP 661). For Nietzsche, the power to do something, always 

involves the power over something else. In order to act, 1 must close off and resist certain 

avenues. In this sense, he anticipates Foucault, who notes the interconnection between the 

productive and destructive aspects of power: "relations of power are not in a position of 

exteriority with respect to other types of relationships.. but are immanent in the 

latter. .relations of power are not in superstructural positions, with merely a role of 

14Stern assumes that the desire for conquest underlies Nietzsche's philosophical enterprise. 
Once moral values are stripped of their veneer of legitimacy, only brute power politics remain. 
According to Stem, the will to power is always a justification for ruling and domination: "The 
purpose of al1 self-overcoming that is not decadent is the validation of comrnand." J.P. Stem, A 
Srudy of Niemche.(Cambridge: Cambridge Universi~ Press, 1979). p. 123. 



prohibition and accompaniment ; they have a directly productive role wherever they corne 

into play. "15 Differences between individuals or various forces generate change. While one 

c m  interpret this as an interaction between individuals, one can also see this as an interna1 

suuggle through which an existing body transforms itself. Thus, if I am part of a social 

body, smggles between myself and someone else do not only represent a jockeying for 

power, but the 'internalW change of a social body of which we are a pan. Power "over" 

another creature is also at the sarne tirne power within another body. 

K a u h a m  tries to mitigate Nietzsche's language of conquest by couchllig it in 

moral language. For Kaumiam the will to power in its highest form is a drive for self 

perfection in which mind connols matter.16 He thus imbues the will to power with a moral 

connotation which Nietzsche would try to dissociate himself from. clairning that 

"rationality to be the mark of great power. "17 Although conquest is an act of overcoming 

resistance, Kaufmann argues that as we become more sophisticated, we begin hcreasingly 

''Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality. Volume I .( New York: Vintage Books. 1990), 
p. 94. In this work Foucault does describe dominant regimes of bio-power. He also argues that 
the subjects which are constituted through power can also in nun use the discipline imposed upon 
them to their own advantage. Thus, domination not only disempowers, but also "empowers" the 
subject. 

%aufmann distinguishes between 'lower' and 'higher' forms of the will to power. Political 
domination and conquest are lower forms of power than moral self overcoming. He claims that 
the will to power of the barbarian is rnanifested by torturing his neighbour. In the "rniddle of the 
scale" is the tendency to elicit the admiration and envy of one's neighbour by "elevating hun." 
At the top end of the scale is moral self overcoming. Kaufmann's Nietzsche therefore cornes very 
close to Kant. Walter Kaufmann, NietzscherPhilosopher, Psychologist, Antichrist, pp . 195-207- 



to target intemal sources of resistance, rather than e x t e d  ones. Cooperation couid ~ S O  

be a form of conquest, since it enables one to unshackle interna1 chains. From this 

perspective, "conquest" becomes simply a catchword for growth and the transcendence of 

limitation. 

Whiie Nietzsche would not disagree with Kaufmann that power can also be exerted 

againsf oneself, he would not necessarily equate this with the highest form of power. It is 

not Nietzsche's intent to gloss over the darker side of human nature, and he wants to 

underscore the fact that there can be no growth without suffering. Furthermore, he insists 

that we take pleasure in such destruction: "That commanding something which the people 

cal1 'the spirit' wants to be maser in and around its own house and wants to feel that it is 

master; it has the will from multiplicity to simplicity, a will that ties up, tarnes , and is 

dominee~g  and tmly masterfult'(BGE 230). In order to affirm life, we must 

acknowledge its negativity. Violence is an indelible part of the process of Me. We cannot 

walk through the forest, without trampling on some of the flora that ornament its floor: 

"The will to power, in every combination of forces, defending itself against the snonger, 

lunging at the weaker, is more correct "(WP 655). 

According to Nietzsche, in struggling to defme Our own boundaries, we are 

defining ourselves both against the "worldn that surrounds us in an effort to avoid being 

absorbed by it. At the same tirne, we are manifesting the "forcen of life which pulsates 

through al1 of us. Our own will to power therefore highlights the link between creation 



and destruction that is part of the cycle of life: "And do you know what 'the world' is to 

me? Shall 1 show it to you in my mirmr? This wudd is will to paver and nothing besides! 

And you yourselves are this will to power and nothing besides" (WP 1067). This statement 

underscores the notion that the wiil to power is present in al1 living things and at the same 

time points out that Our own particular will to power is exerted against the threat of 

no thing ness or our own annihilation. Thus, the word " nothing " denotes the ' presence ' 

of nothingness in the lives of human beings. The ongoing effort to grow is in part a 

struggle against death and nothingness. 

Deleuze's interpretation, unlike Kaufhann's equates domination with creativity. 

By describing life as an interaction between forces, he leaves open the possibility that these 

forces occur within an individuai, between individuals , between various social bodies, or 

between organisms. In short, Iike Nietzsche, he tries to provide a non-anthropomorphic 

basis for his theory. Furthennore, by focusing on the interplay between forces. he is able 

to focus on the importance of process as does Nietzsche: "'Life; would be defined as an 

enduring fonn of processes of the establishment of force, in which the different contenders 

grow unequaily. To what extent resistance is present even in obedience; individual power 

is by no means surrendered"(WP 642). We act because we are acted upon. It is the 

process, and not the goal of power that is important for both Nietzsche and Deleuze.18 

18Paul Patton, 'Power in Hobbes and Nietzsche.' Niemche, Feminism and Political Theoty 
(London: Routledge, 1993), p. 152. 



However, Deleuze's distinction between active and reactive forces is problematic since he 

simply equates creaiivity with domination and reactive forces with the utilitarïan end of 

adaptation. Active forces arc "what makes the body superior to al1 reactions ..A the 

activity of necessarily unconscious forces- He associates these active forces with a 

Dionysian energy that is then forcibly contained by reactive forces.20 Active forces are 

defined not by what they lack but simply by a discharge of energy. Reactive forces are 

understood in relation to what they lack and try to impose limits on these creative 

outpourings. Their only activity is putting a hait to the activity of others. However, in 

order for the reactive forces to block the power of active forces in this way, they cannot 

use the same means which gives the active forces the advantage but must fmd other means 

of diverting this active energy. This in itself is an expansion of boundaries which cannot 

be held to be purely adaptive. If you push me to the ground. and my physical force is no 

match for yours, they you have dominated me. My "falling " is s h p l y  a reaction to your 

action of pushing. The quantitative difference in Our forces is easily determined here. 

However, diis is not always the case. If we both live in a garden, and you deliberately eat 

a11 the fruit that 1 rely upon for my own sustenance. forcing me to plant a garden for 

myself in order to survive, it is the reactive force which is most creative, even though it 

has not dominated. Creativity and transformative ability are not equivalent to domination. 

- - 

19Gilles Deleuze, 'Active and Reactive, ' in The Nav N-che, p. 82. 

%id., p. 83. 



Furthemore, in the example 1 have used, it is not so clear which force is most active, 

since it is the reactive forces that have created something out of the destruction inflicted 

by the active force. 

One must not underestimate the radically creative porential of "reactive forces". 

Only a being rhat recognizes boundaries and limitations in some way can deliberately 

strive to overcorne them. Only those beings or forces that individuate themselves by 

separating their own will to power fkom that of life as a whole c m  then contribute to its 

stream of energy. At the same tirne, they would not need to act against rhis current if they 

were not at the same time part of it. Creativity emerges out of the interplay between active 

and reactive forces. 

The virtue of Deleuze's analysis is that by differentiating between active and 

reactive forces in this way. he is able to recognize that they occur simultaneously and 

within the same body, whether this body be an individual, or a social group. On the one 

hand, the will to power represents a kind of primordial energy that simply "is. " It is this 

energy that Deleuze would term "active." On the other hand, this energy is created by 

beings who lash out against the destructive aspects of this very energy. Viewed in this 

way, active and reactive cannot be so neatiy separated and each becomes part of the other. 

despite their separateness. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that while they 

cannot be separated, neither one of these moments can be reduced to each other, for it is 

the fact t!hat we experience them very differentiy that allows for their interplay. For 



Deleuze. it is primarily the play of difference that constitutes life. My feeling of power 

is enhanced by effecting change on both myself and on others. However, Deleuze ignores 

the integrative aspect of the will to power. Ecstasy of growth is not merely a case of the 

" differential element of forces " manifesthg itself as a "differential sensibility "zl, as 

Deleuze suggests. While the overcoming of resistance facilitates growth, reafirming Our 

position in the cycle of life, my desire to grow both precedes and proceeds from the 

interaction with others. Nietzsche's pluralism should not impel us to obscure his 

"monism". In fact, the production of difference can be exhiiarating not only because I have 

distinguished rnyself fkom other forces, but because in this act of differentiation 1 have 

participated in the process as a whole. Such a moment is both Dionysian and Apollonian. 

1 have individuated myself demarcating my own territory, but also disindividuate myself 

by succumbing to the rhythm of life in doing so. As Bernstein argues, the world is a 

monism since everything is will to power but also a pluralism which is not subjecc to 

divine organization." 

Thus, Nietzsche is not simply following the Hobbesian and Machiavellian model 

which pits individuals against each other in an incessant power stniggle. These theorists 

presuppose a radical separation between 

existence of a unity that envelops them. If 

individuals, denying al1 possibility of the 

Nietzsche were merely echoing Hobbes, he 

"John Andrew Bernstein, Nietzsche 's Mural Philosophy , (Rutherford: Fairleigh Dickenson 
University Press, 1987), p. 23. 



would not continuously undermine the idea of a unified self or subject that precedes 

activity. For Hobbes, goods are simply the objects of our desire, and we aim to provide 

a continuous means for obtaining these goods. The power of one individual depends upon 

the relative capacity to secure its own ends; if my capacities exceed youn. 1 am mcre 

powerful than you. For Nietzsche it is not only my power over you, but my growth that 

is important. We do not mereiy do what is necessary for self preservation, but rather we 

strive to become more than we already are: "The difference Iies in the fact that for 

Nietzsche the fundamental principle is not the goal but the process. not the momentary 

stasis attained by the satisfaction of the need or desire but the expenditure of enerB 

itself."" By strivhg to be more than we aiready are, we are both individuating ourselves 

against others and taking our place in the Stream of life. Growth is therefore not just a 

matter of domination over other beings, but a means by which we integrate ourselves with 

thern. 

B. The Mstorical and Social W i  

Up to this point, 1 have used the concept of the will to power to examine the 

relationship between individuarion and integration prirnarily in te= of the individual'r 

relationship to nature and to other individuals. Whiie 1 have outlined the challenge 

=Paul Patton, 'Power in Nietzsche and Hobbes, ' p. 152. 
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Nietzsche poses for metaphysical presumptions about human subjectivity, I have not 

examined the social factors which are involved in its constitution. Indeed, his analysis 

of this matter is so cornplex, that it necessitates an extensive examination of its own. 1 will 

argue that the conscious "interpretation" of Iife which distinguishes human beings from 

other animals develops as a result of and in conjunction with social relationships. The 

processes of individuation and integration take on a new complexity since it is integration 

within a society that makes individuation against mure  possible and to some extent it is 

the desire for integration with nature. that impeis us to individuate ourselves against that 

same society. The subject is created out of power relations within social strucrures and 

does not precede them. Thus, an analysis of the Genealogy of Morais helps us to see the 

complexity of the will to power which cannot simply be reduced to categories of 

domination and servitude. The revoit of the reactive slaves, a dominated and 

"degenerating" group of individuals, had a much more powerful impact on "human 

nature " than the ebullient and powemii masters . Thus, Nietzsche acknowledges the 

important role that social relationships played in developing further our capacity to 

overcome ourselves. 

However, the irony in Nietzsche's view, is that out of the very social 

relationships which have made self transcendence possible, emerges an ascetic morality 

which in his view atternpts nothing less than to put a hait to the process of self overcoming 

itself. Nietzsche does not object to the imposition of social noms per se, but to a morality 



which is absolutized, demanding of al1 individuah that they become the same. In order 

to encourage human beings to overstep their own moral barriers, Nietzsche conducts a 

genealogical inquiry into the history of morality itself. In uacing the history of morality 

Nietzsche robs it of its alleged universality. It is important to recognize that the method 

employed by Nietzsche does not purport to be "objective" since it aims to legitimate a 

process of continuous creation. However the exhortation to go "beyond good and evil" 

does not amount to a complete repudiation of morality since Nietzsche recognizes that 

morality played a vital role in constituting the self-interpretive subject, adding an extra 

dimension to the will to power. 

Nietzsche uses the term 'genealogy ' to distinguish his approach from more 

traditional historical enquiries which adopt a chronological view of history and try to find 

the root causes which spawn al1 future effects. By fitting everything into overarching 

schema. such approaches deny the arbitrary nature of processes at work and suggests that 

there is a grand design that is being unravelled through the rnarch of history . Nietzsche's 

analysis stresses the contingent and haphazard nature of historical development in order 

to reflect a greater opemess to change24 and becoming. Foucault, in his comrnentary on 

Nietzsche maintains that he resists the "search for origins. He makes much of the 

'4Alexander Nehamas, Nietzsche: Life as Litermure, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press. 
1985), p. 112. 

UMichel Foucault, ' Nietzsche, Genealogy and History , ' nie Foucault Reader, ed. Paul 
Rabinow, (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984), p. 77. 



distinction benveen the words Herkurifr and Ursprung. According to Foucault, Ursprung 

suggests that we can uneanh the roots of modem identity, whereas the tern Herkunfl is 

much more fluid, refusing to focus on a single point of ongin and examining the "various 

modes by which the human being has been created as a s~bject." '~ The German term 

Urspmng suggests a point of origin or source while Herkunft means "from where it 

cornes" and is thus more ambiguous. There is no hidden meaning to be unveiled in 

Foucault's view . History is instead the process by which certain mles and n o m ,  devoid 

of intrinsic meaning, are imposed. There is no necessary continuity to be found here. oniy 

a struggle between various life forces. The comection between them is not preplanned. 

but rather arbiuary. The act of imposition is not premeditated but instead is a 

constellation created out of the interaction between vanous forces. This is encapsulated by 

the term Enrsrehung which designates emergence frorn processes of stniggle. 

Nietzsche recognizes that if he is to convince his readers of the "legitimacy" of his 

own quest. he cannot sirnply hold up his mode1 of the will to power as the yardstick by 

which to judge morality. His aim is to shatter the allegiance of people who subscribe to 

the moral worldview. Thus, he must launch an internai critique, which exposes the 

inconsistency festering within certain moral paradigrns. He points out that morality fdls 

short, not only by his standards. but by its own. Recognizing that agents rely upon internal 

consistency in order to engage in acts of interpretation, he hopes to unveil discrepancies 

%eith Ansell-Pearson, Niemche contra Rousseou, pp. 120-121. 
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that could help to delegimate morality. Secondly. Nietzsche must somehow forge a link 

between the moral worldview and his own, so that we begin to see the potential within 

moraiity for its own transcendence. T W y ,  he examines the conditions under which value 

judgements were made, in order to illusrrate why certain practices have been adopted. This 

histoncal analysis helps to refute claims of universaiity. By responding to certain 

conditions, morality itself gave birth to new ones which demanded new solutions. 

According to Nietzsche. morality serves particular kinds of people living under particular 

kinds of conditions. These conditions change due to the imposition of morality, and 

therefore morality itself must be overcome. 

Master and slave 

Nietzsche's account of the developmenr of morals begins with the master-slave 

dialectic. He relies heavily on etymology, tracing the process by which "material terms 

develop into moral ones. According to Nietzsche, his reflection into the ongins of the 

word 'good' lead hirn to the conclusion that the word is connecteci to aristocratic cultures: 

"The signpost to the right road was for me the question: what was the real etymological 

significance of the designations for 'good' coined in the various languages! I found they 

al1 led back to the same conceprual traRSfodon -that everywhere 'noble,' 'aristocratic' 

"Kei th Ansell-Pearson, Nietzsche Contra Rousseau, p.  126. 
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in the social sense, is the basic concept from which 'good' in the sense of ' with aristocratie 

soul,' 'noble,' 'with a soul of a high order,' 'with a privileged soul' necessarily 

developedl'(GM 1.4). Powerful individuals established their own actions as good, not 

because of any inûinsic merit, but simply by virnie of the fact that they were behind them. 

They did not hold up external yardsticks by which to measure themselves. 

Most analysts have assumed that the master-slave dynamic represents the struggle 

between two different types of people: the powerful and the powerless. 1 WU argue that 

Nietzsche uses the master-slave dialectic metaphoncally as welI, and that the categories 

do not refer solely to the class distinction between the nobility and the plebeians. By 

conducting his own enquiry in this way, he demonstrates that we imbue categories with 

meaning , it does not inhere in the categories themselves. It is unclear whether or not the 

master-slave interplay occurs within the boundaries of a social organization or is pnor to 

them. The ambiguity here is deliberate, for Nietzsche conjures up a metaphor that cm be 

applied both to our transition from nature to culture as well as to the transition fiom 

political to moral forms of social organization. In fact, moral irnperatives grow out of 

political ones. The overlap between the political and the natural suggests that the dynamic 

of nature is suspended within the political realm. Politics is simply a new way of heeding 

the voice of nature. Moreover, by pointhg out that the transition is frum the political to 

the moral he repudiates the norion that moral codes are necessary precursors to political 

srrucnires and must be invoked to legitimate them. In so doing, he demonstrates a 



decisively Machiavellian strain. Politics for Nietzsche emerges out of the propensity to 

domirÿite and the struggle to assert oneself over others. Here he differs fiom Rousseau 

who asserts that the appetite for domination is an acquired trait that develops in tandem 

w ith social dependence. Thus. the dialectic in Nietzsche between master and slave can be 

seen as both pre-social and post social. 

Those individuals or groups who can exude greater strength witl ovenvhelm and 

engulf weaker Me forms, not because they harbour great evil, but sirnply because there 

is a natural tendency to discharge interna1 energy: "The knightly -aristocraric value 

judgments presupposed a powerfbl physicality, a flourishing, abundant, even overfiowing 

health, together with that which serves to preserve it: war, adventure, hunting. dancing, 

war games and in general al1 that involves vigorous free, joyful activity "(GM 1.7). This 

kind of spontaneous outburst can also represent human beings in their pre-reflective stages. 

It is an expression of the will to power as pathos, in its raw unmediated form. The pulse 

of life is felt by these masters, who seek to discharge it. The values of the masters are 

acted rather than thought. The rnaster enjoys releasing his energy conceiving "the basic 

concept of the 'good' in advance and spontaneousIy out of himself"(GM 1.1 1). Nietzsche 

intimates that the master has no need for reflection, because there are no obstacles that 

block his actions. Because he does not think, he cornes very close to being an undivided 

self. His values are not universal, nor do they profess to change other people to meet their 

own standards. Their aim is not to assert control over others. but sirnply to act 



immediately upon their instincts. Nietzsche thus points out that moral categones apply to 

human beings frst, whose affirmation of their actions constitues an affirmation of 

themeIves . 

Yet, at the sarne Ume, Nietzsche aiso equates the masters with an aristocratie class. 

which implies that certain customs have already become ritualized and entrenched within 

a social order. Thus, the effervescent spontaneity exercised by these knights has to be 

secured by setting up structures of dominance. Nietzsche makes it clear that the 

unconsuained release of energy can only be achieved within a political hierarchy . If we 

compare this to Rousseau's proto-human, one c m  detect similarities but also marked 

differences. Like the protohuman. these masters do not confront extemal obstacles. 

However, diey are not content simply to tend to their needs but rather have an insatiable 

desire to release energy which overwhelms others who step across their path. There is no 

natural balance in place which prevents them from harming others. 

Yet, while the masten do not reflect on their actions per se, they are cognizant of 

the dis tance that separates them from the weaker beings that they engulf and out of this 

distance they confirm their own gwdness: "Rather it was the good themselves, that is to 

Say the noble, powefil, high stationed and high-rninded, who felt and established 

thernselves and their actions as good, that is, of the fast rank, in contradistinction to a11 

the low . low-minded common and plebeian. It was out of the pathos of distance that they 

first seized the right to create values and to coin names for values" (GM 1.2). Thus, the 



cornparisons with their "ideriors" gives them satisfaction. However, they have no need 

for self evaluation as long as their actions are unimpeded and successful: "Everything it 

knows as pan of itself it honours: such a morality is self-glorification. In the foreground 

there is the feeling of fulhess, of power that seeks to overîiow"(BGE 260). The pathos 

of distance necessitates the existence of some kind of political order which enabled the 

masters to notice differences between themselves and their inferiors. Such an order 

allowed for the kind of repetition of experience which made the masters cognizant of these 

d ifferences. 

The slaves, whose actions are blocked by the rnasten, are prevented frorn releasing 

their own life energy , and thus negate the outside world that is the source of their misery . 
giving voice to their ressentiment: "While every noble morality develops from a 

triumphant affirmation of itself. slave morality from the outset says No to what is 

'outside', what is 'different', what is 'not itself and this NO is its creative deed" (GM 

1.10). The slaves draw the sharp distinction between themselves and the outside world, 

since they are threatened by it. Unlike the masters, their identity is completely dependent 

on others. Yet, kcause of this they are also aware of their own boundaries. Like 

Rousseau, Nietzsche holds that there is no separation from nature as long as nature is not 

menacing. The slaves denounce the masters' act of domination because it fmstrates their 



own efforts to release energy: "The slave is at bottom a fmsûated rnaster."18 Their 

negation also requires the observation of consistent patterns of domination. The 

psychological makeup of the slaves and the masters is not simcantly different according 

to Nietzsche since both share the desire to grow and expand. They too feel the pulse of 

Iife, but are unable to act upon it. 

Because the weak also wish to affjirm themselves but cannot do so based on their 

own capacities, they must negate the obstacles they face. It is interesting to note thar they 

are prevented by nature fiom succumbing to its Dionysian forces. The pulse of life that 

mm through them is undercut by coming into contact with more powerful creatures who 

exude energy of their own. By negating the outside world they separate themselves from 

the natural world, for instead of simply perishing due to their natural shortcornings, they 

determine that the naniral world is not as it should be. Such negation is a precondition of 

morality for it is the beginning of the distinction between the 'ought' and the 'is'. 

Disadvantaged by their physical inferiority, the slaves are forced to conceptualize. They 

have need for utopias, or a world to saive for that negates the existing one because they 

are deprived of the capacity for self expression. Al1 that is evil is imputed to the master. 

and the master's opposite. namely the slave is good. The master's action is chosen, as is 

the slave's inaction. Thus, Nietzsche insists that an illusion lies at the root of morality. 

'8Thomas Pangle, 'The Roots of Contemporary Nihilism and its Political Consequences 
according to Nietzsche,' Reviav of Poiitics January 1983 Vol XLV no 1, p. 57. 



The slave invents the will out of his defiant opposition to the master and his own 

inaction. He wilfully deludes himself into thuikuig that his inaction is a conscious choice. 

The ability to will action or choose action, derives from the inability to act. The slave 

becomes a self-interpretive being, because bis actions are continuously being thwarted by 

the master. In a sense, his fmstrated will to pathos leads him towards the will to power 

as interpretation. Nietzsche anests that the distinction between the doer and the deed is 

intended to undermine the powerfbl physicality of the master and to saddle them with a 

resp~risibility for their deeds: "To demand of strength that it should not express itself is 

strength, that it should not be willing to overcome, a desire to throw down, a willing to 

become master.. is just as absurd as to demand of weakness that it should express itself 

as strength.. .For just as the popular mind separates the lightning from its flash and takes 

the latter for an mion,  for rhe operation of a subject called Iighming. so popular morality 

also separates strength from expressions of strength, as if there existed a neutral 

substratum behind the strong man, which wasfree to express strength or not to do so. But 

there is no such substratum; there is no 'being' behind doing, effecting becoming; the 

'doer' is merely a fiction added to the deedW(GM 1-13). Morality , far from being rooted 

in altruism is bom out of the selfish demands of the slaves. Thus, the slave's handicap 

gives birth to the ability to choose action and to interpret it. The division between the 

desire to act and the inability to do so marks the genesis of the will. External divisions are 

intemalized. The capacity for choosing action demands that 1 have to be able to step back 



from my acrions. This distance is forced upon the slaves. and their necessity marks a step 

towards realizing a new kind of freedorn. 

The slaves' illusion leaves a permanent irnprint on not ody the slaves but the 

rnasters. Excessive force by masters over slaves was no longer sufficient; domination had 

to be justified not only to the slaves but to the rnasters themselves. Slaves had forced 

masters to adopt an extemal yardstick by which to measure their actions. Furthemore. 

they engineered an interna1 split which pitted a raging Dionysian desire against sober 

reflection. However. in doing so they did not merely snuit growth, but redirected it by 

inventing a new "conceptuai" arena where they too could grow. By lirniting one aspect of 

existence. they open up another. 

In a sense the distinction between master and slave parallels Rousseau's distinction 

between amour-de-soi and amour-propre. Amour-de-soi is simply a complete immersion 

in the pulse of life while amour-propre refers to the tendency to depend on others for one's 

self identity. However, for Rousseau, amour-de-soi placed natural limitations on the 

behaviour of die proto-human, while the master morality is characterized by a complete 

absence of limitation. Furthemore, for Rousseau, amour-propre is bom out of cooperative 

relations between people. Initially we compare ourselves to others, not because we are 

hostile to them, but because we must cooperate with them in order to survive. Nietzsche 

insists thar such concern for others has no basis in nature, and arises from a position of 

weakness. Yet, while for Rousseau, the deception that poisoned amour-propre was born 



with a rise of iwquality brought on by exchange relations, for Nietzsche it is bred by the 

interna1 conflict between Our natural urges and the new 'external standards' which we 

impose on ourselves, and therefore is intrinsic to amour-propre itself. 

The slave, who is forced to go beyond the existing world which only suffocates 

hirn, also precipitates the quest for meanhg. Only in the context of suRering do we look 

for meaning in Our existence. The frustration of Our desires gives nse to a feeling of 

estrangement which we overcome by constructing a fictitious world in which we can be 

at home. We are only impelled to search for meaning in the context of suffering. Again 

we cm see here the connection between nihilism and meaning for it is the agony ensuing 

from niy inability to act upon my instincts îhat sends me on the quest for explanation. 

Once this fictitious world bas been created, 1 must also embark on the path of self 

overcoming in order to make myself confom to its standards. Such a bestowal of 

meaning upon existence is at once an affirmation and a negation for it is born out of the 

denial of the immediate world but at the same tirne. rnakes it possible for us to affirm it. 

Culture and politics 

Much of the confusion surrounding the metaphor of the master and slave arises 

from Nietzsche's tendency to attrïbute the spontaneous, pre-reflective outpourir~g of energy 

to an aristocratic class. Habermas assumes that this reflects Nietzsche's desire to return 



to an aristocratic politicd order.Ig However, Nietzsche is not affimiing the legitimacy of 

aristocratic rule, but rather pointhg to the arbitrary manner in which such rule was 

established. The nobility did not enjoy its position of pnvilege because of its inherent 

Iegitimacy . but rather due to their superiority in brute force. In making this link, Niemche 

also suggests that the political struggle between social classes mimics but does not 

uanscend the struggle against nature. Within the social arena, it is not merely the physical 

inability to act on one's instincts that gives rise to the slave's resentment, but the entire 

conceptual apparatus which the rnasters use to legitimate their rule. Once the master-slave 

relationship is assessed within the context of a political order, the categories of master and 

slave become more nebulous and in many respects converge. 

In effect, they can oniy be recognized as masters once they have encountered the 

resistance of the slaves who challenged their d e .  The bully who knocks me d o m  on the 

sidewalk is not my master unless he establishes a means by which he can do this on a 

continuous basis. In order to exercise political power, the masters must leam from the 

slave to constrain their actions and make prudent calculations in order to set the conditions 

that prevail within the order that they control. This is necessary in order to offset 

challenges to their power. A degree of predictability is needed to guarantee the longevity 

of their d e .  Perhaps the interaction with the slave whets the master' s appetite for a more 

19 see Jürgen Habermas, 'The Ennvinement of Myth and Enlightenment: Rereading Diuiectic 
of Enlightenment, ' N' G e m n  Critique, 26 (Spring-Sumer 1982). 



institutionalized form of dominance. Prior to experiencing the slave's resistance, the 

master did not uuly command but nampled upon another creature by overwhelrning him 

with his strength. Once this creature began to show signs of rebellion, the desire to 

establish a more consistent basis for domination was evoked and customs were imposed. 

Brute force was no longer sufficient and the masters had to underpin their domination with 

a system of rinials. Theû rule could not simply be imposed upon the slave, but had to be 

made part of the slaves identity. To do this they relied on the habituation of custorn, which 

lends "familiarity, stability and continuity to the ~ o r l d . " ~  Pattern of behaviour are 

imposed on individuals by these dominant classes: "The oldest 'state' thus appeared as a 

fearfid tyranny, as an oppressive and remorseful machinery, working until this raw 

material of people and semi-animals was at last not only thoroughly kneaded and pliant but 

also formedN(GM II. 17). Custom counteracts the disarray and confusion that mark the 

naniral world. The repetition of symbols navigates us through life, providing a stable 

fiarnework from which we can denve our own individual identity. Thus, uniike Rousseau. 

Nietzsche suggests that the community can only be held together by force. The social 

order is not prernised on affective ties between citizens but is irnposed upon them. Power, 

not need, acts as the social cernent. 

Culture not oniy heid together the social order, but imbued the individual with 

a sense of continuity. Before the human animal can be tramformed into a creature that is 

W a r k  Warren. Niemche and Political Thought, p. 48 
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capable of making promises and taking responsibility for its own actions. it must first be 

made calculable and uniforxn. When human beings ars simply living in accordance with 

the rhythm of life, they still have the capacity to forget. This means that they rernain open 

to new stimuli and can endure nature's cycle of creation and desmiction. It enables us to 

affirm life without allowing a seething resentment against it to build up: "To close the 

doors and windows of consciousness for a tirne; to rernain undisturbed by the noise and 

snuggle of our underworld of utility orgaus working with and against one another; a Little 

quietness, a iittle tabula rosa of the consciousness, to make room for new things, above 

al1 for the nobler functions and functionaries, for regulation, foresight, premeditation. .-that 

is the purpose of active forgetfulness, which is like a doorkeeper, a preserver of psychic 

order, repose and etiquette: so that it wiil be immediately obvious how there could be no 

happiness, no cheerfulness, no hop, no pride no present without forgetfulness " (GM II. 1). 

To enforce continuity upon the human creature, a memory had to be seared into her: 

"If something is to stay in the memory it must be burned in: only that which never ceases 

to hurr stays in the memoryW(GM 11.3). Our conscience is not the reflection of our most 

divine attributes, but becomes the upshot of the most cruel and base instincts: "Al1 these 

prerogatives and showpieces of man: how dearly they have been bought! how much blood 

and cruelty lie at the bottom of al1 'good things' "(GM 11.3). 



Bad conscience 

Once the memory has been cultivated, the daily rinials of custom can be obsrrved. 

Nevertheless, these routines act against the instinctual desire for increased growth, and 

thus create an agonuing division within man. M e n  the gestures that have to be performed 

have become habit, they become dissociated fkom the masters that imposed them. Thus, 

entrapped within the wails of custom, individuals have no outlet for their instincts and tum 

them inwards against thernselves, deprived of an extemal enemy who can become the 

scapegoat for their discontent: "The man who, from lack of extemal enemies and 

resistances and forcibly confïned to the oppressive narrowness and punctiiiousness of 

custom, impatiently lacerated , persecuted, gnawed at . assaulted. . . this deprived creanire, 

racked with homesickness for the wild, who had to turn himself into an adventure, a 

torture chamber, an uncertain and danger~us wildemess-this fool, this yeaming and 

desperate prisoner became the inventor of the bad consciencen(GM II. 16). 

The divisions created by the waiis that encircle the izdividuals provide a continuous 

basis for struggle. On the one hand, she feels part of the culhiral home that has been made 

for her, but on the other hand, her nostalgia for the "wild" is a source of ongoing 

tonnent. An interna1 battie is waged between the tyranny of custom trying to enforce a 

rigid consistency , and the undisciplined forces of nature. This is very similar to the 

dynamic descnbed by Roweau where the voice of nature reminds us that we are not quite 



at home within our civil order, and provides a constant bais  for its regeneration. It is this 

division, which gives rise to the need to came out Our own identity. We individuate 

ourselves because we long to be integrated into two realms at once. The self requires 

something that she can feel a part of before she can begin the process of disentangling 

herself fiom the whole in order to forge her own identity. The capacity of individuals to 

individuate themselves is a fiction of the co~~l~llunity's efforts to ward off the threatening 

aspects of nature: "If we place omelves at the end of this tremendous process, where the 

tree at last brings forth fniit, where society and the morality of custom at last reveal whar 

they have simply been the means to: then we discover that the ripest h i t  is the sovereign 

individual . like only to himself liberated again fiom morality of custom, autonornous and 

supramoral"(GM II.2). For Nietzsche, harmony is not something that is endemic to 

nature. but is a concept that develops as a result of the constraints of social barriers. One 

can only feel part of somediing when one is aware of its boundaries. The purely natural 

man, who is oblivious to any boundaries could not feel part of the natural world. 

However, the ultimate sovereignty of custom depends upon its moralization and 

had to hold sway over the individual, even when she steps outside the comrnunity's 

boundaries. This meant that rimals had to be imbued with an intrinsic Iegitimacy that was 

not dependent upon the comrnunity in which they had arisen. Morality demanded a kind 

of universalization of custom. According to Nietzsche, it was in the realm of legal 

obligation that morality was bom: "It was in this sphere then, the sphere of legal 



obligations, that the moral conceptual world of 'guilt, ' 'conscience, ' 'duty, ' 'sacredness 

of duty' had its origins: its beginnings were, like the beginnings of everything great on 

earth, soaked in biood thorougNy and for a long time" (GM II.6). He argues that the moral 

concept of guilt (Schuld) develops out of the legal sphere of dehts (Schulden). 

Nietzsche's account of the creditordebtor relationship points out that social 

responsibility begins with a measurement of the self by external standards which are 

imposed on individuals by the more powerful forces in society: "..the feeling of guilt, of 

personal obligation , had its origin, as we saw, in the oldest and most primitive personal 

relationship, that between buyer and seller, creditor and debtor: it was here that one 

person fust encountered another person, that one person f ~ s t  measured himeif against 

anotherW(GM II.8). Numbers provided an abstract uniforrnity that allowed for a 

universalization of value: "Perhaps our word 'man' still expresses something of precisely 

this feeling of self-satisfaction: man designated himself as the creanire that measures 

values, evduates and measures, as the 'valuating animal as such " (GM II. 8). Punishment 

was imposed on individuals, not because they deserved it, but rather in a .  attempt to 

restore equilibrium. By repaying injury with injury, a balance was restmck. We repay 

debts because of the fear of punishrnent that is held over us. 

The cornmunity retains this relationship, standing "to its members in that same vital 

basic relation, that of the creditor to his debtorsN(GM II.9). The individual who refuses 

to acknowledge his debt to the cornrnunity, or breaks its conventions is thnist out and 



ostracized. However, with an increase in the power and security of the community "the 

prnal law always becornes more moderate" (GM II. 1 1). The standards which prevail within 

a community are always imposed by the powerful. In an effort to deflect the ressentiment 

of the weak they invent laws: "From a historical point of view, law represents on earth-let 

it be said ro the dismay of the above-named agitator.. .-the struggle a g a i ~  the reactive 

feelings, the war conducted against them on the part of the active and aggressive powers 

who employed some of their strength to impose mesure and bounds upon the excesses of 

the reactive pathos and to compel it to corne to termsN(GM 11-11). By codifyhg their own 

power in legal documents, the powerfid depersonalized their own power, and therefore 

robbed their subjects of a target for their ressentiment. Furthemore, it cast a shroud of 

universality over particular conventions. This paved the way for the intemalkation of 

moral codes and the directing of ressentiment against the self: "Al1 instincts that do not 

discharge themselves outwardly nrm Ynvard -this is what 1 cal1 the inremali~~on of man: 

thus it was that man fust developed what was later called his 'soul' "(GM II. 16). Politics 

was the basis of morality; morality was not the basis of politics. 

Punishment alone could not breed the bad conscience, since the demands of the 

creditor's are s a 1  seen as extenial impositions: "It is precisely among criminals and 

convicts that the sting of conscience is extremely rare; prison and penitentiaries are no? the 

kind of hotbed in which the species of gnawing worm is likely to flourish ... Generally 

speaking, punishrnent makes men hard and cold; it concentrates; it sharpens the feeling of 



alienation; it strengthens the power of resistanceV(GM II. 14). The transition that is made 

from the political to the moral is presented as a political ploy by pnests who act in the 

interests of expanding their own power base. They internaiize social n o m  by an act of 

extreme externalization. By maintainhg that everyone is eternally indebted to God, a 

figure who is far beyond the grasp of man , they can sustain perpeNal guiit. The fact that 

we cannot see God prohibits us from feeling resentment towards hirn, and so this 

resentment is redirected inwards and begins to infect our sense of self. In orcler to 

internalize these n o m ,  they had to be forcibly divorced from their cultural and linguistic 

roots and imputed with an intrinsic legitimacy. The physical absence of God forces us to 

turn to that which is closest to us, namely ourselves. We believe ourselves to be 

responsible for Our own suffering: "The advent of the Christian God, as the maximum god 

attained so far was therefore accompanied by the maximum feeling of guilty indebtedness 

on earthN(GM II.20). However, this suffering becomes a form of repayment that wili lead 

towards the eternal bliss of the afterlife and so we wage continuous war against the 

sensuous and the instinctual: "He apprehends in 'God' the ultimate antithesis of his own 

ineluctable &al instincts; he reinterprets these animal instincts themselves as a form of 

guilt before God "(GM 11.22). As a result, we begin to try to unleash ourselves from Our 

naniral moorings. 

However, this intemal split is also replete with promise, for only the individuai 

who experiences it c m  l e m  to become tmly sovereign and accept responsibility for 



himself. Thus, Nietzsche remarks: "Bad conscience is an illness, there is no doubt about 

that, but an illness as pregnancy is an illnessn(GM II. 19). The intemtization of externai 

norms creates an intenial rift which forces the individual to choose her course of action; 

she c m  no longer merely act on impulse. In Nietzsche's view, ideally, the efforts to 

transform oneself in an attempt to comply with normative standards would demonstrate the 

importance of self creation. The process of changing in order to meet these standards 

would eventually lead to their transcendence. 

Asceticism: an infîated will to power 

The potemial of the bad conscience was not realized in Nietzsche's view, because 

of the heavy burden of guilt which Christianity irnposed on human beings. Since their 

desires and ambitions were interpreted as a ainllng away from God, Nietzsche maintains 

that a curtain of conformity descends upon us and we are paralysed by our "guilt before 

GodW(GM II.22). By idemiQing human beings themselves as the source of theu own 

suffering and denigrating Iife, the pnests enabled the weak to flourish: "the ascetic ideal 

springs from the profecrive instinct of a degenerating Iffe which tries by ail means to 

sustain itself and fight for its existence. .the ascetic ideal is an artifice for the preserv~fion 

of lifeU(GM III. 13). Sufiering is now imbued with meaning since it constitutes an 

atonement for past sins and thus will be rewarded in the afterlife. While senseless 



suffering cannot be endured, meaningfid pain is not only tolerated but glorified: "He 

receives a hint, he receives from his sorcerer, the ascetic priest, the first hint as to the 

cause of his suffering: he mut seek it in himserf, in some guilt, in a piece of the past. he 

must understand his suffering as a punishment " (GM III. 20). 

In fact, we attempt to expunge al1 residues of sensuality and ambition, which we 

are told constitute the wellspring of our agony. This is a Sisyphean task, since success 

would spell the end of Our very existence: "We can no longer conceal from ounelves w h a  

is expressed by al1 that willing which has taken its direction nom the ascetic ideal: this 

hatred of the human, and even more of the animal, and more still of the material, this 

horror of the senses, of reason itself, this fear of happiness and beauty, this longing to get 

away from al1 appearance, change, becoming, death . wishing, fkom longing itself-al1 this 

means -let us dare to grasp it- a will to nothingness, an aversion to life, a rebellion against 

the most fundamental presuppositions of life; but it is and rernains a will "(GM III. 28). 

The ploy of ascetic pnests is ingenious. according to Nietzsche, for it does not offer the 

promise of eradicating suffering, which would be an impossible mission, but rather 

furnishes the weak with an incentive and a reason to continue living not oniy in spite of 

but because of their anguish. It ako presents them with an impossible goal, to rid 

themselves of their earthly attachments, and thus they can engage in a kind of perverse 

striving which tries to elirninate dl the elements that make striving possible. 

The problem with asceticism is that the weak infect even the strong and succeed 



in " poisoning the consciences of the fortunate with their own misery " (GM III. 14). Their 

will to power differs markedly fkom that of nobles who do not attempt to mould al1 others 

in their own image, revelling instead in their difference. Conversely, the task the slaves 

set for themselves is to eliminate distinction and reduce everyone to the sarne level: "They 

walk arnong us as embodied reproaches, as warnings to us-as if health, well 

constitutedness, strength, pride, and the sense of power were in themselves necessarily 

vicious things" (GM III. 15). This marks the birth of the herd mentality , which Nietzsche 

scorned. According to Nietzsche, the weak are more ambitious than the healthy and 

strong, for they demand that everyone live in accordance with their standards: "The will 

cf the weak to represent some form of supenority, their instinct for devious paths to 

tyranny over the healthy- where can it not be discovered. this will to power of the 

weakestW(GM Di. 14). Furthexmore, it obscures its own origins, presenting itself as tmth 

rather than interpretation, and thus ascnbing to itself an dl inclusive universalism: "The 

ascetic ideal has a goal - t h  goal is so universal that d l  the other interests of human 

existence, seem when compared with it, petty and narrow; it interprets epochs, nations and 

men inexorably with a view to this one goal; it pennits no other interpretation , no other 

goal, it rejects, denies, affinns and sanctions solely fiom the point of view of its 

interpretation.. .it submits to no power, it believes in its own predorninance over every 

other power, in its absolute superionry of rank over every other power-it believes that no 

power exists on eanh that does not fust have to receive a meaning, a right to exist, a 



value, as a tool of the ascetic ideal, as a way and means to its goal, to one goal" (GM III. 

23). However, by rejecting al1 other influences, ascetic moraiity manifests a will to power 

that attempts to suffocate itself, for it scorns the pluralistic differences that maintain the 

momentum cf life. Once power differentials are no longer noticeable, the incentive to 

grow also quickly fades. This, tnimpets Nietzsche, tongue in cheek, is immoral: 

"Moralities musr be forced to bow fint of ail before the order of rank; their presumption 

must be brought home to their conscience-until they finally reach agreement that it is 

immoral to Say: 'what is right for one is fair for the other ' "(BGE 22 1). 

Christian thinking had engineered a split between body and spirit , sensuality and 

spirituality . It spurned life as a whole, nuning it against itself. However, such denigration 

of the body was not unique to Christianity, and according to Nietzsche had tainted 

philosophy since its inception: "As long as there are philosophers on earth, and wherever 

there have been philosophers, there unquestionably exists a peculiar philosophers' 

irritation at and rancour against sensuality " (GM III. 7). Under the pretence of spurning 

egoism, such asceticisrn exalts it, for it represents an attempt to unhinge the self from al1 

that is "extemal" , glowing it in its empty purity : "The philosopher sees in it an optimum 

condition for the highest and boldest spinhiality and smües-he does not deny 'existence' 

. he rather afirms his existence and on& his existence, and this perhaps to the point at 

which he is not far from harbouring the impious wish: 'Let the world perish, but let there 

be philosophy . the philosopher, men(GM III. 7). Thus, the philosopher tries to claim for 



himself a reaim of utter independence. He is infected by a will to power that seeks to 

overcome everything. He does not realize that in doing so. he is depriving himself of the 

material with which to overcorne and hdeed is completely eviscerating himself. 

Nehamas asserts that there is a substantive difference between the moral ascetics 

and the philosophical ascetics. Accordhg to Nehamas philosophical ascetics abstain from 

pleasures in order to senire other pleasures which are vaiued more highly . This is simply 

utility in which one good is exchanged for a more highiy valued one.'' Moral asceticists 

deny life in its entirety " involved in the effort to distance themselves from life as much as 

they possibly cm and to renounce the goods they already possess for the othenvordlly 

rewards which, from Nietzsche's naturalistic viewpoint, are nothing at ail. "32 However, 

while the goals of the two types of asceticism may differ, the effect is the same: a subject 

stripped of al1 its "extemal" attributes is just as empty as a subject that denies life 

altogether. In fact, Nietzsche points out that even a "nature turned against itself" serves 

life for the ascetic pnest tries to fmd a means to encourage people to continue to live. Life 

becornes bearable because we know it is only temporary: "It will be imrnediately obvious 

that such a self-contradiction as the ascetic appears to represent, 'life against life,' is, 

physiologically considered and not merely psychologically, a simple absurdity.. . Let us 

replace it with a brief formulation of the facts of the matter: the mcetic ideal s p ~ n g s  from 

31Alexandre Nehemas, Nietzsche: Life as Literature, p. 1 16. 

''Ibid; p. 1 17 
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the protective instinct of a degenerming life whkh tries by al1 means to sustain itself and 

to fight for its existence.. .the ascetic ideal is an artifice for the preservation of lifeN(GM 

III. 13). 

Nietzsche draws parallels between the hubris of the philosopher and the alleged 

humility of the ascetic Christian. The attempt to disentangle ourselves from Our earthiy 

roots in order to approach God masks the desire to become God. We wage an assault 

on nature in order to assume God's rde: "our entire modem way of life, insofar as it is 

not wealaiess without power and consciousness of power, has the appearance of sheer 

hubris and godlessness: for the longest tirne it was precisely the reverse of those things we 

hold in honour today that had a good conscience on its side and God for its guardian. Our 

whole attitude toward nature, the way we violate her with the aid of machines and the 

heedless inventiveness of Our technicians and engineen, is hubrisW(GM III. 9). 

Paradoxically godlessness is an outgrowth of Christianity, according to Nietzsche. This 

explains Nietzsche's proclamation that not only is God dead, but "we have killed him." 

The disrespect that Christianity preaches for the natural invites us to exert our mastery 

over it. The aversion to sensuality soon eviscerates spinniality as conquest over MNre 

becomes an ovemding goal. Furthemore, Nietzsche assens that the desire to transform 

everyone into equals, as ascetic morality sets out to do, masks a latent desire for absolute 

mastery . 

Those who lash out against their body and its sensuality are attempting to destroy 



al1 vestiges of our dependence on nature. They castigate themselves in an aaempt to 

achieve a complete overcorning of the self, thereby destroying the vehicle of their own 

overcoming: "As men of frightfbl ages, they did this by using fkightful means: cruelty 

toward themselves, inventive self-castigation-this was the principal means these power- 

hungry iiermit~ and innovators of ideas required to overcome the gods and tradition in 

themselves, so as to be able ta beliew in their own innovations. 1 recall the famous story 

of King Vishvarnitra, who through millennia of self torture acquired such a feeling of 

power and self confidence that he endeavoured to build a new h e m  -the uncanny symbol 

of the most ancient and most recent experience of philosophers on earth: whoever has at 

some time build a 'new heaven' has found the power to do so only in his own hellN(GM 

m. 10). Because of the ascetic's attempt to shield himself from al1 other forces that may 

leave their mark on him. they strive to overcome the process of overcomuig itself. 

According to Nietzsche, Christianity had taken the avoidance of suffering to such 

extremes. that it had also managed to rid life of al1 its joy. The attempt to expunge 

suffering had irnpelled it to try to minimize al1 "extemal influencesn upon the self, 

convincing it that in so doing it was approaching God. It aied to prevent individuals fiom 

experiencing the tensions that ravaged their sou1 . W ithout these tensions, human behgs 

could neither try to integrate themselves into their world, nor differentiate themselves from 

it. To avoid suffering, it had to prevent hurnan beings fkorn living. Nietzsche does not 

condone absolute mastery, but rather supports a dynamic interplay between command and 



obedience that the ascetic sauggles to dispense with by monopolizing mastery. However, 

there is a profound irony that underlies the ascetic's quest, for absolute mastery and 

absolute servitude becorne indistinguishable, shce the only means by which one can 

maintain complete control is through the complete destruction of the self. Slave morality 

had potential in Nietzsche's view . because it led to the possibility for self reflective action. 

It had given nse to a complex array of interna1 tensions: the need to integrate oneself into 

the cornrnunity, the need to surrender to instinctive desires, and the need to distance 

oneself from the community and nature. Since these tensions could never be overcome. 

they could be a source of ongoing development. As the smggle between master and slave 

itsel f demons trated. inequality couid actually facilitate the development of human beings . 

The problem with Christianity in Nietzsche's view, is that it makes a11 tension a sign of 

human frailty and evil, rather than celebrating its potential. It prevented the weak from 

finding ways of overcoming their position of weakness by reducing everyone to their 

position. Asceticism was the attempt to do away with the complexities of the self. 

Nietzsche's objection was not just that the weak infected the strong with their suffocating 

nihilism, but that the weak were denied the possibility for overcoming their own 

weakness. Weakness was carnouflaged as strength, and a self that shielded itself from 

"extemal" influences was considered strong. For Nietzsche, Christianity had attempted 

nothing short of putting an end to the process of becoming itself. It had forced human 

beings to will their own destruction. The ascetic element had led slave morality astray 



for it refused to acknowledge that the capacity to transform depended on an openness to 

being uansformed. Negation m u t  be accompanied by affirmation. The total obedience 

to God advocated by the priests easily slides into total rnastery and constinites 2 cosiplete 

negation. 

This kind of morality had another ominous side-effect in Nietzsche's view. Not 

only did it have to proclairn that interna1 tensions were evil, but it also had to eradicate 

differences between individuals in order to prevenr growth. I would maintain that what 

Nietzsche rejects is not morality itself, but a morality that claims to be universal in scope: 

"1 negate a type of morality that has become prevalent and predominant as morality itself- 

the morality of decadence, or. more concretely, Chrisrion moralityW(EH XIV: 4). If 

human beings were not to spur each other's development they had to be homogenized. 

For him. the cry for equality was an ill-conceived attempt to reduce ail human beings to 

the lowest common denominator so that they could not pose challenges to each other. 

Equality and homogenization were synonymous in Nietzsche's view. This did not 

s trengthen the community but rather enfeebled it. Without tension between individuals , 

there is no incentive to make themelves part of the whole. The effort to rid human beings 

of their differences meant that they had no reason to join together . Asceticism had resulted 

in an atomization of human beings, rather than generating a community that was predicated 

on universal love. For Nietzsche, universal love was simply a catchword for universal 

contempt. 



Such a devaluation of life has disastrous consequences according to Nietzsche: 

"The ascetic treats life as a wrong road on which one must f d l y  walk back to the point 

where it begins, or as a rnistake that is put right by deeds.. .Read fiom a distant star, that 

majuscule script of our earthly existence would perhaps lead to the conclusion that the 

earth was the distinctively asceric planet, a nook of dizgnintled, arrogant and offensive 

creatures filled with a profound disgust at themselves, at the earth, at al1 life, who inflict 

as much pain on themselves as they possibly canN(GM III. 11). The will of the ascetic has 

tried to silence the voice of nature reverberating within him, and he has drowned in his 

own puritanical zeal: "What then is this struggle of the Christian 'against nature'? .. It is 

nature against something that is also nature"(WP 228). The danger of this unique European 

brand of nihilism, is that it has transformed the desire for growth hto a desire to stagnate. 

By trying to silence the sensual within oneself, one closes oneself off to the pulse of life 

and suffocates Dionysus. The elimination of al1 differences between people extirpates al1 

stirnulii for growth. The weak need the strong in order to force them to conceptualize. By 

eliminating strength, they also eliminate weakness. The catastrophic result is a human 

being that is neither master nor slave, neither active nor reflective. Nietzsche does not 

condone domination for its own sake, as is ail too often assumed. Rather he fears that the 

effort to rid the world of domination completely, is the most grotesque form of 

domination. Human beings have manifested an eerie power, namely the ability to Nni the 

will to power against itself. By insisting that everyone succumb completely to a single 



absolute Iaw, asceticism had tried to sever completely the comection between integration 

and individuation. The life energy that ran through human beings was condemned and 

human beings were encouraged to repress it. They were convinced that their own 

destruction did not m e r ,  since they were guaranteed eternal Me and so did not have to 

individuate themselves. Such individuation itself rnanifested the sin of pr ideh fact, the 

Iess they struggled to assert themselves, the greater their chances of gaining eternal life. 

Ironicaily, they were offered eternai life by k ing told not to live. Nietzsche is homfied 

by the image of nothingness that engulfs him. According to Nietzsche, the asceticism 

launched by Christianity bas plunged human beings into the deepest abyss. It would 

require the most superhuman of efforts to extricate them from this morass. 



CHAPTER SEVEN: THE PHILOSOPHY OF LIMITS: NIETZSCHE'S 
ZARATBUSTRA 

Zarathustra 's dom-going 

The pervasive nihilism which earmarked modernity provides the setting for Thus 

Spoke Zarathimra, which is perhaps the most provocative ami controversiai of Nietzsche's 

works. The harsh ascetizing trend of Christianity, which in Nietzsche's view eviscerated 

the human spirit, is to be overcome. The abrasive rhetoric that had marked the Genealogy 

of M d s  is replaced by the gentler narrative of Zarathustra, who endures moments of 

both tornious despair and exhilarating ecstasy. As I pouued out in Chapter Six, according 

to Nietzsche, it was hubris and the refusal to accept one's own fallibility, rather than 

humility that Ied to the excesses of Christianity. The pursuit of a Life devoid of suffering 

impelled individuals to retreat into themselves, shuning out in the name of a stale 

spirituality the "extemai" influences that could be a source of agony. According to 

Nietzsche, only by acknowledging our own limits, and celebrating our particularity can 

we leam to both participate in and shape the undulating rhythm of life. Spirituality is not 

condernned. but resuscitated by reestablishing our conwction to nature and its "ring of 

recurrence. " Our experience of lif'e is always filtered through ùiterpretations, and we must 

corne to realize that our concepts are merely metaphors that assist us in nav iga~g  our way 

through the turbulent currents of Me. We should not cling to them in desperation, but be 



prepared to reinterpret them as new challenges and opportunities arise. Thus, the potentid 

Übemensch l e m  to go beyond himself, because he realizes that his own approach is 

always a limited one and can never grasp Me in its totality . However, this limitation is 

also the fountainhead of his joy, because it opens the door to new experiences. Because 

he cannot capture life, he can keep on living. Our finitude is what makes us eternal. 

Nietzsche makes us poignantly aware of the fact that the greatest difficulty in being 

human, is recognizing that we are human. 

In order to rid hïmself of the excesses of an ascetic culture, Zarathustra has led a 

secluded existence, participating in and obsewing nature, "fked" from contact with other 

human beings. Nietzsche does not value such isolation in itself, but deems it necessary in 

order to reexperience the Apollonian and Dionysian aspects of nature since the community 

he cornes from has stifled both. He has k e n  living on a mountaintop alone with his 

animals. His "retumn to nature, like that of Emile, teaches him to recognize his own 

limits. While the mountaintop affords him a mgnificent view of the valley below, it also 

forces hirn to gaze upon the Sun, which rises and sets in a daiiy rhythm. It illuxninates the 

earth, but its illumination is temporary and must give way to darkness. To get to the 

mountaintop in order to be able to enjoy this panorama, he m u t  navigate his way tbrough 

the labyrinth of mes. He l e m  to both immene himself in nature in Dionysian fashion 

and to distance himself from it by viewing it from afar. Thus, he recognizes that he is 

not beyoml nature, but an integral part of it. 



Yet, the Sun, the ocean and the mountains, while affording Zatathustra with 

naîural (rather than divine) inspiration, cannot listen to his words nor can they respond to 

him. His sole cornpanions on his mountain are the eagle and the serpent. Whïie they 

cannot share Zarathustra's insights, they are metaphors for the kinds of human 

characteristics that he admires. The eagle represents wt oniy pride, but soars high above 

the earth, manifesthg an independent spirit that is willing to depart from entrenched 

custorns and traditions. He is also an Apollonian creature that glides through the reaim of 

light, descending periodically in order to pounce on his prey. Conversely , the snake is 

wedded to the earth and is a symbol of sly cunning. Each animal contains traces of the 

other. The eagle, who bathes in Apollonian light is carried by the wind in Dionysian 

fashion. The serpent who is closer to the earth, uses deceit and cleverness to survive and 

"elevate" hirnself above the limitations of his anatomy. Their entanglement represents the 

rejection of rigid dualism that had shaped the Western metaphysical tradition. 

Thw Spoke Znrathustra opens with an ode to the sun that is an ironic inversion 

of Plato's cave metaphor. The sun would be nothing without those for whom it shines (Z 

P. 1) It is not Good in itself, but denves its significance fiom the impact it has on other 

creatures and 0rganisms.l It is important to recognize that the sun is not Zarathustds god, 

'Stanley Rosen argues that the sun resembles Socrates's idea of the Good. Zarathustra's action 
is initiated by it, since it is the recreative force of nature. The sun is nature itself "moving, 
changing, repeating itself by manifesthg its inner diversity." The Musk of Enlightenmem. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 25. However, 1 would argue that for 
Nietzsche, the sun is only one force in nature, and although it may be a metaphor for recreation, 



and by addressing it with the famiiiar Du, Zarathustra emphasizes that there is nothing 

in the heavens that is superior to him. At the same tirne, he recognizes that he is not 

superior to anything in the heavens. Furthemore, the Iight of the sun is not the sole 

generator of life. Light could not exist without darkness. Zarathustra's cave is close to 

the Sun, symbolizing the entanglement of darkness and light. Here the Apollonian and 

Dionysian elements are brought together, and Nietzsche demonstrates the importance of 

wandering between them. Zarathustra desires the sun after king sequestered in the cave 

and at the same Ume. se& the cave after he has been exposed to the glaring blaze of the 

Sun. The cave's darkness engulfs hirn, while the sun's brighmess individuates him. 

Neither is complete in itself and it is in altemating between them that we fmd meaning. 

Hence Zarathustra descends from the glonous heights of the mountain, which are closer 

to the Sun, towards the valley. This is a direct inversion of the philosopher's journey out 

of the cave and into the dauiing light describeci by Plato. Nietzsche. unlike Plato refuses 

to privilege light over darkness. 

Zarathustra's "communion" with nature provides him with the psychological 

arsenal that he needs in order to forge new links with human beings. Once entrapped 

within the boundaries of a stagnant society, we have to turn to nature in order to 

rediscover the forces of life. Zarathustra seeks cornpanions that can participate with hirn 

in the process of individuation and integration. Thus, he longs for a comrnunity that he can 

it is not its source. Such a source, for Nietzsche is not identifiable. 
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both integrate himself into and that at the same tirne will act as a stimulus to his own 

individuation, b y continuousl y chailenging his own boundaries. While nanue can make 

him aware of the interconnec tion between individuation and disindividuation, its ability 

to challenge his boundaries is lirnited and he needs to engage with other human beings. It 

becomes clear that Nietzsche is exploring the possibility of a community that is not based 

on force alone but allows individuals to engage with each other in the process of 

becoming. No longer is the relationship between integration and individuation presented 

as something that occurs ody in relation to nature. Zarathustra does not aim to implant 

new codes and laws, but to encourage a kind of incessant renewal which incorporates 

sensual, emotional, and intellecniai aspects of our being. He wants this not only for the 

sake of the community, but for himself. 

Yet, Zarathusm is continuously frustrated in his efforts, because the ascetic culture 

remains deeply rooted in the minds of its citizens. They tenaciously cling to their moral 

truths, becaue they are afraid of falling into the pit of meaninglessness. It is interesting 

IO note that Zarethustra is named after the Persian prophet who "was the fust to consider 

the fight of good and evil the very wheel in the machinery of things: the transposition of 

morality into the metaphysical realm, as a force, cause and end in itselF(EH XV. 3)- 

Since Zarathustra created the most "calamitous error" he is also invested with the 

responsibility for overcoming it. However, 1 should also point out that the fact that 

Nietzsche chooses the sarne figure who cornmitted the errors to overcome them indicates 



that these errors themselves must be made. If we did not cling to the truths in the first 

place, they would not have a transfomative effect. It is when they cease to have a 

tramformative effect, that they must be overcome. 

In the Birth of Tragedy. Nietzsche had pointed out that communities must be 

willing to confront the deepest abyss, by immersing themselves in Dionysian festivals 

which threaten to undermine the social order in order to be able to reconstitute themselves. 

In fact, it is the deepest abyss that makes us covet the highest peaks. According to 

Nietzsche, modem human beings stand at the edge of such an abyss because of the 

dissolution of the cultural n o m  that have sustained them. However, they refuse to peer 

into it and therefore cling to their old habits, even though they Iack faith in their cultural 

foundations. The reluctance to confiont the darkest features of our existence also prevents 

us from attaining the heights. A cornmunity that is faced with the possibility of its own 

extinction will be spurred to create new n o m  and traditions in order to keep itself alive. 

The slaves themselves invented morality because they faced the very real possibility of 

their own destruction. 

Zarathustra rnakes his entrance at a thne when the death of God has robbed the 

earth of its prior rneaning. Without God to act as the bulwark behind Christian moral 

imperatives, humankind rnay either choose the path of the active or the passive nihilist. 

The active nihilist is sirnilar to the Übennensch, who creates new meanings in response 

to the nothingness that surrounds him. The passive nihilist in Nietzsche is represented by 



the last man, who, stripped of a higher purpose which he can aspire to, shply pursues the 

rnundane and cornfortable life. Rather than smiggling to give birth tu new values, he clings 

to old ones which have been expunged of their vivacity. He leads a life devoid of 

cornmitment or passion. The mob is eager to accept this type of cornplacency since it 

replaces meaning with cornfort: "They have left the places where living was hard: for one 

needs warmth. One still loves one's neighbour and rubs oneself against hirn: for one needs 

warmth"(2 P. 6). 

Zarathustra himself does not present himself as the figure who will lead the 

community dunng this treacherous joumey. He totters and stumbles, speaks incoherently 

and lacks the blind self confidence characteristic of figures that become the foundea of 

new social ordee. He is neirher a Rousseauian lawgiver, nor a Machiavellian prince. He 

cannot hold out the promise of salvation that mut be brandished before citkens in order 

to entice them to accept a new political order. While he enjoys moments of self certainty, 

they are only moments. Zarathustra is very attuned to the difficulty involved in 

overcoming nihilism. In fact, it cannot be transcended without repeatedly sinking into its 

dark and disorienthg waters. Zarathustra maintains that it is humankind's unwillingness 

to recognize the darkness in our soiils that also prevents us from bathing in their light. The 

work is replete with paradoxes and conuadictions which remain unresolved in order to 

precipitate an ongoing dialogue. It is this uncertainty which makes him incapable of 

revitalking the comrnunity from the outside. 



Rosen argues that Zarathustra is a new Socrates, highlighting the common 

irnagery between Plato ' s Republic and ThuF Spoke ~orarhusrra .' Zarathustra, like Socrates 

is an outsider, who has oversceppcd the boundanes of the ethicai community and hopes to 

sow the seeds of its revitalization, while refiaining from playing a direct political role 

himself. He cannot simply impose his vision ont0 a community since he would be greeted 

with execration and ridicule. Therefore, like Socrates. he is confronted with the dificulty 

of finding an audience that would be receptive to his ideas. M e r  having enjoyed ten 

years of solitude, he becomes " weary of his wisdomn needing "outstretched hands to take 

it "(2 P. 1). His overflowing cup needs to be emptied and he descends into the valley in 

order to find a community that can act as a receptacle for his teachings. Without the 

opporninity to share his insights with others. they become meaningless. Unlike Socrates, 

Zarathustra recognizes that his "truths" can oniy ernerge 9 interaction with others. He 

does not go to the town with the hopes of enlightening it, as Rosen claims, but in the 

hopes of finding people that he c m  interact with. Nietzsche entiiles his work "a book for 

al1 and for none" since he recognizes that the art of becoming what we are, narnely human, 

is a difficult one. Zarathustra hopes to inspire rather than teach: "But 1 need living 

cornpanions who follow me because they want to follow themselves- and who want to go 

'Stanley Rosen notes that the Republic begins with Socrates describing his descent to the 
Piraeus, just as Zarathustra descends €rom his cave. He is to become a philosophical lawgiver 
or revolutionary founder of a new order. " This he takes to be an "underlying theme of Western 
European Civilization. " The Mask of the Enlighrenmenr, p .22 



where 1 want to gon(Z P. 3). In order to becorne creators themselves, his audience would 

have to willingly explore al1 aspects of their being. To the despair of Zarathusrra, most 

people prefer to enjoy the comfon of dogmas, without having to undergo the dangerous 

joumey to posit them. However, for Nietzsche it is precisely the jomey that is important. 

Zarathustra's efforts are fnistrated by people who only desire to swallow new "doctrines". 

without participating in their making. The death of God fills human beings with longing 

for new idols. Zarathustra solicits frlends, rather than obedient followers, who cm 

actively interact with him: "The creator seeks companions, not corpses or herds or 

believers. The creator seeks fellow creators, those who inscribe new vaiues on new 

tables " (2 P. 9). Zarathustra is unable to rest content anywhere, wandering incessantly , 

dissatisfied in both his solitude and the cornplacent community that he repeatedly returm 

tO . 

The problem of communication plagues Zarathustra throughout this work. He 

amves at a city situated at the rim of a forest. Despite its proximiv to the wilderness, its 

citizens refuse to enter this dangerous and forbidden zone. As a result, they are plagued 

with a spirinial emptiness that is suffocating. Zarathustra addresses an audience that is 

reluctant to venmre into uncharted temtory and desires quick solutions to the spirinial 

banhptcy that is starting to gnaw at their community. His fust encounters with the 

marketplace are awkward, since he resorts to polemics, shouting out bombastic slogans 

that are quickly rebuffed by the community: "The Superman is the meaning of the earth. 



Let your will Say: The Superman shall be the meaning of the earth. 1 entreat you, my 

brothers, remain true to the eunh, and do not believe those who speak to you of 

superterrestrial hopes! "(Z P. 3). He has recurring bouts of depression as a result of his 

inabiiity to convey his message to a people that are unready to receive his gift: "There they 

stand, there they laugh: they do not understand me, 1 am not the mouth for these earsM(Z 

P. 5). Yet, the diffculty lies not ody in the mob's lack of receptivity but in his own 

inability to properly convey his message. 

The Übennensch 

Zarathustra descends into the village in order to broadcast his message of the 

Übennensch, hoping to revitalize a community that was languishing in the aftermath of the 

death of God. It is this "prophecyn which has becorne one of the most contested aspect of 

Nietzschean thought, prompting critics such as Stem to denounce Nietzsche for heralding 

the dawn of a new "superman" who would dominate the world3 and nanue by the sheer 

magnitude of his will and the superabundance of his creativity. The Übennemch has been 

mistakenly identified as a kind of megalomaniac political figure, who could deliver 

3J.P. Stem argues that Nietzsche's superman has totalitarian implications, insisting that 
Nietzsche cannot distinguish between the "faflilticism that goes with bad faith from his own belief 
in the unconditioned value of self-realization and self becoming.. .No man came closer to the full 
realization of self created 'values' than A. Hitler. " A Study of Niemche, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1979), p. 1 17. 



Western civiiization from the excesses of Christianity and c d @  a table of new values that 

would revitalize a phlegrnatic society. His willingness to dominate set him above the 

cornplacent crowd that he has to remould. Conway also argues that Nietzsche envisicns 

a heroic figure who is "best understood within the context of Nietzsche's enduring 

admiration for heroic individuals and higher humanity. n4 However, Conway's 

Übemenrch, unlike Stem's, is not a ruthless dictator, but rather a figure such as a Goethe 

or a Christ whose creativity enables them to provide human beings with the inspiration that 

enables them to accept drastic changes within existing social structures. These charismatic 

figures are estrangeci fkom "fkom the ethicai life of the communities that produce themns 

and therefore provide the kind of fkesh perspective that can help to revitaiize a decaying 

community. Conway insists that the concept of the übennensch is a reflection of 

Nietzsche's exaltation of the genius and the extraordinary figure. 

Even though 1 do not deny that Nietzsche relies upon extraordinary figures to 

change the course of history , 1 would argue that Nietzsche's Übermenrch is used as a 

metaphor rather than describing a "type" that will revolutionize existing social 

institutions. As a metaphor, the idea acts as a stimulant for developing a new posture 

towards life as a whole. The portrait that he painrs of the Übennenrch is deliberately 

nebulous, for Zarathustra does not want to attract a cult of disciples who will await the 

'Daniel W. Conway, Nietzsche and the Political, (New York: Routiedge, 1997), p. 20. 

'lbid. , p. 23. 
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coming of another Christ to redeem them from their current crisis of nihilism. He pleads 

with them to pull themelves out of the nihilistic slumber which they have fdlen into. At 

the same tirne, he reluctantly admits that for most people, rather than acting as a stimulus 

to re-engage with life creatively, the übermemch will offer solace only if he becomes a 

new idol that they can bow down to. Zarat&ustrals audicnce in the marketplace prefers 

the Ultimate Man, who "makes everythhg small" in order to live longer(Z P. 5). The 

Ultimate Man leaves places "where the living was hard" and prefers a herd-like existence 

where everyone wants the same thing(Z P.5). Thus, if Nietzsche does seem to pin al1 his 

hopes on the arriva1 of a creative genius, it is because he has lost his faith in the ability of 

most people to rake the responsibility for renewing their relationship with life into their 

own hands. 

It is evident that Zarahustra himself is unsure of what this Übememch would be 

Iike . Conway downplays the sigaificance of Zarathustra' s uncertainty , maintaining that 

The AnNchrist offers a more lucid account of the Übermensch. However , this overlooks 

the fact that Zarathustra often uses the image of the child to describe the Übermensch. 

The child is unformed potential and therefore does not lead us to conjure up images of 

domination or world deliverance. As I will point out below, the child does not have 

aspirations of grandeur, but rather is concerned with discovering the world for the first 

time, and making a home for herself within it. Nietzsche's use of this image suggests that 

the potential of the Übemensch is buried within aU of us, for ali of us have been children. 



1 would argue that there are therefore two contrasting models of the Übennensch 

which are held up by Nietzsche. One is that of the extraordinary figure that transgresses 

the n o m  of culture and tradition, and infuses life into a stagnant community. The other 

is a perhaps a more democratic vision of the Übermensch through which Nietzsche exhorts 

each of us to become like the child, receptive to new experiences, and willing to engage 

with the world that is to become our home. If Nietzsche falls back upon the former, it is 

because he fears that human beings lack the courage to readopt the receptive openness of 

the child. 

Zarathustra fxst cornes to propagate his message of the Übermenrch when he 

wanders into a human comrnunity which has suffered as a result of the death of Gd, and 

is clinging to old values that have Iost their vitality . This invests human beings with a new 

responsibility to recreate the world as their own. Zarathustra hears of the scheduled 

appearance of a tightrope waker and decides to use this figure to help illustrate the nature 

of the Übemensch. He proclaims that 'man is a rope, fastened between animal and 

Superman- a rope over an abyssn(Z P.4). The fact that "man" is always suspended 

between his animal existence and the übennemch suggests that the Übemensch is not a 

goal that can ever be completely realized, but something that is to be continuously striven 

for. 

The relationship of human beings to the abyss is very paradoxical. On the one 

hand, it threatens to enguif us and forces us to create meanings which can counteract the 



surrounding nothingness. The tightrope waker's awareness of the gaping 

meaninglessness is an essential cataiyst IO his onward motion. His precarious position 

prevents him from taking anything for granted, and he must focus al1 his energy on the 

task that lies before him. Ar the same tirne, the tightrope walker must concentrate solely 

on the tightrope and each step he makes in order to avoid tumbling into nothingness. He 

is at once both poignantly aware and deliberately unaware of the blackness around him. 

Nietzsche suggests that the awareness of self of the Ü5ennemch depends very rnuch on 

the menace posed by the non-self. The tightrope artist cannot cast his eyes upon the goal, 

but must concentrate on each individual step in order to avoid tumbling into the abyss. 

He must be completely absorbed in the moment. It is the abyss around him that forces him 

to remain focused on each step. Because of the risks he is taking, he is suspended high 

above the mediocre crowd below. 

There is yet another dimension to Nietzsche's multifaceted metaphor. The 

lifelessness that encircles the tightrope walker is also representative of the staie 

abstractions thar form the moral worldview. As I pointed out in the previous chapter, 

ascetic morality in Nietzsche's view had resulted in a denigration of life. By renirning to 

the earth, the potential Übememch distances himself from the crowds which shun a nature 

that threatens to encroach even further upon their cnunbling moral system: "The 

Superman is the meaning of the earth. Let your will Say: The Superman shall be the 

meaning of the earth! I entreat you, my brothers, remain true to the earth, and do not 



believe those who speak of superterrestriai hopes! "(Z P.3). This indicates that the 

metaphor of the Übermensch is not intended to lead human beings on exploits that will 

allow them to transcend their humanity and lave behind their earthly attachments. Instead, 

the metaphor is intended to encourage us to make a home for ourselves on the earth, rather 

than beyond it. This is no easy task and requires superhuman efforts because remaining 

true to the earth involves accepting one's own inevitable destruction and acknowledging 

the blackwss that eventually will envelop us. 

The tight-rope artist, who is a metaphor for the Übermensch, falls down. His fdl 

is precipitated by a buffoon, who clothed in bright colours, derides and ridicules hirn until 

he plummets to his death. He scom the artist's actions, by leaping over hirn. The tricks 

he empioys are random and meaningless, causing the artist to lose his own sense of 

direction. The jester is contaminated by nihilism and manifests a cynicism which refuses 

to affirm anything. He lacks the courage to create his own values and scom those who 

do, destabilizing them through his acts of buffoonery. His sole activity consists in 

underminhg the activity of others. 

Zarathustra demonstrates his respect for the fallen artist, by burying him, an act 

that even the town's gravediggers refuse to perform. The mob, which in Nietzsche's view 

has reduced everything to the lowest common denominator, caxmot acknowledge anyone 

that dares to depart fkom their nom. Nietzsche fmds such self-righteous cynicisrn 

disdainful. The problem with the herd for Nietzsche is not its humiiity but its arrogance. 



They condemn both heights and depths. Because of their refiisal to recognize anything that 

is bqond their grasp, they are poisoned by their own self Ioathing, since they sever their 

comection with anything which might encourage hem to overcome themselves. They are 

in danger of choking on their own hatred. 

Zarathustra is not trying to encourage his audience to become "ovemen", but 

rather to prepare the way for such a figure. Just as we cannot revert to being animals, we 

may not arrive at the Übermensch. For Nietzsche, it is the journey towards the 

Übennensch that is important: "What is great in man k that he is a bridge and not a goal; 

what cm be loved in man is that he is a goUlgdcross and a down-goingW(Z P. 4). Thus, 

Nietzsche furnishes human beings with a goal that cannot be attained, in order to ensure 

that the striving itself rernains of the upmost importance. At the same tirne, the 

Übennensch is a goal that is achieved in the very act of striving itself, for he is a figure 

that is constantly overcoming himself. In positing the act of striving itself as a goal, 

Nietzsche guarantees that it can never be realized. 

Perhaps the metaphor of the three metamorphoses of spirit best encapsulates 

Zarathustra's concept of the Übemnsch. It describes both the potentid that inheres in the 

moral world-view and offers the possibility for going beyond it. The beast of burden, the 

camel, represents an ascetic stage of complete obedience and the repression of desires: 

" M a t  is the heaviest thing, you heroes? so asks the weight-bearing spirit, that 1 may take 

it upon me and rejoice in my strength. 1s it not this: to debase yourself in order to injure 



your prideV(Z 1. 1). The carnel exalts in its own suffering and seeks out the magnification 

of its pain. His desert habitat symbolizes the Me-denyuig posture that he adopts towards 

the world. However. the camel is still imbued with a kind of nobility that denves fiom his 

wilhgness to shoulder the heaviest burdens. He acts in accordance with the cultural 

standards that weigh upon his soul. He reveres that which is beyond himself. He does not 

simply parrot slogans, seeking a life of comfort and ease. Instead, he represents a kind of 

obedience chat demands self sacrifice and stmggle: "The weight-bearing spirit takes upon 

itself al1 these heaviest things: like a carnel hurrying laden into the desert, thus it humes 

into the desertl'(Z 1.1). He carries his load because he desires to seek its own strength. He 

recognizes the difficulties involved in succumbing to the dernands of culture and makes 

a deliberate attempt to go beyond himself. The camel thus represents human beings at the 

earliest stages of morality , when effort had to be exerted in order to suppress their own 

interests and desires. By irnposing these sacrifices on himself, the came1 eventually 

becomes aware of his own sovereignty and the capacity for determining his own funire. 

It unites the diverse experiences of the carne1 into an "1". He is thereby transformed into 

the lion when he destmys the loads that he has carried in order to become master of its 

own desert: "But in the loneliest desert the second metamorphosis occurs: the spirit here 

becomes a lion; it wants to capture freedom and be lord in its own desertW(Z 1. 1). The 

transformation into the lion does not si@@ a complete repudiation of the camel. since 

obedience and the desire for complete domination are not as far apart as they rnay appear. 



The camel suffers fi-om loneliness, since it has severed its links from the world around it 

by merely accepting burdens placed upon it by others. The lion hopes to cure this 

loneliness by recapturing the world for himself and placing it under his sovereignty, 

denying al1 extemal influence. He tries to dissociate himself fiorn his cornmunity. 

However, the lion retains the same rigid boundaries between self and other as the camel. 

For the lion, " thou shah" and "1 will" are sywnymous: " Aii values have already been 

created, and al1 created values-are in me. Tmly, there shaii be no more '1 willl"(Z 1. 1). 

Both the lion and the carnel annüiilate the self, for the camel accepts only the orders of the 

other, and the lion tries to stifle the other. Neither of them engage with the world that they 

are in. The lion's destruction cannot get him out of the desert and he suffers fiom the same 

loneliness as the carnel. The fact that the lion does not embody the highest stage for 

Nietzsche indicates that pure domination is not the meaning of the Übemenîch. 

The lion's negation still falls short of the life affirming posture that Nietzsche 

extols. Once the lion has destroyed everything , there is nothing against which he can direct 

his rage, and he is free as the child: "To create new valueseven the lion is incapable of 

that-but to create itself fieedom for new creation-that the might of the lion can do" (2 1. 

1). His rejection of everything that surrounds him means that he is forced to remake a 

home for himself in the world. The child represents an innocence that is returned to as 

a result of having spurned the rigid dualisrns that infect Our souls. Once the lion has 

negated everything, he finds himself in a void that needs to be filled. The child fully 



embraces the spontaneity of life. and enjoys the moment without worrying about the firme 

or dwelling in the past. She represents a new beginning with no preconceptions of who she 

is and yet is most herself because she participates in a process of self creation. Since she 

has not yet sharply differentiated herself from her surroundings, she is fülly open to the 

forces in life that fuel self creation. The child is a synthesis of both the came1 and the 

lion. Only her receptiveness to the forces of life. ailow her to reshape them. She says "no" 

and "yes" simultaneously , by taking what she is given, playing with it, and thus making 

something new out of it. Thus, she is a symbol of integration rather than dominance. She 

is full of life, because she has no need to grasp it. Her modesty and receptiveness to the 

world are virtues which the Übennemch must emulate. We must rehirn to this innocence 

by looking beyond the rigid dogma with which he have strangled the world: "The child 

is innocence and forgetfulness. a new beginning, a sport, a self propelling wheel, a first 

motion, a sacred Yes "(2 1. 1). 

However, this new beginning demands a tremendous sacrifice, for one must be 

willing to question and let go of d l  cultural and moral n o m  that have shaped one's 

individuality in order to begin anew. The child has not yet experienced the weight of the 

cornmunity upon her. She takes nothing too senously and therefore is able to play with and 

transform the things that fall into her han&. She is humble because she has not faced the 

possibility of her own destruction and therefore must not staunchiy defend her boundaries. 

During one of Zarathustra's dreams, a spirit enjoins him to adopt the modesty of the child: 



" Of what consequence are you? YOU are not yet humble enough. Humility has the toughest 

hide" (2 II.22). The difficulty lies in "recapnuing " the humility of the child while at the 

rame Ume recognizing the very reai possibility of one's own desmiction. 

While the camel simply takes upon himself ail the burdens of the cornmunity, the 

lion rages against this community and like the slave negates that which has been imposed 

upon hirn. One submits, the other dominates, but both represent attempts to block out 

various stimuli in order to establish definite boundaries. The camel acts to preserve the 

fiontiers of the moral community, while the lion struggles to de& his own boundaries 

against the community. At the same tirne, he is only able to do this as a result of having 

the boundaries of the comrnunity imposed upon him. Nietzsche would not deny that such 

" individuation" is a necessary aspect of life. However, he would maintain that it has to be 

matched by a willingness to periodically succumb to Dionysian life forces. which 

encourage individuals to redraw their boundaries. Both the camel and lion resist 

succumbing to Dionysian life-giving forces and in doing so fmd themselves languishing 

in a desert. The child on the other hand, continuously makes and remakes her own 

boundaries because she still allows the pulse of life to flow through her. However, it is 

easier for her to do so because she is not yet aware of the possibility of her own 

destruction. This is why it requires superhuman efforts to maintain the playfulness of the 

child as an adult. 

Despite his criticisms of both the lion and the camel, 1 do not think that Nietzsche 



is exhoning us to adopt a posture of permanent boundarylessness. Nietzsche recognizes 

that boundaries have to be drawn and defended, even if thk means that certain stimuli have 

to be filtered out. However, Nietzsche insists that we must do this with the knowledge 

that such boundaries are never permanent and mu t  be periodically abandoned in 

Dionysian revelries. It is the process of making and destroying these boundaries that for 

Nietzsche constitutes life. 

Gift giving and the Übemensch 

The kind of playfùl posture which is symbolized by the child suggests the 

possibility for a cornrnunity chat is not predomioantly based on relationships of domination. 

A willingness to redraw one's own boundaries in order to participate in the flux of life 

suggests a greater recepuvity to others who could spur on the process of one's own 

development by challenging one's boundaries. The child constantly remakes herself by 

playing with the things that corne within her reach. Her identity is always shifting and she 

does not conceive of others as threats to her identity. Zarathustra himself snuggles to 

become as receptive as the child. He abandons the disciples whom he could easily 

dominate, for they simply imbibe his doctrines, failing to enact his ideas by carving out 

a unique path for themselves. He does so not only for their sake but for his own. for he 

cannot engage in self creation if others do not pose a challenge to him: "1 now go away 



alone, my disciples! You too now go away and be alone! So 1 will have it. Tmly, 1 advise 

you: go away from me and guard yourselves against Zarathustra! And better still: be 

ashamed of him! Perhaps he has deceived you. The aim of knowledge must be able not 

only to love his enernies but also to hate Pis fkiends. One repays a teacher badly if one 

remains only a pupi1 ... Now 1 bid you lose me and find yourselves; and only when you 

have al1 denied me will 1 return to youn(Z 1. 22). 

At the same thne, Zarathustra cannot suppress his need to solicit the Company of 

loyal followea. Upon king presented with a mirror in which he sees the devil's grimace, 

he rushes towards the community, proclahhg that his enernies have distorted his doctrine 

and vilifed him: "Tmly , 1 understand the dream's omen and warning al1 too well: my 

doctrine is in danger . . .my enemies have grown powerful and have distorted the meaning 

of my doctrineN(Z III. 1). The paradoxes and agonies of friendship are revealed here. 

Those who agree with him negate his teaching while those who disagree with him a f f m  

his teachings for they have allowed their independent spirit to step forward. Zarathustra 

cannot resist the temptation to equate fkiends with followers. He solicits the recognition 

of others who will simply accept his gifts without giving hirn anything in retum: "This, 

indeed, is the most difficult thing: to close the open hand out of love and to preserve one's 

modesty as a giverW(Z III. 1). Overcome by the desire to " hurl his words into the valleys" , 

he is eager to "enlighten" the community, preserving his dogma from the onslaught of his 

" enemies " . 



Thus, Zarathustra does not recognize the devil in himself which seeh mastery. He 

still enjoys conceiving of himself as the saviour of humankind. who will lead us out of Our 

dark slumber, and awaken us to the beauries of creativity: "And you yourselves should 

create what you have hitherto called the World: the World should be formed in your image 

and by your reason, your will, and your love! And mily , it will be to your happiness, you 

enlightened men!"(Z II. 2). The love that Zarathustra professes for his comunity is not 

yet real, since he showers the cornmunity with gifrs as a token of his leadership. A genuine 

love would be reciprocal and allow the recipients to give back to him. 

Only at night, when the boundaries between self and other have collapsed, do "the 

songs of lovers awakenN(Z II. 9) Here Zarathustra acknowledges that he does not yet know 

the joy of being a receiver, adrnitthg that stealing seems "more blessed than receivingn(2 

II. 9). In stealing one asserts one's dominion over another, just as one asserts a 

superiority in giving . Thus, he laments that it is "my poverty that my hand never rem 

from giving " (2 II. 9). Zarathustra has not leamed how to give, because he has not learned 

how to receive. If 1 give somethhg to you, and you give something back to me, then 1 

know that 1 mily have given, for in giving 1 have offered you material with which you can 

transform yourself, so that you can in turn aansform me. If 1 give to you, and you are 

continuously indebted to me, 1 prevent you fiom participating in this process of mutual 

development. By giving to others, we should also be indirectly giving to ourselves. This 

is why the Übennensch is not incompatible with the community, but expresses the hope 



for a community where reai reciprocity is possible. 

Yet, the gift that Zarathustra give~ does not corne onlyfrom him. Caputo, in his 

work Against Ethics, implies that the gift giving tendency in Zarathustra is a means of 

asserting one's dominance and power over another. It is therefore devoid of the element 

of sacrifice that is characteristic of true gift giving: "It gives like a great, kind, generous 

benefactor, like a weaithy but gewrous lord, not because the common folk around him 

have any daim upon his wealth ... it gives because it gives, that it does not respond to 

anything , but gives by its own inner generosity and immanent will to spill over. '16 The 

image of the honey offering appean to corroborate Caputo's position, for the honey seeps 

out of Zarathustra's hands and he needs a vesse1 which can receive his abundance. (2 P. 

1) However, the liquidity of honey also represents the intercomection between al1 living 

things, for it is not only Zarathustra's gift but a h i t  of nature, gathered by his anirnals 

and produced by the bees. Nietzsche recognizes that he cannot give without taking: "For 

although the world is iike a dark animal-jungle and a pleasure- ground for al1 wild 

huntsmen, it seerns to me to be rather and preferably an unfathomable, nch sea, a sea full 

of manycoloured fishes and crabs for which even the go& might long and become fishen 

and casters of nets: so rich is the world in strange things, great and small! . . . My happiness 

i tself shall 1 cast far and wide, between sunrise, noontide and sunset, to see if many human 

%hn Caputo, Agaim Ethics: Contributions ?O a poetics of obligation wiih comtan~ reference 
io deconstmc~ion, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993), p. 59. 



fishes wili not l e m  to kick and tug at my happinessV(Z TV. 1). Thus, al1 gih-giving is a 

kind of recycling. In order to be able to give something new, we niust transform it. In 

giving a gift, 1 am not oniy overcoming a rift that separates myself from another, but 1 am 

also acknowledging that 1 am an inseparable part of the naturai world which embraces me. 

It thus affinns the duality of my comection to the world. In giving 1 affirm both my 

estrangement from and my embeddedness in it. 1 would not have to give to someone else, 

if 1 did not feel esnanged fiom thern. At the same tirne, in giving the gift, 1 am forging a 

comection with them. Because we ourselves are part of this cycle of giving and taking, 

we must learn to accept our death which is the ultimate gift, a "spur and a promise to the 

living " (Z 1. 2 1). Death has a double meaning for Our annihilation is also a reunion with 

the mother earth that gave birth to us: "1 want to become earth again, that 1 may have 

peace in her who bore me"(Z 1. 21). At the same tirne, the fear of death incites us to Iive, 

impelling us to "love the earth moren(Z 1. 21). 

Thus, the Übernzensch is someone who knows not only how to give gifts, but how 

to receive them. Giving depends upon receiving. Therefore, he caxmot exist in isolation 

for he is in need of friends who receive his gifts by also giving. Zarathustra himself is not 

the übermensch. because he cannot find suitable recipients. The Übermenîch thus cannot 

lead a lonely existence, for he would then lack the oppominity to receive. A life of 

domination would be too lonely for him. In his stroll through the forest, Zarathustra 

encounters the hennit, who sympathizes with the difficulties Zarathustra has faced: "Give 



them nothing , ' said the saint. 'Rather take something off them and beat them with it-that 

will please them best; if oniy ir be pleasing to you!"(Z P. 2). The market mob is suspicious 

of extravagant gifts, for they expect that something is demanded of them in rettirn. As 

Shapiro points out, they have intemalized the principles of the market economy7 and they 

expect that anyone who cornes as the bearer of gifts hopes to harvest more than he has 

sown. The irony is that Zarathustra does indeed demand far more of his recipients than 

they can give, because he requires nothing Iess of them than self transformation. His gift 

is only given. if they in tum. can give back. 

Thus, gift giving is not a selfiess act, not even in the case of the "humble" prophet, 

Zarathustra. It exemplifies the attempt to achieve a sense of belonging and become part 

of a community. The hermit was uaable to fmd this in the marketplace and therefore 

returm to nature in order to commune directiy with God and satiso his own craving for 

harmony: "With singing . weeping, laughing, and mutterkg 1 praise the God who is my 

God. But what do you b ~ g  us as a giftn(Z P. 2). Recognizing the sad state in which the 

hermit finds himself, Zarathustra refrains from telling him that God is dead, because this 

would strip him of his one remaining source of comfort and the medium through which 

he overcomes his isolation. 

Towards the end of the fmt part of the book, Zarathustra's disciples present him 

7Gary Shapiro, Alcylone: Nietzsche on G@s, Noise and Women, (Albany: State University of 
New York Press, 1991). p. 19. 



with a staff, "upon the golden shafi of which a serpent was coiled about a sunl'(Z 1. 22). 

He is delighted that his disciples too, are learning to give. The fact that the staff is made 

of gold is significant, for the value of gold does not inhere in the rnaterial itself which is 

"uncommon and useless" but in the worth that is bestowed upon it: "only as an image of 

the highest virtue did gold count to have the highest valueN(Z 1-22). This means that the 

action of making it vaiuable constitutes its genuine worth. According to Rosen, such gifi 

manifesu the desire to dominate, and thus Zarathustra makes the cornparison between his 

disciples and wolves, who steal without retuming what they have stolen. Thus, Rosen 

argues the "genuine gift giver is a robber who drains old values of their strength in the 

selfish desire to impose his own will. The virtue of giving is that of strength, not 

generosiry or disinterested philanthr~py."~ However, such a lust for power is not what 

Nietzsche has in mind. Zarathustra accepts their present by playing with it and interpreting 

it, thereby continuhg the momentum of Ise. His reception is not passive, but active and 

thus the cycle of giving is kept alive. We make a gift valuable by using it to give fbrther 

gifts. Real gift giving is therefore a participation in the process of life, rather than a 

stagnant exchange of quantifiable equivdents: "you compel al1 things to corne to you and 

into you, that they may flow back fiom your fountain as gifts of your love "(2 1. 22). It is 

not a lust for mastery , as Rosen daims. 

'Stanley Rosen. Mask of Enlightenment, p. 129. 
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Receiving the tragic: against pity and revenge 

According to Nietzsche. we must not only use positive gifts to spur on the process 

of self creation, but must use "negative" gifts to the same effect. The Dionysian experience 

involves pain, suffering and death. To reject these tragic aspects of our experiences is 

for Nietzsche tantamount to rejecting Iife as a whole. The Christian promise of eternd life 

epitomized such a rejection of gifts, since the suffering of this world was used to posit a 

realm in which there would be no such suffering. People stopped striving in this lite in 

anticipation of the next one. Nietzsche exhorts people to appropriate their pain and use 

it in order to catapult themselves to new heights. Rather than viewing their fate as 

something that must be accepted because it is out of the their control, individuals must 

accept that nothing is completely outside of their control, nor completely within their 

control. Paradoxicdly , I mut  l e m  to accept that the " not-1" is an inevitable pan of who 

1 am. Those elements of life which appear to cripple me. also make me who 1 am. By 

stating that 1 have willed the past, 1 am recognizing that the "In is something that eludes 

my complete control. 1 must act upon "alien" impenises in order to become myself. My 

w il1 is not completely my own, but constitutes a meeting point at which various forces 

collide, and their interaction creates new moments. To accept the self, 1 must also accept 

that which is not-self. Without the menace of the non-self, 1 would not be able to become 

myself. Thus, it is oniy by acting upon the p s t ,  that 1 am able to negate it. At the sarne 



time, 1 am affinning it, because 1 cannot ignore its existence. In this way, 1 transform an 

event that has happened to me into an event that 1 have made happen. I start anew. not in 

spite of the past, but because of it. Al1 gifts, be they negative or positive, help me to 

becorne who 1 am. 

This re-appropriation of one's fate has k e n  coined " m o r  fait' by Nietzsche. This 

does not h p l y  that fate is something that should simply be surrendered to because of its 

inevitability . Starnbaugh points out that Nietzsche differentiates between Turkish and 

Russian fatalism. Turkish fatalism "conceives of man and fate as separate" where fate is 

simply something to which hurnan beings are subj~gated.~ Nietzsche's idea of fate suggests 

that Our agency emerges out of the process of dealing with the limits that are imposed upon 

us. We are always both subjugated and subjects. Al1 of my actions are reactions to past 

actions upon me, and in rejecting the latter I also reject the former. If 1 was not presented 

with limitations that 1 am to overcome, 1 would be incapable of acting. 

The enormous dificulty involved in developing this kind of receptivity to our fate 

is manifested for Nietzsche in the emotions of pity and revenge. When we succumb to 

these emotions, we respond to negative events by stymieing growth and attempting to put 

a halt to the process of life itself. Because we begin to associate pain with life. we try to 

prevent ourselves from living in order to eradicate the pain. This kind of posture stems 

from the attitude that 1 either accept my fate and reject my own agency, or accept my 

'Jean Stambaugh. The Other Nietzsche, p. 8 1 
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agency and therefore reject my fate. 

Revenge is the propensity to be overcome by our pst and a refusal to engage with 

life due to negative events that have occurred. We writhe with resenmient against the 

impact of these events: "'Ir was' : that is what the will's teeth-gnashing and most lonely 

affliction is called. Powerless against that which has been done, the will is an angry 

spectator of al1 things past. The wiII cannot wiil backwards; that it cannot break tirne and 

tirne's desire-that is the will's most lonely affliction. . .It is sullenly wrathful that time does 

not run back; 'that which was'-that is what the stow which it canwt roll away is calledW(Z 

II. 20). Revenge does nor refer to the anger felt as a result of events which have 

transpired, but rather to the desire to erase our misfortunes by "willing backwards" in a 

vain attempt to retum to a state where these ills have not yet occurred. Nietzsche is not 

exhorting us to welcome with open arms al1 disasters which may have befallen us, but 

rather to relinquish the propensity to try to purge ourselves of Our past. Nor is Nietzsche 

trying to prevent us fiom feeling anger towards the past, for such rage is necessary in 

order to overcome it and continue the process of living. By determinhg that something 

should not have happened to me, 1 begin to draw the parameters which help me to 

constitute the "1" that 1 want to defend. If nothing seemed hostile to me. 1 could not even 

begin to speak of a "self', nor could 1 begin the process of overcoming. 

Zarathustra begins his discourse on such " redemption" by addressing an audience 

of cripples and beggan. The hunchback claims that Zarathustra's teachings have not yet 



gained credence arnongst the cripples, for he has failed to rid them of their handicaps. 

Zarathustra retons that in taking away the hump of the hunchback. one takes away his 

spirit. The cripple cannot engage in self overcoming, if he repudiates the self that he is to 

cvercome. He must create something new with the obstacles he faces, rather than hophg 

for a miraculous release from his ailments. Rather than performing the Christlike miracles 

that his audience demands, Zarathustra asks them to seek redemption for themselves by 

w illing the pas t that is pan of their present makeup in order to shape the future: "To 

redeem the past and to transform every 'It was' into a '1 wanted it thus!'-that alone do 1 

cal1 redemptionW(Z II. 20). In order to make the past a product of one's will, one has to 

act upon it in the present, rather than simply resigning oneself to one's fate or railing 

agàinst it. By shaping it in the present, it becomes part of my will. Only in this way can 

one overcome the obstacles thnist in our path. Without accepting our limitations, it 

becomes difficult to overcome them. 

It is important to point out that Nietzsche is not advocating a passive resignation 

to or a stoic acceptance of al1 the ills tint may befall us. Rather he is suggesting that there 

will always be events that negatively influence our lives and that incite our anger. Instead 

of allowing Our anger to fester. he insists that we should try to act upon these limitations 

and overcome them as far as is possible rather than surrendering to them and refusing to 

live life. Nietzsche is not trying to downplay the uagedy of the hunchback's existence. He 

is, however, refising to offer the hunchback a false hope of a life without his handicap, 



which would prevent him from living here and now while he awaits a release that may 

never corne. 

According to Nietzsche, the refusal to accept the past can have disastrous 

consequences. By focusing exclusively on a particular handicap, 1 become a victim to it 

and can no longer extricate myself from its clutches. Furthemore, 1 may be inclined to 

compensate for it by overdeveloping its supposed opposite, ending up as the inverse 

cripple that Zarathustra arraigns against: "1 walk among men as among fragments of the 

future" (2 II. 19). This is a comrnon political and social phenornenon. For example, the 

Enlightenment's preoccupation with dethroning the ruthless authority of tradition and 

religion irnpelled it to promote science in its stead, in an effort to expunge al1 mystery 

from human experience. It thereby merely substituted one form of mastery with another. 

Revenge focuses on one aspect of Our king, and unwirtingly blinds itself to other 

impetuses. A faation on the past, robs humanity of its present, and therefore styrnies its 

creative activity. To reject life because it includes suffering also constitutes the repudiation 

of an important catalyst to activity. 

The problem with Nietzsche's analysis inheres in its inability to differentiate 

between the s u f f e ~ g  that can act as a catalyst to creativity and the kind of suffering which 

can be completely debilitating. This oversight leads him from the conclusion that life 

involves suffenng to the idea that: " Iife is essentially appropriation, injury, overpowering 

of what is alien and weaker; suppression, hardness, imposition of one's own forms. 



incorporation and at least, at its mildest, exploitationW(BGE 259). Indeed he ignores the 

extent to which the exploitation of othea diminishes their creative talents and thereby also 

reduces their ability to enable othea to create themselves. The importance he attaches to 

suffering impels him to undermine the ideal of reciprocity that was suggested by the gift- 

giving virtue. 

Nietzsche's failure to distinguish between excessive and "necessary" suffering is 

most pronounced in his attitude towards pity. According to Nietzsche, pity is another 

emotion that can have detrimental affects on the process of becorning. Nietzsche uses the 

term "pity " in a dual sense. On the one hand, it denotes the sense of satisfaction gleaned 

from observing others whose lot in life is less favourable than one's own. My contentment 

with my own situation increases because I relish my own superiority . Nietzschean " pity " 

is not the same as compassion. since it involves a condescension towards the other. 

Stambaugh daims that pity is a way of "debasing another person."lO: "For 1 saw the 

sufferer suffer, and because 1 saw it 1 was ashamed on account of his shame; and when 1 

helped him. then 1 sorely injured his priden(Z:II. 3). It constitutes negative rather than 

positive self affirmation because it does not inspire me towards action. Rather than 

pursuing a meaRingfid life, we rest content because we do not have to endure another's 

misery. At fiat glance, pity may seem to be a point of contention between Nietzsche and 

Rousseau, since Rousseau considers pity to be a humanizing influence that curbs the 

IUJoan Stambaugh, nie Other Nietzsche, p. 43. 
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excesses of civilkation. Yet, pity in Nietzsche's view is antithetïcal to the process of self 

creation because the misfortune of another becomes the source of Our satisfaction. 

Therefore, Nieuschean pity more closely resernbles Rousseau's amour-propre, which 

uses the other as a yardstick by which to evduate the self: "Truîy, I do not like them. the 

compassionate who c e  happy in their compassion: they are too lacking in sharne. If I must 

be compassionate I stiil do not want to be compassionate; and if 1 am compassionate then 

it is preferably from a distanceW(Z II. 3). 

There is another aspect to pity , which is directed at life in general. It impels us to 

identiQ life with suffering and fills us with a profouml nausea or disgust. As Stambaugh 

attests "pity in the sense of feeling sorry for him seem to exclude ail else of significance, 

it simply engulfs the man pitied and paralyses h. "11 Christianity, in Nietzsche view, 

created a community out of suffering, encouraging people to wallow in it: "They are at 

one in their faith in the morality of shared pity, as if that were moraiity in itself. being the 

height, the anained height of man, the sole hope of the future, the consolation of present 

man, the absolution from al1 former guilt " (BGE 202). Because suffering becomes the basis 

of the community itself, people are discouraged from using their suffering to mansform 

thernselves. Ironically, because each individual was encouraged to "relish" his or her own 

pain, each refrains from interacting with others, resulting in a growing conformity. This 

diminished the very suffering which had been the basis of the community to begin with. 



However. there is also a darker side to Nietzsche's contempt for pity . He fails to 

recognize that an amelioration of people's suffering is also a transfomative effort, 

permitting them to resume conml over their existence. The problem inheres in his refusal 

to distinguish between compassion and pity, concepts which, in German, are both 

included under the term Mitleid. If 1 have compassion for someone, 1 do not assume that 

his entire being is consumed by his misfortune. The elimination of suffering does not 

necessady demand that we transform al1 individuals into identical clones. Enabling 

another human being to participate more fully in life does not conbavene the will to 

power, nor is it necessarïly a denigration of life. In fact, suffering could not be the catalyst 

to creativity that Nietzsche describes, if we did not aim to overcome or move beyond it. 

The eternal recurrence/return of the same 

Nietzsche uses the metaphor of the eternal recurrence to foster a new anitude 

towards life which is not predicated on resentment or self pity. Like other catchwords in 

Nietzschean philosophy, the eternal recurrence has been the source of much contention. 

Zarathustra himself reacts to the "thoughtn with both extreme disgust and elation, emotions 

which he soon discovers are tightly intertwined. Through the eternal return Nietzsche 

tries to reconcile the naturai and histoncal elements of our being. On the one hand, there 

is a repetition in the cycles of the seasons, day and night, and creation and destruction. At 



the same time, we are historical beings who build upon the past in order to create the 

future, thereby both negating and affming past moments. Each moment both perishes 

and is upheld(aufgeizo&en) in fùture moments. Thus, Nieesche encourages human beings 

to a f f i i  life by embracing both iu destructive and creative aspects. He does not thereby 

extol a passive resignation to life but rather demands an active shaping of our experiences. 

This necessitates negation, for I cannot create something new without simultaneously 

excluding certain elements of iife that present themselves to me. Paradoxically, according 

to Nietzsche, it is by recognizing that 1 am a limited being that 1 am able to affirm life 

as a whole. Only finitude can lead us to eternity, and it is not interpreted by Nietzsche as 

a lack, but rather enables the individual to interact with others and with ber environment 

to perpeniate the endless cycle of Me. The eternal renirn therefore also demands an 

awareness that we are pan of something that is larger than the self. The love of this larger 

"whole" whose precise contours we cannot discern helps us to not only accept but also ro 

celebrate our own finitude. 

In order to gain a better understanding of the eternal return, it is important to 

recognize that Nietzsche uses it to launch an assauit on the prevailing Christian woridview. 

According to Christian dogma, sin constitutes a privation: a turning away from God. Our 

passions leads us astray and thus are considered worthy of punishment. We are judged 

according to what we are not, and focus obsessively on the negative features which 

tarnish our own existence. The mistakes of the past never cease to hound us. for we must 



endure onping punishment for them. As a result, we develop a viuiolic resenmient 

towards the past which prevents us from creating the funire. Nevertheless, Christianity 

offers compensation for our suffering by inculcating the hope that we are eventually 

redeemed by the grace of God and granted eternal life. Because we need to be rescued 

from the ravages of tirne, death and sin, we concentrate almost exclusively on those 

aspects of Our existence which point to the need for salvation. According to Nietzsche, 

this constinites a negation unaccompanied by affmation, for redemption occurs oniy at 

an unforeseeable point in the friture and cannot be experienced. While Our negation is 

concrete. we affirm oniy an eternal fimre which we cannot experience in the present. Our 

mortal life assumes meaning primarily as a passage to this eternal realm of perfection 

which we cannot know. 

The desire to transcend history and time by entering God's realm of eternity is for 

Nietzsche tantamount to a will to nothingness, since such traoscendence would mark the 

end of activity itself. According to Nietzsche, the interplay between Iimited beings fuels 

the process of life and is the wellspring of our creativity. If we invest God with the 

responsibility for redemption. we adopt a passive posture towards Our life as we wait to 

be redeemed for the mistakes we have made. While we wait, the past continues to haunt 

us, preventing us from living. Nietzsche does not want to put off such redemption unril 

the next Iife, but insists that it must occur in the here and now . Like the Christiam, he 

recognizes that death poses a major obstacle to the affirmation of life, for it threatens to 



render al1 Our activity meaningless. 

The desire to eternalize ourselves is therefore uuisformed by Nietzsche rather than 

perfunctorily dismissed. His understanding of the tem "dar Ewige" both cornes out of and 

is opposed to its more traditional connotations. Lowith suggests that Nietzsche is 

dispensing with Christian linearity and reNniing to a Greek cyclical notion of tirne." The 

eternal return becornes a secular substitute for the Christian desire for eternal life. Rather 

than referring to a state Beyond which is used to cast judgment upon rhis world. Nietzsche 

suggests that there is no end to life itse!f. Eternity does not inhere in individual Iives, but 

in life itself as a whole. Only by connibuting to this whole cm we mily etenialize 

ourselves. We are eternal because the world that envelops us is eternal. Yet. the 

endlessness of this process depends upon our finitude, and the constant interplay between 

destruction and creation. In accepting eternity, I also have to accept my own death. In this 

way, Nietzsche succeeds in reconciling the notion of eternity with the affirmation of the 

process of life itself. It is the activiry of becomîng which goes on forever and forever. 

There is no God or final state in which al1 opposites are reconciled. 1 can never complete 

an action, since it aiways sets off a chah of events that escape my control. My fuiite action 

becomes infinite because it is always an interaction. 

At one level, the eternal return refers to the repetitive momentum of the natural 

%arl Lowith, Nietzsche's Philosophie der ewigen Wiederkehr des Gleichen, (Stuttgart 1956). 
p. 60. 



world, in which al1 experiences which have occurred in the past will recur in a cycle of 

perpetual repetition. Nietzsche draws upon scientific principles in order to lend a 

semblance of "objectivity" to his notion. If a f ~ t e  amount of matter exists, then it is must 

periodically be destroyed in order to trax~~form itself into something new. Change 

demands destruction. A goalless cycle is set in motion, which has neither beginning nor 

end: "The world exists; it is not something that becomes, not something that passes away. 

Or rather: it becomes, it passes away, but it has never begun to become and never ceased 

from passing away-it maintains itself in both-It lives on itself: its excrements are its 

food .... If the world rnay be thought of as a certain d e f ~ t e  quantity of force and as a 

certain definite number of centres of force- and every other representation remains 

indefuiite and therefore useless-it follows that in the great dice garne of existence, it must 

play through a calculable number of combinations"(WP 1066). A similar message is 

conveyed to Zarathustra by his animala: "'O, Zarathusm' said the animais then, 'al1 things 

themselves dance for such as think as we: they corne and offer their hand and laugh and 

flee-and renim. Everything goes, everything retums the wheel of existence roll for ever. 

Everything dies. everythhg blossoms anew; the year of existence runs on forever' "(2 III. 

13). The anirnals accept a truth that human beings c m  only redire after a rebirth. Our own 

existence is only one small part in the ring of recurrence, and we are unable to overcome 

the force of its necessity. 

The aimless repetition of life appears dificult to reconcile with the purposive and 



goal oriented behaviour of human beings, who long for a continuous overcoming. 

However. it is precisely such a reconciliation that Pietzsche hopes to achieve. 

Commentaton such as Laurence Lampen have interpreted the eternal renirn to be at odds 

with Nietzsche's doctrine of the Übennemch. According to him, both the will to power 

and the Übememch suggest a linearity while the etemai r e m  is circular. l3 As Stambaugh 

points out, the relation between "increasen associated with the will to power and the 

"sarne " is "difficult to fathom. " l4 On the one hand, human beings fmd themeives in an 

ongoing struggie against nature, for they are unwilling to surrender themselves to a world 

that eventually engulfs them in its endless cycle of repetition. However, the reflection 

upon our own limitations induces us to create tmîhs that satisfy Our own penchant for 

understanding, at les t  temporarily. We build Our own home which shelten us from the 

seemingly meaningless repetition of oatural cycles. Yet. in doing so we also reproduce 

the very rhythm of nature that we try to extricate ourseives from. Al1 of our truth daims 

merely scratch the surface and are destroyed as circumstances change and they are no 

longer valid. Whiie we establish them in an effort to ward off the etemal flux of life. they 

are inevitably destroyed by this flux. Each stable tmth is stable only because of what it 

leaves out. Because they can never penetrate the essence of life. we are forced to engage 

in a continuous process of revaluation, as old truths die and new ones take their place. The 

13 see Laurence Lampert, N i a c h e  's Teaching , (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1986). 

I4Joan Starnbaugh, Nr'er~~che's T7iough.t of Ererruzi Return, (Washington: Centre for Advanced 
Research in Phenomenology Press, 1988), p. 16. 



difference between human "cyclesn and naturai ones is that the new mths we create are 

sirnilar but never identical to prior truths. since they are always a reaction to past truth. 

Deleuze reconciles the will to power with the eternal renirn by suggesting thar it 

functions as a kind of categoncai imperative which weeds out the weaker forces in life.Is 

The individual would be encouraged to ask himself whether or not he would want that 

which he wills to r e m  eternally. WhiIe active forces would be affirmeci, reactive ones 

would perish. As Ansell-Pearson points out, this would rob iife of the spontaneity and 

innocence which Nietzsche f a~oun . '~  By willing that a certain event be endlessly repeated, 

1 am denying the immediacy of the moment, and downplaying the process of 

transformation by which 1 conthuously reshape my own will. Furthemore, Deleuze's 

contention directiy conuavenes Nietzsche's daim that even the infirm and the small 

minded continuously resurface. By describing a will which would eliminate reactive 

forces, Deleuze attributes to Nietzsche the kind of resentment which Nietzsche hirnself 

inveighs against. 

Magnus' approach resembles that of Deleuze, conceiving of the eternal renirn as 

15Deleuze notes that the eternal r e m  functions as an ethical and selective thought. which 
"gives the will a nile as rigorous as the Kantian imperative." He claims: "Active negation or 
active desmction is the state of the strong-minded who destroy the reactive elernent within 
themselves. submitting it to the test of Etemal R e m  and submining themselves to this 
test ... However far they go, however deep the becoming-reactive of forces is, reactive forces will 
nor recur. The small, peny, reactive man will not recur." in 'Active and Reactive Forces.' The 
New Niensche. (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1988), p. 102. 

16Kei th Ansell-Pearson, Nietzsche as Political niinker, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1994), p. 114. 



an existentid imperative which fosters an affirmative aninide towards life. We must live 

our lives in such a way, that we would want to live again. In order to be able to crave the 

eternal recurrence, one must a f f m  life.17 According to Magnus. "that which possesses 

value c m  be willed unto etemity. "18 Despite its Kantian implications, Magnus' idea diffen 

from the categorical imperative because there are no absolute normative critena which cm 

be applied; only an individual's judgment confers worth upon his actions. However, the 

problem with this type of analysis is that it presupposes that 1 invest the present with 

meaning only by eternalizing it and denying its fuiinide. For Nietzsche the moment 

becomes eternal not by prolonging it but through its interaction with other moments. 

The historical dimension of humanity bestows upon us a different kind of eternity 

than that which is found in nature, a fact which Zarathustra's animals cannot possibly 

fathom. By reworking the past. human beings create a hiture that embodies the past but 

is not identical to it. There is no eternal world of Forrns or Kingdom of God which lends 

direction to Our striving nor is there a Hegelian Geist which unfolds through our actions. 

As Stambaugh emphasizes. there is nothing lackingI9 which we are to uncover in our 

engagement with history . While the future and the present build on the put, they are not 

I7Bemd Magnus, Nietache's Ejristenriinl Imperatiw, (Bloornington: Indiana University Press, 
1978). p. 144-45. 

'%an Stmbaugh, nie Orher Nimbe, (Albany: State Universisr of New York Press, 1994), 
p. 98. 



subordinate to any ultimate purpose. 

However, everything that 1 may create is bound to be destroyed and overcome. The 

dwarf utters a Sisyphean uuth about the eternal recurrence: "'O Zarathustra,' he said 

mockingly, syllable by syllable. 'you stone of wisdom! You have thrown yourself thus 

high, but every stone thar is thrown-must fall! Condemned by yourself and to your own 

stone-throwing : O Zarathustra, far indeed have you thrown your stone. but it will fdl back 

upon you! ' "(Z III. 2). However, this is not necessarily at odds with the constant desire for 

growth that consunites the will to power. Growth demands destruction. In recreating the 

past, 1 destroy it. One could even argue that growth is a response to destruction and 

without destruction there is no growth. If Zarathustra's stone did not fall, he would not 

need to throw it again. Sirnilarly, the new moments that I create are boa destroyed and 

upheld in their re-appropriation by others. Because 1 am not done in my overcoming, 

and am surrounded by other forces that aiso covet growth, I must accept the impermanence 

of rny own creations which are swallowed up in the process of becoming. The very fact 

that they are incorporated and appropriated by others, ensures that it is never the same 

stone that is thrown back at me. 

The threat of king consumesi by nothingness also acts as a catalyst to creation. The 

Gennan word for abyss is "Abgrund" which refers not only to "groundlessness" but also 

to the ground or basis itself. When the dwarf utters the horrible nihilistic tniths into 

Zarathustra's ear, his anger incites him to action: "But there is something in me that 1 cal1 



courage: it has always desuoyed every discouragement in me: thk courage at last bade me 

stop and Say: 'Dwarf! You! Or I! "(2 III. 2) The dwarf's weight tempts Zarathusua to 

succumb to a stultiQing pity and become completely absorbed by the meaningless nature 

of his own existence. However. his courage refiects his own resolve to continue in spite 

of this m~aning lessness . This courage is the best " Todrchlager " . A Tudschlager is both 

something or someone that beats someone to death, as well as representing the assault on 

death itself. 

The acceptance of even the negative elements in the past is a necessary cornponent 

of self affirmation, for even they comprise an indelible part of one's identity. "1 will" 

cannot be separated from "1 am". Instead of attempting to emulate a God that created 

something out of na=hingness, we create fmm the material at hand. As a result, we must 

be prepared to accept even the revolting features of Our existence. There is no moment at 

which he c m  wipe the slate clean; we cannot seek refuge in a final redemption. 

Zarathustra's disgust is represented by the shepherd who chokes on the snake that coils 

itself around him and constitutes th2 "diabolical" image of the e t e d  retum(Z III. 2). The 

serpent crawls into the peasanî's throat while he is sleeping. His inactivity allows 

nothingness to pervade the deepest recesses of his soul. Sleep is rejuvenating because of 

its dishdividuating effect, but at the same time it is symbolic of the obliteration of the self 

in death. Afier all, death is the ultimate disindividuation. Just as sleeping enables me to 

function the following day; my death allows Me to continue. Nevertheless, in order to live 



we must fight death. despite its inevitability. We cannot allow the fact that we will one day 

dissipate into nothingness hamper our creative efforts. Yet, without the threat of 

meaninglessness to challenge u, and to wake us up out of our slumber. we would not be 

compelled to create meaning. Death is as necessary to life as Iife is to death. It is 

important to recognize that Nietzsche uses the image of death both literally and 

fiCguratively. 1 descend into a slumber when I cling unquestioningly to the truths that I and 

others have posited. Only a crisis which threatens to eradicate ail 1 have known, c m  

awaken me from my sleep. The shepherd m u t  bite off the snake's head and not cling to 

its memory. His suffenng must be transformed into joy and laughter. He does not allow 

the serpent's presence to cloud over the rest of his life. Only by being released from 

darkness, do we leam to appreciate the life. This means that darkness enables us to 

experience joy . Paradoxically, the shepherd's joy is dependent upon his misery . Thus, the 

epiphany that Zarathustra enjoys in "The Vision and the Riddle' does not enable him to 

overcome his nausea pennanently. These emotions continue to haunt him as he 

recommences his journey. Without the depths of depression, he could not experience the 

heights of ecstasy . 

Zarathustrafs own assault on death and on the a b y s d  thought is achieved by 

revelling in the moment. It is upon reaching the gateway of tirne. that Zarathustra finds 

relief from the weight of the dwarf perched on his shoulder. The gateway represents the 

moment, which is pregnant with both the past and the future: "And are not al1 things 



bound fast together in such a way that this moment draws after it al1 future things? 

nerefore- draws itself too?"(Z III. 2). The paradoxical assertion that the moment drags 

the future behind it constinites a repudiation of a conception of history as linear and 

progressive. Whatever point we occupy on a circle is both the highest and the lowest 

point; there is no natural culmination or termination of Our activity. The very aimlessness 

of the cycle invests the creative moment with a profound significance, for it is no longer 

a mere stepping Stone en route to a higher transcendental goal nor is it sirnply a cog in a 

wheel which derives its meaning h m  a grand master plan. By focusing on the act of 

creation itself, rather than on what is created, we are abie to counteract the burden of 

nothingness that weighs upon us. At the same time, it is the menace of nothingness that 

enables us to concentrate on the moment. The tightrope walker focuses on each step, not 

in spite of, but because of the nothingness that surrounds him. Thus, Nietzsche aven that 

the aninide we take towards time plays an important role in shaping our posture towards 

life. The etemal return promotes an attitude which focuses primanly on the present, and 

does not resent the wasted efforts of the p s t ,  nor does it rush to realize the distant goals 

of the future. In the eternal return the past and the future becomes absorbed in the 

irnrnediacy of the present. In nature's whiriwind, where everything is repeated. oniy the 

present allows us to difierentiate one moment fiorn the next. 

By celebrating the moment, 1 can affirm the " whole" even though I cannot capture 

it. "If we a f f m  one single moment, we thus affirm not only ourselves but al1 existence. 



For Norhing is self -sufficient. neither in us ourselves nor in things; and if our sou1 has 

trembled with happiness and sounded like a harp string just once, al1 eternity was needed 

to produce this one event-and in this single moment of aff11llliition. al1 eternity was called 

good, redeemed, justified and affirmeunjWT 1032). Each mcment constinites an 
Li 

intersection of past and future. Because ail moments are ktercomected in this way. an 

affirmation of the pan is tantamount tc an affirmation of the whole. 1 drink fkom the 

chalice of "deep sweet eternity" by appropriating the past to create the future. My etemity 

stems from my finitude: "Oh hnw should 1 not Iust for eternity and for the wedding rings 

of rings - the Ring of Recurrence"(Z III: 15). Warren argues that the etemal return draws 

attention to manwr in which we experience the self over t imp and forces us to accept the 

historicity of Our being. Because the past is embedded in each moment, we are 

cont inuousl y replaying Our history . The German word " wiederholen " more clearly 

expresses this relationship. for it has the connotation of actively re-appr~priating the past 

to create the future, rather than alluding to a repetition of perfectly identical events. 

The moment itself is an interpretation that allows us to mark time. distinguishing 

between past and future. Without this marker there would only be a single seamiess road. 

We identify the moment by deciding that we have reached a crossroads at which a new 

course of action has to be decided upon. The symbol of noon represents this time of 

decision. Noon is the period during which the Sun stands highest and there are no 

'Wark Warren. Nietzsche's Political Thought. p. 201. 



shadows which obscure Our view. Everything is irnmersed in a blinding clarity . but this 

omniscience is merely momentary, socn to be encroached upon by the return of the 

shadows. The bnghtness of noon, which is devoid of the shadows of the past, and thus a 

symbol of eteniity is in itself only an "AugenblickW(a moment). It affords new 

opportunities and represents a tuming point in our experience. Each day the occasion for 

rhis new beginning rc-presents itself. Zarathustra. unlike his mimais . understands that the 

moment of extreme light is also a moment of darkness. He falls into a slumber at noon 

which awakens his soul. He experiences a W of mysticai union with the world in which 

the detached "mode of experience of seeing is absent. "" Noon, whose daa lhg  Iight is 

the most Apollonian of images, becomes a Dionysian experience that breaks down the 

boundaries separating Zarathustra from life as an organic whole. Thus. we must leam to 

recognize that each moment is incomptete in itself and contains both Dionysian and 

Apollonian elements. Noon and midnight are among the most important symbols in 

Zarathustra ' s experience, for they represent Apollonian and Dionysian aspects of being . 

In the brightness of noon, there are no shadows that shroud the distinct contours of the 

surroundings, while rnidnight disindividuates and bathes everything in darkness. We crave 

for the individuating effect of the light, but also seek the comforting self annihilation that 

darkness brings. This dualism within our soul ensures that we are continuously striving: 

"The abyss where the glance plunges dowmard and the hand grasps upward. There the 

"Joan Starnbaugh, nie Other Niemche, p. 147. 
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hem grows giddy in its twofold will. ..That my glance plunges into the heights and that 

my hand wants to hold on to the depths and lean there. that, that is my abyss and rny 

dangerV(Z II. 21). 

Nietzsche suggests that we cannot begin each moment anew, even though it is 

important to experience it as such. 1 use the material of the past in constructing a future. 

While 1 cannot choose the p s t ,  1 can choose what to do with the past. 1 never dispense 

with old values entirely, but appropriate them and reshape them. In so doing, 1 am 

forging other moments, but 1 do not mate  a moment to end d l  moments. By underscoring 

our indebtedness to the past, Nietzsche collapses the distinction between freedom and 

necessity. The Gennan word for necessity, "Nor-wendigkeir", illustrates the connecrion 

with freedom, for it means to "tum necessiry". It is this "tuming of necessity" that 

constitures our freedom. 

Higgins, using music as a metaphor, is able to characterize the eternal renirn 

w ithout losing either the immediacy or the history embedded in each moment? Every 

note in a work of music points to other notes, and the meaning lies not in that which each 

tone directs us towards but in the activity of the music itself. No sound can be separated 

from that which precedes or that which follows it. The work is experienced simultaneously 

as flux and as a unity. The relationship of the individual tones towards the whole is akin 

to that of the individual moment to the whole of time. Even though the way in which we 

=Kathleen Higgins , Nietzsche 's Zoruthustra, p. 182. 
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experience an individual melody depends on the musical events which preceded it, we 

experience each moment as a new beginning, fully absorbed by the immediacy of the 

piece. The whole is contained within each note, othenvise it would have no meaning; 

music is completely present-centred? 

The eternal retum thus represents our relationship towards Our own history, 

towards others and towards nature. It ale- us to the interdependence of both fieedom and 

necessity, and forces us to corne to terms with the most grotesque and the most emobiing 

aspects of Our existence. Zarathustra himself loses consciousness as a result of trying to 

face the abysmal aspects of life. His recognition that even the ugliest man will recur in 

this cycle fiils him with a crippling nausea: "1 had seen them both naked, the greatest man 

and the smallest man: al1 too similar to one another, even the greatest a11 too human! The 

grearest. al1 too srnall-that was my disgust at man! And eternal recunence even for the 

srnallest! that was my disgust at ai i  existence." (2 III. 13) When he awakes, he recogrhs 

that hurnan beings are "etemally separated". At each segment in time, we stand alone, 

forced to make a decision regarding the direction we would like to pursue. At the same 

time. we achowledge Our interconnectedness as part of an endlessly recurring cycle. 

Everything thar 1 do is linked to what others have done before me and will do after me. 

At the sarne the ,  1 link myself to others in part by defining myself against them. 

Individuation and integration corne together. It is the opposition between my own sense 



of connectedness, and my feeling of dienation that forces me to give it a voice, thereby 

establishhg a new form of communion with the world: "How sweet it is. that words and 

sounds of music exist: are words and music not rainbows and seeming bridges between 

things eternally separatedlt(Z III. 13). Nietzsche claims that "every sou1 is a world of its 

own", while also asserting that there is nothing outside the individual(2 III. 13). We are 

at once separated from nature and also irrevocably irnmersed in it. Tbt eternal retum is 

Nietzsche's most poetic expression of the divided self. 

These contradictions account for the difficulty involved in becoming human. Like 

Rousseau . Nietzsche niggests that a r e m  to nature is necessary in order to be able ro 

make ourselves at home in Our world once more. However, we must keep reniniing, 

because we lose Our connection to nature, as soon as it becomes the object of Our 

interpretation. Because we need to defme our role in the world, we consmct Apollonian 

illusions that differentiate us fkom the whirlwind around us. These illusions inevitably cut 

us off from certain experiences and so we lose ourselves in a Dionysian expenence. In 

the process we lose ourselves in the confusion and create new illusions to provide 

ourselves with a sense of bearing. Zarathustra desires both the Company of other human 

beings and the solitude that allows hirn to r e m  to his natural home. 

We cannot deny that Our reflection on nature allows us to conceive of a world 

without death and fil1 us with a longing for a kind of eternity that is denied us. Because 

we experience the joy of growth, we cannot accept its termination. Ironically, Our efforts 



to eternalize growth compel us to try and stop it. Nietzsche recognizes that the inevitability 

of death perpenially haunts us. At the same t h e ,  he acknowledges that the process of life 

requires death and that the interaction of limited beings makes growth possible. Ironically. 

our struggle with death cannot end as long as we continue to live. Thus, we are exhorted 

by Nietzsche to embrace our finitude, recognizing that Our limitations fuel the process 

of self creation. It is only because 1 am finite, that 1 can be part of something larger than 

the self. In affirming my own finitude, 1 a f f m  the whole of which 1 am a part. but which 

I c m  never attain. My limitation paves the way for a new kind of limi.tiessness, since my 

incompleteness fdls my heart with longing, propelling the constant process of becoming. 

In accepting my limitation, 1 am able to go beyond it. My afiirmation of my own finitude 

also constitutes its negation. 

Thus. Nietzsche's mouthpiece, Zarathustra surrenders the quest for a kind of 

permanent satisfaction, because he recognizes that striving itself is endless. He f ~ s h e s  

his tale, as he had begun it, with an ode to the sun: "'Great star, '  he said, as he had said 

once before. 'you profound eye of happiness, what would al1 your happiness be if you did 

not have those for whom you shine!IN(Z W .  20). A chord of both optimism and pessirnism 

is srmck in the final moments of the book, On the one han& Zarathustra's mission has 

failed, because he has not found an audience that is receptive to his gift. However, this 

failure also provides him with a new oppomuiity to create the future and thus he greets his 

moming with jubilant elation: " 'This is my moming , my day begins: rise up now, rise up 



grear noontide!' Thus spoke Zarathustra and left his cave, glowing and strong, like a 

morning Sun emerging from behind dark mountains "(2 IV. 20). 

Nietzsche's poliücs: Zarathustra forgotten? 

The Übemensch, the gift-giving virtue and the eternal recurrence of the sarne, al1 

underline the necessity of recognizing that we are limited beings who must use these lirnits 

creatively to engage in the process of becoming. Rather than paying tribute to an 

individual that struggles to dominate the world, these metaphors reinforce the idea that 

each individual is part of a larger process that he must panicipate in. Each of Our 

interpretations is incomplete and serves both to separate ourselves from the Dionysian 

pulse of life. while also allowing us to participate in it. We are continuously exhorted to 

reassess the boundanes that we consmict for ourselves, and recognize that we always react 

to "extemal" forces in order to exert Our own subjectivity. It is therefore nonsensical to 

try to affirm our independence from the world, since we are always at once both created 

and creative beings. As such we m u t  recognize that others not only hinder but enhance 

our own subjectivity. Misguided efforts to dominate the world would cut us off from the 

sources we need in order to be able to create ourselves. 

n2us Spoke Zararhustra would therefore seem to suggest the possibility for a 

democratic cornmunity, since it highlights the importance of reciprocity and shuns 



delusions of mastery . Zarathustra himself is in constant search of companions, who will 

not sheepishly follow him but will be able to engage with him in genuinely inter-active 

relationships. What is perhaps most striking about Nietzsche's political ideals is that they 

do not reflect the notions of reciprocity and fnendship that Zarathustra considers 

conducive to human creativity . Mark Warren suggests that this marks a contradiction in 

Nietzsche's work, since he combines a postmodern philosophy with a pre-modern 

poli tic^.^^ Yet, at the same time, Nietzsche makes it quite clear that the kinds of 

relationships which Zarathustra covets are inaccessible to him in the modem "democratic" 

community . According to Nietzsche, only a few exceptional individuals are willing to 

acknowledge their own limits and subject themselves to the uncertainty of Dionysian life 

forces. Those who have grown accustomed to the life of comfort in the t o m  are unwilling 

to p lume t  towards the abyss for the sake of creativity. They do not want to redeem 

themselves; they prefer to be redeemed. 

In Nietzsche's view, the fear of suffering that dissuades people from joining 

Zarathustra in his journeys has its mots in suffering itself. Sufiering and pity became the 

basis of the Christian community and encouraged individuals to revel in their pain. 

Individuals who were all simen before God nirned inward, limiting their active 

engagement w ith each other , thereby becoming increasingly assimilated . Rather ihan 

strengthening the community, this trend made it unnecessary. Individuals who are clones 

'*Mark Warren. Nieache and Polirical Thought, p. 207. 
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of one another and consider their home to be in the worM beyond, have less need to 

interact with each other to make a home for themselves on earth. Even this fictitious home 

was described only negatively as a realm that is devoid of suffering. Democracy in 

Nietzsche's view, aimed to bring the promised heaven, which is devoid of suffering, back 

to eanh. To dirninish suffering, ir had to make al1 people equal: "Indeed. with the help of 

a religion which indulged and flattered the most sublime herd-animal desires, we have 

reached the point where we find even in political and social institutions an ever more 

visible expression of this morality: the democratic movement is the heir of the Christian 

movement" (BGE 202). In so doing, it did away with the need for God and heaven and 

thereby removed the one thread that united these narcissistic beings into a collectivity. 

"Democratic" imperatives even impel us to murder God, in an act of revenge against the 

king that is immune to suffering. Once we begin to pity ourselves. we despise those who 

are beyond pity and try to overcome our inferiority by negating those who beliale us. We 

murder God, because he is resistant to the kind of levelling which alleviates our own 

suffering. Without God, the moral structure which underpinned the herd comrnunity was 

quickly eroded, exacerbating the atornization which in Nietzsche's view was boni in 

Christian culture. Nietzsche was poignantly away of the dangers endemic to an atomized 

and conformist society, since it paved the way for authoritarian polirical structures. The 

lacuna lefi by God was al1 to easily filled by bureaucratic institutions such as the state, 

or nationalist symbols which provide a common source of identification but did not unite 



people. 

1 would argue that Nietzsche's contempt for democracy and his propensiry to lavish 

praise on aristocratic regimes stems fkom the exaggerated importance he anributes to 

suffering. He attributes the banality of democratic social orders to their zealous efforts 

to eliminare pain. Because Nietzsche too easily identifies suffering with creativity. he 

extols aristocratic forms of government: "Every enhancernent of the type 'man' has so far 

been the work of an aristocratic society-and it will be so again and again-a society that 

believes in the long ladder of an order of rank and differences in value between man and 

man. and that needs slavery in some sense or otherM(BGE 257). Nietzsche ignores the 

extent to which suffering can also be debilitating. Someone who faces starvation on a 

continuous basis is more likely to worry about staying alive than self creation. If the elite 

in aristocratic societies are more witling to accept suffering for the sake of creativity. it 

is because they are immune to its most vicious form. 

Nietzsche sees aristocraties as the only regimes which protect those who are 

willing to accept the challenges of suffering against the herd who want to spread their 

conformist venom. These exceptional types mut be granted a realm in which they need 

not be poisoned by the many who want to deny them an outlet for their creativity . The 

kind of "democratic" reciprocity tbat is suggested by the gift-giving virtue is anathema to 

most people, according to Nietzsche, and wiii only be engaged in by a culnual elite. 

Thus, Nietzsche insists that oniy a class system gives rise to the kind of pluraiit' 



of human types that will allow the creative spirit to flourish. He praises the Indian caste 

system for recognizing that the healthy must be shielded from the sick. Its a h  is to 

"concede to a people the right hencefonh to become masteriy, to become perfect-to be 

ambitious for the highest art of iivingn(AC 57). Furthexmore, culture grows only if some 

people dc the menial labour for othen: "The essential characteristic of a good and heaithy 

ar istocracy . however . is that it experiences itsel f nof as a fiinction.. but as their meaning 

=d highest justification-that it therefore accepts with a good conscience the sacrifice of 

untold human beings, who, for ifs suke m t  be reduced and lowered to incomplete human 

beings, to slaves, to instruments. Their fundamental faith simply has to be that society 

must not exist for society's sake but only as the foundation and scaffolding on which a 

choice type of being is able to raise itself to its higher task and to a higher state of being" 

(BGE 258) 

Nietzsche's praise of ancient aristocraties should not be confused with an 

acceptance of modem class systems, which are shaped by material and economic 

imperatives rather than cultural ones. In fact, Nietzsche might argue that the process of 

cultural assimilation launched by Cluistianity in part propelled the incessant race for 

economic gain endemic to modem societies. Rather than promoting cultural excellence, 

modem democracies would contribute to the denigrarion of culture. Oppression is not 

used to allow the higher classes to develop their capacities to the fullest, by providing them 

with the leisure time for higher pursuits as Nietzsche would hop. (HAH 238) Rather they 



are motivated by the same "base" desires for c o r n .  that in Nietzsche's view are 

predominant among "weaker" types. In fact, Nieache consistently opposes the 

mechanization of human experience which occurs when too high a premium is placed on 

labour: "It is clear, what I combat is economic optimism: as if increasing expendinire of 

everyoody musr necessarily involves the increasing welfare of everybody . The opposite 

seems to me to be the case: expenditrcre of everybody amounts to a collective loss: man is 

diminished -so one no longer knows what aim this tremendous process has servedW(WP 

866). Yet at the same time, he asserted that without drones to perform such baser tasks, 

no higher types can be bred: "a reverse movement is needed-the production of a synthetic, 

summarizing, justiSing man for whose existence this transformation of mankind into a 

machine is a precondition, as a base on which he can invent his higher form of being "(WP 

866). 

Nietzsche's emphasis on culairal achievements drives a wedge between culaire and 

other aspects of life. In TRus Spoke Zarathustra, the sphere in which creativity is to be 

exercised is left rnuch more open and there is no indication that Zarathustra is necessarily 

an "artist" in the conventional sense. Thus. Nietzsche faiis to examine carefully the 

conditions under which culture. labour and politics have become divorced from each other 

and seerns to merely accept their separation. Nietzsche implies that a kind of cultural 

levelling contributed to the incessant p m i t  of material goods characteristic of the modem 

era, without considering the possibility that the reverse is aiso me. Because he fails to see 



rbe poarwful iinpaa of e c ~ ~  fwccs. k u m h s h a t e s  tb: C K ~  to which a.wmmtc 

imquaüq- m i g g  conmbute to the cultuml corrosiun tbar k w i m w .  The frar of 

poarerlessnas in d~ face of these forces is a powemil disincentive tu mat iv i ty  and 

recipmiy . 

NiefZSCh ïnigghr retor~ th tk suuggle a,gakt domharion in the pst  has forced 

human beings to bgam cRarive and is an imadicable aspect of hr?man e.xperiulce. The 

fact thar one m m  always desmy in order to create makes violence a permanent fesnire 

of our existence. The master-slave relatioaihip is a prfêct example of the kind of 

creativiry that can emerge h m  violence. It is inevitable that there will be power struggies 

when the self creation of one individual or group of individuals interfem with the self 

creation of othen. The process of media* or resolving these remions is pan of the 

process of self creation irself. However, in Thus Spoke Zarahusrm Nietzsche also makes 

us aware of the negative aspects of domination. encouraging us to recognize Our limits. 

so that we do not cut ourselves off from "extemal" sources of growth in a paranoid 

attempt to senire our own boundaries. Each of us must both command and obey in order 

to grow. Yet, he notes that in modern societies equality has made individuals more rather 

than less reluctant to engage in this interplay. Nietzsche ignores the fact that cultural 

assimilation is also coupled with a profound economic inequality. The desire for growth 

has k e n  channelled into the economic sphere, where a radical departwe from established 

n o m  threatens one's survival. Growth is associateci with material gain. Inequality thereby 



strengthens, rather thui undemines the conformist impenis. It is because individuals are 

only equal in an abstract sense, diat they find a figure such as Zarathustra so threatening. 

They smiggle to preserve the modicum of equality that they do enjoy in the cultural 

sphere, where they ue al1 alike, since it coqensstes in part for the inequality that 

pervades odier aspects of their [ives. Thus, Nieesche &es no: consider the possibility thar 

the combination of a cultural levelling wiui economic inequality , rather than equality irself, 

prevents them irom embracing Zaiïathustra's ideals. 



CHAPTER EIGHT: BODIES AND ETERNITY: NIETZSCHE'S RELATION TO 
THE FEMININE 

In 2 7 ~ s  Spoke Zorarhuszra, Nietzsche tries to foster an understanding of life as 

process which enables us to affm existence without strangling it by using rigid 

metaphysical categories or subjecting it to religious asceticism. Interpretations are 

established and collapsed. not only by replacing them with new interpretations but also 

by engaging in a kind of disindividuated fienzy which cnimbles boundaries between 

things, and helps us to experience Me as a primal unity . Nietzsche emphasizes that neither 

of these moments is possible without the other, for the construction of interpretations itself 

contributes to the Dionysian pulse that we must on occasion surrender to. He reminds us 

that this is not purely an intellecnial activity by describing the process of integration and 

disindividuation at the level of the body. Bodily and cultural drives are intercomected and 

we are not to reduce one to the other. Rather than sirnply repeating the mindlbody and 

nature/culture dichotomy upon which much of traditional thought is predicated, Nietzsche 

insists that in part we reenact what appear to be physical phenomena at the level of culture. 

Culture is a re-interpretation of the body, which not only transcends it but rnirnics it. In 

fact, even the art of interpretation cm be leanied by reflecting on the activity of the body. 

As I pointed out in Chapter Six, the body, like the mind is an agent of interpretation that 

must shape "extemal" stimuli in order to facilitate its growth. 1 am not claiming that 

Nietzsche posits a causal relationship which identifies the body as cause and the mind as 



effect. Instead 1 maintain that for Nietzsche, body and mind are always munially 

constitutive. 

Since Our f ~ s t  experience of the body is through and in relation to a wornan, 

Nietzsche cannot turn a blind eye to the importance of the feminine in philosophy. Because 

of her reproductive role, women had traditionally been associated with a body that was 

considered iderior to the mind, and so Nietzsche could not resurrect the body without 

reassessing the role of women. He is forced to go beyond the cmde dichotomy which had 

equated women with nature and man with culture. 

Because we were al1 part of the matemal body, and yet must differentiate 

ourselves from her to assume Our own identity, woman embodies one of the most 

fundamental contradictions, namely that between individuation and disindividuation. Thus, 

for Nietzsche. woman as mother becomes a metaphor not only for the revived body, but 

for life itself and Nietzsche's ambivalent attitude towards her mirror andfor shape his 

posture towards life. Yet, because she becomes a symbol for the process of life, which 

not only sustains us but destroys us, Nietzsche maintains that feminine sexuality is a 

dangerous whirlwind that threatens to dismember him: "May I here venture the surmise 

that 1 know wornan? That is part of my Dionysian dowry. ..Perhaps 1 am the first 

psychologist of the eternally feminine. They al1 love me-an old story-not counting abonive 

fernales, who lack the stuff for children. -Fomnately, 1 am not willing to be tom to 

pieces: the perfect woman tears to pieces when she loves.. .Ah, what a dangerous, creeping 



subterranean little beast of prey she is"(EH III: 5). 

Perhaps the most powerful image of Nietzsche's ambiguity in relation to both the 

body and to woman is the metaphor of the etemai recurrence of the same. It suggests that 

our culnird achievements mimic the eternal cycle of birth, as we interact with the past in 

order to create the future. The eternal r e m  also unveils a spiritual dimension in 

Nietzsche's thought which is ofken overlooked because it is cast in very non-traditioral 

t e m .  Each t h e  we give birth, both physically and culturally , we imitate the eternal 

process itself while at the same Ume creating it by engaging in this repetition. This very 

particular act is at the same t h e  the most universal of acts. Binh bncomes a metaphor of 

the eternal, just as culture becomes a metaphor for birth. As limited beings. we 

participate in the infinite, shaping it through our participation. Even though there is no al1 

encompassing God or overarching principle that regulates the process, there is still a 

powerful unity that is spawned by our interactions. 

While the use of woman as a metaphor for life could be considered a signal of 

Nietzsche's profound respect for her, it aiso makes her a target of his resentment since he 

arrogates to wornan the responsibility for not only man's creation but his destruction. He 

falsely accuses her of wielding an overwhelming power over him and thus &es her the 

object of his hatred as well as of his love. It is this fear of wornan that helps to account for 

his misogynist tirades against her. His resement against her role is typified by his desire 

to become the masculine mother, thereby eliniinating the need for interaction with 



women. Thus. while he accepts wornan and the contradictions she embodies, he tries to 

exciude her from his dialogue by becoming woman, indicating that he is fiehting the very 

contradictions he is trying to affirm. While Nietzsche embraced the "truth" of woman. 

he also resented her for the very auth she represented. Ironically, she once again becomes 

the object against which man individuates and disindividuates himself rather than becoming 

a participant in this process herself. Her own paxticipation is deemed unneccrssary because 

she "embodiesn this tension in a way that man does not. Nietzsche reifies her materna1 

body in such a way that it once again becomes the basis for exclusion, refushg to coliapse 

the distinction between woman the metaphor and actual women. 

Resentment towards the body 

While on the one hand, Nietzsche opens up the possibility of including the 

ferninine in philosophy, he ends up by closing the very door he had opened. However, 

before discussing Nietzsche's own ambivalent refationship to women, it is important to 

understand why woman was not only banished from philosophy but denigrated by it. 

Accounts that repeat the traditional narrative which relegates man to the cultural sphere 

and woman to the natural sphere are inadequate. According to this story, nature becomes 

the sacrificial larnb of culture which must wage a war against her untamed and chaotic 

forces. However, while this describes the relationship between nature and culture that has 



been endemic to Western thought, it does not explain its developrnent. One needs to 

examine what prompted man to silence the voice of nature within himself, and downplay 

the culnual identity of woman, who after ail. also develops and uses language and reason 

to navigate her way through the naturd worid. The split between nature and culture which 

anempted to confine each of the sexes to separate spheres was not namal but contrived, 

and it is important to try to offer an expianation for such a "segregation". 

Nieasche's analysis of resentment and the master-slave dynamic can be a fhitfid 

starting point for explainhg why man engineered this split between naaire and culture and 

relegated the sexes to separate realms. The master-slave scenario is used by Nietzsche to 

explain the shift towards moral behaviour. He maintains that it was hurnan weakness and 

the inability to act that prompted slaves to invent motal values which would curtail the 

actions of the physicaily overpowering master. Yet, because the slave shared the naniral 

inclinations of the master, the restrictive moral codes would gnaw at his own natural 

impulses, creating a sou1 that was divided against itself. It is the fact that the slave used 

his perceived weakness to create another world in which he himself could become master 

that proves to be significant when examining the relationship between man and woman. 

Man and woman both had their primordial home within the womb, and enjoyed 

their first intimate relationship with their mother. Moreover, both had to distance 

themselves from her and endured the pain that forces them to corne to terms with their 

own individuality . The awareness of the pain involved in individuation prompts Nieesche 



to repeat the wisdom of Silenus: "What is best of al1 is utterly beyond your reach: not to 

be bom, not to be to be norhing. But the second best for you is-to die soont'(BT 31. We 

were part of our mother, and yet are expelled from her body. She represents at once both 

something we yearn for, and something we must distance ourselves from in order to 

construct Our unique identity. Despite the agony involved, this separation also allows 

human beings to actively participate in the process of life. Nevenheless, mch individuation 

is never cornpiete, since we always also crave to retum to the home which we have had 

to dis tance ourselves fiom. We oscillate between individuation and disindividuation; each 

moment k i n g  incornplete in itself. 

Yet, while the movernent between individuation and disindividuation produces 

both suffering and joy. man seems to have had more difficulty in accepting the 

contradictory nature of his identity. Because the mother is the fîrst being against whom 

he must individuate himself, he makes her responsible for his agony. At the same t h e .  

he can never succeed in cuning himself off completeiy . and is thus indebted to her. The 

man's identity is muddled as Oliver points out: "How cm this child be a man if he was 

once part of a wornan? In order for the child to be autonomous, he must forget that he was 

once part of his mother, expelled from the womb."l Complete disindividuation is 

impossible, because he cannot r e m  to her, and yet complete individuation also eludes 

him because he cannot suppress his longing for her. At any given moment. rhe mother 

lKelly Oliver. Womanizing N-che. (Landon: Routledge and Kegan Paul. 1995). p. 146. 
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serves as a reminder of both who he is and who he is not, who he wants to be, and who 

he does not want to be. He cannot escape her presence since it is in relation to her that he 

first expenenced both integration and the pangs of individuation. The knowledge that he 

wants to both escape from her and go back to him leaves him always grasping for his own 

identity . 

Because she is the first being against and with whom he identities himself, she 

represents for him both the agony and the joy of his existence and becomes the symbol of 

both his highest and lowest irnpul~es.~ He forgets his own role in the process of giving 

birth because it is less immediate than that of the mother. Furthemore, he also forgets 

that in addition to k ing  the "wellspringn of hû agony, woman undergoes the same torment 

as he does in trying to forge an identity for herself. He ignores the fact that she is not 

only his mother but dso his sister. His fvst experience of life was through her and thus 

she cornes to represent for him the process of living himself. He has made a symbol of 

her and then reifies diis symbol, tramferring both his hopes and his disillusionment ont0 

her . 

It is easier for man to mm woman into such a symboi because of her sexual 

difference from him. We do not tend to make scapegoats out of figures who are identical 

to us. Man then feels compelled to define his identity against woman not only because of 

her sexual difference but because of the enormous power he attributes to her. Like the 

'Cultural symbols of the woman as both Eternai Ferninine and whore artest to this attitude. 
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slave, he negates her in order to a f k n  himselfi "Slave morality from the outset says No 

to what is not 'outside', what is 'different', what is "not itself" and this No is its creative 

deedU(GM 1. 10). However, the slave is contemptuous of the master, not oniy because the 

master is different from him, but because the master's "outpou~gs of strength" prevent 

the slave from unleashing his own. Not only the master's difference from the slave but 

also his similarity to him gives rise to the slave's resentment. Even though the desires of 

the slave may not be different from those of his master. the slave must nirn the master into 

his opposite in order to create an identity for himself. He then forces the master to 

become like him if he wants to remain human. The sexual difference between man and 

woman prevents man from Rirning her into himself and therefore his only way to resume 

control over her is to dominate her. Because he cannot rnake her like him. he must rnake 

her idenor to him. He must actively forge differences between hem so that he feels Iike 

he has escaped her clutches. Gendered relationships are created in order to reinforce 

sexual differences . 

In order for man to disentangle himself fiom woman. he carved out a world in 

which he would be rnaster. Evidently, he could not take control of the reproductive realm. 

so he monopolized the world of culture and set it up in opposition to that of nature, driving 

a wedge between the two. Thus, woman is not scomed because of her connection to 

nature, nature is scorned because of its connection to woman. Culture is pnvileged and 

the body denounced, because his fim comection to woman is through her body. Because 



he cm never reaily flee from his desire for her, his resenmient is exacerbated by the very 

symbols that are meant to diminish her, since these act as poignant reminders of his 

longing. Phailic symbols that dot the landscape of Western cities become expressions of 

his power, but not of his love, because this would remind him too closely of the home he 

has med to leave behind. Through them, he celebrates his ability to sever his connection 

with the womb. Yet, in doing this, he only adds fuel to the fires of resenment. Like the 

beleaguered slave, he cuts hirnself off from the "naturai roots" that he longs to go back to: 

"the result of a forcible nindering from his animal pst .  as it were a leap and plunge into 

new surroundings and conditions of existence, a dedaration of war against the old instincts 

upon which his strength, joy and tembleness had rested hitherton(GM II. 16). 

O'Brien also describes the resentment directed against women due to their 

reproductive role. She too dispenses with the traditional narrative which explains the 

inferiority of women by viewing reproduction as a handicap: "Traditional wisdom says: 

Women are nanirally trapped in the childbearing functiod Women therefore cannot 

participate in social life on equal t e m  with men..Therefore the liberation of women 

depends on their being freed from this trap. "' Instead she argues that male exclusion h m  

genetic continuity impels them to "rnake principles of continuity. "4 Males assen control 

over a culrural and economic realm because of the minimal role they play in the process 

'Mary O'Brien, The Politics of Reproduction, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 198 1). p. 
20. 



of reproduction irself. In the act of copulation the male seed is alienated and his patemal 

comection to the child is an abstract one. Yet, O'Brien also points out that while the rnale 

"alienates the individual seed in copulation, the woman aiienates the unified and 

transfomed form of the onginally opposing seeds in the act of giving birth. "' As a result 

the role tha  man plays in the process is not self evident. Consequently, the world from 

which man is excluded is deemed inferior, allowing hlln to afflrrn his own superiority. 

Man's insecurity about his own identity , thus stems from his own alienated role in the 

process of binh, both as father and as son. Wornan becomes both a creator in a way that 

he cannot be, and the home that he cannot have. Ir is the overestirnation of her powen and 

his Uiability to recognize his own role in the cycle of binh, rather than an underestimation 

of her powers that allows his resentment to poison him and irnpels him to ny to 

monopolize the r e a h  of culture. 

The womîa's body and psyche tw are ravaged by the tensions of individuation and 

d isindividuation. However , because of her sexual in-difference in relation to her mother , 

a resentment of the mother would also be a resentment of herself. She cannot as easily 

find an extemal scapegoat that she can hold accountable for her own suffering because in 

blaming her mother she would also be accusing herself. Thus, unlike the male, she cannot 

establish the sarne rigid dichotomy between herself and her mother. For her it is more 

obvious that the tension between herself and her mother is also an i n t e d  one. This is not 



to Say that a woman is not tormented by difference or individuation. However. her 

resentment cannot as easily be turned outward because of the sexual "indifference" to her 

mo ther . 

Nevertheless. man's resentment against woman helps foster woman's resentment 

against herself. Surrounded by a c ~ h r a l  realm which man has appropriated and turned 

against her. she attcmpts to extirpate the traces of nature within herself in order to 

parùcipate in a process from which she has been excluded. Man establishes a redm from 

which she is barred and this makes her crave the forbidden fmit even more. She seeks to 

reclaim this world for herself, but thinks that in order to do so, she must leave behind the 

world of "naturen which she has b e n  forced into. Nietzsche's objections to the European 

ferninist movement. while reprehensible also reflect a deeper understanding. On one level, 

he explicitly advocates the suppression of woman: "a man... must always think about a 

woman as Orienrah do: he must conceive of woman as a possession. as property that can 

be locked, as something predestined for service and achieving her perfection in thatl'(BGE 

339). At the same t h e ,  he is protesting agaimt a wholehearted embrace of what have been 

traditionally considered to be male viriues, at the expense of what are considered to be 

female virtues. It is the eitherlor approach that Nietzsche inveighs against: "To be sure. 

there are enough imbeciiic fiiends and corrupters of woman among the scholarly asses of 

the male sex who advise woman to defeminize herself in this way and to imitate dl the 

snipidities with which 'man' in Europe, European 'manliness ' is sick; they would like to 



reduce woman to the level of a 'general education,' probably even of reading the 

newspapen and t a b g  about poiitics"@GE 239). While he inveighs against the exclusion 

of feminine virnies, he does not allow woman to reclaim the cultural realm from which she 

has been forcibly excluded even though he insists on a "reproductive" role for man. In 

doing so. he will end up recreating the very rift beoveen nanire and culture that he was 

trying to overcome. 

Ambiguity of woman 

Thus far, 1 have pointed out that woman's symbolic role as a "source" of both 

integration and individuation prompts man to exclude her. If throughout the course of 

history she is associated with nanire, it is due to the overestirnation of her powers rather 

than a confirmation of her weakness. Man would not have to constmct an entire cultural 

apparatus to justify the exclusion of women, if she was predominantly shaped by her 

biology. The ingenuity of patriarchai culture iay in its capacity to polarize the relationship 

between men and women and then ciaim that this polarization was natural. Ironically, 

Nietzsche uses motherhood, which has traditionally been identifid with nature, to collapse 

the distinction between nanire and culture, arguing that woman have a greater sensitivity 

to the interrelationship between the two. Her role in giving biah makes her recognize that 

nature c m  never be engulfed by culture and amines her to the interrelationship beween 



individuation and integration. 

Nietzsche uses the materna1 body as a metaphor for Iife. because our first 

experience of life is through her. Moreover her body plays out the dynamic between 

individuation and disindividuation which 1 have argued is crucial to Nietzsche's 

philosophy. During pregnancy rhere are no bornes separating the baby From its mother 

while the pain during labour rnakes her very aware of these boundanes. She does not 

merely represent the fluidity of nature, but also its more jagged edges. A baby does not 

simply flow out of the womb. i r  emerges afkr much agony and labour. There is perhaps 

no more potent reminder of the srnering involved in individuation than during the act of 

giving birth. Yet. at the same time, through such individuation we k o m e  integrated into 

the current of life. 

Nietzsche acknowledges woman's ambiguity while gazing upon the sea. Here she 

represents both the ocean, a vast cauidron of primordial power, as well as a being which 

glides elegantly over its surface, seemingly unaffected by the turbulence below: "When 

a man is in the midst of his hubbub, in the midst of the breakers of his plots and plans, he 

there sees perhaps calm. enchanting beings glide past him, for whose happiness and 

retirement he longs-they are women. He almost thinks that there with the women dwells 

his better self; that in these cairn places even the loudest breakers still as death, and life 

itself a dream of life. But still! But still! my noble enthusiast there is also in the most 

beautiful sailing-ship so much noise and bustling, and alas, so much petty, pitiable 



bustling! The enchantment and the most powerful effect of women is, to use the language 

of phiiosophers. an effect at a distance , an acrio in distans; thers belongs thereto. 

however . prharily and above dismceW(GS II. 59). The man is fearful of king engulfed 

by the sea, and deduces that he must try to capture it. The wornan, on the other hand. is 

a mistress of deception. not because she shrouds the truth, but because she recognizes that 

culture can never connol nature. She recognizes that she can never becorne one wirh 

nature, nor can she separate herself from it, and therefore she gIides over its surface. 

Nietzsche daims that woman uses the rationai language of philosophers at a distance. 

recognizing that it can neither represent nor embrace her entire reality. This realization 

accounts for her calm pose. Ironidy,  it is because she is aware of the complexity of the 

relationship between nature and culture that she is not engulfed by it. Man, on the other 

hand. is in the "midst of a hubbub" because he tries to capture nature through his cultural 

inventions. He assumes that the "impurity" of his concepts amount to the victory of nature 

over him. He refuses to accept his Iimitations, whereas she does not and hence while the 

two of them are on the same ocean, he is in a hubbub, whiie she glides off in the distance. 

She remains in the distance for h i . ,  because she refuses to either capture or be captured. 

In an episode of Thus Spoke &rathustra, entitled "The Dance Song". Life and 

Wisdom are represented by two wornen who are embroiled in a playfbl dance. Neither 

one cari be reduced to the other. Life laughs at the man's caricature of her, in which she 



becomes the unfathomable: "'Ml fish talle like that.' you said; 'What the). cannot fathom 

is unfathomable. But 1 am merely changeable and untamed and in everythhg a woman, 

and no vimious one'"(Z II. 10). She is neither comprehensibie nor incomprehensible, 

because she is movement. In trying to cornprehend her, we merely join her in her dance 

of change. Wisdom grows out of our love for life since we need maps to navigate our way 

through the chaos: "But that 1 am fond of Wisdom, and ofien too fond, is because she 

very much reminds me of life" (2 II. 10). By using wisdom to navigate Our way through 

life, we join life. Life and wisdom are inseparable and yet carmot be reduced to each 

other. The love of the boat really reflects the deeper love of the sea; it makes no sense to 

consuuct a boat if we wanted to avoid al1 contact wirh the o c m .  At the same tirne, if we 

did not need protection against the ocean, a vesse1 would be unnecessary. Thus, when 

Zarathustra tells life that he loves wisdom, she slyly asks him if he is not really expressing 

his adoration of her: "But whom are you speaking of. .of me surely? "(2 II. 10). 

Nietzsche has painted a portrait of a woman that refuses to 

resolve the contradictions between individuation and disindividuation, suffering and j oy . 

She represents both the turbulent waters and the graceful figure that flits across it. 

Nietzsche suggests that it is her recognition that she cannot conquer the water which 

accounts for the ease of her journey. She uses the language of culture at a distance, 

because she recognizes that she can never capture nature and therefore refuses to set up 

a hierarchical relationships between them. 



Demda appropriates Nietzsche's understanding of woman in Spurs, Nier~che's 

Syles. arguing that she is the "undeciciable" and becornes his metaphor for a 

deconsmicuve reading of texts. 1 should point out that Demda uses the term "text" very 

broadly, and it can refer to everything from the manuscript at hand, to "lifet' in general. 

He thereby purports to avoid making presumptions about the essence of the entity with 

which he "engages." His alleged aim in reading these texrs is to do away with hierarchical 

oppositions, refusing to identiv its "essence" so that the reader can expiore a multiplicity 

of meanings. Yet, by "privileging" the deconstructive task in this way, he seems often to 

lose sight of the role that exclusion plays in the constitution of aeanings, even the multiple 

meankg that he celebrates. Furthemore, it is impossible to unveil the hidden 

contradictions that dismpt the unity of the text without fmt assessing what is 

"fundamental" to it. Nietzsche on the other hand, would argue that deconstruction is 

always part of a process which also involves reconstruction, and therefore it should not 

be reified. We need to establish boundanes in order to Iive. For him, woman becomes not 

only a symbol for deconstruction, but for the unity in life, a unity which Derrida would 

vehementiy object to. For Nietzsche, life is not just text, for the notion of text suggests 

maintainhg a distance from life which Nietzsche would find disconcerting. 

Derrida's airn is to give voice to that which has been rendered voiceless by the 

exclusionary interpretive practices that have dorninated Western metaphysics. While 

Nietzsche would argue that exclusion is incvitable, he would agree with Derrida that the 



absolutization of certain tn~ths is destructive. By shaking up a homogenous foundation, 

Demda claims ro be engaging in a "feminine operation": "Thus the style would seem to 

advance in the manner of a spur of sorts. Like the prow , for example, of a sailing vessel, 

its rostnun, the projection of the ship which surges ahead to meet the sea's amck and 

cleave its hostile surface. . .So. it seems, style also uses its spur as a means of protection 

against the terriQing. blinding mortal threat of that whichpresenrs irself, which obshtely 

thnisu itself into view. "6 On one level, by unsettling predominant male truths, Demda 

seems to suggesr that women's actions are libratory. Yet, on the other hand, by arguing 

that her role is prirnarily a deconstructive one, he denies her the opportunity to constact 

"exclusionary " meanings of her own, which ailow her to mark her place in the world. She 

oniy de-marcates. Thus. he forces ber to engage in a process whereby she defines herself 

agairist what she is not, rather than allowing her to create her own meanings, that would 

"decoostnict" the predominantly masculine ones not by simply piercing their veil but by 

O ffering alternatives. 

Derrida goes even further and daims that he can adopt her undecidability and can 

"speak as wornan." Once again he has the advantage because he can speak both as woman 

and as man. In doing so he is, as Oliver asserts "throwing the baby out with the 

bathwater. "' As a result, "not only is there no more opposition, but also there is no more 

6Jacques Derrida. Eperons: Les Sfyles de Nietzsche, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
1978)- p. 39. 

'Kelly Oliver. Womanizing Nietzsche. p. 66. 



difference; we c m  no longer tell the difference we cannot decide? She notes that by 

assuming the position of woman, Derrida does away with difference itself. 

Nietzsche's philosophy is more dangerous than that of Derrida for he insists that 

prior to noticing internal dualities, we must draw sharp boudaries that divide us. Violence 

cannot always be avoided in the process, and thus the old woman in Zarathustra exhorts 

him to take the whip when he goes to woman: "Are you v i s i ~ g  woman, do not forget the 

whipW(Z 1. 18). Nietzsche, goes m e r  than de Beauvoir who recognized that women 

were not boni but made. He suggests that we are made men and women because we are 

bom as such. In other words, the obvious sexual differences between us impel us to create 

other differences which "reinforce" them. For Nietzsche, there can be no love without 

hatred. Without the slave's resenmient of the master, he would not have learned to becorne 

master of his own instincts. The extemal divide between master and slaves accentuated 

the intemal divisions which allowed the sovereign individual to flower. Thus, the 

exclusion of difference is as important as the embrace of it. Without drawing distinct 

boundaries which encircle the self and the other, we could not unveil traces of the other 

within the self. Once we have noticed the internai dualities, a Iess violent and more 

inclusive relationship with the other may be possible. Thus, Nietzsche is implying that 

tolerance is always preceded by intolerance. and that harmony cannot exist without pnor 

discord. Demda tries to tame Nietzschean contradictions by reducing everything to 



d ifference. 

There c m  be no difference without exclusion. If I am to savour the Dionysian 

aspect of a piece of music, 1 must unwind to free myself of my Apollonian rationality. 

Sirnilarly, if I am to appreciate the: symmetry and serenity of an Apollonian sculpture. I 

must muffle the Dionysian tempest within, otherwise I could not contemplate its outlines. 

What we have excluded always cornes back to reclaim our attention. If I am in the midst 

of the Dionysian frenzy, the Apollonian c a h  can be appealing, just as the tired sailor 

appreciates the sight of land. However, the serenity of Apollo can appear stale when we 

are confronted with Dionysian exultant excess and so land locked creatures begin to long 

for the ocean. Apollo can jolt us out of a state of intoxication and Dionysus can relieve 

us from the staric repose of Apollo upon making his dramatic entrance. Neither Apollo 

nor Dionysus can do without the other, yet they cannot be collapsed into each other. It 

is the movement between them that is so vital for Nietzsche. 

While Nierzsche praises woman for the recognition of the contradictory relationship 

between individuation and integration, this has problematic implications. for it puts her in 

a disadvantageous relationship towards the male. He alone practices the art of exclusion 

and thus she is prohibited from participahg in the very process that she allegedly 

epitomizes. He defmes her boundaries and his, while she does not even defme her own. 

Her relationship to integration and individuation becomes purely passive. To make 

matters worse. Nietzsche robs women of the motherhood which allegedly defmes her 



king and his texts abound with images of the masculine progenitor. Perhaps the most 

grotesque parody of the process of birth appears in the figure of Nietzsche's wanior. Here 

it becomes clear how wornan's "embrace" of difference can be used to subjugate her, 

allowing the figure that excludes to gain the upper hand. ui a curious role reversal, 

Nietzsche describes a male warrior who becomes the wekpring of life and is pursued 

by the woman, wisdom. The warrior becomes the incarnation of bodily desires, growth 

and sexual energy, while wisdom denves her nourishrnent from the male figure. Oliver 

suggests thar Nietzsche puts the warrior in the passive position, while the woman becomes 

the active lover.9 However, she loves because she cannot stand on her own. He is the 

fountainhead of her energy and the depth to her surface: "And woman has to obey and 

find a depth for her surface. Woman's nature is surface. a changeable. stormy film upon 

shallow waters. But a man's nature is deep, iu torrent rom in subterranean caves: woman 

senses its power but does not comprehend it." (2 1. 18) 

Although man becomes the mother to woman. his motherhood is very different 

from that of wornan since it is premised on exclusion. Violence and destruction are 

assumed to be the primary force in life. By using the warrior to symbolize a virile 

sexuality, Nietzsche pays tribute to the glory of destruction. The wamor dislodges the 

traditional and the sacred, making way for a new kind of vitaiity. Creativity folIows in the 

wake of such decimation: "Man should be trained for war and woman for the recreation 

%eliy Oliver, Wornaniting Nietzsche, p. 22. 
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of the warrior: al1 else is folly"(Z 1. 18). The warrior in m m  feigns indifference to her 

advances which only intensifies her lust: "Unconcemed, mocking, violent-thus wisdom 

wants us: she is a woman and always loves only a warriorW(Z 1. 18) Nietzsche fantasizes 

about a man who is independent of woman but on whom woman is dependent. His energy 

is conceived out of hirnself, and she is ineluctably drawn towards him. However, her 

love is not reciprocated: "But let this be your honour: always to love more than you are 

loved and never to be second in thisn(Z 1. 18). He refuses to actively engage with her: 

"One should speak about women ody  to men"(Z 1.18). By speaking to women about 

herself, one might invite her to participate in a dialogue. Man must conquer woman, not 

interact with her. It is in vanquishing woman, that the warrior guarantees his own rebirth. 

Thus, in desiring the warrior, the woman desires her own selfdestmction. Once 

she submits to intercoune with the warrïor. she is possessed and becomes the fenile soi1 

out of which the warrior grows. Her role is thus to surrender herself: "The man's 

happiness is '1 will. The woman's happiness is 'He will' "(2 1. 18). If man is the destroyer, 

woman is that to be destroyed. Yet, this constitutes the kind of negation b o n  of 

resenmient which Nietzsche scoms. The ne& to vanquish her points to the warrior's own 

impotence for he realizes that he c m  never appropriate her. He must desaoy her, so that 

he is able to possess her. Instead of interacting with that which is different in order to 

create something new, the warrior destmys what is different so that he has no need Co 



change himself and cm rem& self-identical. This is a direct repudiation of the principles 

of reciprocity symbolized in Nietzsche by the gifi-giving virtue 1 described in Chapter 

Seven. Rather than allowing male and female to contribute to each other's growth, 

Nietzsche envisions a world in which the male would conmbute to f e d e  growth, and she 

would conmbute nothing except her desire for hirn. 

Therefore, the warrior unwitthgly cuts himself off from the kind of growth and 

flourishing which Nietzsche praises. Change arises out of an interaction with something 

that is not the self. There is no such thing as pure self mformation.  Self transformation 

is always at the same Ume transformation by an-other. We become ourselves through that 

which is not the self. In speaking to men about women. Nietzsche like Freud, is really 

speaking to men about men. He cannot speak about women, without first speaking to 

women. The women that he speaks about are his own creations. Even the female body 

that nurtures and reproduces the male wmior, is really only an extension of himself. In 

this way, he is able to give birth to himself. In "Speaking of Immemorial Waters", Irigaray 

points out diat the woman in Nietzsche's text is only made in his image. His love for her 

does not transcend self love: "1 am good or bad according to your latest good or evil. 

Muse or fallen ange1 to suit the needs of your most recent notion. "'O 

Sexual dserence becornes an important reminder of the importance of difference 

l u c e  Irigaray , Marine Lover of Friedrich Nietzsche, (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1991), p. 11. 



itself. Men and women c a ~ o t  be reduced to each other, and the continuity of the species 

depends on the irreconcilable differences between them. At the sarne the, the differences 

between them can also impei them to see contradictions within. The woman sees the man 

in herself, while the man sees the woman in himself. Yet, as Irigaray pohu out this kind 

of reciprociv has not marked relationships between men and women. Man has used 

woman as a &or to project his own image back to himself, rather than allowing her to 

reflect back a different image. Whiie he actively shapes her identity, he does not allow her 

to shape his. Irigaray refers to this as a ham(m)o-sexual economy which refuses to engage 

in exchanges with women. 

In Marine Lover. Irigaray poses as Nietzsche's lover who refuses to resume her 

prescribed role: "1 am no longer the lining to your coat-your faithful-undersnidy. Voicing 

your joys and sorrows, your fears and resentments. You had fashioned me into a rnirror, 

but 1 have dipped that m i m r  in the waters of oblivion -that you cal1 life. . .I have washed 

off your masks and make up, scrubbed away your muiticoloured projections and designs, 

stripped off your veils and wraps that hid the shame of your nudity. 1 have even had to 

scrape my woman's flesh clean of the insignia and marks you had etched upon it."ll 

The book abounds wirh images of water, representing both the amniotic fluid and 

the waters of Iife of which Nietzsche tives in mortal dread: "One knows of the desire 

"Luce Irigaray, Marine Lover of Friedrich Niemche, m. G.C. Gi11, (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1991). p. 4. 



Nietzsche had to be a mother, and how much he suffered from not being able to be one. 

Tte marine element is therefore both the amniotic fluids, the deepest marine element 

which can'r simply be an appearance and to which Nieesche will never renim, which 

escapes him forever, and it is also. it seems to me, something which represents ferninine 

jouissance quite well."12 Thus, Irigaray suggesu that Nietzsche's desire to be a mother 

reflects his fear of renirning to the womb he longs for: "Endless is your despair and your 

rage to destroy even the very beginning of this nothingne~s."~~ She insists that she must 

leave him, in order to reminci him of the importance of her difference: "If 1 no longer 

serve as your passage fkom back to front, from front to back. your the will let another 

day dawn. "14 Once she has had the opportunity to individuate herself, she can renirn to 

him, not as a mirror but as a lover who challenges his boundaries as well as allowing her 

boundaries to be challenged by him. 

Man cannot be reduced to woman and woman cannot be reduced to man. Both 

wornan and man see reflections of themselves in each other and yet confiont in each other 

a terriwing image of what they are not. Only by reflecting on each other's differences. 

can they begin to discover the elements of the other within themselves. The banle benveen 

man and woman occurs not only benveen them but also within them. However, these 

''Luce Irigaray, Le Corps-à-Cops avec la mère, (Montréal: Les Editions de la pleine lune. 
1981). p. 48-49. 

')Luce Irigaray , Marine Lover, p. 7. 



differences do not simply exist, they are created. To accentuate them, we impose a form 

on ourselves that muffles internal contradictions. Knowing cannot take place without 

exclusion. At the same t h e ,  without recogniwig that the differences between each other 

are also internal differences, we would not recognize the other. Nietzsche could not 

recognize woman if she did not represent a pan of himself. We recognize the other, 

because s/he is the self, and because s h e  is not the self. 

The eternal return and the "masculine mother" 

Having paid tribute to the maternai body of women, Nietzsche repays her by 

redoubling his effort to exclude her. He disembodies her, ailowing her to remain only a 

symbol that is relegated to the periphery of his world. Yet, rather than trying to remove 

al1 traces of the mother from his Garden of Eden, he becomes the masculine mother who 

will give birth to his own children: "'but blessed is he who is thus pregnant! And in tnith, 

he who wants to kindle the light of the future must hang long over the mountains like a 

heaven stom"(Z m.16). It is in his theory of the e t e d  retum of the same that Nietzsche 

allows his desire for motherhood to surface most forcehilly. In giving birth, a woman 

performs an act that in some ways is identical to that of many other women who preceded 

her. Yet, in doing so, she brings a completely new life into existence. Thus, in repeating 

what many other women have done before her, she creates a unique individual, that has 



never existed before and will never exist again. Although the child c h e s  within her 

traces of both her parents. she is also distinct from both of them. 

Ail our culniral achievements in some sense mimic the act of giving birth. Each of 

Our actions contains the residue of the past. since we use the past selectively, weeding out 

elements that do not suit us. The fuhue is both an a f f ï t i o n  and repudiation of the past, 

since it emerges in reaction to it. Thus, Zarathustra points out that pst and funire flow 

in opposing directions: "They are in opposition to one another. these paths; they abut on 

one another: and it is here at this gateway that they corne together. The narne of the 

gateway is written above it: 'Moment' "(2 III. 2). Yet. each time we enter the gateway we 

walk in the direction of the future and the past simultaneously. Since each moment is a 

culmination of past moments. we revisit the past in creating the future. At the sarne tirne, 

there is also an element of novelty that sets each moment apart from its predecessors. 

Because each moment in the past is pregwu with the fuaire. and each future moment 

contains the residue of the past they can never be completely disentangled. Y e t ,  

Nietzsche draws attention to the fact that this process itself is continuously repeated, 

accounting for the circularity of time: "But if one were to follow them further and ever 

further and further: do you think, dwarf. that these paths would be in eternal 

opposition.. ' Behold this moment! ' 1 went on. 'From this gateway Moment a long, eternal 

lane mn back: an eternity lies behind us. Must not al1 things that cm have m have 

already nin along this lane? Must not al1 things that can happen have alreaûy happened, 



been done, nui past?"(Z III. 2). Regardless of where I am, 1 always find myself at a 

crossroads between pst and fume and it is this moment that is being continuously 

repeated. 

Despite the obvious relationship between the eternal r e m  and the process of binh. 

Irigaray berates Nietzsche for using it to reject the ferninine other: "And your whole will, 

your etenial recurrence, are these anything more than the drearn of one who neither wants 

to have been born, nor to continue king bom, at every instant, of a f e d e  other. "IS She 

insists that the eternal r e m  is the most profound testament to Nietzsche's resentment, 

since Nietzsche affimis the retum of the same without allowing for the existence of the 

other. She maintains that Nietzsche tries to escape his associations with the earth. 

preferring instead to join Plato in the mountains nom which he can s w e y  the entirety of 

existence. She uses the symbol of the nuptial ring in order to highlight Nietzsche's 

exclusion of difierence: "in the eternal r e m ,  she (woman) attends your wedding 

celebration, she (woman) takes part in it, but you yourself are bride and groom." l6 Instead 

of giving birth through intercoune with the other, Nietzsche gives birth oniy to himself: 

"And your whole will, your eternal recurrence, are these anythhg more than the dream 

of one who neither wants to have been born, nor to continue king bom, at every instant, 

lSLuce Irigaray , Marine Lover of Friedrich Niemche, p. 26. 



of a female other. "17 He is only able to retum to the mother, by becoming her. 

According to Irigaray, by coliapsing present and funire into the moment. Nietzsche 

endeavours to erase not only his own birth but also his death. The death of God means 

that Nieesche can no longer cling to the promise of eternal life and must confront his own 

death. Nietzsche rems by once again turning away frorn borh death and binh and refùsing 

to accept his own f~tude. His death is c o ~ ~ t e d  to his birth and therefore he rejects his 

mother. Thus. Irigaray accuses Zarathustra of giving voice to the same resenmient 

towards life and death as his Chrisrian predecessoa. Rather than rejoicing in the interplay 

between creation and destruction. the eternai r e m  rejects finitude once more by revelling 

in the moment. 

Given that the eternal retum serves as a reminder that Our cultural achievements 

in part mimic the reproductive process, it is perhaps unfair of Irigaray to c l a h  that 

Nietzsche forgets the earth. He does not scorn the depths by seeking out oniy mountains 

and height. The taie begins with Zarathustra's down-going and he always wanders between 

the ocean and the peaks. Yet, while Nietzsche wants to reaffm his comection to the 

earth and to the depths. he makes every effort to minimize the connection of wornen to 

these realms. He tries to a f f m  the primordial waters of Me, without affirmhg woman. 

In the end, Nietzsche ends up by Iaunching a cultural assault on the body. as Irigaray 

suggests, despite his careful efforts to avoid this. Perhaps his problem is that he does not 



properly acknowledge the distance between nature and culture and therefore ends up 

recreating the rift between them. Culture can mime nature, because it is different from 

nature. Yet, by attempting to become a masculine mother, Nietzsche neglects this insight . 

In doing so, he tries to assen his independence from the feminine body, eliminating his 

need for a genuine intercourse with woman. His adoration for the materna1 body evolves 

into a pemicious contempt. By becoming a masculine mother. he once again strips wornan 

of the one role he admires her for, and tries to engulf the natural realm. In doing so, he 

cannot help reverting to the Platonic contempt for nature. Try as he might. he cannot 

give birth to children, and thus they can only be "engendered from a language body 

alone. "'' By leaving the woman out of the etemal return entirely, he once again pnvileges 

culture over nature. This is highly ironic, given his intentions to avoid doing precisely 

this . 

On the other hand, his attempt to appropriate her rnay also signal a tacit 

acknowledgement on his part that he cannot aanscend his own propensity to exclude her. 

His desire to become the mother proves that he can never be her. Udike her, he cannot 

accept his limitations. This irony surfaces in a passage where he describes being pregnant 

upon a mountaintop. The mountain is a symbol of masculine ascendancy that is far 

removed from the primordial waters of binh: "But blessed is he who is pregnant! And in 

truth, he who wants to kindle the light of the future must hang long over the mountains 

181rigaray, Marine Lover, p. 65 



like a heavy storm!" (2 III. 16). He can only conceive in an ethereai realm rernoved from 

the earth. Nietzsche thereby confirms that the masculine binh is Iimited to mimicry and 

metaphor. 

Nietzsche's ambivalent relation towards woman reflects his ambivalent relation 

towards life. In giving birth to him, she gives him his life, but she also sers him on the 

road towards his death. Much of his life is dedicated to fending off the grim reaper. He 

must rebel against death in order to affirm He, even though there is no Iife without death. 

The shepherd must forceMly bite off the serpent's head in order to emerge laughing: "The 

shepherd. however, bit as my cry had advised him; he bit with a good bite! He spat far 

away the snake's head-and sprang up. No longer a shepherd. no longer a man-a 

transfomed being, surrounded with light, laughing! Never yet O earth had any man 

laughed as he laughed! "(2 III.2). The serpent, coiled up in the shape of a ring, crawls into 

the throat of the shepherd while he is asleep and represents the destructive aspect of life. 

Life which nurtures us can also choke us, and therefore our rebellion against it must 

sometimes be violent. Every birth is preceded by a woman's nausea, and our disgust with 

life can never be hilly overcome. Whiie Nietzsche recognizes that he must rebel against 

death in order to Iive, he simply assumes that such a revolt necessarily constitutes a 

rebellion against woman. 

Even if Nietzsche were to recognize his misguided propensity to equate woman 

with death. he would still argue that the relationship between man and woman cannot 



avoid exclusion. The oppositions we confront cannot always dissolve into a fnendly play 

of difference. Woman and man wilI both unire and remah in combat because of their 

differences. For Nietzsche, there can be no heaven on earth without hell. The multifarious 

battles raging both within individuals and between them will never cease and can Ieave 

many victims in its wake. Yet. the female leads to the male and the male leads to the 

female . Their rebellion against contradictions between h e m  &es them aware of the 

contradictions within. Even though man and wornan can never sing in unison, it is in 

alternating between them that we form a melody. 

Marrying eternity 

Nietzsche refuses to engage in an interplay with woman, and stresses the 

conflictual aspect of their relationship. Instead of marrying her. he manies eteniity: 

"Never yet did I fmd the wornan by whom 1 wanted children, unless it be this woman , 

whom 1 love: for 1 love you, O Etemity! "(2 III. 16). This is very ironic, since many of 

his conclusions about the nature of eternity mimic his relationship to woman. He cannot 

relinquish his desire to become woman, despite the bnpossibility of doing so. Because 

woman offers hirn a precious morsel, he cannot always resist the temptation to try and 

devour her. We would not struggle to grow, if we were not dissatisfied with our 

limitations. Nietzsche depends on woman to restrain an appetite that can be destructive. 



He keeps chasuig her because he wants to experience her in her entirety. She deprives him 

of this opportunity, because to surrender to him would be to discontinue the chase. 

Furthemore. he can never really have her, because he cannot be her. The desire to own 

her disguises his own desire to be her. Her difference makes the chase possible and it is 

the chase itself that Nietzsche invests with the greatest sipficance. If 1 could become the 

other. then my activiy would cease. Nietzsche would agree with Derrida and Deleuze. that 

we can never appropriate the other. However, unlike these philosophen of diEerence, he 

does not overlook the importance of the attempt. 

The profundity of wornan for Nietzsche inheres in her shallowness, for she 

recognizes that one can only savour of the whole and cannot consume it. The child that 

is her creation is the outcome of an interaction rather than an appropriation. She gives 

birth to it, by joining with a man, who is not herself. She sees the identity in difference 

and the difference in identity: "Perhaps truth is a woman who has reasons for not letting 

us see her reasons? Perhaps her name is-to speak Greek-Baubo? Oh those Greeks! They 

knew how to live. What is required for that is to stop courageously at the surface. the fold 

the skin. to adore appearances in form, tones. words in the whole Olympus of 

appearance " (GS P. 4). 

For Nietzsche, the m t h  of woman is more dificuit to accept, and he continuously 

tries to appropriare the mother thai he cm neither return to nor be. Yet. the failure to 

appropriate also becomes the source of our creativity . Nietzsche remarks that it is the 



mystery of woman that makes her seductive. She is always beyond her suitor's grasp and 

thus he assumes that her meaning û hidden. She escapes his clutches. not because she dons 

elaborate masks, but because she û not him. At the same time, if he did not recognize 

himself in her, he would not be so overwhelmed by the need to have her. In the process 

of trying to unearth her elusive "hidden meaning" we create Our own. Thus, it is 

difference that incites us to create. Although we cm never NI the gaps we long to fdl, the 

awareness of their existence impels us to give birth to something new. 

Nietzsche's relationship with etenUty closely resembles his relationship to woman 

and is rnarked by both discord and unity. In "At Noontide" he appears to fa11 into 

eternity . experiencing timelessness, and wakes up to discover that no t h e  has elapsed 

since he has gone to sleep. By completely immersing himself in the moment, he has 

immersed himself in the whole. and has been blessed with a glimpse of eternity itself. 

Only by surrendering to the finite, can he experience the whole: "What? Has the world not 

just become perfect? Oh. perfect as a round. golden ball?"(Z IV. 11) The feeling of 

harmony he expenences helps to susîain him throughout his joumey and endure the 

contradictions that tonnent him. The circuiar nature of the ring of recurrence, suggests that 

Nietzsche does conceive of etemity as a whole, whiie challenging many of the fundamental 

conceptions that we would custornarily associate with such a "totality." Eternity does not 

take the shape of a God that casts his eyes down upon the process of life. Nor is it a 

whole whose parameters cm be neatly sketched out. After all, it is impossible to identiS 



the begiming or the end of the circle. Nevertheless it still forms a unity. and because of 

this. it fills Zarathustra's sou1 with love and longing. 

Eternity usually cornes to Nietzsche in the shape of the woman, not because she 

is eternity, but because the rhythms of her body suggest it. Observing the role rhat woman 

plays in the process of birth and rebirth enables Nietzsche to catch a glimpse of eteniity 

itself. Furthemore, the cultural recreation of these biological processes also allow human 

beings CO not only participate in but shape the whole of which we are a part. As 1 pointed 

out earlier, we reflect on our biological expenenca and reproduce thern through language, 

music, history, etc and in the process re-expenence the body itself. Nietzsche suggests 

that just as culture imitates nature, thereby m f o n n i n g  it, each act of birth, be it physical 

andlor cultural, re-creates eremity itself. We are imitating eternity. in the same way that 

culture imitates nature. Yet, paradoxically, while we imitate eternity, it also only exists 

due to Our imitations of it. It constitutes neither the source of Our actions, nor their 

culmination. but both. An acknowledgement of this son should dissuade Nietzsche from 

holding a woman accountable for his death, since even she is not the ultirnate source. 

Making her responsible for his suffering is an act tantamount to killing the rnessenger. 

Zarathustra does not love eternity in spite of the fact that he is a mere actor in its 

drama. but because of this. However, the drama he participates in is an unwritten one that 

unfolds through his rnovements . In echoing the rhythm of life, he produces it. It cannot 

exist without him, and yet he cannot exist without it. Thus, during his "religious" 



experiences. Zarathustra does not pay hornage to a God that is a grand puppeteer pulling 

his strings, nor does he think that he is such a god. In fact, rather than becoming one with 

eternity, he claims he longs to marry it: "Of how should 1 not lust for eternity and for the 

wedding ring of rings-the Ring of Recurrencen(Z m. 16). This constitues a recognition 

that it shapes him and yet he shapes it. Moreover, in marriage two people join hands. but 

remain separate in spite of their union. Thus, Nietzsche wiIl affirm the process that gives 

birth to him, and yet retain his distance from it because it also desvoys him. He cannot 

be one with it and yet, cannot help but be one with it. 

The relationship benveen man and wornan can help to cast Iight on the relationship 

of human beings to the whole. Nietzsche was well aware of this, for he recognized that 

he would always fail to become woman. Thus, he could not exclude her although he could 

not resist attempting to do so. Similarly, we can never become the whole, because it can 

never become itself. To posit the existence of an infinite being. is to disaffinn the 

existence of finite beings that comprise the whole. If it were not for beings that fail to 

become each other, there could be no such thing as infinity for we would ail be identical. 

At the same tirne, feeling the presence of the whole within me, increases the temptation 

to try to become it. Zarathustra knows that he cornes from his mother and yet the being 

that gave him life, that is such an integral part of his identity, aiways remains a mystery 

to him. We are al1 created out of a whole whose contours we cannot even begin to discem. 

Just as we realize that the failure to fully know our mothen is also a failure to know 



ourselves, we recognize that the inability to know the infinite prevents us from knowing 

ourselves. After ail, we are the children of etemity. By trying to capture the whole. 1 am 

also trying to capture myself, a task which will always be marred by failure. 1 nirn to 

creation in order to ffll the emptiness that pervades my soul. 1 am eternal in my f~tude 

precisely because 1 can never become myself. 

When Dionysian sensuality induces us to break down individual barriers, we are 

not transcending the process but feeling iîs pulse nin through us, and we momentarily 

forget that we are also a starting point, out of which the whole is created. The Iucidity of 

Apollo encourages us to see ourselves as such s w i n g  points, while his Iight temporarily 

blinds us to the Dionysian whirlwind that sweeps us along. Each of these moments is only 

possible by momentarily excluding the other. They are not brought together in a synthesis 

but through the undulating movement between them.Thus, our actions emanate fiom life, 

which in tum is detemined by our actions. The fuite gives bvth to the etemal, while the 

eternal gives birth to the finite. Life is neither a fmt beginning, nor a Hegelian idea which 

works itself out through its process. Because there can be no e t e d  without the f ~ t e ,  and 

no finite without the eternal, Zarathusm, unlike his Christian counterparts, does not have 

to frown upon the world in order to embrace the heavens. 



Woman as metaphor 

Despite Nietzsche's exhonations to acknowledge Our comection to the earth and 

embrace rather rhan spum our finitude. the limits of his own wilhgness to do so become 

very clear upon examining his relationship to woman. Although he excludes her, he does 

not do so due to presumptions about her wealcness, but due to the power he believes she 

exercises over hirn. He overes t~ tes  her power by making her a metaphor for life as a 

whole and then transposes his fear of Iife onto her. As a result, she who allegedly 

embodies the tension between integration and individuation is excluded from the very 

activities that for Nietzsche fuel the process of self creation. She becornes a figure that 

he keeps at a distance, and he reduces her to a metaphor Iike the will to power and the 

eternal recurrence. Because he aiso recognizes that she is real, he develops a fear of her 

that induces him to push her even further away. 

Examining the role that woman plays in Nietzsche's thought enables one to expose 

the undercurrents of resentment which ripple through his work. His repeated calls for self 

creation and the desire for rebirth unveil his latent desire to both sever the connection to 

the mother and to reestablish this connection. In the relationship between Nietzsche and 

the mother figure. one can observe the tensions that underlie the process of individuation 

and integration. We construct Apollonian structures, in order to protect ourselves against 

a nature that threatens us and yet at the same tirne, seek to reintegrate ourselves with Our 



lost home. Our first experience of both individuation and integrarion occurs not through 

nature in a "raw", unmediated form but through a cultural being, the rnother. Social, 

cultural and natural forces are intertwined from our very incepuon. Culture becomes a 

means not only of making sense of nature by distancing ourselves from it, but is part of 

the experience of nature itself. Nietzsche is in awe of woman for recognizing rhat culture 

and nature can never be completely disentangled. Nevertheless, he continues to wage an 

assault on woman, wt in spite of, but because of her wisdom. In do@ so. he cannot help 

but reproduce the very divisions between nature and culture that he was uying to 

overcome. 



CHAPTER MNE: THE ARTISTRY OF MORALITY AND THE MORALITY OF 
ART: NIETZSCHE AND ROUSSEAU RECONCILED? 

Rousseau and Nietzsche are vinilent critics of modernity and at the same time 

rernain two of its most passionate defenden. Leo Strauss argues that the trio of Rousseau. 

Nietzsche and Machiavelli articulate the modern state of crisis arïsing from the inability 

to lay down a framework for realiring the good.' Instead of grounding their philosophy 

in natural law, or in a cosmic conception of the good, Strauss asserts that through them 

we are " radically liberated from the tutelage of nature. '* However, this ignores the fact 

that it is precisely in mure  that Rousseau and Nietzsche attempt to ground their 

philosophy. Because they maintain that we must remake our ties with nature on a continual 

basis, they refuse to espouse a categorical moral system. History is not set in opposition 

to nature, as Strauss avers, but demands a continuous readaptation to it. Rousseau and 

Nietzsche do not refuse to answer the question of how human beings fit into the "natural 

order." Instead they suggest that the process of adapting or integrating themselves into it 

is always incomplete. Not only must we recognize that we are historical beings, whose 

boundaries never congeal, but we m u t  engage in the activity of history, by continuously 

remaking ourselves . Thus. while 1 would agree with Ansell-Pearson that Rousseau and 

'Lee Strauss, 'Three Waves of Modernity, ' Politicul Philosophy: Six Essays, ed. Detroit, 
Wayne State University Press, 1989). p. 8 1. 



Nietzsche are brought together through their common understanding of history, I would 

go beyond this and suggest that the historical nature of humanity becomes the basis for a 

new modern ethics which demands a continuous re-making and re-integration into our 

world. Nietzsche and Rousseau are not relativists for whom "everything is permitted" 

following the collapse of absolutes. In fact, the absence of such absolutes saddles human 

beings with an even more profound responsibility for continually reconstituthg their 

relationship with nature and with each other. 

Thus, both Nietzsche and Rousseau view "human nature" as fûndamentaily self 

transfonnative, presenting both endless o p p o h t y  and agonizing dilemmas. Once saddled 

with the responsibility for making ourselves at home in the world, we also ensure that we 

always remain estranged from it. Our actions precipitate changes which we cannot predict. 

and the "new " world that we have helped to mate  is an unfamiliar one to us. Alienation 

becomes an indelible part of the modern psyche. Creating a nest for ourselves is also a 

process of distancing ourselves from Our natural and social roots. In trying to integrate 

ourselves, we also individuate ourselves. 

1 have used the concepts of individuation and integraiion to orient my analysis of 

Rousseau and Nietzsche. 1 argue that according to Rousseau, we must comtantly seek a 

reconciliation of these two tendencies by ensuring that one always leads to the other, 

avoiding the exuemes of both. This is what 1 deduce becomes the basis for his moral 

philosophy . Nietzsche argues that one must experience the irreconcilable contradictions 



between the two tendencies in order to become aware of their interdependence. Nietzsche 

fears that an overly cautious approach which always avoids "extremes" would cause us to 

lose sight of their intercomection. Therefore, 1 would maintain that Nietzsche is not 

against reconciliation, but rather thaî he insists that such a reconciliation can ody  be 

achieved by fully experiencing the tension between individuation and integration. He is 

cognUant of the fact that this may threaten the boundaries of any existing community, but 

also argues that without facing such a threat, it is impossible for the community to renew 

itself. Because he emphasizes the importance of overstepping existing frontiers and 

creating new ones, he claims that he is advocating an artistic rather than a moral attitude 

to wards Me. While Rousseau fears Nietzsche's "carelessness " , Nietzsche fears Rousseau' s 

"caution." Nevertheless, as I will point out, their fears come out of the enormous 

responsibiliry they amibute to human beings to create the world of which they are a pan. 

Thus, neither Rousseau nor Nietzsche can be accused of adopting an amoral or immoral 

posture. 

Leavùig nature's womb: the birth of the self 

Nietzsche and Rousseau needed to find something fiom which they could take their 

bearing while formulating their ideals, paftidarly when reigning moral and social orders 

had been ravaged by scepticism. Both chose nature as the foundation for their 



philosophical edifice. Instead of following their classical predecesson and determining 

the highest end of human beings, they cast their eyes towards Our beginnings in order to 

formulate their moral and aesthetic philosophies. This shifi in orientation has profound 

implications. Firs of all, it reflects a new set of priorities which determines that being at 

home "in the world" rather than beyond it is of paramount importance. In addition, it 

underlines that the direction that we go in is always in part determined by where we have 

corne from. and since nature is Our first home. we need to try to understand it in order to 

make sense of our own srriving. 

Both Nietzsche and Rousseau wouid maintain that our departure from nature is 

instipated by nature itself. The repetitive patterns within nature attest to a regularity of 

process that makes us feel at home in the world. Yet, at the same the ,  irregularities in 

nanue, such as f ~ e s  and floods disrupt established patterns and seem to shatter Our sense 

of belonging. Our natural instincts are insuffxcient to cope with the challenges we face. 

and thus we must develop Our own means of survival, thereby becoming creanires that 

create ourselves. As we begin to reflect on our own activity, we realize that we are 

always both embraced and threatened by our nanual home. We are creanires who cannot 

take Our position in the natural world for granted, and therefore must rnake a home for 

ourselves within it. 

In my view, it is nature that prevents these two thinkers from espousing a kind of 

relativism that Nietzsche in particular has been consistently accused of. We are the only 



animals that can be evaluated by how well we integrate ourselves into the natural world, 

since our place in it is not given to us by nature itself. The very fact that Rousseau and 

Nietzsche invoke nature to judge humanity's "progressn is a testament to our depamire 

fbm nature since one can only reflect upon nature once we have achieved a certain amount 

of distance fiom it. However, this is by no means a simple task because nature itself 

changes as a result of our interaction with it. In order to provide a touchstone for judging 

human beings, both Rousseau and Nietzsche are forced to speculate what nature would 

be like without being ûansformed at the hands of human beings. 

The two thinkers paint a very different portrait of nature prior to its humanization. 

Rousseau tells the story of the proto-human who enjoys complete equilibnum in the naairal 

world, since his capacities are directly proportional to his needs. The proto-human is 

content because he is unfamiliar with the agony of striving. He does not develop desires 

which exceed bis needs. Rousseau uses the tenn "amour-de-soin to refer to this condition 

of ignorant bliss. This creature lives in imrnediacy, and ïnstinctively performs the tasks 

necessary for his self preservation. Tht rhythm of nature and his own needs are in 

harmony . The proto-human is separated from others, and yet is also completely integrated 

inro his natural home. He is independent of others because he is completely dependent 

upon nature. 

Once this proto-human can no longer depend upon nature to meet his needs, he 

loses his independence and becomes human. He both longs for the "independence" he has 



surrendered, while at the same time desiring to integrate himself into the socid community 

that now replaces his lost naturd home. He can never again be completely integrated into 

nature, and thus the htegration within the communiry is always an "insuficient 

substituten. Therefore, he makes an effort to assert his independence from the community 

that he is a part of. Morality for Rousseau becornes the means by which an equilibriurn 

is established between the desire to individuate oneself from the social community and the 

need to integrate owself into it. Only when we have lefi our proto-human state behind 

do we begin to rccognize the necessity for "returningtt to nature. Both the community as 

a whole and the individuais widiin it undergo continuous changes as they fmd new ways 

of both adapting to and dismcing themselves fiom nature. As a result, the smiggle to 

"restore" the lost equilibriurn is a perpetual one. 

Nietzsche, like Rousseau points to our contradictory relationship with a nature that 

is both hostile and nurturing. However, he insists that even an animal's existence is 

marked by both confiict and harmony. On the one hand, we are under assault from 

extemal stimuli and therefore m u t  continuously redefme our limits in order to grow. At 

the sarne t h e ,  tactile and audible stimuli serve as a reminder that we are to some extent 

integrated into its world. and feel the rhythm and pulse of life run through us. Thus, fiom 

its inception, the body exemplifies a contradictory relationship towards both life and 

nature. The same life forces which give binh to us also destroy us, and therefore we must 

not only act in conjunction with them but also against them. For Nietzsche, there is no 



harmonious equilibrium which cm lend direction to our suiving. Our experience with 

nature is both pleasurable and painful. Striving is a part of the natural process from the 

very beginning; it does not begin oniy once we have left nature. 

For Nietzsche, life is characterized by the will to power. There is an innate drive 

in al1 living things, not only to survive, as in Rousseau, but to expand and grow. This 

tendency to constantly exceed one's own limits is not oniy a human creation, but rather 

is an integral part of the workings of the naturai world. We do not bring chaos into the 

world, we emerge out of its chaos. One creature's desire to grow may stymie the growth 

of another. Disparate forces exist which force al1 creatures to continuously fend off 

unwanted incursions ont0 their own bodies and their temtory. This is in stark contrast to 

Rousseau, who daims that proto-humans in the state of nature are relatively isolated from 

another, and that their paths rarely collide. For Nietzsche, conflict as well as harmony 

characterizes the relationship benveen al1 living things. Io the process of trying to define 

its own lirnits, each body creates new limits for itself. In order to stay the same, it must 

change, both adapting to and resisting external impetuses. While for Rousseau, 

contradiction is something that human beings brùig to nature, for Nietzsche, contradiction 

is inherent in nature itself and drives it forward. 

The striving which for Nietzsche is part of the natural process, is for Rousseau a 

phenomenon that develops in conjunction with our self consciousness. According to 

Rousseau, the birth of self consciousness coincides with the movement towards society and 



the concomitant emergence of culture. Threars to the survival of the proto-human 

necessitate increased social cooperation. Here Rousseau too points to a less " benevolent " 

nature whose natural catastrophes dismpt established patterns of existence. Thus, social 

behaviour becomes a means by which we adapt to nature and at the same time nanscend 

it. With the disruption of the equiiibrium. and an iaibalance between needs and capacities 

to fulfil them, the proto-human's period of ignorant bliss cornes to an abrupt end. The 

calamities thnia upon him by nature force him to invent means of feeding himself. Such 

an adaptation to nature, is ais0 a process of creating ever new needs and distancing himself 

from nanue. 

According to Rousseau, it was an activity such as the hum which demanded 

cooperation between human beings and contributed towards the formation of the fwst 

communities. Once human beings are enveloped by a community, they are no longer 

content to rend merely to their naturai needs. Ironically. the awareness that they are part 

of a larger whole coincides with the awareness that they are separated fiom that whole and 

also nature. Rousseau uses the term amour-propre to account for this paradoxical 

phenornenon. We begin to compare ourselves to others, and notice that we are both like 

others and unlike them. We become aware of Our own lirnits, by observing others who are 

different from us. 1 am connected to others, and yet at the same tirne, 1 am distanced from 

them. 1 am forced to try to make myself at home in the world by merging with others and 

soliciting the recognition of the my peers. Yet, 1 cannot simply blend in inconspicuously 



but must stand out in order to elicit their recognition. The process of individuation and 

disindividuation are intertwined: I individuate myself in order to build a niche within the 

social order. 

On the one hand, we have a profound desire to integrate ourselves completely hto 

Our environment, both social and naniral. so that the boudaries separating us from nature 

as a whole are broken down. On the other hand. we aspire to individuate ourselves, by 

establis hing these very barrien, maintainine a position that is both distant and unique. As 

I pointed out in Chapter One, in "primitiven communities these two seemingly antithetical 

tendencies are kept in a balance because the community as a whole grants recognition and 

our individuality is manifested in a public setting. Therefore 1 am a f f i g  my 

membership in the community in the act of setting myself apart. A delicate balance is 

struck between individuation and disindividuation. The comrnunity both gives rise to and 

imposes limits on the human propensity to strive. It also acts as a kind of buffer zone, 

which shields us from the harshest aspects of nature. 

Nietzsche does not offer as detailed an account of the development of the 

community as does Rousseau. However, he would concur with his predecessor, that the 

community is always established in opposition to nature. His early work, The Birth of 

Tragedy, focuses on the suffering and destruction that nature brings, especially in death. 

Death becomes the ultirnate reminder that we are never completely at home in the world 

and attests to the impermanence of al1 things. For Nietzsche, the most important task of 



the community is not simply to enable human beings to survive in a hostile narural world 

but to create meanings in an attempt to p p p l e  with the reality of death and suffering. This 

is what for Nietzsche consututes art. Nevertheless, his conception of art bears a striking 

resemblance to Rousseau's conception of morality since it provides a means by which our 

relationship to nature is continuously renewed. This does not mean that Nietzsche insists 

that dl hurnan beings become artists. Instead he uses art as a metaphor for a certain kind 

of encounter with nature. The artist recognizes that her "re-creation" of the world always 

leaves something out and that she must continuously renew her relationship with life by 

engaging in her creative projects. She is well aware of the fragile nature of what she 

produces. Yet, the perilous nature of her art also spurs her on. Destruction becomes a 

catalyst to creation. Meaninglessness precipitates the quest for meaning. It is the vitality 

of the d s t  that Nietzsche praises. We cannot protect ourseives against the suffering 

brought unto us by nature, but we can transform nature and thereby imbue it with 

meaning. We attempt to liberate ourselves from nature's clutches creating for ourselves 

a world that we can be anached to. Meaning derives from the process of making the world 

Our home. At the same tirne, we recognize that nature continuously presents us with new 

challenges which dernand new creative efforts. Thus, the relationship between art and life 

is a contradictory one in Nietzsche's view. The "homes" that we construct are 

continuously destroyed. However, this destruction is necessary for renewal. Art is both 

an act of rebellion against the cycle of creation and desîruction and at the same t h e  



participates in this very cycle. 

The similarities between the approaches of Nietzsche and Rousseau should not 

impeI us to overlook the differences. By insisting upon an equilibrium between 

individuation and integration, Rousseau hopes to rninimize the amount of suffenng we 

must endure. Nietzsche on the other h d ,  iosists tint suffering must be experienced if its 

meaninglessness is to be "transcended." He praised the Greeks for recognizing the 

necessity of suffering and using it to create beautifid art. They did not try to expunge the 

terrifying aspects of life, and iastead celebrated it in the ciramatic form of tragedy. 

Tragedy is characterized by the combination of what Nietzsche cals Apollonian and 

Dionysian tendencies. Dionysus represents an intoxication with life that breaks down d l  

boundaries between things and therefore is both a source of creation and an agent of 

destruction. Through Dionysus we feel the rhythm of Iife nin through us in dl its fury and 

its glory. We recognize that we are not oniy agents. but that we are created and destmyed 

by life. Our own surrender CO nature is inevitable. Apollo on the other hand. individuates, 

highlighting the precise contours of objects and shielding them against the chaos of these 

primordial Dionysian forces. We covet both the serenity of Apollo and the fienzy of 

Dionysus, recognizing that we are both created and creative beings. Whereas Dionysus 

smashes boundaries. Apollo maintains them. Neither one can be reduced to the other and 

they are inrerdependent because of their opposition. We wouid not desire to establish 

boundaries. if we did not feel the need to protect ourselves against destruction by the 



forces of life. At the same tirne, we long to be "swept" up by life. because the same 

boundaries that "protect" us against life also distance us from it. 

For Nietzsche the intensity of each moment can oniy be savoured by forcibly 

excluding the other. If 1 am to be enraptured in a Dionysian frenzy, then 1 must let go of 

my Apollonian thirst for serene contemplation. Conversely if 1 am to see the lines and 

boundaries that separate objects, 1 cannot at the sarne Ume be immrrsed in Dionysian 

revelry. In order to remember that 1 am created by life, 1 must experience what it is alike 

to relinquish control of m y  own being, and simply be swept dong by life's forces. At the 

same time, Nietzsche recognizes that the interactions of individuated beings creates the 

whirlwind which we must on occasion submit to. 1 both act and am acted upon. In order 

to understand the entanglement of these processes. 1 must try to experience these two 

aspects of my being separately . 

It is important to point out that by translating the desire for integration and 

individuation into art, we are diluting their full impact. Music tames the kind of 

Dionysian frenzy that was unleashed in bloodthirsty festivals of cruelty and therefore 

filters out its more destructive aspects. While Rousseau tries to reconcile the 

contradictions that define Our relationship to nature through morality, Nietzsche uses art 

to express these contradictions in less devastating forms. In order to force us to remember 

that we are not only mture's "masters" but aIso her "childrenn , we mut  remember what 

it is like to "losen ourselves as well as to "create" ourselves. Only by experiencing the 



difference between these moments can we begin to acknowledge that both are aspects of 

Our lives. The Dionysian experience teaches us that Our Apollonim fonns can never be 

permanent, while the Apollonian f o m  teach us that our existence never completely 

escapes our control. 

1 would argue that there are ethical reasons which impel Nietzsche to use art as 

a metaphor for human self creation and expression. We do not attribute the same kind of 

universality to anistic forms that we would impute to ethical irnperatives or political 

structures. According to Nietzsche, a community such as that of ancient Greece was so 

vibrant because it recognized the need to continuously reconstitue itself. This realization 

was reflected in the central role that art played in consolidating and developing its culnue. 

For Nietzsche, art is not a sphere of life that becornes distinct from culture and politics; 

it is an integral part of life through which we engage in a process of continuous renewal 

both with nature and with each other. 

Even though Nietzsche's B i ~ h  of Tragedy does not neglect the community. it does 

not explain the processes by which both communities and our individual consciousness 

are formed. In fact, the problem with this early work is that the community emerges 

mainly in its capacity as the audience of a theatrical performance. In On the Genealogy 

of Morais, Nietzsche offers a more detailed account of the birth of a community, using 

the master-slave dialectic. Like Rousseau. he recognizes that the community is boni in 

opposition to narure. 1 have argueci in Chapter Six that his infamous master-slave diaiectic 



not only accounts for the development of moral culture, but also represents the struggle 

by which human beings extricate themselves from nature. The masters. who 

spontaneously release energy, do not engage in reflection but react impulsively. They 

exhibit what Nietzsche considers to be a nahuai tendency to grow and expand, trampling 

underfoot weaker beings that step onto their path without giving thought to their actions. 

Unlike Rousseau's proto-human, these powerful creaaws are not content simply to satisfy 

their immediate physical needs. but have an insatiable need to release energy. As long as 

they confront no obstacles they have no need for conceptual thought. 

The actions of the slaves are blocked by the rnasters, and their own process of 

growth is undercut. The "state of nature" in Nietzsche's view. is not marked by 

equilibrium but by conflict. This lack of equilibrium compels the slaves to begin the 

process of concepnialkation by negating the outside world which is so hostile to them. For 

the fxst tirne a distinction is made between the "ought " and the "is " . They determine that 

masters shouid not be acting as they do and that they themselves refuse to act. because 

they have more control over their own activity. The capacity to choose and refiect on one's 

actions sprouts fiom the incapaciry to act. The slave is forced to compare himself to 

others, devaluating mastery, because he himself cannot fmd an outlet for the energy that 

is festering inside of him. Nietzsche, like Rousseau suggests that the identity of the self 

depends on a comparative assessment with others. 

Nietzsche's slave community is thus bom out of fear. Rimals and customs are 



imposed in order to standardize and regdate behaviour, thereby limiting the spontaneous 

desire to grow. At the same time, this growth impulse would not have to be limited. if the 

slaves did not also desire their own growth. The standards they impose foster an internai 

division. which is an integral part of the development of selfhood. The conflict, which 

used to exist primanly between organisms, now takes place also within them, adding a 

new dimension to creativity. We feel part of the cultural home and yet at the same time 

feel esaanged from it because our internal energy continues to seek release. We long for 

the "nature" that we have left behind, just as Rousseau's "civilized' human king 

experiences nostalgia for his proto-human roots. Both the rnaster and slave battie inside 

of us. For Nietzsche, as for Rousseau, the voice of nature within us cannot be silenced 

and the tension between nature and community is an important catalyst for creativity. It 

means that we can no longer act on pure impulse and mut choose Our action. To be a self- 

we must also be alienated from the self. We must feel the rift between "extemal" standards 

and "internal" desires. It is by trying to relate to something that is not entirely the self. 

that we assen our selfhood. 

Thus, for Nietzsche. as for Rousseau, the tension between nature and cornmunity 

begins to develop Our awareness of individuaiity. There could be no self without 

community and thus no individuation without social integration. We would not have a 

sense of Our selfhood without feeling alienated from the world to some degree. The self 

emerges out of the process of crying to grapple with contradictions that ravage our being. 



Thus, it is not the owmhip  of our behaviour or of Our bodies that is responsible for the 

birth of the self. Rather the awareness of the divisions that mark Our being-in the world 

enable us to begin speaking about our self identity . Since we never feel completely at 

home in Our own world, we have u, continue to stmggle to try to make ourselves at home. 

Because we cannot take our place withh the world for granted, our lives are invested with 

a tremendous sense of responsibility. 

Children of rnodernity: alienation and subjugation 

While both Nietzsche and Rousseau insist that the division between individuation 

and integration is necessary to the expenence of seliood, they would also concur that in 

modeniity. both tendencies have become diluteci and a pervasive confonnity has begun to 

set in. According to Rousseau, this meant that the sense of equilibrium which had 

prevailed in primitive communities, had been drastically upset. The healthy balance bat 

had been smck between individuation and ktegration was disrupted, since the community 

was completely eviscerated and individuals lacked any "wholen that they could integrate 

thernselves into. Individuals became increasingly alike, but were missing a sense of 

belonging. While Nietzsche, like Rousseau, condernns the burgeoning conformity that 

soon was to become a hallmark of the modem era, his account for its development is 

different from that of Rousseau. He believes that the desire to avoid domination by other 



human beings impels them to try to eliminate divisions between people rnaking hem 

increasingly alike. The community declines because there is no longer a need to actively 

consolidate it in the attempt to grapple with differences between people. 

The instiaition of property relations heraids the decay of social relations for 

Rousseau. As soon as temtory is cordoned off and divided into lots for the sake of 

agncultural production, the process of social fkagmentation begins. People start to tend 

to their own plots of land, creating a split between private and public Iife. However. as 

long as people tend pruwily to their own needs by farming their land, the public spirit 

could still be maintained through public festivals and activities. For Rousseau, the 

downward spiral beggins with the division of labour which makes exchange possible, for 

this introduces a recognizable inequality into social relations. It is inequality that sounds 

the death knell for the community since it unleashes a pernicious cornpetition for propeny. 

destroying the already weakened social ties. One must recognize that inequality cannot 

simply be equated with difference. In primitive communities, the differences between 

members of the group are played out. However, the institution of property provides a 

more quantitative bais  for assessment, because a common point of cornparison is 

avaüable. For example, if your plot of land is twice the site of mine. 1 become aware that 

you are not just different from me, but that you have more than 1 do. The division beoveen 

haves and have-nots that emerges out of the division of labour means that everyone is 

forced to struggle for power over others. In "primitivem communities, everyone shares 



what is necessary for survival. This is no longer the case in eariy bourgeois societies. 

The clamouring for property carries over into persona1 relationships as well. We 

adopr the same attitude towards our person as we have towards Our property, trying to 

protect it from external incursions. The capacity for extending the boundaries of the self 

by interacting with othen is drastically undercut. We becorne mere instruments of property 

acquisition. My relationships with other human beings soon are tainted by hypocrisy, for 

1 must try to enlist them in order to serve my own ends. 1 need other human beings to 

acquire the material goods thar I require, but 1 do not trust them. Mutual gain becomes the 

major premise for our interaction. At the same t h e ,  I assiduously protect myself against 

too much dependence on you, both economically and personally. Ironically. I am 

protecùng a self that I do not recognize, except to Say that 1 am not-you. Each of us orients 

ourselves according to the other. Paradoxically, when I ardently try to protect myself 

against you in this way, we become increasingly alike in subordinating our desire to 

acquisition. Each of us guards our own property and tries to ensure that the other does 

not gain the upper hand. 1 try to obtain what you have in order to prevenr you from king 

able dominate me. A cloak of conformity begins to mffocate the creative efforts of human 

beings . Amour-propre is not simply exacerbated within market society ; it is transformeci 

dramatically because of these sninted interactions. We no longer extend the boundaries of 

the self by noticing differences, but rather contract them. Insofar as you are different from 

me, I see you as a threat, and therefore try to prevent you from having any impact on me. 



1 can no longer solicit the recognition of others, because al1 of my social 

relationships are overshadowed by a pervasive mistrust. Home becomes a pnvate asylum 

in which 1 can shield myself from extemal influences. Because I no longer strive to make 

myself belong to a larger whole. 1 becorne completely alienated. We neither individuate 

ourselves by developing Our uniqueness, nor do we integrate ourselves. According to 

Rousseau. in a bourgeois order, neither individuation nor integration is possible. 

Individuals increasingly withdraw into themselves in order to try to find the elusive 

home. hoping to unearth an inner self that lurks between the multifarious masks they don. 

We do not recognize that such an inner self requires an outer self in order to flourish. 

Because of a tendency to parrot each other, the only means by which we can stand out is 

by brandishing our propercy before others. Whiie 1 seek recognition because 1 would like 

to belong. 1 fan the flarnes of resentment by flaunting my good fortune. Ironically, the 

more I ny to "fit in", the more my "belonging" eludes me. In bourgeois society, the very 

activities that are socially recognized contribute to the destruction of the community . 

Nietzsche too describes a society that seethes with resenmient, but his account of 

this development difiers markedly nom that of Rousseau. In Nietzsche's view the modem 

community emerges out of what he terms the slave revolt in morals. In contrast to 

Rousseau, he identifies religiouscultural developments, rather than socio-econornic ones 

as the primary impetus behind the development of the modem identity. As 1 pointed out 

above, the weak mumph over the strong by preventing them from releasing their Latent 



energy. Acting on impulse then cornes to signal weakness rather than strength, for the 

physically strong individual is allegedly unable tc s s e n  control over his own activity. 

Nietzsche does not object to the internalization of extemal noms per se, since he 

recognizes that such a process is necessary if we are to assume control for shaping our 

identities. The slave refuses to take the statu quo for granted and it is this "no" that 

constitues his " creative deed. " Because he m o t  compete with the master on the master's 

own levei, he has to invent a new level of behaviour which enables him to defend himself. 

Once we measure ourselves by "externaIW n o m  that contradict and force us to 

suppress Our naturai impulses, we experience an intemal division between that pan of Our 

self that wants to simply succumb to the forces of nature. and that part of the self which 

wants to transcend nature. However, these confiicting tendencies munially constitute each 

other, and Our desires also change in response to the imposition of cultural nom.  Because 

N ietzsche does not believe in a natural equilibrium that inheres in nature, he also assumes 

that the foundation of the comrnunity is necessarily more violent, since we have to keep 

our natural desire for continuous growth in check in order to maintain the boundaries of 

the community. At the same t h e ,  the community channels this growth into new 

directions. Self overcoming only becomes possible when we learn to rein in Our natural 

impulses. The extemal stniggk beween masters and slaves is transmuted into an intemal 

struggle which enables human beings to create themselves. As 1 pointed out earlier, the 

divided self for Nietzsche is necessary if an individual is to remain self constitutive. 



However, Nietzsche insists that the potential of this deveiopment is undercut by 

what he refers to as an asceticization of culture and morality that nvns weakness iwlf 

into a virnie. The interna1 split between nature and culture. which according to Nietzsche 

is the bais of our creativity. is to become the foundation for a debilitating guilt. At first, 

Our responsibility towards the comunity is enforced by erecting an elaborate system of 

punishments which tries to mould people into a single fonn. We pay our debts to the 

whole, or are punished. It is the threat of punishment that keeps us in line and maintains 

the boundaries of the community . However. punishment itself does not turn us into clones 

of one anorher; it merely ensures that we act in accordance with certain n o m .  According 

to Nietzsche, Christianity was ingenious for it provided a perfect mechanism for self 

enforcement that did not need to rely so heavily on the extemal instruments. It did so by 

inventing a God to whom we are ail etemaîly indebted. Therefore, we are also etemally 

drserving of punishment. The split between nature and culture which had created the need 

for a system of rewards and punishments in the first place, is now said to constitute a 

fonn of punishment infiicted upon us by God. Because m one can successfully rid 

themselves of their "natural"desires, we are ali equally guilty before God. 

In Nietzsche's view, the alleged humility associated with the castigation of the body 

merely camouflages a contemptuous hubris. By subduing nature we hope to diminish Our 

own suffering and eradicate al1 differences between people in order to avoid the kind of 

struggle that is an indelible part of life. We resent that aspect of our being which escapes 



Our control. By levelling the playing field, and forcing individuals to lead a life of 

atonement. Christianity not only attempts to eradicate sin, but in Nietzsche's view tries 

to eradicate nature itself. This constinites a misguideci and arrogant attempt to assert 

humanity 's  independence fiom nature. 

Thus, for Rousseau it is the advent of inequality which tips the balance that had 

preserved the delicate equilibrium between the capacity for individuation and integration. 

As soon as this occua, the community begins to disintegrate and individuals begin to 

compete with one another, becoming increasingly alike in an attempt to avoid becoming 

wlnerable to each other. According to Nietzsche. in the interests of equality, an attempt 

was made to make all individuals alike. so that they would no longer pose a threat to each 

other. Too much equality rather than tw linle produces modem stagnation. Prior to the 

asceticization of culture, standards of conduct and morality were simply enforced by the 

most powerful segments in society. These centres of power were con~uousIy shifung and 

power struggles within individuds and between them would ensure that the community 

was forced to reconstitue itself on an ongoing basis. However, once externally imposed 

n o m  are internalized and the contradictions which led to intemal struggle become sources 

of guilt, individuals becarne increasingly alike and the healthy conflict that had kept the 

comrnunity vibrant was stifled. Nietzsche assumes that political domination is the means 

by which the community's boundaries are established and that a shift in power relations 

forces these boundaries to be constarmy redrawn. Once people within the community corne 



ro resemble each other. the community itsetf disinregrates for the incentive to actively 

reshape it evaporates . 

Niemche's emphasis on culture le& him to underestimate the role that econornic 

inequality plays in fostering conformity. If individuals are constantly womed about 

economic domination by orhers, then their identity is largely absorbed by the quest for 

acquisition. However, Rousseau's analysis overlooks the religioustultura1 deveIopments 

that may contri bute and reinforce such " socio-economic " behaviour . Despite the very 

different focus of Nietzsche and Rousseau's arguments, they c m  be w d  in conjunction 

w ith each other to help explain some of the fearures of modem sociery . The asceticization 

of culture and the cultural levelling that it gives rise ro might actually help to sustain a 

system of economic inequality. Christianity ensures that individuals are no longer 

compelled to participate in the comrnunity in order to achieve a sense of belonging by 

forcing them to turn inward. Because al1 are equally guilty before God, any resenmient 

they might norrnally incur rowards the more powerfil segments of society mms inward 

and individuals consider themselves the source of their own failure. Since they believe 

that a11 people are fundamentally equal, they become more inclined to blame themseives 

for the economic hardships they face. Paradoxically , economic inequality is accepted not 

in spite of the notion that people are fundamentally equal, but because of it. 

Furthemore, one could argue that both the division of labour identified by 

Rousseau and the absolutïzation of culhue outlined by Nietzsche erode social bonds, 



giving rise to a pervasive conformity which characterizes modem social relationships. 

Once cultural n o m  are no longer assumed to be necessary for the survival of a panicular 

cornmunity but rather are identified with truth itself, then the individuai no longer feels 

compelled to go through the community in order to experience their meaning. Thus, 

one's attachent to the cornmunity quickly wanes. This rnakes it much easier for the kinds 

of selfish struggles for economic gain described by Rousseau to gain momennun since 

there is no longer a sense of responsibility to a greater whole. According to Nietzsche, 

the internalization of culture makes people feel less responsible rather than more 

responsible for the larger world of which they are a part. They concentrate almost 

exclusively on their own preservation. be this spiritual or econornic. Thus, Nietzsche does 

not advocate a denial of responsibüity towards the larger social orders which we are part 

of. but rather laments the Nni inward which prevents individuals from actively shaping 

their comrnunities. He objects to ascetic morality , not only on aestheric grounds, but also 

on moral ones. 

Rebuilding a shattered home: the philosophy of b i t s  

Both Rousseau and Nietzsche argue that modem society has reached an impasse 

which needs to be surmounted. Individuals have become mere clones of one another, and 

despite their similarisr and interdependence lead lives of virtual isolation. According to 



Rousseau, the race for property has absorbed al1 aspects of their personality. In 

Nietzsche's view, modem individuals merely huddle together in order to maintain a life 

of comfort and ease. They can only tolerate others who were identical to them and 

therefore do not threaten their own boundaries. This bleak portrait of rnodernity impelled 

both Rousseau and Nietzsche to try to fmd ways of extricating human beings from this 

morass . 

The task that both Rousseau and Nietzsche took upon themselves was to try to 

incite human beings to reassume responsibility for the world of which they were a part. 

Both recognized that this sense of responsibility could not arise by simply viewing others 

as individuals who are like us. but depended upon fosterïng the awareness that we create 

our world by interacting with others. We are responsible not oniy for Our own identity . 
but also for that of othen. The cornmunity not only limits the kinds of interactions 1 have 

with others, but is created out of these interactions. Rousseau recognizes that such notions 

might be anathema to individuals who are accustomed to seeing others as a menace and 

thus he has to somehow assuage their fears while at the same thne enticing them to see 

each other as fellow members of a community. He proposes to do this by implementing 

"the general willn whereby each citizen would agree to legislate for himself as a member 

of the community. No individual can infringe upon the fteedom of another since al1 are 

equally dependent on the whole which in turn is equally dependent on each of us. Thus 1 

recognize that my individual freedom is not oniy dependent on your individual freedom 



and vice versa but is dependent on the existence of the comunity as a whole. 1 force you 

to transcend your boundaries, and you force me to transcend mine. 1 must lay aside my 

own particular will in order to create the whole of which I am a part. Furthemore, by 

involving each of us in legislative activity , we become integrated into a community which 

we have made, rather tban having it imposed on us. The reciprocity between us facilitates 

the act of self creation. 

Rousseau realized diat he faced a difficult dilemma. Bourgeois sociery creates a 

climate of pervasive social distrust which deprives individuals of al1 sense of community. 

They do not know what it meam to feel ar home in the world and therefore can not 

legislate as members of a social whole, for they would not know what this entails . Thus, 

Rousseau suggests that a relationship with a "neutral" nature should be rekindled before 

human beings are ready to create their cultural home. In this way he would provide the 

individual with a sense of belonging that he could then strive to emulate at the level of the 

community. The process of separation fiom nature was to be at the same time a 

reintegration into it. This would give the individual an idea of the kind of balance that has 

to be maintained within the community. Eventually. he would replicate this kind of 

relationship at a social levef, and recognize that an individuai's separation from the 

cornmunit). should always be a means of reintegration into it. 

In Emile, Rousseau describes the kind of childhood that will produce the citizen 

who will be receptive towards the general will. As a child, E d e  must encounter no 



tensioqbetween his own selfish needs and his ability to integrale himself into the naturai 

worid. When he does experience such tension, he must be capable of resolving it. Thus, 

Emile is to h o w  harmony and happiness. His desires, which are still limited, are not 

thwarted and he is not unnecessarily constrained. If he experiences a profound schism 

between himseif and the world that he calls home, he will Iack the foundation which will 

encourage him to overcome tensions within the comrnunity as an adult. 

For Rousseau, happiness consists in the balance between needs and the capacity 

to fulfd them. Therefore, Emile is permitîed to tend to his immediate self interest without 

overt interference by othen. Evenaially he must more actively engage with his 

environrnent in order to adapt to nature, but he is not forced to do so prematurely. His 

introduction to rational thought, for example, occurs when he must fmd a means of 

satisfying his animal appetites. Nature's necessity irnpels hmi to exercise his fieedom. In 

this way, Rousseau tries to protect Emile fkom the agonies of the divided soul. 

Emile is also carefully shielded fkom conflicnial relations with others. Even the 

dispute over temtory between Emile and the gardener is peacefully resolved, since Emile 

cornes to realize that the gardener had needed the plot where Emile had planted his beans 

in order to plant melons for the boy. There is no conflict of self interest experienced here 

and instead, Esnile is taught a lesson in m u W  compatibility. He therefore does not l e m  

to conceive of other human beings as a threat. Emile has no experiences which threaten 

to undermine his own ability ro meet his needs. Furthemore, his ambitions are kept in 



check, because he is not subject to the ternptations of a cornpetitive society. Culture is a 

tool that he uses CO adapr to nature. In developing his own skills, thereby individuating 

himself, he is always integrating himself with the naturai world and finding new ways to 

make himself at home. The tensions he experiences are evenaially resolved. Conflict gives 

way to harmony . 

Sexual passion is the f ~ s t  destabiluing emotion that stirs within Emile. He 

experiences an overpowering thirst to be pan of something larger than himself. However, 

according to Rousseau, such passion mut be carefuliy managed since it can also efface the 

self, upsetting the necessary balance between individuation and integration. Emile's need 

to connect with others impels him to compare his lot to theirs . Rousseau therefore only 

exposes Emile CO the less fomnate so that he will not becorne dissatisfied with his own 

life. and develop insatiable appetites. Instead his need to unite with others is expressed by 

helping them. In this way Rousseau ensures that Emile does not develop the propensity to 

submit to others who are more powerfbl than he. nor to dominate othen in order to try to 

gain a position of advantage. 

Eventually Emile's burgeoning sexual passion is directed towards Sophie. She 

becomes the Iink between Emile and the community, for she d e s  her relationship with 

hirn dependent on his service to the larger society. Conventions are not onerous for 

because bey are directly linked to his sexual drives. Once again, his individual desires 

are reconciled with his social responsibility. Furthemore, by merging with Sophie, he 



l e m  that other human beiags are not ody his CO-habitants but becorne part of himself. 

His self interest becomes more expansive. He comprehends that in order to extend the 

boundaries of the self he must also be prepared to surrender them to another. 

Sophie links E d e ' s  own interest to that of his family, which in mm becomes his 

incentive to participate in the public sphere in order to forge a secure home for his 

children. In this way, Rousseau hopes to bridge the gap benveen particular and public 

inrerest. He chooses the institution of the family to assist him in making this transition, 

because it is the only bourgeois social structure that is not propelled entirely by self 

interest. Through his relationship with Sophie, E d e  has learned to transcend himself in 

order to integrate himself with his beloved. He learns to merge his sou1 with that of 

another person without surrendering himself to that person. In the political community 

which is continuously reconstituted through the general wiii, this process takes place at 

another level. 1 agree to legislate for myself as a member of the community and put aside 

my own particular interests for the sake of the whole. I thereby become part of something 

that is larger than myself. This does not mean that tensions between myself and the 

community are eradicated but rather that 1 will have the incentive to overcome them. 

Without the tension between the particular and the general will, the general will could not 

exist, since 1 would merely succumb to the whole without creating it. Both "public" and 

"private" inrerest are continuously redefined. However, Rousseau insists that without the 

guarantee of legislative equdity, 1 would not be willing to put aside my private interest in 



order to make the communiry of which 1 am a pan. 1 allow myself to both be acted upon 

and to acr. because 1 realize that my ability to shape your life is no greater than your 

ability to shape mine. 

Nietzsche's hero Zarathustra, like Rousseau's Emile, must go back to nature in 

order to reaffm his connection to the world and to rekindle a sense of belonging. 

However, uniike E d e ,  Zarathustra must experience the agony of contradiction in a much 

more profound way than Emile. For the child Emile. conflict eventually leads to 

reconciliation, so that as an adult, he WU not abandon the quest to reconcile any tensions 

that he may encounter. His tutor takes great pains to ensure that his pupil does not lose a 

sense of himself when he is falling in love or when he enters into the community and thus 

shields hirn from a suffering that he thinks might become paralysing. This message would 

be too tame for Nietzsche's adult Zarathustra, who suggests that one must be prepared to 

lose oneself in order to becorne oneself. Zarathustra has many crises of identity, and faces 

the horror of nothingness on numerous occasions. According to Nietzsche. the threat of 

non-existence is a very powerful stimuiant to the development of one's own individuality. 

The creation of rneaning depends on a crisis of meaninglessness. 

Zarathustra, like Emile, also lives much of his life in relative seclusion, 

maintaining his distance nom the t o m  which is siniated in the valley below. He imbibes 

the rhythm of nature, revelling both in the blinding sun and in the darkness of the cave. 

In this way, like E d e ,  he cornes to realize what it means to be integrated into his world. 



Wiiile EmiIe's childhood is monitored in order to avoid extremes, Zarathustra receives an 

education of exuemes. Zarathustra revels both in a Dionysian darhess which obscures 

al1 the boundaries between things, and Apoiionian light which highlights these boundaries. 

He is drawn to both the heights of the mountain, which dlow him to peme the landscape 

frorn a distance, and the sea which represents the bowels of life and threatens to engulf 

him. He cannot be in both places at once and so continuously wanders between them. 

According to Nietzsche, we can only learn of the interdependence between 

"opposites" by experiencing them as opposites. I cannot appreciate beauty without 

ugliness, nor can 1 appreciate light without darkness. It is precisely because one is not the 

other that they are complementary . For Nietzsche, if 1 am to leam what it means to be part 

of my surroundings, 1 must learn to m e n d e r  my agency and allow myself to be swept 

dong by the currenu of life. lening go of my propensity to steer my own path. Rousseau 

tries to ensure that even when Ernile falls in love, he is not c k e d  away by his passion 

but maintains a sense of identity that is separate from that of his lover. Nietzsche insists 

that we must experience such a loss of self so that we are motivated to protect it. 

Therefore. when we try to maintain our Apollonian boundaries we resist the very 

Dionysian hurricane that we have at other times surrendered to. This does not mean that 

Nietzsche disavows the comection between the two extremes. By resisting Dionysian 

disindividuation and attemptins to establish my own boundanes, 1 interact with other 

forces and contnbute to the very current that at other times sweeps me away. Apollo 



needs Dionysus and Dionysus needs Apollo. If 1 did not establish my boundaries against 

this cunent, then I would be incapable of contributing to it. At the same tirne, if there was 

no primordial life force that reverberated within me. 1 would have no desire to consuuct 

these boundaries in order to protect myseIf against desmiction. Even though Nietzsche 

insists on the opposition between these moments, this does not mean he sees them as 

"pure" categories. The ocean of Dionysus c a ~ o t  be traversed without the aid of an 

Apollonian vessel, nor cm one gaze dKectly into the glaring light of the nui, for then one 

relapses into Dionysian darkness. Yet, in order to experience each of these seerningly 

contradictory moment to the fullest, one must purposely "forget" the other. While 1 am 

playing a piece of music and feeling it echo thmugh me, 1 must forget that it was put 

together by combining a series of individuated notes. At the same time, while 1 am 

composing this music, 1 cannot be swept away in a Dionysian frenzy, otherwise 1 am 

incapable of writing it down. In order for Dionysus and Apollo to work together, we must 

experience hem as opposites . 

Thus, it couid be argued, that Nietzsche like Rousseau seeks reconciliation but it 

is a reconciliation that c m  only be achieved by sharply diflerentiating individuation from 

integration. To experience one, we must exclude the other, so that we can then move 

between them. It is in the movement between them that they are to be reconciled. 

Nietzsche's exhortation to his readers to embrace the contradictions in life, rather than 

nying to reconcile them does not mean that he conceives of life as a senes of uncomected 



pieces. Instead he points out that the differences between our experiences allow them to 

be joined together. If Rousseau points to the dangers of separating integration from 

individuation. then Nietzsche sheds light on the dangers of melding hem too closely. The 

two wnters complernent each other because of their "contradiction. l' 

Ironically. if Nietzsche is less willing to reconcile individuation and integration, 

it is because he is at once both more pessimistic and opumistic than Rousseau. For him, 

the attempt at such a reconciliation ofken eventuates in a reduction of one to the other. In 

his view, modem culture was bom out of the excessive rationakation initiateci by Socrates 

and Plato which siienced Dionysus . However. once Dionysus had been silenced,the beauty 

of Apollo also began to waw. The pleasurable and serene illusion of Apollo evoives into 

the stale reality of scientific fact. Ody by recognizing the need to move between these 

apparent extremes, could one ensure that a balance is maintaineci between them. One must 

recognize that one is not the other. in order to enable them to work together. They fom 

a whole. not in spite of, but because of their "opposition. " 

At the same time, Nietzsche recognizes that the kinds of extremes coveted by 

Zarathustra make hirn incapable of settiing pemianently within the comrnunity. The 

boundaries of the community would collapse if al1 its members experienced the wandererls 

lust for extremes. If each person wandered b e e n  mountains and oceans, no one would 

settle in the valley. Nietzsche, Iike Rousseau, recognizes tbat the modem community 

dernands compromises which are unacceptable to the w a n d e ~ g  soul. It is situared in the 



valley, far from both the depths of the sea and the heights of the mountains. Therefore. 

it seeks the rniddle road. mediating the relationship berween the Dionysus and Apollo. We 

are integrated, but do not surrender ourselves to the forces of integration. since there is 

always a distance beokreen ourselves and the social whole that encompasses us. At the 

same tirne, Our ability to differentiate ourselves must occur within certain boundaries. not 

deviahg too far from the n o m  of culture which hold the communify together. Yet, if we 

do not distance ourselves ffom these n o m  at all, the community stagnates since we make 

no effort to reconstitute it. We no longer feel any responsibility for making the social 

whole if we do not experience a degree of antipathy towards it. Nevertheless. Our 

opposition to the community cannot be so great that it undermines the efforts to make 

ourselves part of it. Thus, it seems to depend upon the kind of balance advocated by 

Rousseau. 

However, Nietzsche also argues that the community depends on drastic irnbalances 

in order to force it to reconstitue itself. If it does not fikt with the kinds of extremes that 

Zarathustra covets, it would lack the stimulus that is needed to renew itself. Some of the 

strongesr political orders emerge out of a sense of crisis. Thus, the community depends 

on figures like Zarathustra. who can reinvigorate it because they are not trapped within 

its frontiers and are able to challenge all its boundaries. Change within the community is 

ofren ignited nom outside of the community. Paradoxically, in order to assume his public 

responsibility . Zarathustra must overstep the boundaries of the community . Zarathustra ' s 



message is not intended for the stable citizen, but for people like Rousseau, or his 

Legislator, who can try to breathe new life into the community because they are outcasts 

to it. 

The Übermenrch is Nietzsche's metaphor for the potenrial outcast who can 

resuscitate a phlegrnatic comrnunity. Like Rousseau's Emile, Nietzsche's symbol 

celebrates the limitless potential of childhood. However, to retum to childhood, he insists 

that we must undergo several other metamorphoses of spirit. At first. one m u t  take the 

f o m  of the carnel, who forces himself to carry the weight of culnuai n o m  and traditions. 

His behaviour is always in accordance with external standards which weigh heavily upon 

his soul. Thus, he is cognizant of the sacrifices he must make in order to endure his load. 

The next stage is that of the lion, who in an act of rebellion tries to affirm himself by 

denying these " external" n o m .  However, he is soon subjected to the same emptiness of 

spirit that had plagued the camel. It is neither the raging and dornineering lion, nor the 

su bmissive and obedient camel , that provides the metaphor for Nietzsche' Übermemch . 

Rather it is in the child, who is receptive to the forces of life and at the same time is not 

afraid of creating something new out of them. The child is not weighed down by her past, 

nor does she tremble before the future. She does not ascribe to a teleological worldview, 

nor has she succumbed to a debilitating nihilism. Instead, her engagement with the world 

is that of play, and in the process she transfomis the world that has given birth to her. She 

is open to the novelty of al1 expenences, because she has not yet irnposed a unifonn vision 



on them nor is she constrained by the n o m  that rhe community imposes. By ushg the 

child to illustrate the nature of the Übennemch, Nietzsche makes it clear that his model 

is not exclusively one of domination and control. Thus. Nietzsche is advocating a kind 

of interplay between "outside" and "inside" which is similar to that conceived by Rousseau 

in the general will. 

Nietzsche's child, Iike the artist, must interpret what she sees, but she does not 

insist upon the eternal vdidity of her interpretations and changes them in order to adapt 

to novel experiences. Despite the very different approaches adopted by Nietzsche and 

Rousseau, the kind of character that is being developed in their stories is very similar. 

Emile is taught ro adapt himself to nature and to establish relationships with othea that are 

predicated on equaiiy. By retaining a balance between individuation and integration. 

Rousseau ries to ensure that we are receptive to others and can develop through our 

interaction widi them. Nietzsche too praises the gifi-giving virtue which celebrates the 

ability to give as well as receive, and recognizes that it is the interaction between us, and 

between ourselves and nature that engenden life. The Übememch is sorneone with the 

courage to periodically discard his or her own convictions, taking fiom others, in order 

to make himself. 

In making himself, the übennensch also makes the whole of which he is a part, 

accepting his responsibility to the "extemai world." Although Nietzsche Iaunches fervent 

artacks on al1 totalking systems, he nevertheless hinu at the existence of a "whole" that 



we are a pan of, aibeit one whose contours are constantly undergohg change and therefore 

cannot be grasped or defmed. It is in the theory of the etemai r e m ,  that this notion 

receives its most poetic expression. The claim that al1 of our actions have already occurred 

and will occur in the future serves as a reminder that we are part of a natural cycle of 

creation and destruction. No single interpretation c m  s u ~ v e  the test of time indefinitely. 

Yet. at the sarne time, we attempt to escape the apparent aimiessness of nanirai cycles 

thtough interpretations that are not only cyclical but historical. It is in reacting to the past. 

that we shape the present and the fiiture. At each moment, 1 reappropriate the past and also 

lunge towards the fiinire. In doing so, 1 also interact with others who receive my "giftn and 

reinterpret it, changing it in the process. Thus, I participate in etemity because of my 

finitude. Each action sparks a series of "reactions" that cannot be foreseen. My action is 

both destroyed and transformed into something new. Thus, rather than focusing on an 

overarching tnrth, according to Nietzsche, we m u t  focus on the act of creation itself. For 

Nietzsche, as for Rousseau. the whole is a process rather than an overarching system. By 

rnoving benueen moments and interpretations, 1 comect them and form the whole that also 

forms me. There is a subtle spirituaiism in Nietzsche that is al1 too ofien ignored by 

interpreters who concentrate on those aspects of his thought which focus on the clash of 

wills and the dynamics of power relationships. 

At the same tirne, Nietzsche would maintain against Rousseau, that power stmggles 

are unavoidable among beings who continuously try to grow and overstep their own 



boundaries, for they inevitably will challenge the frontiea of orhers whom they encounter 

along their path. For Nietzsche, this is especially m e  in the political realm where a 

common purpose and identity of interests is necessary to consolidate the social order. 

Politics for Nietzsche is not bom out of the affection between citizens, but is necessary 

because of the need to create a union between people who do not necessarily have an 

a f f ~ t y  for each other. Evennially this "extermi order" is intemalized , and less brutality 

is required to sustain it. Yet, Nietzsche's Zarathustra also hints at the need for more 

egalitanan relationships. The kind of community Zarathustra is seeking for himself would 

be very similar to that desired by Rousseau. It is a community of fkiends rather than one 

of mere cohabitants. Zarathustra does not seek cornpanions who simply subscribe to his 

dogrna, bur who would engage with him, and who would stimulate each other, facilitating 

each other ' s growth. However , perhaps the fundamental difference berween Rousseau and 

Nietzsche is that Nietzsche believes that such an exchange cannot occur within the sharply 

c i rcurnscri bed boundaries of politics, but rather occurs within communities that exist 

within or at the fringes of modem political orders. Modem political communities are too 

big to allow people to develop affection for each other. Without such affection, they are 

not willing to take the kinds of ri& that Zarathustra exhorts them to take, since their 

relationships with each other are predicated on mistrust. It is because they do not mist 

each other. that they are comforted by the fact that they are al1 alike. Zarathustra is 

continuously fnistrated because his message is not well received in the marketplace. Most 



peopte are relucmt to continuously venture into the unknown. They cannot grapple with 

relations that would force them to engage in a process of consrnt transformation and 

compel them to surrender their own boundaries. They want to be either leaders or 

followers because this offers hem more stability. 

Despite their signifcant poiitical differences. Rousseau and Nietzsche both support 

d ynamic relations hips between inside and outside, individuation and integration w hich fuel 

the process of self creation. However, while Nietzsche thinks such a process is stifled 

within the boundaries of a democratic community, Rousseau aims to democratize this 

relationship by avoiding the kinds of extremes that Nieîzsche cherishes. For Nietzsche. we 

must toy with extremes in order to recognize their interrelationship. According to 

Rousseau. the movement from one extreme to another could threaten the community and 

therefore a balance must be retained between them. Nietzsche insists that the community 

depends on the people who overstep its boundaries, for they are the only ones who c m  

revitalize when it seerns to be taking its dying breath. 

Relations to the Ferninine 

Attempts by Rousseau and Nietzsche to resuscitate a stagnant communify by 

reviving our relationship with nature also open up the possibility for a reevaluation of the 

role of women, who were traditionally considered wedded to an " inferior" n a d  realm. 



Although both thinken recognize that the position of women can no longer be completely 

ignored, their engagement with the "ferninine" proves to be very reluctant and they are 

unwilling to follow through on some of the implications of their own philosophy. Once 

again, they end up excluding woman, but their misogyny stems nom an overestirnation of 

her role and an exaggerated sense of women's power over men. Rousseau, for example, 

recognizing the political importance of the sexual relationship, makes woman the pillar of 

the private sphere which in turn is to become the foundation for a more democratic public 

sphere. However. she is not allowed to overstep the boundanes which divide the two 

realms and by excluding women from the public reaim, Rousseau recreates the schism 

between public and private that he was aying to transcend. Nietzsche asserts that women 

are less likely to engage in the kind of idemitarian thinking which has become 

characteristic of Western philosophy, because they realiie that culture can never grasp 

nature. Thus, they are more receptive to the idea that the process of self creation is a 

neverending one. However. after praising her for her insights, he redoubles his efforts to 

exclude her , by assuming the role of the "masculine mother " . 

In Rousseau's fictitious state of nature, the fact that woman gave birth in no way 

disadvantaged her nor did it produce a psychological make-up which was fûndamentally 

different fiom that of men. Independence and self sufficiency characterized the behaviour 

of proto-women as well as proto-men. Since there was no comection between men and 

women afier copulation, there was no reason for proto-men to assist in the rearing of 



children. Because sexual encountea were infrequent, each wornan only had a few 

offspring whom she was capable of both nourûhing and protecting from dangerous b e a s ~  

of prey. However, the development of  property relations marked the end of women's 

independence. Once permanent dwelling places were constnicted, human beings were 

protected from the vicissitudes of nature and began to see nature as something that could 

be rnastered. The sedentary existence also 1ed to the development of more structured 

sexual relationships. Love was thus an extension of the concept of ownership. Exnotional 

bonds developed within the farnily's bosom, but those outside the family were considered 

relative strangers. A division of labour occumd where women shouldered the 

responsibility for dornestic affairs, while the men hunted and gathered food. 

While agricultural means of production remained predominant, women still 

enjoyed a public role since public festivals and meetings provided them with a forum for 

integration beyond the confiines of the family . With the onset of industrialization, the 

cornmunity was splintered even further, and women Iost al1 access to the public arena, 

being confined exclusively to the private re*. The sharp distinction between the two 

spheres impelled men to extend the concept of ownenhip not only to their houses and their 

belongings but to their wives as well. The convast between the intimacy of the private 

world and the more abstract bonds prevalent in the public world magnifies these feelings 

of ownership. Rousseau's analysis suggests that women's subordination intensified when 

the schism between public and private spheres widened. The weakness of such an andysis 



inheres in the fact that it does not account for the unequai status endured by women not 

only in bourgeois society, but also in agricultural and "primitive" comrnunities. While 

Rousseau goes to great length to discuss the bar- consequences of the division of 

labour between men, he does not engage in such an analysis when it cornes to the sexual 

division of labour. 

Rousseau rums to the private sphere when he tries to rebuild the shanered political 

community, for this is the oniy place within bourgeois society where relationships are not 

predicated entirely on self interest. Furthemore, he argues that firme citizens are to build 

upon the affective bonds within the family in order to establish more abstract communal 

ties. Since the woman plays the predominant role within the private realm. Rousseau 

imputes to her much of the responsibility for reestablishing the connection between the two 

spheres. Rousseau recognizes that women have less of a tendency to make a sharp 

distinction between self and other. Her role as mother makes her aware of the complexity 

of the relationship between human beings, viewing them in less dichotomous terms. The 

other is not ody a separate individual that resembles her, but is also part of her. 

Furthemore, she is aware of the entanglement between nature and culture. since she must 

impose cultural noms and lirnit her desires in order to avert unwanted pregnancies. 

Ironically, Rousseau has woman, who recognizes the complexity of 

intersubjective relationships, sacrifice her own subjectivity in order to serve the other . Her 

role as mother should make her aware of the fact that the child is both part of her and 



separate from her, and therefore suggests that here, as in other social relations, a balance 

should be maintained between individuation and integration. Yet. Rousseau denies Sophie, 

his ideal woman, the benefits of such a balance. While she is to use her psychological 

acumen to foster in Emile a sense of duty towards the public world, this is a world which 

she is denied direct access to. She does not enter this world by reconciling it with her own 

natural needs. Instead she receives a training in dependence, leaniing to imbibe cultural 

and social noms without reflecting upon them. She has no control whatsoever over the 

training she undergoes, and unlike E d e ,  has culture Unposed upon her, rather than king 

given the chance to reflect on it and shape herself. She, who is allegedly so viral in 

achieving a reconciliation between nature and culture is herself depriveci of the o p p o d t y  

to develop her own understanding of their interrelationship. 

Insread. culture and nature become intertwined through Emile ' s passion for her. 

She rnakes her willingness to submit to him dependent upon his ability to perform public 

duties. Thus, she becomes the m e b  through which E d e  can become a citizen, rather 

than another subject through whom Emile c m  learn to extend the boundaries of the self. 

Instead of establishing within the family the basis for intersubjectivity . Rousseau constmcts 

an inegalitarian foundation for a democratic regirne. Thus, Sophie assumes responsibility 

for producing upright citizens but is to abstain ffom a direct political role. Her love is to 

be bestowed upon a virtuous mate who is seduced into exercising his virnie. It is through 

Sophie, that Rousseau allows the public sphere to permeate the private realm. 



Perhaps Rousseau does not offer Sophie the same kind of education that Emile 

receives because he overestimates the impact that the role of her future motherhood will 

have on her psyche. Her biological role as a mother forces her to uanscend her own 

interest when she satisfies her sexual desires. She must not be taught in the same way as 

Ernile that her interests are compatiile with othen, and that others are not ody separate 

from her, but also part of her. Emile on the other hand. needs to be more actively 

involved in the public sphere in order to redress this imbalance. He must learn to integrate 

himself, while for Sophie. such integration with others cornes "naturally." However, this 

is a weak argument for justioing her exclusion from the larger community . Even if one 

can argue that the integration with her own child cornes naturally, this does not mean that 

she will intuitively undemand the necessity for public integration. Secondly. as a young 

girl. the dernands of motherhood are not yet etched into her psyche, and rhus she too must 

learn to integrate herself with other human beings. Thirdly , by depriving Sophie of an 

active public role. he excludes her from the process of histoncal development. She simply 

m e c s  the cultural n o m  that are in place without questioning them and thus her support 

for the comrnunity as a whole c m  only be very tenuous. She is il1 prepared for the 

continuou process of adaptation and transformation that for Rousseau is vital if the 

communify is to survive. She is not permitteci to make herself who she is. One could even 

argue that Emile's interaction with his future spouse leaves him ill prepared to treat others 

as his equals. He does not leam the sküls of reciprocity that he is supposed to apply in the 



public sphere. Lnstead of engaging in a process of cultural creation witb his beloved, he 

simply imbibes social rituals dirough her because they are linked to his sexual desires. 

Nietzsche, Iike Rousseau inveighs against the hurnan propensity to sever the links 

between body and mind, nature and culaire, and therefore is forced to reassess the role of 

women who are denigrated by virtue of their connection to the natural realrn. Although 

he paints a much more complex portrait of woman than does Rousseau. his fmation on 

her matenial role also prevents him from engaging in an intersubjective relationship with 

hm. As a mother figure, she becornes for Nietzsche the symbol for the primordial life 

force from which we al1 emanate and which evennially destroys us. We are both part of 

her body, and yet are expelled from her. She embodies the tension between individuation 

and integration that fuels the process of life itself. It is in relation to her that we first 

experience this tension, and thus she becomes the object of both Our love and contempt. 

We rebel against her in order to assert Our selfhood, but cannot resist the temptation to 

become part of her. 

Because woman embodies this tension, she realizes that she will never be able to 

capture the essence of life. She represents for Nietzsche both the depths of the Dionysian 

ocean and rhe figure that flits across it, redizing that she cm never reveai its underlying 

"essence" or penetrate its deprh. As a mother, she is subject to natural forces that are 

beyond her conuol. while at the same t h e ,  actively shaping the life of another hurnan 

being. Nietzsche reveals this "ferninine" insight by using women to person@ life and 



wisdom who are embroiled in a playfd dance. Woman recognizes that wisdom cannot 

grasp life, but can only play with it. Nevenheless she also affirms that wisdom emerges 

from life and cannot be divorced from it. Thus. men's love of wisdom is always also a 

love of Iife. There is no meraphysical mystery that is waiting to be uneanhed since life 

itself emerges out of the dance becween the two. Thus, Nietzsche credits woman with a 

deeper understanding of the relationship between nature and culture for she recognizes that 

while the two never coincide, neither can they be disentangled from another. Wisdom does 

not merely rnirror life. it transforms it, thereby becoming part of its activity. Nietzsche 

accredits woman with the knowledge that life is not essence, but rather process. 

Nietzsche reaiizes that just as culture cannot capture nature, man can never capture 

woman. He desires to possess her. because she is not him but this very fact also ensures 

that his efforts will always result in failure. His appetite is forever unsatisfied, and thus 

he will never cease his pursuit of her. Both man and woman are continuously forced to 

reevaiuate their own boundaries by engaging in this relationship with the opposite sex. It 

is this difference that sustains their interest. At the same time, the sexual divisions between 

them also make them aware of the interna1 divisions, enabling them to recognize the 

woman in man and the man in woman. Therefore, Nietzsche is tacitly aware of the 

enormous potential for self creation that cornes out of their relationship. 

Nevertheless, Nietzsche denies woman the opportunity to participate in this 

process, because he uses her as a symbol for life as a whole. She who is life, does not 



need to participate in it by continuously remaking her boundaries. While man can establish 

boundaries in order to exclude woman. she carmot exclude him and must merely comply 

with his demands. She is subjected to his individuation. but is not permitted to engage in 

individuating acu of her own. Zarathustra even goes so far as to becorne the masculine 

mother that no longer requires intercourse with a woman in order to propagate himself. 

Of course, he recognizes that he can ody ever be pregnant with culture, and therefore 

reserves this realm for himself, depriving wornan of access to it. The eternal return is the 

metaphor which best depicts this paradoxical relationship to woman. Nietzsche insists that 

it is by understanding and mimicking the process of birth, that we enter into the realm of 

culture. Because woman plays a predomlliant role in achieving natural continuity, man 

endeavours to retain exclusive control over the cultural realm. Thus, Nietzsche excludes 

woman not because of her weakness but due to her power. Giving birth is a process 

through which each woman repeats an act performed by many others before her. Yet, in 

doing so, she brings a unique being into the world. Our culturai achievements mimic the 

act of giving birtb. Each object or idea we create, contains residues of a past which it both 

includes and transcends . 

In separating the process of cultural birth from natural birth, Nietzsche drives 

another wedge between nature and culture. By doing so, he forgets the role that culture 

plays both in the process of giving binh and in childrearing. The bonds of affection 

between a mother and child are not purely nahual; they are also cultural. A wornan not 



o d y  is the child's mother, she m u t  also make herself its mother and cultural n o m  in part 

determine what kind of mother she wiU become. Even the act of giving birth is not only 

a namal act but is also a cultural rinial. Rousseau also simply assumes thar woman can 

maintain her own identity while complying with the wishes of others, even though her 

childhood education has denied her the opportunity to develop an identity of ber own. He 

may simply take for granted that her future role as a mother endows her with the 

instinctive awareness that she is both independent of others and integrated with them. This 

repudiates his own insight that it is only as a d tu ra i  being that she is able to develop the 

bonds of motherhood. Like Nietzsche, he ends up driving a wedge between name and 

culture by making the world of cultural creation the exclusive preserve of men, while at 

the same time insisting that it is wornan who is to lure him into the culturai realm. As a 

result. rather than strengthening the connection between nature and culture, he ends up 

attenuating it. 

A moral aesthetics and an aesthetic morality? 

My cornparison of Rousseau and Nietzsche has insisted upon the importance of 

recognizing the morality of an  and the artistry of morality . Rousseau teaches us that 

ethical noms inhere neither in nature, nor in the order of the cosmos but are actively 

made by human beings in an effort to recreate an equilibrium that they had lost when they 



Iefi the state of nature behind. h t ead  of prescribing moral d e s ,  Rousseau describes 

moral processes. In the state of nature, proto-humans were completely integrated into 

their naniral world but were separated fiom their kin. Nanulil calamities marked the end 

of their isolation and forced human beings to pool their resources in order to survive. 

Social homes arose to replace the "natural home" that they had k e n  forced to abandon. 

However, once within the walls of the cornmunity, individuals began to notice their own 

boundaries by comparing themselves to others, and therefore could no longer take their 

own identity or rheir place within the social order for granteci. This sentiment of dienation 

would force them to reintegrate themselves into the community on a continual basis. In 

the process of doing so, t k y  would cmte new divisions that would once again have to be 

reconciled . 

Despite the ongoing tension between individuation and integration, Rousseau insists 

that a balance needs to be maintained between them so that my separation from the social 

whole would always at the same time enable me to reintegrate myself into it. Moral 

responsibility does not stem fiom the fact that we must subscribe to universal laws, but 

rather from the fact that we must always make ourselves part of the world to which we 

already belong. However, the process of integration requires that 1 not only shape the 

comrnunity but allow myself to be shaped by it. My impact on others must be equivalent 

to the impact of others on me. If either one of us dominates the other, the equilibrium is 

automatically destroyed. 



Nietzsche also recognizes that we are at once both integrated into the world and 

separated from it, and that the tension between the two fuels a continuous process of self 

creation. Like Rousseau he affirms that we do not create our world in isolation, but rather 

do so by interacting with others. Reciprocity between individuals forces hem to 

contînuously reevaluate their own boundaries. Despite these similarities, he insists that 

his approach, unlike Rousseau's is an artistic rather <han a moral one. In part, Nietzsche 

distances himself ftom morality, because he assumes that it involves abiding by an 

inflexible series of laws that masquerade as absolute truths and prevent us from 

continuously reintegrating ourselves h to  the world. Yet, by examining concepts such as 

the eternal renirn, it becomes clear that Nietzsche's aesthetic phiiosophy has very powerfil 

moral undertones. The eternal r e m  suggests that we are part of a whole whose pulse we 

feel reverberating withui us and at the same time we C r e e  this whole rhrough interactions 

with others. 

In order to keep this awareness that we are both created and creative dive. 

Nietzsche insists on the importance of experiencing the contradiction between 

individuation and integration. He would be wary of Rousseau's tendency to ensure that the 

two remain in relative equilibrium at aii times. If I worry that my attempt to create new 

individual or social boundaries will prevent me from integrating with othen. 1 would be 

too hesitant to transcend existing cultural n o m  that may in fact be suffocating the 

community. In addition, Nietzsche insists that we must not always be concerned about 



preserving Our "subjectivity" when undergoing a Dionysian experience, for we would 

then depnve ounelves of the oppominity to feel the pulse of life run through us, and 

intensify Our own separation from the world. For Nietzsche, both "losing" one's self and 

defining one's self are pleasurable and by trying to maintain a balance between them at al1 

tirnes, one detracts from the intensity of both experiences. Nietzsche is not simply 

extolling a philosophy of domination, for if this were the case, he would not encourage us 

to "lose" ourselves. His "hero" Zarathustra seeks not subjects whom he can control but 

friends whom he can play with and who will continue to challenge his own boundaries 

as well as their own. 

Rousseau, on the other hand, would insist that by subjecting ourselves to 

Nieaschean "extremesn we would too easily lose sight of their interconnection. If we 

forget about integratïon while we hdividuate ourselves, we might develop an appetite for 

dominating others. Similarly, if a community achieves integration at the expense of 

individuation, then individuals will lose their incentive to make themselves part of it and 

it will graduatly wither away. Nietzsche, on the other hand, points out that without 

experiencing the extremes of both integration and individuation, we would not be aware 

of the need to engage in both. Without surrendering myself to the Dionysian whirlwind, 

1 would not confront the possibility of my own nothingness which forces me to 

individuate myself. 1 am led to Apollo because of the excesses of Dionysus. Similarly . 
w ithout experiencing the emptiness that cornes from establishing rig id boundaries , we 



would not be tempted to relapse into the a m  of Dionysus. The extremes of both 

experiences draw us back toward the other and thus we are "forcedn to maintain a balance 

by moving between them. 

Nietzsche and Rousseau both would like us to recognize that we have a 

responsibility to create the social and naturd world that we are a part of. They vehemently 

object to the notion that we have grasped the true nature of reality or that we can ever 

become the whole of which we are always rnerely parts. In fact, their philosophies rnay 

even be complementary because of their opposition. Each of them would be suspicious of 

the position of the other, because they fear that it gives rise to the illusion that we can 

control the world, rather than participating in it. For Nietzsche, oniy by moving between 

extremes and venturing beyond social norms will we begin to recognize that Our world 

always eludes our grasp. The artist is a wanderer who is at home everywhere and at home 

nowhere. It is impossible for him to become the kind of conqueror that Nietzsche is so 

often accused of extolling, since he would have to depnve himself of the pleasure of 

having his own boundaries collapsed in order to maintain his Von grip. Rousseau, on the 

other hand, fears that indulging in one extreme will cause us to lose sight of the other. 

Yet. 1 would argue that these positions are not only "antithetical" but necessary to each 

other. Nietzsche's artist-wanderer needs Rousseau, for he will not be tempted to leave the 

Apollonian mountain for the Dionysian ocean, if he forgets the depths completely while 

he is on the heights. If Apollo did not encroach upon the temtory of Dionysus. we would 



never ernerge out of Our disindividuated frenzy. We can only travel between "exrremes". 

if we keep die "other" extreme in mind. At the same rime, Rousseau's dependable citizen 

requires the experience of exuemes that the artist enjoys. Someone who has not 

experienced the agony and loneliness of individuation will not realize the need to balance 

it with integrarion. Similarly, the individudual who has never surrendered her own identity 

will not acknowledge the necessity of maintaining it. One couid argue that the people of 

Rousseau's Golden Age could not hold onto their equilibrium forever, precisely because 

they did not know what it meant to have it disrupted. We strive to reconcile opposites 

only if we know what it means to put too much distance between them. Zarathustra is 

always drawn back to the comrnunity on his way to both the heights and the depths. 

Rousseau leads to Nietzsche and Nietzsche leads io Rousseau, not only because of their 

s imilanties , but because of their profound differences . 
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